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“I THINK THE UNDERGROUND IS INFINITELY
VIABLE ... AT LEAST UNTIL THE DAY THAT IT’S

ACTUALLY ILLEGAL TO GATHER IN BASEMENTS,
UNION HALLS, OR ANYWHERE ELSE TO HEAR
PEOPLE EXPRESS THEMSELVES, THROUGH
MUSIC, OR OTHERWISE.” —DEREK HOGUE
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This address will only be vaild until the end of

August, 2007. After that, we’ll be in the wind:
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4229 N. Honore

Chicago, IL 60613

Yes, that’s our office address. Please call first

if you want to stop by. We will gladly sell you
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our-hair-out insane.
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retains all copyrights.
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ill (continuedfrom the cover)

9 his was never meant to last forever. In

9 fact, I can say with good conscience

9 that Punk Planet lasted about I2-and-

a-half years longer than I ever could have

imagined when we started. Every time the

calendar changed from one year to the next

was a total surprise—the year that would fol-

low felt like a gift not to be taken advantage

of. We never did. We treated every issue

we put out—all 80—as an excuse to put our

hearts and our souls all-in; we treated every

issue as if it might be our last.

And now, suddenly, this is the last.

Why? The short answer is were out of

money. The nearly two-year battle with

our newsstand distributor, the Independent

Press Association, which culminated in

their January bankruptcy filing (full cover-

age of their demise is in the article “Person-

ality Crisis” in this issue) left us exhausted

and deep in debt. Unfortunately, it was a

hole that proved impossible to crawl out of.

The decision to end the magazine was not

made easily—in reality, we probably should

have closed the cover on it a couple issues

back—but it was one that had to be made.

In making it, we leave behind a legacy

that everyone that contributed to it should

be proud of: Almost 700 interviews, 300 +

articles, a whopping 25>00° reviews (good

lord), all spread over 11,268 pages. That’s

what’s quantifiable. What isn’t is the hopes

and dreams and beliefs and ideas that went

into it all. With that legacy, ending it now

feels impossible.

We’re not the only independent pub-

lication having to make an impossible de-

cision like this—2007 has been filled with

amazing, cool, and inspiring titles closing

their doors, with more to follow, I’m sure.

It’s been hard to watch on the sidelines ancT

even harder now to be a part of.

As other magazines began to an-

nounce their closure a few months back,

Joel Schalit, a longtime Punk Planet contrib-

utor, wrote to me and said “it really feels

like it’s the end of an era,” and he’s right.

When Punk Planet began back in 1994 it was

at the height of the ascendancy of the zine.

We were part of a movement, spearheaded-

by Factsheet Five and forwarded by such amaz-

ing titles as Ben is Dead, Underdog, Anti-Matter,

Lookout, DearJesus, Bunnyhop, and many, many

others, the mid-’90s saw zines cropping

up everywhere. There are very few publi-

cations left from that era, and the few that

remain are fighting to stay alive. The zines

that were inspired by our graduating class

of zinedom also have mostly folded, and

the ones that they inspired have gone away

as well. It truly is an end of a wonderful,

amazing era. I was glad to be a part of it.

But, sitting here at my computer on

the day this magazine will go to press (Me-

morial Day, which somehow seems quite

fitting), it still feels abstract; this doesn’t

feel like an ending. And perhaps part of

my disbelief is because, in many ways, it

isn't. Sure, this magazine won’t be around

anymore, and others of your favorites may

follow us onto the shelves of history as well,

butjjou haven’t gone away, the ideas that in-

spire you haven’t disappeared, and expres-

sion—thankfully—is still free.

So what are you going to do about it?

The fight, as it says on our cover, is

now yours.

Fight for independence; fight for the

freedom to create; fight against the mono-

culture that threatens every aspect of your

life. Because now is when the battle needs to

be waged: corporations think that their era

is ascending. Stand against it.

I’ll be there fighting alongside you—we

all will be—because the fight isn’t over for

us either, just a single chapter is coming to

a close. Those of us that have chosen to live

a life of opposition against the mainstream

know that it’s a marathon, not a sprint. And

we know that sometimes things have to end

so that something new can begin.

This final issue of Punk Planet is filled

with people’s stories of building new

things, of taking chances, of creating des-

tinies and futures out of ideas and ide-

als. It’s stories like these that I hope have

inspired you over the 13 years we’ve been

publishing, and I hope you take that inspi-

ration and begin a project of your own.

Back in the early days of Punk Planet I

ended all of my intros like this: “We hope

you enjoy this issue and, if not, we encour-

age you to make your own zine. In fact, we

encourage you to make your own zine any-

way.” It’s a great sentiment, but one that

shows its age with its limited boundaries

for expression. It’s not just about zines

anymore, folks—I’m sure you know that

without me having to tell you. It’s zines,

it’s books, it’s music, it’s film, it’s art,

it’s activism. Beyond that (and including

all that), the Internet has opened up all

sorts of avenues that never existed 13 years

ago when Punk Planet began (we’re sticking

around online, by the way—join the dis-

cussion there). The world is alive with pos-

sibilities—it’s up to you to grab them and

turn them into something amazing.

To new beginnings,

X>4U
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I

am not a fiction writer, like Elizabeth

Crane, orJoe Meno, or any of the other

great writers we’ve found and presented

to you here on these pages. And so when I

sit down to create for you a fantastical world

that will bring you joy and convince you to

struggle for what you believe to be right, I

must call on inspiration other than my sadly

lacking imagination. What, then, do I have

at my disposal, dear readers?

Just you.

For the last three years here at Punk Planet,

and before that on the pages of Clamor, Fierce,

Lip, Matte, and many years ago even Stay Free!, I

have attempted to hear, record, and amplify

the voices of independent cultural producers

and the communities in which they travel,

believing as I do that they—you—stand at

the forefront of a street-level war against a

monolithic corporate culture with profound

political implications. In this process I have

been guided by your feedback in the guise

of Internet message-board postings; letters

to the editor; friendly emails; furious out-

bursts at parties; intimate conversations;

published criticism and homages; and the

journalistic articles, personal essays, and in-

depth interviews submitted for publication

to this magazine. (A friend recently asked

how I was kept so well informed of certain

advancements in culture, and I explained

that, for the most part, I got my news when

people emailed me to tell me about a crazy

thing they just had to deal with down the

block, in their studio, or at their dayjob.)

From these disparate, impassioned,

unprofessional elements, I have attempted

to cobble together a bimonthly picture of a

fantastical, joyful world worth struggling

for. One that, after all, is only a reflection

of your work, your culture, and your life.

It is difficult now to look to the future

without acknowledging that the struggle

we’ve documented on these pages and on

the pages of other now-defunct magazines

for well over a decade has come to an end.

Yet despite all indications—despite that ev-

ery single one of the above-named spaces

for resistance have closed up shop and are

resistant no longer—I must remind you

(and others will, too, in the pages that fol-

low) that we consider ourselves the under-

ground for a reason. It’s not because we’re

dirty and underfed. That is just a coinci-

dence. And it’s not because we hate or fear

what is above ground. That, for the most

part, is just common sense.

We call ourselves the underground be-

cause what we do does not correspond to what

they do, up there, by light of day. What they

do is value profits over passion. And that’s

OK, sometimes. Don’t get me wrong. But

when passion—and by this I mean an interest

in dissent, the creation of independent me-

dia, and the very urge to speak one’s mind—is

mandated by a budget director and shortly

thereafter deemed insufficiently profitable

and production is therefore ceased, we have a

very bad situation indeed.

And that is the situation we are left

with today. Not just at Punk Planet, but in our

culture in general. It is a situation I have

had the very sad honor of documenting in

my upcoming book Unmarketable: Brandalism,

Copyfighting, Mocketing and the Erosion of Integrity,

which details recent corporate marketing

strategies to co-opt modes of underground

art and activism and will be published by

The New Press in November, and it is a

situation I discuss on these pages with the

remarkable Andre Schiffrin, who founded

The New Press 17 years ago. As he notes,

on these pages and elsewhere, it is a situ-

ation likely to worsen without legal inter-

vention, increased cultural awareness, and

a drastic change in governmental policies.

No doubt in the mean time, many of

us will bring our work back underground,

continue to create our music and zines and

comics in secret, practicing democracy

only in the small, localized ways still avail-

able to us. More of us will surely decide the

struggle is not worth it, abandon our hope

to hold sway over our media, our govern-

ment, buy a Hummer. OK, do that. But

don’t forget the reason why you picked up

this magazine in the first place: that you

thought there was something wrong with

the way everyone else was doing things, and

you wanted to do something different.

You still can.
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BRIGHT EYES
Cassadaga

Four WindsFeaturi

The follow-up to

005’s wildly successful

italAsh in a Digital Urn

Wide Awake, It's Morning.

CD/2LP
iSSsAqSjia

irk irk — Rolling Stone, Spin

“There’s no doubt Conor Oberst is one of the best and

most prolific songwriters of his generation.” — Bust

;

:
:
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“A collection of sounds, moods and shadowy stories

that, side-by-side feel perfectly at home.” - Paste

:j

Weaving from romantic sagas to doomsday prophecies, Oberst delivers his most mature

and connected work to date. His sharply written heartland vignettes are set to graceful

melodies and swaddled in lush orchestration and layers of breezy acoustic instru-

mentation ... prospects for the music’s creator look bright indeed.” — USA Today

T w 0 GALL AN T S
THE SCENERY OF TAREWELL

Five song acoustic EF to be followed by a

new full-length in fall 2007

SADDLE CREEK * WWW.SADDLE-CREEK.COM * INFO@SADDLE-CREEK.COM
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JELLO BIAFRA
In The Grip of Official Treason kd

The mighty mouth of Biafra is back speaking

truth to power and upsetting the order of the

Bush regime. Mandatory listening for the

conscientious punk politico.

THE (INTERNATIONAL)

NOISE CONSPIRACY
Live At Oslo Jazz Festival cd

The Swedish conspirators of sound add sax and

keyboard to the mix, making a smoking hot live

document and showing off a new side of the band."

SREE mssi
GREG PALAST
Live From The Armed Madhouse cd

NY Times best-selling author and investigative

journalist follows up his book tour with news on fixed

elections, petro-dollar deals, and Iraq. Includes two

remix contest music tracks.

LEFTOVER CRACK /
CITIZEN FISH Deadline i

UK ska punk legends join NYC’s controversy

magnets, even covering each other's songs!

LP only, CD on Fat Wreck Chords

AKIMBO
Harshing Your Mellow cd Digipack

The first album from Seattle's finest back in print

with new artwork, including a SCREAMERS cover!

Live to crush! On tour with DMBQ!

THE EAT
It’s Not The Eat, It’s The Humidity 2xCD/2xLP

Florida's Killed By Death legend unearth rare cassette and 7"

tracks, plus a bonus disc of live material! A triumphant return
|

of the "Reissues of Necessity" series."

AKIMIIO NAVIGATING THK IIRONZK OUT AUGUST /!1ST

for A free massive CATALOG of hardcore and punk rock TITLES, books, MERCHANDISE and more, write to ALTERNATIVE TENTACLES RECORDS • PO BOX 419092, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94141 • WWW.ALTERNATIVETENTACLES.COM



LNUFACTUR
FOR THE INDEPENDENTCOMMUNITY.

CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE FOR UPDATED PRICES & MONTHLY SPECIALS!

3449 TECHNOLOGY DRIVE, STE. 212

NORTH VENICE, FLORIDA 34275
PHONE: 941.484.5151

INTERNET: WWW.ILOVEIMPRINT.COM
EMAIL: INFO@ILOVEIMPRINT.COM

Produced by

Adam Yauch (aka MCA) of the Beastie Boys

"When I saw the Bad Brains. ..it was one of the biggest moments
of my life/* — Henry Rollins, Black Flag

"Bad Brains. The greatest hardcore punk band!"

— Tony Kanal of No Doubt

"The Brains are one of most powerful and unique bands in

the world." — MCA of Beastie Boys

"The Bad Brains play this music, this really intense music that

is based on a really beautiful, positive thing."

— Flea of The Red Hot Chilli Peppers

New Studio Record

"BuildA Nation"

IN STORES JUNE 26, 2007!

0$Cll*.0SCOP£ 0MEGArGRCERECORDS0
PRINTING AND REPLICATION FOR INDEPENDENT RECORD LABELS AND BANDS SINCE 1994



BAD BRAINS
picture disc

dubmo
cool ourand coexist

Funk, metal, dub, rock
supergroup featuring:

BILL LASWELL,
BERNIE WORRELL,
BUCKETHEAD,^ & BRAIN. ^

An exhilarating night
in Rotterdam in i 980
re-mastered with
3 bonus tracks! ^

v “This performance is^
mesmerizing.,.rampaging

through elements of avant-
garde, hip-hop, dance, dub,

ambient and rock/’ .

- cmj

“The Contortions shook
the P** out of raw funk!”

^ - Chicago Reader ^

PROUD MEMBER OF A*lM / 212.477.0563 INF0@R0IR-USA.COM / WWW ROlR USA COM

James chance
& the contortions

SOUL EXORCISM REDuX

“Dub Trio rips it to shreds
with their potent blend of
blisteringly heavy rock &

dub conventions.”

^ - XLR8R ^

‘The Best Handcore/Punk
Album of All Time”

- Adam Yauch,
The Beastie Boys

The Sonic Youth
of dub.”

- Dub-O-Rama ^

check out

W the
shotgunwww.ttietouchers.com www.atthespine.0r9

www.wantageusa.com www.wantageusa.com



JULY 10 FROM MERGE RECORDS

IMERGE1

DON’T MAKE ME A TARGET
THE GHOST OF YOU LINGERS
YOU GOT YR. CHERRY BOMB
DON’T YOU EVAH
RHTHM & SOUL
EDDIE’S RAGGA
THE UNDERDOG
MY LITTLE JAPANESE CIGARETTE CASE
FINER FEELINGS
BLACK LIKE ME
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“Alaska is great if you’re
into bluegrass but any
other type of music is

nonexistent.”
REVERSE RETRO BRINGS NEW MUSIC TO ALASKA

O ff a snowy highway near An-

chorage, Alaska, across from

a frozen ocean inlet, there’s an

isolated little biker bar called the

Brown Bear Saloon. The space is

crowded with fleece-wearing lo-

cals, leather-clad biker types, and

college students from the Univer-

sity of Alaska-Anchorage—all here

for a rock show.

Electronic beats pulse through

the room, and Hawnay Troof (AKA

Oakland, CA-based musician

Vice Cooler) gets the crowd mov-

ing with his energetic art-punk

rapping. He, along with up-and-

coming Brooklyn-based duo High

Places, was flown in to perform.

Rarely do bands from the lower

48 stop here on tour, for obvious

reasons: most independent artists

simply lack the resources to get

there. Luckily, three visionary resi-

dents—Tony Olexa, Luke Bouvrie,

and Robert Bowler—are working

to make this happen. Through

their organization Reverse Retro,

they’re promoting and facilitat-

ing exciting new art, music, and

film happenings in their beloved

49th
state. Reverse Retro—

a

firefighter/paramedic, a motor-

cycle salesman, and an Alyeska

Resort employee who waxes skis

(respectively)—hope to expose

Alaska to some amazing art, and

this Hawnay Troof/High Places

show was the first in an ongoing

series of events to spruce up the

local culture.

How would you describe the

overall cultural climate of where

you live?

Bouvrie: Alaska is very diverse

in the sense that we have quite

a bit of Native American cul-

ture mixed with a freedom- ori-

ented right-wing population

that has essentially grown from

a wild-west, backwoods, Gold

Rush lifestyle. Alaska is great if

you’re into bluegrass but any

other type of music is nonex-

istent.

What prompted you to create Re-

verse Retro?

Bouvrie: I was always very into

music and art. All my friends

were musicians, and I grew

up going to all-ages punk and

hardcore shows in Boston.

Bowler: I’m also from the East

Coast—Saratoga Springs, New

York—and had a variety of art,

music, dance, and film avail-

able to me . . . Tony, Luke, and

I decided that there is no rea-

son why we can’t bring the art

we miss to the state we love.

Olexa: I used to volunteer as a

music director at the best radio

station in the world (KEUL

FM 88.9 in Girdwood, AK).

Supposedly it’s the only pirate

radio station to be granted a

license by the FCG instead of

being shut down. It’s a free-

form, community-run sta-

tion ... in this shack in the

middle of the woods. When

you DJ there it’s totally un-

conventional. People end up

just bringing their music from

home and playing their favorite

songs. After seeing how [the

station] worked, we decided

to go to GMJ in New York in

2005 to kind of connect with

what was going on elsewhere.

We came back to Alaska want-

ing to be able to have that here

too . . . It’s funny because a lot

of people are like “Oh, so you

want to be a music promoter?”,

but really that’s not the case. We

are just friends who appreciate

music and want to share it with

other people!

In terms of bringing artists to

Alaska, did you set out with spe-

cific people or events in mind?

Bouvrie: We started with a

rough concept—to promote

new and interesting mu-

sic, film, and art—stuff that

is original and apart from the

“norm.” Our scope is very

broad in this sense.

Bowler: We wanted to see talent

that would be progressive and

representative of the current

changes in the arts community.

Olexa: When we began trying

to get artists to come up here,

we started to find out who was

PUNK PLANET 11



“I see more groups expanding
out and being a little

experimental . . . but still

keeping it brutal.”
CHICAGO’S ARBITER FOCUSES ON THE DEATH METAL
basics: technicality and brutality

N ile playing Ozzfest; Cannibal Corpse on the Sounds of the Un-

derground tour; Suffocation appearing in a History Channel

commercial and being referred to as “death metal.” Within the last few

years, death metal has reared its ugly head closer and closer to main-

stream America. Celebrities are even trying to hop on the metal band-

wagon by flashing the devil horns on the ol’ red carpet. Aside from

Headbangers Ball (back in the day, and only every once and a while) and

your city’s dive venue, death metal has stayed put on the backs ofjean

jackets and in the tape decks of metalheads that spawned the monster

and kept it alive. While some purists might decry the possibility of

death metal reaching a larger audience, those same detractors need to

remember that even when a genre gets more popular, there’s still going

to be a raw, incredibly unpopular version of the same genre lurking be-

low the surface, carrying on like the mainstream doesn’t even exist.

Although Chicago’s death metal scene doesn’t have the lumi-

nous history of say, Tampa or New York (Broken Hope, Fleshgrind,

all image and business and who

was for real, doing the art be-

cause they love it and have fun

doing it. It can be really dif-

ficult working with some book-

ing agencies . . .They ask for so

much money and make it really

impossible for most bands to

ever come here. When you ap-

proach the agents and pres-

ent the experience, they look

right past it and ask you, “What

kind of money can be made?”,

which is a stupid question be-

cause if the bands they rep-

resent have never been here,

there’s no way to tell . . .The

music climate in Alaska is way

different here than that of the

lower 48 or even Europe. Like

I bet you could have an Arcade

Fire show up here and although

they are supposedly huge every-

where, Alaskans would be like,

“What is the Arcade Fire? Is it

a video game conference?”

What shows are in the works?

Bouvrie: This summer we are

bringing up Captain Ahab and

Lucky Dragons.

Olexa : These shows will be in

Denali National Park at the

Sheldon Center. Part of the

proceeds is going to benefit the

Denali Foundation—an amaz-

ing community center in De-

nali. We recently hosted a vegan

dinner while Curtis Vodka

played music, which went over

well. I want to do some shows

in the native villages north

of Fairbanks where people

wouldn’t ever have the oppor-

tunity to hear this music.

How do you promote your

events? And how have people

responded?

Bouvrie: Promotion has been

mostly fliers, newspaper ads,

word-of-mouth, and the In-

ternet. Everyone always has a

good time [at the shows]
, but it

has taken some time to develop

a following.

T
he leggy frontman of the

Riverboat Gamblers, Mike

Weibe, seemingly has some sort

of Jekyll-and-Hyde personality

disorder. Only the presence of a

raised stage determines which

side emerges. In front of his audi-

Olexa: It’s so rad to hear some-

body talk about a show and be

like, “I never knew this ex-

isted!” More than anything we

hope it encourages other people

to do the same thing, and we

start to see a lot of music and

art in Alaska. —Laura Pearson

ence, Wiebe introduces himself

as a sweaty animal that not even

heavy doses of Xanax or Ritalin

could restrain. Offstage, though,

you will meet that creature's

. contrast, a soft-spoken character

who swears he must have “low

Go catch a show, but don’t forget the Anorak: www.reverseretro.com.

“Music’s such an esoteric
kind of thing.”
THE RIVERBOAT GAMBLERS’ MIKE WEIBE PASSED UP
HIS CHANCE AT THE BIG TIME, BUT HE’S NOT LETTING
THAT STOP HIM NOW

12 PUNK PLANET



static PP80
and Master being notable exceptions), it’s always been alive and

well, patiently awaiting a turn in the spotlight. Presently, north-

west-suburban/Chicago-proper Arbiter has been musically sucker-

punching the death metal, hardcore, punk, and whatever scenes will

book them on a regular basis.

With the bands median age falling somewhere in the 21 to 22

range, it’s hard to believe that they’re not Myspace- and mascara-ob-

sessed clowns whose sole intention is to pick up girls and play “heartfelt”

emo-core. Rather, the band focuses on a combination of technicality

and brutality, calling to mind such classic bands as Morbid Angel and

Vital Remains. One oftwo guitarists, 20-year-old Mike Parrish explains

it bluntly, “I’ve always liked more and more heavy music, but when I got

into high school and people were [playing] me bands like Eighteen Vi-

sions and Cannibal Corpse, I was way more into the Cannibal Corpse

stuff.” He adds, “I think I’m just drawn to the technicallity of it all.”

The ability to play your instrument has always been a large part

of death metal’s success. The trick is finding the delicate balance be-

tween technical ability, production that favors the insane low-end,

and speed to make the total package. Arbiter perfected the total pack-

age on their only release thus far, a three-song demo. Recorded in

2006 as a three-piece after losing a few members (they’re now back

to full, five-piece power), the three songs contained have been mak-

ing waves with their simple, eerie designs and crushing contents.

Aside from gigging their collective ass off since their inception

in late 2005, Arbiter credits the smart use of the aforementioned

Myspace as well as YouTube as a means of spreading their gospel.

“YouTube helps show the intensity of our live shows, and MP3S on

Myspace have helped us pick up gigs, because promoters and fans

know what we’re about instantly,” says Parrish.

What they’re about is making death metal interesting again.

“Death metal will always have the double bass, low vocals, and heavy

guitars,” continues Parrish, “but honestly, you can only go so fast,

like Derek Roddy, or have the lowest guttural, like Mortician. These

days, I think its going to be more like, what can you bring to the ta-

ble with a different spin on it? There is always going to be the basic

elements of death*metal, but I see more groups expanding out and

being a little expiremental . . . but still keeping it brutal.”

Currently, Arbiter is putting the finishing touches on five brand-

new (and don’t forget brutal) songs to be recorded at the end of May

with Jared Logan (who’s worked with everyone from the Racine Sym-

phony Orchestra to his old band, 7 Angels 7 Plagues). Due out mid-

summer, Parrish says that Arbiter is confident that this new demo will

turn even more heads, as the band has stepped up their writing game.

“I think that no matter what, some dudes are always going to want to go

deeper, more extreme. And if the more radio-friendly bands that are

metal sound good, there will be kids wanting something better.”

“So, you won’t settle for good?” Punk Planet asked Parrish.

“No way, I want amazing.” —Dave Hofer

Get brutalized: www.virb.com/arbiter.

self-esteem” (from hating to hear

his own voice post-recording)

and who only becomes animated

when the conversation trails onto

Rocket From the Crypt and The

Good
,
The Bad

,
& The Ugly. (He

declares, “there’s not one aspect

of that movie that isn’t perfect.”)

It was this latter personality

that allowed me to appreciate the

self-declared “basket case” loung-

ing comfortably on an old couch

beside me. It's not difficult to

comprehend the feral magnetism

Wiebe emits during a show. His

normality, however, is his most

confusing trait.

I heard you were robbed in

Canada recently.

Yeah. Boo, Montreal junk-

ies. Boo to you, I say. The first

time, they got a bass and two

guitars, and that happened

around eight months ago.

This time, they got one guitar

and Fadi’s backpack that had

his passport in it.

If the robber reads this inter-

view, do you have anything to

say to him?

Little does he know that those

items were cursed by a Norse

witch queen that lives high

atop a hill, in a snowy bluff in

the Arctic area that’s guarded

by two polar bears. His life

will be forever cursed be-

cause of that, unless he comes

personally and gives the gui-

tar back and gets a Riverboat

Gamblers tattoo on his neck.

Or his ass.

He’s gonna get a tattoo of my

foot in his ass.

Rolling Stone declared the Gam-

blers “the best band without a

major label deal.” Did that give

you a big head?

It was pretty cool, but hasn’t

quite translated into pay-

checks or anything like that.

[Laughs.] I think you have to be

rich before you get too big of

a head. Big heads are pretty

silly, I think. I don’t see any

reason why anybody would

have one, especially because

music’s such an esoteric kind

of thing. The fact is, [American

Idol winner] Taylor Hicks sells

more records than all three of

the bands on this [SXSW] tour

combined. Times four, prob-

ably. And that’s horrible.

How far do you think you’d go on

American Idol"!

You know what? This is kind of

funny . . . my friend was work-

ing on that show before anyone

knew what it was [when they

had] pretty moderately talented

people coming in. It was all

people that didn’t have the look

or whatever. So my friend says,

“We need some really bad peo-

ple. You should try out, I know

you’ll make it on if you show up

and just do something really

over the top.” And I had this

whole bit planned out where

I was going to do “Eye of the

Tiger.” I made up this dance

to it. Well, when I woke up I

thought, “Man, I don’t feel like

driving an hour and a half at

eight in the morning for a joke

that me and my one friend are

going to see.” When now, come

to think of it, I probably could

have had a fucking career out

of it, you know? —Becky Fritter

Pop your Taylor Hicks CD in and compare for yourself: www.

theriverboatgamblers.com.
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“In the past if you wanted
labor-friendly clothing you
had to sacrifice both quality
and fashion.”
FAIR-TRADE CLOTHING MANUFACTURERS MAKE
LABOR FASHIONABLE

The recent explosion of

fair-trade and organic

foodstuffs onto the shelves of

American supermarkets has

started to attract the attention

of retailers across the board.

A variety of established and

start-up businesses have begun

to tout wares produced under

environmentally and labor-

friendly conditions to lure

socially conscious consum-

ers. Only in the last decade or

so have such products widened

their appeal away from just an-

archo-punks and aging hippies

to a more mainstream audi-

ence. This new interest in so-

cially conscious consumption

can be witnessed in the new

line of “eco-friendly” home

cleaning products available

at Target and the store-brand

line of organic foods at gro-

cery giant Safeway. Fair Trade

certified coffee exemplified the

rise in popularity of ethically-

produced goods with a growth

rate of more than 75% in

2005 - The concept behind fair

“I wanted to do a band that
was really un-New York.”
NATURE INSPIRES THE DUO BEHIND BROOKLYN’S
HIGH PLACES

T
he dashboard of High Places's tour van is covered with shells, sage,

feathers, dried leaves, wildflowers, and seedpods gleaned from trips

across the country. The Brooklyn-based band, comprised of Rob Bar-

ber and Mary Pearson, applies this practice of gleaning not only to their

travels but also to their music—combining field recordings and layered

vocals with wind instruments and homemade beats (i.e., a bamboo mal-

let hitting a soup can).

"Our songwriting style is kind of like scrapbooking,” Rob said, "We

layer piece after piece, recording everything as we write.” Like a scrap-

book, the finished songs function as an organized version of these aural

layers. Some songs contain up to 30 individual rhythm parts and incorpo-

rate so many different sounds (birds, bells, heavily treated guitar, glock-

enspiel) that you forget High Places is just a two-piece. But with their

individual sound and innovative approach to songwriting, this one year-old

duo is already collecting quite a following.

I spoke with High Places prior to their show at the Moped Army BBQ
in Kalamazoo, Michigan.

You use natural elements—water, shells, etc.—to create sounds in

your songs, and you both seem to gravitate towards natural settings.

trade is simple: pay workers a

good wage for their work, and

attract customers who want to

buy products made under fair

working conditions. In other

words, add value by improving

labor standards instead of low-

ering them.

The apparel industry,

however, despite a notorious

reputation as one of the worst

violators of labor rights among

all industries has been slow

to jump on the ethically-pro-

duced bandwagon. After mak-

ing minimal improvements in

working conditions follow-

ing the Kathie Lee Gifford

child-labor scandal in the mid

I990 ’s, the industry as a whole

has stuck to its old production

model of constantly relocating

factories to the countries with

the lowest wages and poorest

enforcement of labor laws.

“The way that the apparel

industry works is that big brands

try to grind factories down on

price until they can’t grind any-

more, and when they hit bot-

tom, they move their produc-

tion elsewhere.” Explained Fair

Indigo founder and former

Land’s End executive Bill Bass.

“Ultimately all that grinding

comes out of the workers wages.”

Until recently the only

alternatives available to cloth-

ing produced in sweat-shops

consisted of hippy-dippy hemp

styles or T-shirts emblazoned

with radical political slogans.

“In the past if you wanted

labor-friendly clothing you

had to sacrifice both qual-

ity and fashion, or be able to

’ afford to buy from the high-

fashion designers. There was
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So how does nature find its way into your music since you guys live in

New York City?

Rob: I don’t know if “escapism” is the right term, but visual art

and music help me go someplace, escape to somewhere I’d rather

be. Not that I hate where I am right now. But when we started this

project, I feel like, from my end of it, I wanted to do a band that

was really un-New York.

Mary: I had just moved to New York when we started the band,

so maybe the city hadn’t influenced my songwriting as much. We

both appreciate and enjoy living there, but our musical aesthetic

does derive from more natural settings.

Are you as inspired by the same elements when you write songs?

Rob: I look at our songwriting process like Exquisite Corpse.

Sometimes in the initial stages of songwriting we’re not working

together, but then we start to share our ideas with each other, and

we could be throwing each other total curveballs. That’s exciting.

It’s not that we’re trying to trick each other or anything, we just

don’t know what’s coming. We come from very different artistic

backgrounds but our styles come together so uncannily well.

Mary: We each had solo projects before High Places. My whole

approach to songwriting was immediate and improvised and

sparse. Maybe even a little unstructured. Very minimal. And

Rob’s approach was much more rhythmic and layered and a little

more structured. So we bring pretty different approaches to the

no real option for regular

clothes,” added Bass.

Bass, however, along with a

crew of former Land’s End em-

ployees, hopes to change all that

with the launch of their new line

of casual apparel available on-

line and in their Madison Wis-

consin storefront. Fair Indigo is

one of a handful of new brands

marketing apparel sewn under

the fair trade banner to main-

stream American consumers.

Los Angeles based T-shirt

manufacturer American Ap-

parel has already proven that

good labor practices can go

hand-in-hand in with commer-

cial success. After only ten years

in business, the company now

sells hipsters more than $320

million a year worth of cotton

T-shirts, tanks, and underwear

sewn by some of the highest paid

apparel workers in the world.

Even with their high wages

American Apparel does not try

to rely too heavily on their social

practices to attract customers.

“You can’t lose the quality

or the fashion of the prod-

uct or you’ll miss the boat by

trying to rely too much on

the value-added by socially

conscience business practic-

es.” Noted Roion Atwood, the

company’s director of sustain-

ability. “You have to consider

the bottom line.”

Brad Perkins of Maggie’s

Organics, one of the first Amer-

ican clothing companies to offer

organic cotton shirts, agreed

that ethical business practices

alone are not enough to attract

sophisticated shoppers.

“When someone is buying

Maggie’s they know that they

static PP80
table, allowing us to collaborate 50/50 and play off each other’s

strengths.

It seems like many of your influences lie outside of what could be broad-

ly termed “Western music.”

Rob: We are influenced by music of other cultures not influenced

by the Western world, but it’s not like we’ve studied them. We’re

more just aesthetically responding to them . . . though not neces-

sarily in a culturally accurate way. If I do something based on an

Indian rhythm structure, I’m not mathematically learning the

pattern. Most of iny rhythmic parts derive from some internal

feeling.

Mary: We haven’t studied ragas and talas, but we’re aware of them

. . . We might accidentally make something that sounds like a spe-

cific raga, just because that’s what we listen to.

What’s coming up?

Rob: We just finished a 7” on Ancient Almanac and are putting

out for first full length on the UK label Upset the Rhythm.

Mary: We’re playing' a bunch of different types of shows, including

this one inJune where we’re playing inside an installation created

by a collective called Assume Vivid Astro Focus. We’ll be playing

for four hours and people can poke their head through this wall-

five people at a time—to see and hear us perform. —James Dunn

Find them on MySpace, or walk around Brooklyn going, "High Places! Hello? High Places!” And you should be able to track them down.

are getting a quality product

and not just another T-shirt to

hang in their closet. Fair trade

products must also be well

made and price competitive

with their conventional coun-

terparts to be successful.”

Yet fair trade manufactur-

ers have come under increasing

fire from labor rights activists

who argue that the fair trade

claim made by companies like

Fair Indigo and Maggie’s is

meaningless. Unlike with coffee

and other agricultural prod-

ucts, there is no independent

agency to certify apparel as fair

trade. Trans-fair, the owner of

the well-recognized black-and-

white fair trade symbol found

on coffee, tea, and chocolate

packages recently published a

70-page report citing the po-’

tential difficulties in certifying

apparel and bowed out of the

task. As such, manufacturers

are left free to declare them-

selves as “fair trade” without any

third-party oversight, creat-

ing both an obvious potential

for abuse by producers and in-

creased skepticism on the part

of consumers. Bill Bass, doesn’t

seem worried, pointing to fair

trade pioneers Equal Exchange.

Formed before any certifica-

tion process existed in the early

1990’s, the company is credited

with creating the now-ubiqui-

tous fair trade model.

“We try to be honest about

our practices. ‘This is who we

are. This is what we do.’ And

then we let the customers de-

cide if that’s right for them.”

—Brett Novick

Whoda thunk it: fair trade pants! Www.fairindigo.com or

www.organicclothes.com.
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“I’ve always really liked the
idea of things that were
almost beautiful.”
THE PAPER CHASE’S JOHN CONGLETON IS LIVING ON
A PLANET OF SOUND

T
ackling the macabre in rock

music often involves dress-

ing up in costumes and putting

on make-up. It’s a surefire way to

sell fantasy, but thankfully that’s

not the way everyone does it.

John Congleton, vocalist/guitarist/

mastermind behind Dallas-based

the Paper Chase, is not some

gloomy guy who puts on an act

for those who wish every day was

Halloween. Congleton, with his

blonde hair and slender physique,

is a sharp, level-headed guy who

draws more from what he learned

as a pop-punk/post-hardcore fan

in the 1990s than the movies he

watched growing up.

Since '98, Congleton has

done four albums, as well as a few

split singles and EPs, with the Pa-

per Chase. Their sound, including

2006’s Now You Are One of Us on

Kill Rock Stars, is filled with the

tonal and atonal melodies found

on pianos, orchestral strings, and

obscure samples. Not something

you can embrace in a snap, but

also not pretentious noise, the Pa-

per Chase encompass both the ap-

pealing and the unattractive.

In the last few years, Con-

gleton has also made a name for

himself as a producer/engineer.

“I know it sounds silly,

but when you have a pristine
journal, sometimes it’s

hard to violate the pages
with ink.”
ARTIST BOOKMAKER JOHANNA ROGERS WANTS TO
SHARE YOUR INNERMOST THOUGHTS WITH THE
WORLD, SORT OF

Whether evident in her portfolio of phantasmagoric underwater

photographs or an edition of hand-bound, screen-printed books,

Johanna Rogers seems to be living in a world of suspended animation.

Caught somewhere between fantasy and disbelief, she seems as natural

with the whimsical fish she captures on film as she is with the profundity

of the human condition.

Recently, she’s taken her aesthetic sensibility to a new realm al-

together: the invisible. Printing with a self-formulated invisible ink that

can only be read under black light, last year’s Secrets was a collabora-

tive project in which she invited co-workers, acquaintances, friends, and

complete strangers to share their deepest and darkest—anonymously, of

course. The pages appear at first to be blank, but viewed under a black

light, the latent and scandalous emerge.

Working with Explosions in the

Sky, the Mountain Goats, the

Polyphonic Spree, Minus Story,

and the Roots, his talents behind

the console board are as evident

as they are in front of it. His wis-

dom lies in how well he under-

stands a song from conception to

finished album; he also under-

stands how vital the process is

to his life, whether he’s making

a Paper Chase record or in a ses-

sion for somebody else.

Would you say George Romero

and John Carpenter influenced

you as much as Steve Albini and

Ian MacKaye?

I grew up listening to all that

Touch & Go stuff, so somebody

like Steve Albini being a big

part of that whole nexus—cer-

tainly. The whole horror movie

thing was never anything that I

was like, “Oh, I’m gonna make

a band that has this element

to it.” I just really, really liked

that kind of stuff growing up,

combined with comic books

and a whole bunch of geeky shit

like that. Every type of media

that you experience is going af-

fect how you write music. I’ve

always been somebody who’s

been more influenced by things

other than music when it comes

to my music.

Movies like The Hills Have Eyes,

Dawn of the Dead and Halloween

aren’t just about scaring people

—

they have a lot of deep subtext.

I loved that about those mov-

ies and I picked up on that at a

really young age. [With Dawn of

the Dead's portrayal of] medioc-

rity and whatnot—just sort of

’settling for this really mundane

existence. Don’t you want more
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The book itself is a feat of vision, design, and typography. More im-

portantly, the book is a testimony to the magnitude of human interaction.

Just how much are people willing to share?

How did the idea of encouraging people to share their secrets through

the medium of handmade books begin?

I was designing a book and decided to play around a bit with the

structure. I ended up making a beautiful book I couldn’t bring

myself to write on. I know it sounds silly, but when you have a pris-

tine journal, sometimes it’s hard to violate the pages with ink. I

thought there must be some kind of invisible ink. So, I researched

that for a long time, also thinking of content worthy of being con-

cealed. I thought, well, I’ll put my secrets in there, but then, I don’t

want anyone to see my secrets. That s when it occurred to me that

people might want to give me their secrets.

What’s your main interest in a project like this?

I think, to me, it’s all about combining the things I love and en-

j
0y_technology and fine art, the reach of the ephemeral online

network and the immediate touch of the hands. This project

allowed me to merge something that started online; by collect-

ing the secrets and luring an ad-hoc community to participate

in a tangible end result: a book you can curl up with and touch

and enjoy.

Have you heard of the book, Post Secret?

Yeah, I found out about it as I was printing—after I was done

collecting the secrets. At first I was really disappointed because

you want your project to be unique, but then I understood that

this topic is something a lot of artists deal with. Everyone has

secrets, things in their life they would rather bury. But if you

enable people to talk about it in an anonymous way, it’s cathar-

tic. On the other hand, people want to read someone else’s se-

crets, so you get both sides. That’s why I picked apologies for the

next one. It’s something you and I would be rather uncomfort-

able talking about if we were face to face, but if I remove that

relationship and make it anonymous, all of a sudden people re-

ally, really want to talk. Who doesn’t have a secret? Or an apol-

ogy they never made?

Are you happy with the way Apologies is shaping up?

Yeah, I’m very happy with it—it’s very different though. Secrets

had a lot more variety. There were funny secrets and sad secrets,

so I was able to set a tone and make it lighter. It had a rhythm.

But the apologies, they’re all very heavy, so the physical book

will have to be different too, to reflect all the sorrow and all the

pain. —Jennifer Pappas

You should really see it to believe it: invisiblebook.org.

out of life than just two cars?

I’ve never been satisfied with

that kind of stuff.

Confronting fear is a common

theme in your lyrics. Was there

a time when you were a fearful

person?

Yeah. With all music, it’s

therapy to a certain degree. I

was a really nervous kid. I was

a total latch-key kid. Didn’t go

out much. Didn’t really want

to. I mean, I didn’t learn how

to ride a bike until I was nine.

That’s the way my personality

was then, and it’s not too much

different now.

Now You Are One of Us deals

with everyday fears, from

what’s going to happen because

of the presidential administra-

tion to the weather. Is being

around people that are con-

stantly afraid of the unknown a

source of constant inspiration?

The whole album to me was sort

of like this big fear of never mak-

ing any sort of impact with your

life. All my friends, everybody I

know, and everybody I associate

with, are pretty much artists. Ex-

cept for family reunions, I don’t

talk to people that aren’t artists.

Pretty much the one common

thing they all have is they’re try-

ing to affect things. That’s what

art is, you’re trying to affect your

environment, There’s a fear

that artists will not accomplish

what they want to as an artist or

what they want to do in their

life. I understand that because

I make records for people and I

experience that sort of painful

scrutinization of, “am I accom-

plishing what I want to accom-

plish?” This is the fourth Paper

Chase full length. There’re a lot

of things in my head and my life

about, like, “Is this happening

the way I wanted it to? Am I do-

ing anything that’s worth a fuck?

This has consumed my 2 Os. This

is my life’s work. Is it worth a

shit?”

The music plays like you are

unafraid to play ugly notes, but

you’re also not afraid to play

pretty notes.

I’ve always really liked the idea

of things that were almost beau-

tiful. The sound of something

that’s just slightly broken.

Hip-hop inspired Jawbreaker to

use samples in their music. Was

that in any way similar with the

Paper Chase? Was there a band

or record that inspired you?

There was never any musical

influence I could say except for

maybe Public Enemy. I loved

them growing up. Their stuff is

so noisy and so crazy and they

have all those weird samples. I

think I remember thinking that

would be cool, to do that in a

rock idiom.

Do you consider yourself a pro-

ducer or an engineer, or does it

depend on the project?

I consider myself both. The

whole producer/engineer/

whatever thing is just so fu&y.

I’ve worked on albums where I

didn’t feel I produced in any ca-

pacity or helped them make any

creative decisions, but I’ll get a

copy of it that says I produced.

Then there are records where

I really feel like I did and they

didn’t get credit me as that. So

I don’t really care. Credit me as

“Pizza Delivery Boy.” It doesn’t

matter to me. —Eric Grubbs

Touring, music, and more:www.thepaperchaseband.com.
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THE LATEST: 5.1 SKULL TIME, PROTEST HILL 7.10 MUSTANGS & MADRAS

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE
The Longue Dur£e CD

HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE combines influences like THE CURE, SUNNY
DAY REAL ESTATE, and HUM with it's members' heavier core roots in

RISE AGAINST, THE HOPE CONSPIRACY, SHAI HULUD, ARMA
ANGELUS, to create their own trademark female-fronted post-hardcore

sound. Vocalist Emily Schambra lends her voice to RISE AGAINST'S

"The Sufferer & The Witness", which is an impressive introduction to

those who hadn't previously heard HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE. While many

insist the underground music scene has grown stagnant over the past

several years, HOLY ROMAN EMPIRE is dead-set on leaving its mark

on the art form as the band harkens back to the grandiose and

ebullient sounds of the aforementioned genre-defining bands, while

managing to chisel their own niche into such fine company.

Believe the hype.

ALSO AVAILABLE

7000 DYING RATS

"SEASON IN HELL" CD

RUSSIAN CIRCLES

"ENTER" LP

TOWER OF ROME

"WORLD WAR I" CD

HEWH
OCOR
RUPTS
INC.

P.O. Box 4450

EXCLUSIVE WEBSTORE AT Chicago, IL 60680-4450

INDIEMERCHSTORE.COM/HEWHOCORRUPTSINC www.hewhocorruptsinc.com



CH.BRIflC THE TROOPS HOIT1E

THE QUEERS
MUNKI BRAIN LP

LOVE SONGS FOR THE RETARDED LP

105that

K

im
SHANKED! LP/CD Out Now!

CONTROL THE SUN LP(pic disk)& CD
THE CITIZEN ABORTION LP/CD

W HOSPITALS CD
«»«

A SLIPPERY SUBJECT LP
FORBIDDEN FRUIT LP

SmngDing
7\ M/GOS

KINGS OF CULO LP/CDT

TAKE IT,SOMEBODY LP
TACO BLESSING 12 7CD

ALL PRICES POSTPAID WITHIN USA
7"=$3 LP=$8 CD/2xLP-$10 book w/cd $15

RECESS P.O.B 1666 SAN PEDRO,CA 90733

WWW.RECESSRECORDS.COM



UPRISING RECORDS
u p rising records, com

I t€f€t ft

1 LIKE A THIEF
' IN THE NIGfHT

Gritty, sweat-drenched rock 'n' roll

merging the best of elements of proto

punk garage rock (ala MC5 and The

Stooges) with hardcore style crew

chants and the adreneline OD intensity

of early era Black Flag.

A poetic diatribe spit-like-fire over a collage

of hard hitting hip-hop, anguished neo-soul,

and gritty, portisliead-esque dirges

Post hardcore prog rock, ionically fusing

sublime melody with chaotic overtures, and

heart pounding rhythms.

For fans of: Henry Rollins, Immortal

Technique, Jello Biafra, Saul Williams,

Portishead, Public Enemy, & Krs-One

OUT NOW
For fans of: The Bronx, These Arms
are Snakes, The Hellacopters and

Everytime I Die.

For fans of: Deftones, Isis, Coheed and

Cambria, Botch and Mastodon.

myspacexom/aniirsulaiinan myspace.com/tlieamericanblacklung

Punk-rocker Zack Fury thought killing himself would

make things easier. Imagine his surprise when he’s

plopped in the middle of Holcyon, a realm located deep
inside a black hole on the edge of the Milky Way galaxy.

Holcyon seems somewhat like Earth—except here it’s

always dusk, time doesn’t pass, and you’re never hungry,

thirsty or tired.

Soon, Zack meets up with Dr. Prescott Rosenthal, an

ophthalmologist from Maine, and Melody Holiday, an
indie-pop singerfrom Australia. But before they can figure

Holcyon out, here comes: a man on a flying, horse-sized

tarantula; a skeletal ghost riding a zombie horse; trees

with blood-thirsty Venus flytraps for branches; Anubis, the

Egyptian god of the dead; and Medusa, who has green

skin and snakes for hair, but a fish trunk like a mermaid.

Quicker than you can say Necronomicon, Zack
discovers Holcyon is the locale where the ultimate battle

between good and evil will take place, with the fighting

culminating at the . . . Afterlife Battlefield !

afterlife 'Battlefield by Johnny Ostentatious available at:

Interpunk.com

Shocklines.com

ActiveBladder.com

Amazon.com

Active Bladder
|

PO Box 24607
|

Phila., PA 19111



TEEN POWER! by Joe Sayers

A collection of 5-minute comics for anyone who's ever been a teenager or a superhero.

Available in May from littleotsu.com





G
7 Welcoming Committee Records, a radi-

cal, collectively-run record label known

for uncompromising political punk re-

leases, marked its 10 th anniversary this year. To

celebrate, it stopped selling records.

OK, not “records,” if you mean a collec-

tion of songs recorded by a band to be listened

to as a whole—they're still putting those out.

But they've stopped selling “records” as in the

physical objects that those songs reside on. The

Winnipeg-based label has stopped selling CDs;

they've converted their entire catalog to digital

audio files and are selling them direct to fans

from their website.

It’s a risky move—while selling songs off of

sites like iTunes is all you hear about nowadays,

the truth is that record labels both big and small

are struggling to figure out how to make a living

off the pennies that digital sales return—and

the G7 folks don't have all the answers (in fact,

they're expecting to have to go back to day jobs

in order to keep the label afloat). It's unchart-

ed territory and they're the first to admit it's a

gamble. So why do it?

For Derek Hogue, Chris Hannah, and Brent

Corey the answer was simple: They were sick

of the impact the music industry has on the en-

vironment. Tired of producing the toxic byprod-

ucts that come with creating CDs, G7 decided to

embrace the technology that would allow them

to bypass making CDs at all.

Talk to Derek Hogue and every conversa-

tion comes back to that point—but you'll also

sense a certain glee in the big “fuck you” he
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feels this move delivers to punk profit centers as

well. This bridge-burning approach is fitting for

the label (the G7 logo proudly features an anar-

chist black flag), but also is fitting for the times.

As Derek correctly points out below, portions of

the underground are beginning to crumble under

their own weight—what better time to figure out

new ways of getting our vital music heard?

Interview by Daniel Sinker

You’ve just announced that you’ve stopped

releasing albums on CD, instead moving to a

paid digital-download model. You’d started re-

leasing downloads in conjunction with physical

CDs a little bit ago, but this is decidedly differ-

ent. Why go this route?

There were a few reasons. The big one

for us was the environmental—for lack of

a better term—aspect. But our decreasing

tolerance for our chosen industry played

a role as well. For a while now we’ve had a

hard time dealing with the realities ofwhat

we’ve done with the label in the past IO

years. I think we’ve put some really amaz-

ing music and ideas out into the world,

and I’m immensely proud of a great many

of our albums, but when it comes down

to it, you have to put your work—and your

life in general—on the scales. So what have

we accomplished? How does that hold up

against the impact we’ve had on the plan-

et? The CD industry has a lot of real

costs: generous use of benzyne, reliance

on polycarbonate plastic in the age of oil

wars, more plastic in the form ofjewel cas-

es and shrink-wrap, then transportation

around the world . . . No one can seri-

ously say these are desirable processes. We’ve

tried to ameliorate them the best we could

over the years. We’ve done a lot of recycled

paper, tried plastic-free packaging, we

ditched shrink-wrap altogether for several

years, until we found out our distros were

just re-shrinking them anyway. Now that

there is an alternative—albeit an admit-

tedly imperfect one—we figured now’s as

good a time as any. But it also relates to

the direction this shit industry has been

taking. Personally I’m just tired of it. I

think the “success” of “independent” mu-

sic has, on a whole, made it completely va-

pid and uninteresting. The game of trying

to get people to write about a band, or sell

your music in their store, or help you do

these things, is based on everything but the

true value of the music—I think anyone

who runs a record label can tell you this. If

you’re into sales and marketing, network-

ing with “industry folks,” schmoozing,

and all the crap, then that’s great—you and

“punk” music will get along just fine! But

we hate it. All of it. We like music, and be-

lieve in its power to change people. But it

kind of stops there, Going digital means

we can cut out a lot of that—though not all

of it—and communicate more directly with

the people who care about what we’re do-
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ing, who are maybe looking for something

that can inspire them, make them look at

the world in a different way, or maybe just

soothe the pain of living in this fiery, rot-

ting toilet by finding kin for a short time.

You say that the independent music industry

has changed, and not for the better. Why do

you think that is?

Well, I would guess that once it was dis-

covered to be a commercially-viable en-

terprise in the early-to-mid
’

90s—with

Nirvana, Green Day, the Offspring—it was

downhill from there. Humans are funny:

we all want fame and fortune, and we of-

ten think we can be the ones to do it with

integrity, historical precedent be damned.

Of course, we always fall in line in the end.

And since the
’

90 s, it’s been a continual

leeching of money and crass commercial-

ism into the culture—which at this point

is just a shitty, throw-away subculture, al-

most completely sapped of substance. It’s a

tool with which to sell shoes, skateboards,

clothing, porn, and whatever else. I don’t

think we need an example more glaring

than the fucking Vans Warped Tour to

hold up as an example of this, but pick up

any of the major “indie” or “punk” mu-

sic magazines and you’ll see it there too.

Unfortunately even the bands now that you

would think would be immune to this—the

ones who at least make some noise about

what it means to be independent, and

should understand what cooptation actu-

ally looks like—they too fall in line when

the right opportunity for money or noto-

riety comes up. Thankfully the “punk”

industry is waning. Labels are laying off

people left and right and closing up shop,

record stores disappearing, and I think

the divide between the myth of the culture

and the reality of it is becoming glaringly

obvious. And I think we eagerly anticipate

its death rattle—in fact we imitate what it

might sound like all the time—because I

think it could be a really exciting time for

music. Music made by people who never in

a million years would expect to—or even

want to—make a living off of their music,

or have sponsors for their instruments, or

play a giant outdoor festival featuring US

Army recruiting stations. That would be

refreshing.

From out here on the sidelines, going all-digi-

tal seems like an incredibly risky move: While

there’s been a quick adoption of digital formats

and players, no one’s making much money yet

and there are a whole lot more people buying

physical objects than their digital counter-

parts. This is a real gamble—are the stakes

for you as high as they seem?

Probably! It’s funny, some people have

implied that this is purely an economic

move on our part, which truly is laughable.

We’re probably going to see a 70 percent

decline in our sales because of this (though

as digital music sales increase generally,

maybe it won’t be so dramatic). We’re giv-

ing up CD sales that include a handful of

key records which virtually sustain us as a

label. In all likelihood we ll no longer be

able to pay ourselves to run the label. So

this is definitely not about the Benjamins.

There are some cost and convenience fac-

tors: no warehouse space, no inventory,

no worrying about how many records to

press, no press packages to mail out . . .

But these are small gains, Overall it’s

not the best tactical decision. The truth is

that by eliminating CDs, we are crippling

our income and arguably decreasing our

potential audience. But for us, as people,

it’s just something we had to do. It was ei-

ther we shut the thing down—relegating

our achievements to date to the dustbin of

history, and cutting off any potential for

hopefully spreading more good music and

new or interesting ideas through that mu-

sic in the future—or we migrate it towards

a model that we can deal with without los-

ing our minds.

The thing that’s striking to me about this is

that while the underground is trailblazing in

some respects—new forms of music or new

aesthetic approaches, for instance—one place

it’s definitely not usually at the forefront is in

embracing new mediums of transmission. How

long was it before the CD really became em-

braced by the underground? We were rocking

LPs for a decade after they’d been made ob-

solete in the mainstream. We’re usually slow

to embrace that kind of change, but you’re em-

bracing this one before anyone, even at a loss

to yourself. What have other labels said when

you’ve told them you’re doing this?

A few people I’ve talked to who are also in-

volved in releasing and distributing music

are excited by it, theoretically at least. But

I don’t think you’re going to see a lot of la-

bels doing this anytime soon. It’s a hard

sell when your label is your careerDeven

more so if you have people working for

you and if you have bands whose liveli-

hood also depends on you. But what if,

say, the top five indie labels all decided

no more CDs together? I think you’d see at-

titudes towards the viability of buying

music digitally change almost overnight.

Or fuck, even if they decided: from now

on, all artwork is printed on IOO percent

post-consumer paper. That’s a lot of buy-

ing powerDthey could probably do it with

hardly an increase in production cost. Or

if they committed to buying only post-

consumer jewel cases? Or create a new

low-impact packaging standard? What

we do means almost nothing—we’ve maybe

pressed 200,000 CDs total. But Epitaph?

Fat? They’re pressing that and more ev-

ery year. Maybe way more. Put together

tJie biggest indie labels, there’s millions of

CDs there. That has an impact. And all we

get from them is more crap—literally and

figuratively. They all get together to create

“Merlin,” a so-called “fifth major label” in

order to “secure our mutual prosperity in

this rapidly changing business landscape,”

but not a peep about using that same power

to do things in a more ecologically sane

fashion.

So let’s talk specifics then, so other labels can

see what’s involved here: What kind of under-

taking was it to convert everything to digital?

What was the work involved?

Not much, to be honest. We have a digi-

tal distributor, IODA in San Francisco,

who’ve been really cool with us and take

care of the encoding and delivery to the

services that sell our stuff. They set up

the deal with DownloadCentric, who runs

our on-site download store with us. That’s

huge for us, being able to offer the albums

directly to people at higher quality than

anywhere else. Its important for us to make

all the artwork and liner notes and lyrics

available too.

It’s interesting that you said you have a digital

distributor. I would think that this model would

do away with the need for a distributor. Why

is it still necessary?

There are dozens of different download
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services out there, and new ones popping

up all the time. They all have different

deals, different technical requirements

and delivery methods. For a label like us,

it’s pretty crazy to try and manage it all—in

much the same way distributing your CDs

to every record store individually is. A
digital distributor, for us, was kinda key in

making this happen.

You make setting up a digital label seem pretty

simple. Do you think this model can be rep-

licated easier than the old get-a-7”-pressed-

and-ship-out-of-my-bedroom model? It seems

to me like it’s significantly easier.

Technically, yes, it is—it was for us any-

way. But we were already established, with

a catalog of releases and artists. I’d imag-

ine there are many of the same hurdles in
>

-

which I find interesting—not a single band

has asked about the ramifications of not

having their records in retail stores. De-

pending on the terms of our deals with

each band, those who want to press records

on their own will work that out with us

—

hopefully in a way that lets us keep their al-

bums in our digital catalog, as we’d love to

keep the discography as intact as possible.

An argument against a digital-based under-

ground—e-labels, webzines, an the like—was

made to me the other day that went like this: In

a lot of the world, access to computers and the

Internet is still fairly limited. Moving content so

that a computer is required locks out the people

that don’t have easy access. And it’s not just

other parts of the world— I teach classes at an

open-enrollment college and I have at least a

black-flag waving anarchist collectivist taking

this leap into uncharted territories— I mean, re-

ally, who better, right?—but at the same time

that’s not a part of the underground that a lot of

people look toward for blazing new trails. Have

you met with resistance from your base?

After polling our fan base, initial reaction

seems mixed. The first said she loved the

idea, but the other guy was mad at us. We
hope to smooth it over soon so we can get

both sales. Seriously, I think with any new

format of consuming music—or any me-

dia for that matter—adoption takes time.

I can understand that if someone is a fan

of what we do, and they don’t own a com-

puter, they could be pissed off. That’s le-

gitimate. But such is life. If everyone waits

until everyone is ready to move to a new

T Hutjians are funny: we all want fame and fortune, and we often thinM'

> V;. we can be the ones to do it with integrity, historical precedent bev
. damned. Of course, we always fall in line in the end, ?

X **

starting a new digital label as with a tra-

ditional record label, as far as garnering

interest, getting people to help you and

take notice. But I do think that soon we’ll

see software solutions come about—hope-
fully some of which will be free and open-

source—that bands and labels can use in

a turn-key fashion to setup direct digital

music downloads/sales, supporting vari-

ous formats as well. Currently this is the

type of stuff you have to pay for as a ser-

vice, but that will change with time. J It’s

certainly easier in this form financially

than the bedroom 7” scenario. And I like

that instead of every shitty band in the

world creating more piles of petrochemi-

cals and manufacturing by-product just

because they think people hear their sweet

riffs, they can instead just waste some

bandwidth.

What have the bands on your label thought

about this plan? Certainly some of them may

want physical discs to sell on tour, for in-

stance. What do you tell them?

Generally they’ve all been OK with it

—

some enthusiastic, some disappointed, but

understanding. The desire to sell CDs at

shows is the sticking point if there is one,

handful of students every semester who don’t

have Internet access at home. How do you work

around that? Or do you?

Yeah, that’s true. It’s a little bit of a

straw man, because it assumes that tra-

ditional forms of media and music are

currently reaching the same people who

don’t have access to digital media. The

move to digital cuts some people out—we
accept that. But music will always take

multiple forms—whether recorded onto

something physical like a record or CD
or tape, or digitized into ones and ze-

ros, or performed live, no one is ever

cut off from music. Same with political

thought or literature or whatever else:

it comes in conversations, live speakers,

classrooms, over the radio, and will re-

main in printed matter for a long time to

come, I think the benefits of, say, the

collapse of the CD industry—saving sub-

stantial scarce resources and restricting,

to whatever extent, water use, gas use, and

chemical waste—probably outweigh the

adverse effects of limiting, to whatever

degree it actually does, the reach of the

content.

There’s something kind of inspiring about a

way of doing anything—especially when that

move accomplishes something like, say,

reduced impact on the planet—where does

that leave us?

Hopefully it leaves us in a place where the

underground can become viable again. Do you

think that it’s still possible?

There are obviously people who still care

about the value of truly independent,

non-indentured music and the political

culture that surrounds it. Punk Planet is a

great example of that. True underground

music and the ideals that surround it,

well, it’s here to stay. Music is obviously

here to stay, and there will always be peo-

ple making music because they feel they

have to or they will lose their minds. I

think the underground is infinitely via-

ble—it doesn’t have to depend on outside

support of any kind, especially with the

net and the possibilities that’s opened

up. At least until the day that it’s actu-

ally illegal to gather in basements, union

halls, or anywhere else to hear people

express themselves, through music, or

otherwise. And I guess the US military

could always delete the Internet too. We
didn’t think of that. Oops. ®
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G
abrielle Bell speaks incredibly deliber-

ately. Slowly, pronouncing each word

carefully, as if weighing its application to

each sentence as she utters it. It’s jarring, but

she doesn’t want to miscommunicate, be mis-

understood, or lose her audience in a rush, with

too complicated a word or image, or by dazzling

too fantastically.

It’s the same quality that defines her com-

ics: sweet simple tales of everyday creative ur-

ban underclass life populated with tall, deliber-

ate people—self-published for around a decade

and now released through Drawn & Quarterly.

Born in London, Bell moved stateside at

two and eventually started her career at San

Francisco Community College. She taught her-

self cartooning and started drawing and pub-

lishing the well-respected “Book of . .
.” series

in California before moving to New York in

2003. That year she won an Ignatz for “Most

Outstanding Minicomic'' for Lucky #3. These

first Lucky stories were collected and released

in book form by Drawn & Quarterly in 2006,

and she’s since contributed to Fantagraphics'

Mome and the Drawn & Quarterly Showcase

anthologies, with a driving ambition and to

great acclaim. Although, as you will see, to

little financial reward.

So it shouldn't surprise you to know she's

always working. Slowly, deliberately. Because

she doesn't want to confuse you: she wants to

inspire you.

Interview by Anne Elizabeth Moore

What’re you working on now?

I’m working on Lucky pamphlet comics,

Lucky #2 .

Going back to pamphlet comics? How do

you feel about that? How does Drawn &

Quarterly?

Pretty good, I guess. It’s an experiment at

this point. It was definitely my decision.

[They’re] not too excited about pamphlet

comics, I think, but it’s something that I

wanted to do. I think it’s a thing that all

cartoonists want to do at some point. The

regular series. I don’t know that I have the

wherewithal to do a whole graphic novel. I

like the idea of piecemeal. Small bites.

But you don’t mind stories being collected into

a longer narrative.

No, not at all. That’s the ultimate goal. I

just don’t have the attention span. I’m still

in my short-story phase. It’s quite a lot of

work to write a seven-page story for me

now, but I’m still working on it.

Although you have been doing longer and lon-

ger stories.

Yeah, I just don’t want to rush it, force

it, I guess. Maybe I should force it. I just

haven’t had a major incentive to yet.

How long have you been cartooning?

Probably a little more than IO years. I always

put out my own minicomics. And that’s why I

wanted to do the series. I wanted to feel like I

have a place to publish my stuff as I go along.

I mean, it takes such a long time to publish.

The whole process is so slow.

Although less so when you publish your own

work. Are you going to stop making minis as

you do these pamphlet comics?

Yeah. I think so. There is a need to get

things out there as soon as possible. May-

be I’m just impatient. I look at some old

comics—especially with comics. Every-

thing is so new. We’re still sort of dis-

covering all these things that comics do.

Like, I’m looking at all these old Arcade

comics I just got for my birthday, and

they came out in 197b. It was all this crazy

stuff and it was sort of novel just because

a comic—these underground comics, with

all this sex and drugs, there was political

stuff—it was all kind of new and exciting.

I still think it’s got this new and exciting

thing to it, now. Only with different sub-

ject matters. It gets deeper now.

What subject matters do you think are being

broached now that weren’t at the time? Be-

cause a lot of that underground stuff was like,

‘Waaaahl Whatever! We can do whatever we

want! Let’s write about—sex!’

It just seems more subtle now. There’s an

exploration. In a way it’s simply exploring

comics as a medium, so it’s more about how

can I express the thing in comics, rather

than what shall I express in comics. Per-

sonally, I’m just trying to get some clarity.

I’m just trying to tell a story as clearly as pos-

sible. Paring it down.

This may explain why your comics are so per-

sonal. They don’t necessarily reveal a ton of

journalistic facts about your life, but they’re

emotionally revealing. How do you feel about

sharing those kinds of things?

I’m not really very excited about sharing

those things, actually. It’s kind of pain-

ful and embarrassing. But I think that it

somehow seems necessary for the story.

One thing I remember being particularly

embarrassing—my god, all these comics.

Every single one of them seems painful

and embarrassing, It seems more naked

when it’s autobiographical. For example, I

fecall being cheap at one point, where I’m

stopping at the turnstyle because I have to

pay five dollars and I start thinking about

all these different [things I can get for five

dollars]. It’s embarrassing to even admit

that I’m cheap. I want people to think that

I don’t care about money. But, doing auto-

biographical comics, it’s kind of like do-

ing a still life in art class, where you have

to draw just exactly what you see. Only it’s

more writing. So I’m just trying to write

what I see in my immediate experience.

And for me to leave out the fact that I’m

cheap, it would be lying. Trying to make

myself seem cooler. And I don’t want to do

that. Because then when people will meet

me they will discover how not cool I am.

But people know that self-publishing cartoon-

ists don’t make a ton of money. And in fact,

they should know that, because they should be

aware of the economic realities of the people

who work in this crazy art form that’s becom-

ing so popular.

Well, on one hand that would just be com-

plaining. Or maybe it’s because I’m just en-

tering my 30s, and in my mid-SOs it was OK
to be poor and cheap. In your 30s, you’re not

poor anymore, you’re cheap. [Laughs.]

Unless you don’t have money. In which case

you’re poor.

No, I think even when you don’t have
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money, it’s considered more cheap than

poor. Because you’re expected to have it

together by the time you’re 30. So you’re

either a starving artist, or you can’t get

a real job. Basically I don’t really want

people to think I’m poor or cheap.

Would it make your life any easier, though, if peo-

ple thought you were rich and magnanimous?

No, I don’t want them to think that either,

because then I will be expected to pay for

other people’s drinks and stuff. [Laughs.] I

would like to be a neutral party.

It does come back to the question, however, of

how you financing your comics. Which, when

you’re making minicomics, is money you have

to come up with on your own. But now that

you’re 30, and have a publisher, how does

money play into your life as a cartoonist?

money will come. It’s sort of debunking that

whole idea, because actually the opposite is

true. If you do something you hate, then the

money will come. In my case, doing comics is

what I love and doing business is what I hate.

Like selling my comics, basically. That’s the

unpleasant thing. And that’s where the mon-

ey comes from.

So are those days over as you work with pub-

lishers?

I don’t know if it’s ever resolved. But it’s

not as dire as it was when I was writing

that comic.

You have discussed in other interviews being

a self-taught artist, and learning the craft by

reading the work of other cartoonists. But now,

people are graduating from colleges with car-

tooning degrees.

Well, I am still really just scraping by. I

make a little from comics and a little from

illustration and stuff. But I sort of made

this concerted effort not to be a starving

artist, and not to be cheap or poor, but to

simply be what I am. I don’t know. I can’t

figure out money. At one point I was very,

very broke, and all I could think about was

money, and I thought money was every-

thing. But now I have just a little money

and I feel like the difference between no

money and a little money is a big deal be-

cause now I sort of see that money isn’t

everything.

Has it begun to affect the kinds of stories you

can tell?

Yeah, in my next issue of Lucky, it comes up a

couple times. I do speak about money a little

bit, making minicomics and selling them

and being very very economical. When I

wrote it I was extremely broke, and I was talk-

ing about how . . . well, you know how they

say, if you do what you love, eventually the

Yeah, my generation of cartoonists—maybe

they went to art school, and they graduated

with a Liberal Arts degree or something,

but they still had to figure out cartooning

by themselves. As for cartooning schools, I

think that’s great. It seems to me that car-

tooning is so difficult that whatever help they

can get, I would say go for it. I would just love

it if I had a teacher that would challenge me

and show me lots of shortcuts [Laughs.]

.

What do you do to find those shortcuts now?

Do you call up one of your cartooning pals and

ask, ‘hey, how do I do this?’

No. I should. I tend to be very separated.

Generally I feel like I do everything the

hard way and I have to do everything wrong

a hundred times before I do something

right. I guess it’s a sort of process of elimi-

nation. Try this, doesn’t work. Try that,

doesn’t work. Eventually you fall on it. But

I look in books and I ask people occasion-

ally. But speaking of technique, I don’t

think about it too much. I just think about

what I’m trying to say in the clearest way I

can, I think.

So, in your mind, are you struggling with writ-

ing issues?

Well, comics, you’re sort of writing with

your drawing . . .

So more of a struggle with narrative issues.

Like if someone’s excited in a book, you

could say, “he was very excited,” or you

could say, “his eyes lit up.” Or something.

But with drawing, it’s not even a writing is-

sue, it’s a drawing collection, and it’s pos-

sible to show someone being very excited.

So I’ve been thinking about that lately

because I always thought of it as a writing

issue but now I see that writing is actually

drawing most of the time.

I want to ask you a bit about being a female

cartoonist: I’ve heard you state before that you

wanted to create more women characters.

fc
Well, I have a big theory about that. When
I was on my tour I realized something

while traveling with [Anders Nilsen and

Kevin Huizenga]. And it is the process

that the guys go through. Not even just

comic-book artists but men in general

have told me this, like, ex-boyfriends

have told me this. And that is, as a young

boy, they would fall in love with comics

and fetishize them to an intense degree

and copy the drawings and reread and

collect the comics and at some point try

to draw their own comics, which would be

like superhero comics like the ones that

they’ve fetishized. Then at some point

they would grow out of the comics and

discover more mature comics like Eight-

ball or Hate or something. And then they

would try to remove themselves entirely

from the superhero genre. 51 I’m sorry,

I’m sounding kind of condescending.

No, actually, I don’t know if I agree.

And then there’s this process they go

through. They will try to disown it and do

these very sensitive comics that will have

nothing whatsoever to do with superhero

comics, and try to prove that they’re not

into that, right? And they’ll do that for

many, many years and then one day they’ll

look back and remember the love for su-

perhero comics and reexamine it and be

secure enough in themselves to embrace
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it. I think women do not go through

this process. They don’t fetishize comics.

I think that this is kind of a touchy sub-

ject, but it does seem like women don’t go

through that process. It’s more like tell-

ing stories and drawing pictures, or some-

thing. I hope that’s not too strong of a ste-

reotype. I feel it’s sort of liberating that I

didn’t have to go through that process. I

didn’t have to fall in love with superhero

comics and then fall out of love with them

and then go back and reexamine them.

Did you have things you had to fall in love with

and then fall out of love with again?

That’s a good question. There were plenty of

people that I always look up to and then be-

come disillusioned by. But then you continue

to have a respect for them. Like with super-

hero comics. You don’t entirely fall out of

love with them, you continue to carry a sort

respect for them. You might be ironic about

it, or make fun of it, but you know that part

of you is formed from it and there was a rea-

son you fell in love with it at some point.

Well I ask because it describes a bit of my re-

lationship with early girl autobio comics. Like

Julie Doucet, Ellen Forney, all the black and

white stuff that was coming out at the time.

Any woman making comics about their own

lives I was very excited about. And now I feel

like, I don’t want to hear about your life.

Yeah, that’s the evolution of comics too.

The novelty of things. Shocking things.

You mentioned before about your need to do

things wrong a hundred times before you can

do them the right way, and I’ve also heard you

mention how coming across minicomics was

very inspiring, and how you were enchanted

by the unprofessional nature of them. In some

ways you’re talking about them being acces-

sible objects, objects that show their flaws.

Is that decreasing some as more professional

publishers get involved in comics?

Hmmm, I think it may be, yeah. I’m not

entirely in touch with how things are now.

But it seems that people are continuing

to publish minicomics a great deal. May-

be because pamphlet comics aren’t being

published as much, minicomics are con-

tinuing to blossom. They’re still quite a big

forum for experimentation . . . although

the standards for minicomics seem to be

going up. They have to look more screen-

printed, or nice. But I think with any art

form that looks easy and accessible, it’s in-

spiring.

Do you want to be inspiring?

Oh, certainly. I don’t know if I ever could

succeed, but I really would just like people

to feel good about themselves, even if it’s

just by making myself look like a fool. I

mean, I would just be happy to make peo-

ple feel better than me.

Is that why you’re doing that series, Be Happy

You're Not Me?

[Laughs.] If Schadenfreude is what they

want, I’ll give it to them. I don’t know,

it’s easy to say, “I want people to feel good

about themselves. I want to inspire.” But I

don’t know what my comics really do.

But your drawing style is an attempt to be

clear and simplistic.

Yeah, I guess I kind of would like to have

a really slick drawing style, too. I’d like

it all. ®
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M
ichael Albert wants to win. While activ-

ists constantly assert that another world

is possible, few bother asking what that

new world would look like, how it would replace

the present one, and how it would work. Few

believe that a future more equitable, just, and

humane system is attainable. That we can win:

starting now.

In collaboration with Robin Hahnel, Mi-

chael Albert has developed a complete eco-

nomic alternative to capitalism: participatory

economics, or parecon. It is a vision of a

better economic system based on the values

of equity, solidarity, diversity, and self-man-

agement. Without a doubt, it is the US left’s

most serious and thorough examination of the

institutions required to transcend capitalism.

The basic ideas owe their evolution to the au-

thors’ involvements in the antiwar movement

of the 1960s and 70s, experimentation in

institutional forms with South End Press and

Z Magazine in the 70s and ‘80s, as well as

in cyberspace and radical education from the

‘90s on with ZNet and the Z Media Institute.

The story of these efforts in their times, and

what they mean for our present, is recounted

in Michael Albert's memoirs Remembering

Tomorrow published in January by Seven

Stories Press.

Michael Albert has devoted his life to

creating self-sustaining infrastructure for the

US left, to producing a vision of hope for a

better future, and most importantly, to actu-

ally attaining that better world.

You lose, you lose, you lose, you win. Mi-

chael Albert will win.

Interview by Dave Shukla

Illustration by Nick Butcher

What is Parecon?

Parecon, or participatory economics, is a

proposal for a different kind of economy

that would supercede and replace capi-

talism. Capitalism’s central or defining

institutions are markets; private owner-

ship of workplaces—owners own factories,

Gates owns Microsoft, etc; a corporate

division of labor, where about 70 percent

of the workforce does empowering and to

some extent creative work over which they

have considerable say, and 80 percent does

tedious and obedient work with virtually

zero say; remuneration, which means pay-

ment, so the amount of income that we get

is determined either by profits, whether

we own property, by power, or, to a limited

extent, by output. So these are key attri-

butes of capitalism, Parecon in contrast

changes those defining institutions. So

instead of having markets, you have what’s

called participatory planning. Instead of

having remuneration for output or power

or property, people get their income for

how long they work, how hard they work,

how onerous are the conditions under

which they work, and nothing else. Instead

of having hierarchical decision-making in

which a few have all the power, you have

self-management, which means that each

person in the economy has power over de-

cisions in proportion to the degree that

they are affected by them. We all manage

ourselves. We all collectively manage our

shared projects. Another feature which is

central to participatory economics is what

we call balanced job complexes, which re-

place the division of labor I mentioned

earlier with a way of dividing up tasks

that is much more fair and equitable, and

which is classless, So we each do a combi-

nation of tasks in a participatory economy,

but each of us has a mix of responsibili-

ties and tasks so that the overall “empow-

erment effect” of our jobs is comparable

to other people’s jobs. None of us are so

empowered by our work that we dominate

those around us, or some are so disem-

powered by their work that they are passive

and obedient to those around us. Rather,

we all have a combination that in its over-

all balance is comparable to that of other

people. The net result is that parecon is

a classless economy. It is an economy in

which t’here is solidarity among actors

instead of a rat-race. It is an economy in
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which there is equitable distribution of

output instead of a grotesque hierarchy of

distribution of outcomes. It is an economy

in which there is self-management instead

of authoritarianism, alienation, etc., and

so the claim is that parecon is an alterna-

tive to capitalism.

Loyola professor David Schweickart has de-

bated with you on the merits of Parecon, and

his criticisms of it seem primarily to be that

Parecon erroneously does away with mar-

kets in favor of participatory planning. What’s

wrong with markets?

There are a bunch of things wrong with

markets, and you could call me a “mar-

ket abolitionist.” I know they’re going to

be around for a while, but I regard them

as incredibly destructive of human po-

tential and something that should not be

employed by an economy, Why? Well, an

allocation system is supposed to get the

relative values of things correct, and mar-

kets get the relative values of everything

wrong. They don’t take into account effects

beyond the immediate buyer and seller of

market transactions, so the effects of pol-

lution, or the effects of the debilitation

of the workforce and so on. Those things

aren’t calculated into the relative values

of items. So everything is mispriced. The

second problem with markets is that by

their very logic ofwhat they call forth from

people, they produce anti-sociality and so

a grotesque individualism instead of soli-

darity. Markets pit us against each other.

Markets have other ailments also. They

produce class divisions. So, Schweick-

art would like to do away with owners—he
doesn’t like the idea of a few people own-

ing the productive powers of society and

profiting off of them. OK, but even if we

get rid of owners, markets themselves re-

institute that corporate division of labor I

was talking about that give you 20 percent

ruling 8o percent, and that is what we saw

in the countries that were market social-

ist. Yugoslavia used to be a market social-

ist economy, and to a considerable degree

there were some others in Eastern Europe

also. Anyway, these economies didn’t have

capitalists, they didn’t have private owners.

There was no one analogous to Bill Gates.

But they did have one group of people who

did only managing, only doctoring, only

lawyering, only engineering, and the oth-

er group did rote labor. And the former

group dominated the latter group like a

ruling class or as a ruling class.

What about the criticisms of social ecologists

and anarchists who think that remuneration

for the effort and sacrifice in the work we do

is just another form of wage slavery, and is

not the best economic incentive for producing

things. Why not just use the rough formula

“from each according to ability, to each ac-

cording to needs?”

Right. The problem first is: who determines

abilities? Who determines needs? If I deter-

mine abilities and needs, what happens when

I determine that my ability is to work only

three hours a day, but my need is astronomi-

cal? Why shouldn’t I say that? That is to say,

imagine for a minute that society could pro-

duce the equivalent to astronomical need, a

gargantuan amount of stuff. So I could have

a yacht, I could have a big house, I could have

a giant lawn and I could have a telescope in

my backyard and on and on. All the things

that I might like to have, other things be-

ing equal, if there was no pain and suffer-

ing for anybody else. Well then, I might as

well call those “needs.” What makes them

not needs? Why is it that anybody who raises

this criticism would say, “No no no, that’s

not reasonable, you shouldn’t say you want

that stuff.” Well, why not? They would say

that you shouldn’t want that stuff because it

is irresponsible, and you should be a respon-

sible participant in this endeavor. OK, fine,

I agree. So that means we should responsi-

bly say how much we want to work, and how

much we want to consume, bringing the two
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into accord with each other. That’s exactly

what participatory economics does.

You’ve had quite a bit of practical experimen-

tation with the basic ideas of participatory

economics in establishing South End Press, Z

Magazine and ZNet. What other workplaces, or-

ganizations, or industries are there today that are

close to parecon or moving towards it?

There’s two ways to take this question. The

first would be: what efforts are there that

are experiments in trying to establish ei-

ther a pareconish institution or parecon-

ish structures in an explicit way. Well I

don’t know all of them, but there are a

number of them, there are some record

companies, some publishing houses, an

online newspaper, there’s restaurants, I’m

told there’s a dentist’s office, there’s a trav-

el bureau, there are various diverse efforts

that are trying to create various parecon-

ish institutions very explicitly. That’s their

commitment, that’s what they are trying to

do, they understand what it is, and they’re

doing it. But then there’s another much

larger set of activities that don’t make ref-

erence to parecon. They might not know

that it exists. In most cases, they don’t yet

even know that it exists. But they’re doing

things that are consistent with pareconish

values and inclinations.

Then how do we create infrastructures of

Parecon is an alternative to capitalism.

movements that not only challenge existing

centers of power, but also devolve and merge

that power into the new institutions of the fu-

ture pareconish society?

I think there’s two sides to fighting for a,

a new world, if you want. One side is the

experiment and the creation of instances

of the new world in the present. So, like

South End Press. Instances of workplaces

that are pareconish, instances of house-

holds of that have new values around kin-

ship, or whatever it is that we’re trying to

revolutionize. So that’s one thing. And

the other thing is actually fighting for

changes, say in a workplace, that move to-

ward pareconish values and structures, but

a piece at a time, because that’s what we’re

in a position to do now. Both those kinds

of activities are valuable: creating alterna-

tives in the present that manifest our val-

ues for the future, and winning changes in

the present that at least move toward your

future goals. Also, I think it is necessary

for us to have movements that are consis-

tent with our values. So it’s necessary to

have movement organizations and move-

ment structures which begin to embody

the values that we hold for a better future,

we shouldn’t want to have movement proj-

ects or organizations that are class divided,

and that have a small sector of people run-

ning the show, and so on and so forth. So

all these kinds of changes derive from a

commitment to this kind of vision.

What do you think happened to the very admi-

rable New Left aspirations in the 1960s, given

the way people actually pursued them?

What happened to the 1960s was that we

did have good values in many respects, and

we did fight for them, and we did have a

gigantic effect on people’s consciousness.

But we had much less effect, and didn’t

even really try to affect institutions, to ac-

tually solidify gains that were made, and

to move onto further gains as well. And

so, slowly but surely, things diminished,

because if you’re not moving forward,

you’re usually moving backward, or at least

staying still. Over time, that is what hap-

pened. But I don’t think those values all

disappeared, like they never existed. Many

of them persist, many of them have actu-

ally become mainstream. The more radical

and revolutionary sentiments and desires

didn’t come to pass. My guess is that most

of the people involved in that, a good num-

ber of the people involved in that, would

still like to see changes of that sort, but are

just very skeptical of it now. That’s what

having a desirable and worthy vision could

hopefully overcome. ®
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Notes for a story
ABOUT PEOPLE WITH WEIRD PHOBIAS

There’s a talk show.

• The host is “a regular guy.”

• He has a New York accent. Or: a faint Boston accent, but not the

WASPYkind.

• Host wears sweaters indicating regularness.

• Host’s hair is thick and lush, slightly less than newscastery, but he

is neither especially handsome nor unhandsome.

• He is fifty years old. Or: fifty-two.

The title of this episode is “Help! I’m Afraid ofWool!” It is about peo-

ple with unusual phobias of seemingly innocuous things, maybe even

things most people think are cute.

• Like say bunnies. The people seem completely genuine about these

phobias, shaking even as they speak about them. Friends and family

members attest to veracity of phobias and encroachment of phobias

on lives of friends and family members.

• Other things people are afraid of on this episode: balloons, birds,

clowns, milk, the front door, and the sky.

A SCENE : Host spends a few minutes talking to each phobic guest about

the nature of their particular phobia.

Why would you be afraid of balloons? host says, in that tone

that says That’s crazy. That’s crazy! he says.

They’re going to kill me someday, I know it, the guest replies.

Excerpted from the forthcoming collection of short stories

by acclaimed author Elizabeth Crane, You Must Be This Happy to Enter.

Out in February 2008 from Punk Planet Books

www.punkplanetbooks.com



T
he Vancouver band, the Subhumans—not

to be confused with the British band of the

same name—was originally active from

1978 to 1982, releasing two singles, an EP, and

two full length LPs, Incorrect Thoughts and No

Wishes, No Prayers. Like other early punk bands,

their short lifespan in no way diminishes their im-

pact. They recently reunited for a 16-gig Canadian

tour, and released a new album, New Dark Age

Parade, on Alternative Tentacles in the US and

the G7 Welcoming Committee in Canada. It’s an

exciting and fresh-sounding album, with incisive

politicized lyrics, reminiscent of punk of yore, and

some killer music; one would never guess that it

has been 25 years since they last played together

in anything approaching this lineup. (The current

drummer, Jon Card, is the only “new” member,

and he played with Brian "Wimpy Roy” Goble for

years in DOA). Too bad for US fans, though: un-

less they replace one key member, it’s pretty un-

likely they’ll be playing there.

For those unfamiliar with the story, Subhu-

mans co-founder and bassist Gerry “Useless”

Hannah, the author of the antbemic punk classic

“Fuck You” and the witty and well-remembered

critique of masculine identity, “Slave to My Dick,’’

had an unusual calling after leaving the band in

1981. He was arrested in 1983 for his involve-

ment with a self-styled band of activists and

would-be urban guerrillas, Direct Action—also

dubbed the Squamish Five, or sometimes the

Vancouver Five. Direct Action engaged in vari-

ous acts of political sabotage, the most serious of

which involved blowing up part of the Canadian

branch of Litton Industries, where Cruise missile

parts were being produced for the US. Due to

various miscalculations, about ten people were

seriously injured in the explosion, and a security

guard names Terry Chikowski almost died. When

the arrest of the Five went down, on a remote

stretch of BC highway, they were planning on tak-

ing out a Brinks truck, to fund a life underground

and further militant activity. All received lengthy

prison sentences, and ail are now free.

What follows is compiled from four separate

phone conversations with the Subhumans, con-

ducted shortly before their previous tour and

stitched together for ease of reading. Group mem-

bers didn’t actually have the chance to respond to

each other’s comments; this is particularly signifi-

cant in the case of Gerry Hannah—often a topic

of conversation.

Interview by Allan Macinnis

Mike, you wrote "Urban Guerrillas.” Given what

followed, it's a pretty interesting moment from

the back catalogue.

Graham: There are a few ironies there, yeah.

But I wrote that a long time before Gerry got

involved in any of that stuff. There weren’t

any real urban guerrillas around in sleepy

old Vancouver back then! It was just com-

ing from looking at reports of the Red Army

Faction and Action Direct in Europe and

things like that. It’s a pretty fanciful song,

really. It’s not really a serious attempt to look

at the subject; in fact, in a way, it’s supposed

to be slightly humorous.

That humour makes it difficult to figure out, some-

times, just how radical the Subhumans’ politics

were. I mean, with songs like “Death to the Sick-

oids,” you seem to be supporting militant actions

and groups like the Red Brigades, but . .

.

Brian Goble: I suppose with that song, I was

trying to make a stab at media control ofnews

and how they can slant news things so you

don’t really know what’s going on. They can

make anybody look bad, anybody look evil. I

think that that kind of element of news ma-

nipulation has really gotten out of control

since September II and all the spin they’ve

put on the war in Iraq. I mean, you really

don’t know what’s going on anymore.

What were your reactions, when you heard Gerry

had been arrested?

Graham: Other than shock?

You had no idea what Gerry had been involved in?

Graham: No, didn’t have any clue at all, it

was pretty much a total surprise when it came

out in retrospect, when they got arrested and

all that. Looking back, y’know, if I’d maybe

been a smarter person there might have been

a clue or two, but I didn’t really put the pieces

together at that time. Gerry had kind of re-

moved himself pretty dramatically from the

scene and had moved off to the Rockies . . .

He eventually came back to Vancouver but he

wasn’t really, like, hanging out that much.

Goble: I think I was touring with DOA
in the States when I first heard about it.

It was really shocking [/aug^is]! And then

DOA came back to Vancouver and tried to

do a few events to help him pay for lawyers’

fees and things like that, like an EP, a Free

the Five EP [The Right to Be Wild , featuring an

anti-prison song, "Bum it Down,” and a

cover of Hannah’s "Fuck You,” on Sudden

Death Records] , and we visited them in jail

a bunch of times.

Graham: I think that the idea ofproviding a

defense fund for them, just on the grounds

that they had the right to defend themselves

against the charges properly, was kind of a

rallying point for a lot ofpeople . . .

He seemed to get a lot of local support.

Jon Card: It’s kinda funny. I was living in

Vancouver on and off at the time, and I was

living in a house at the Plaza, a big ass punk

rock house on East Georgia. Everyone lived

there, bands used to play there all the time,

Shithead was living there, Zippy Pinhead,

you name it. It ended up being sold, it be-

came like the embassy to the Philippines or

something like that. It’s still there. Anyhow,

the restaurant next door was bugged, and

the house was probably bugged. I’m probably

on tape with the RCMP [the Royal Cana-

dian Mounted Police] back then—definite-

ly I am—and, y’know, a bunch of militant

punks were living there: Ken Lester, who

was the manager for DOA, and a friend of

mine, Bristles, who used to be a roadie for

them. He was making these bumper stick-

ers, "Refuse the Cruise!” and all that stuff,

right, standing up to the USA, so I was kinda

in there hanging out with [Direct Actions]

staunch supporters . . .

This was before the arrest?

Card: This was before and during the ar-

rest, actually. It was, like, when it was all

happening. I remember a CBC helicopter. I

was sleepin’ on the couch and I look out the

window and there’s a helicopter with a cam-

era and I’m sitting there waving at it, and it

was the CBC news! I was kinda there . . . Ken

Lester later moved into a co-op and after the

arrest the RCMP busted down his door and

they were looking for weapons, based on his

association with the Plaza. They thought it

was a big conspiracy. I told this all to Gerry

last night—he had no idea about any of it.

Did you support the Five at the time?

Card: I think goin’ as far as taking down a

Brinks truck, that’s over the line, but they

were doing what they believed in, and right

or wrong, that stands for something.

Has the band caught any flak because of

Gerry's past?
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Graham: It hasn’t happened so far. We don’t

have people coming up or yelling ‘terrorist!
’

at us or something like that. The decision

was part of Gerry’s personal history, but it’s

not really part of the bands' history.

The song “1 Got Religion” reminds me how peo-

ple with religious beliefs often can become quite

pushy, quite passionate—if you believe you’re

“right" in what you're doing, you can some-

times offend or upset people who have different

views. But Direct Action also believed that they

were “right," that they were helping to change

the world for the better, that their actions really

meant something . .

.

Gerry Hannah: Oh, definitely. We did be-

lieve that. And we also believed we were

right. I think it would’ve been virtually im-

possible to carry out any of that stuff, if we

didn't think we were right, y’know? I didn’t

have any doubts about whether we were right

or not, I had doubts about whether it was the

sort of thing I could handle. It’s very stress-

ful living underground and thinking that

any minute you might be arrested or that you

might get in a shoot out with the cops. And

then planning for the robbery, I mean that

was terrifying, you know? It was a big deal.

We were going to be armed to the teeth and

we weren’t fooling around. We were gonna

take a lot of money and were gonna take it

from armed guards. That caused me an in-

credible amount of stress, and as I’ve told

quite a few people, back in the day, after we

were arrested it was actually a relief, because

it ended all this horrible anxiety . . .? But to

your question, yeah, for sure. I’ve definitely

been in a position—and not just when I was

with Direct Action, but I’ve been in other

situations too—where I’ve been caught up in

my own rhetoric and been absolutely con-

vinced I was right, and I think it’s actually a

totally valid question. As I’ve gotten older,

I’m becoming much more interested in un-

covering the truth than I am in going out and
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lecturing people on some vision that I have

on how the world should be. Anyways, back

to the rhetoric thing—I think I was carried

along by that to a large degree. For sure. And

I am critical of much of the things that we

said and did at that time. I feel that we were

reckless and I haven’t tried to hide it. That

doesn’t mean that I don’t think the goals that

we were striving toward were decent goals.

Do the Subhumans still hope to accomplish

things politically through their music?

Graham: It’s always kinda hard to say what

kind of effect anything cultural can have—

a

book or a movie or anything. Can it have a

practical effect? I dunno. But I think it’s im-

portant to kinda keep making cultural stuff

that’s aware of the situation. The only alter-

native to that is having a culture that’s com-

pletely devoid of meaning.

Goble: I think our effect is only going to be

on individuals, y’know? I think the mass cul-

ture machine is way too big to be affected by

a tiny little entity like ours. It’s a multi-bil-

lion dollar machine that’s out there, turn-

ing teenagers into consumers and turning

them into, y’know, what society wants them

to—well, I don’t know if it’s society that wants

them to be like that, but what the capitalist

enterprise machine wants them to be—per-

fect little consumers.

Has the band discussed touring outside Canada?

Goble: I think with the US, the way they’re

going, it’s getting hard for anybody to get

across the border, so I don’t see those kind

of restrictions being eased up at any time in

the future.

Card: Gerry’s gonna have to go out and get

pardoned, if he’s going to go anywhere. Ap-

parently there’s this process to do this—he
has to go to the Japanese embassy, for ex-

ample, and say look, I did my time, I’m very

sorry—I don’t know what he has to say—and
it’s up to them. As for the US, it sucks, but

we’re gonna have to get another bass player, if

we’re gonna go play the States.

Graham: We kinda talked about it a lit-

tle bit, but it almost seems like slightly

cheating, y’know, to do that? Ron Al-

lan was certainly part of the band and

all that, but I think a lot of the appeal

of the new version is having the original

cast back together again. I don’t know

how interested people would be in see-

ing yet another version of the band that

isn’t all there.

Hannah: There is a guy, believe it or not,

that’s approached us from New York, a book-

ing agent who’s been a political activist for a

long time. He’s interested in actually trying

to fight the US establishment and get me en-

try. . . but I’m not holding my breath on that

one. He wanted me to do some legwork up

here to determine a few things, whether or

not I was still classified as a risk, and I don’t

know that information is going to be volun-

teered to me by CSIS [the Center for Strate-

gic and International Studies] or something

like that. The last I time I tried to get it, I ap-

plied under the freedom of information act

to get some stuff from CSIS, among other

agencies, and I got very little. Most of it was

blacked out, so . . . Even if buddy was able to

get me into the States, I can see potentially

real problems emerging. All that would have

to happen is there’d have to be some leak to

some ultra right-winger to stir up shit about

it and have enough people ranting and raving

about it. The government would say, “No,

this can’t happen.” But he’s looking into it,

anyhow. ®
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f punk can be granted any significant role

in the politicization of young people, it’s be-

cause musicians like Federico Gomez have

never separated music from the message. As

one of the pioneers of the hardcore/punk scene

in Israel, Federico played in several influential

political bands including Nekhei Naatza, Dir

Yassin and most recently, Smartut Kahol Lavan.

He has been a longtime proponent of DIY eth-

ics, a vocal advocate of anarchist politics and

a harsh critic of Israel’s systematic violence

against Palestinians. His voice was, and is, a

reminder of both the brutality of military oc-

cupation and the passion that fuels those who

scream in defiance.

Born in Argentina, Federico moved with

his family to a Kibbutz in the Upper Galilee

region of Israel at the age of eleven. Within a

few years, he and his brother discovered punk/

hardcore and eventually helped to pave the way

for Israeli DIY punk through the formation of

Nekhei Naatza in 1990. In 1997, Federico and

ex-members of Nekhei Naatza and USF formed

Dir Yassin, an outspoken anti-Zionist hardcore

band named for the 1948 massacre of Palestin-

ian Arabs in the village of Deir Yassin. Between

1997-2002 Dir Yassin released three singles,

did two tours in Europe and sparked controver-

sy due to their open solidarity with Palestinian

causes and their criticism of political apathy and

racism in the Israeli punk scene. Following Dir

Yassin's break-up, Federico continued to per-

form in Smartut Kahol Lavan, a band named in

reference to the Israeli flag that literally trans-

lates as “white and blue rag.” Their recent re-

lease on Lengua Armada, entitled Spontaneous

Violence, has garnered international acclaim in

the underground and synthesizes the raw and

aggressive energies of both hardcore/punk and

political dissent.

Federico is not unique as an anarchist

punk rocker, a dissident Israeli or a part-time

activist, but his commitment to the struggle for

justice, his explicit critiques of punk’s shortcom-

ings, his intellect, and his sheer persistence

sets him apart from the crowd and inspires a

new wave of political punks to raise their voices

against the occupation.

Interview by Zack Furness

You recently moved from Israel. Where are you

calling home these days?

Well, I moved about a year ago to Sweden

but I ending up spending some months in

Israel during the summer. I had the luck

of enjoying the “war,” if you can call the

bombardment of Lebanon a war. I was very

close to Kiryat Shmona, one of the most

affected Israeli towns during those weeks.

Why did you move?

My wife is Swedish and we decided to move

there for various reasons. The ambivalent

feelings I had toward Israel were making it

harder for me to cope with living there and

I think something similar happened to

her. I actually tried to move to Sweden five

years ago, but I had very strong feelings

of guilt for not helping with the struggle
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against the occupation, so I moved back

to Israel. I was lucky to take part in some

important direct actions while I was there,

although I was never a “full-time activist”

due to the other commitments.

Are you still playing in Smartut Kahol Lavan?

Right now the band is neither active nor

split up. I think we all got the feeling that

as a group we can create something we will

be pleased with and still challenge our-

selves a little bit. The idea is to find oppor-

tunities to rehearse, write some new stuff

and maybe play some shows abroad, proba-

bly in Europe. There is also some material

we didn’t have time to record.

Maybe it’s a little too early for nostalgia or

hindsight, but I’m curious about how you went

from living on a kibbutz to being in the first

anti-Zionist punk band in Israel?

Even though I spent all my teenage years

and many years after that in Lehavot Ha-

bashan, my house was very politicized and

radical views were accepted. My father was

a trade union activist in Argentina and he

was kidnapped and murdered by the mili-

tary regime. My mother was also a grassroots

political activist and was really lucky not to

be murdered by the same scum. My uncle

spent years in jail because of his involve-

ment with a guerrilla group and many of my

family’s friends were persecuted, assassi-

nated, or had to go into exile. My mom’s new

partner, who was the main reason we moved

to Israel, was also very interested in politics

and although he was a Zionist, he was a true

socialist and very active in both the commu-

nity we lived in and beyond, I found out

about punk music/subculture through books

and Argentine political magazines that ran

features on the punk boom that was taking

place there in the mid-1980s. At that time in

Israel (1987-1988), there were many people

who dressed “punk” and were into the mu-

sic, but there was no scene really. Eventually

we found out about a group of people who

shared our beliefs and they even had a real

punk band (Noon Mem) but by then we al-

ready got the main ideas and music through

our own initiative. We wrote to all the ad-

dresses that were on the records by the

Dead Kennedys, Exploited, and Conflict,

and from them we got more addresses. We

ended up corresponding with literally hun-

dreds of people all over the world that would

send us tapes, records, fanzines and leaf-

lets. Even though we were too poor to buy

all those records from the stores in Tel Aviv,

we had access to free mail in the Kibbutz—so

we ended up getting flooded with music and

information through really great pen pals,

In any case, there were like three people in

high school into punk/hardcore: a guy called

Oded from a nearby Kibbutz, my brother,

and me. There was also Oded’s brother,

Yonhi, who liked some of the stuff and to-

gether we started Nekhei Naatza. Those of
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us who eventually formed Nekhei Naatza

were very critical of the Israeli occupation

and supported the Palestinian Intifada,

which started around the same time that we

found out about punk. I would say that we

became really anti-Zionist in the later years

of the band. Early on we didn’t know about

the post-Zionist historians and we didn’t

have a vast knowledge about the history of

Israel itself. Despite our criticisms of the

Oslo Agreements, we actually thought it

would start a dynamic of peace by allowing

Israelis to talk freely with Palestinian po-

litical groups—something that was forbid-

den until then. We thought it would break

judicial and technical barriers between

radical Palestinians and Israelis, and that

it could create the possibility for a united

struggle—a grassroots effort to achieve a

more just solution than Rabin’s miserable

offer to the Palestinians. In some ways that

happened, but the struggle also became

much tougher. Even before Rabin’s assas-

sination we were already aware of the infi-

nite problems that the Oslo Process would

cause the Palestinians and how, in the end,

it would worsen their situation.

Who were some of the other people that

shaped your political views at that time?

Aside from the “radical left” sentiment at

home, my brother and I first discovered an-

archism by reading leaflets and fanzines,

mostly from the UK, and books we bor-

rowed from the library or friends. I cannot

really point at a specific thinker that helped

shape our political views: we read many of

the classic anarchist thinkers but although

we sympathized with the basic anti-authori-

tarian beliefs, we acknowledged the differ-

ent realities they addressed.

The tenets of anarchism seem to be at odds

with the Palestinian goals of creating both a

nation and a functional centralized govern-

ment, seeing as how the one-state solution is

rarely discussed these days. Does the anarchist

ethos create tension with Palestinian activists?

Most Palestinians, at least those I person-

ally was in contact with during actions and

campaigns, were not so interested in the

particular ideological affiliation of those

who came to help them and I cannot really

blame them for that. There were some-

times conversations and discussions about

politics and during those, there was always

a respect for our views. The issue of animal

rights was much harder for most to com-

prehend, and it was usually ridiculed, but

that situation is the same in most societies

where people feel compelled to tell stupid

jokes about how animals are tasty, etc. But

that’s life and I don’t think anybody made

a big deal out of that. Sometimes there

were also tensions between female activists

and the local male population, but in most

cases it was alleviated somehow. I would say

that the different status between men and

women in Palestine was the hardest issue

for us to deal with as activists in Palestine

—

it felt like we were using double standards

in which military oppression was consid-

ered unacceptable but the patriarchal one

was tolerated. This is not to say that Pales-

tinian women have not played, or continue

to play, a big role in the resistance against

the Israeli occupation it’s just that gender

is always an issue, I was in several actions

against what we call “the apartheid wall,”

and in many actions in the years before

that, but I was never a full-time activist.

My experiences with direct actions against

the confiscation of Palestinian lands and

the construction of the wall definitely

turned my anger against the state of Israel

into total hatred. It made me feel less a part

of a society that, for many years, I thought I

would live in for most of my life and it also

made me critical of activism itself (despite

the fact that most activists still command
my deepest respect). It also transformed

my idealization of Palestinian and inter-

national resistance against Israel’s mili-

tary occupation into what I believe is a

more mature and elaborated one.

What kind of reaction did the name Dir Yassin

provoke in Israel?

The name was chosen in order to provoke

reactions and arguments and I think we

were successful at that. Our first show was

stopped after two songs because we criti-
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Anarchism fits punk like a glove since the ethics of “do it yourself” and grassroots co-operation

are primal in both, and I think only those parameters can bring truly inspiring art.

cized the club owner for not letting us dis-

tribute leaflets that explained the meaning

of the name and why we chose it. Many kids

learned about the Deir Yassin massacre

from our name and some even went to the

extent of becoming politically active (or

at least not joining the army) due to our

band, which for us was really the greatest

achievement possible.

How was it interpreted by Palestinians?

Not many Palestinians knew about us I

guess; we missed the opportunity to play

a benefit show with Palestinian artists to

a mostly Palestinian audience due to the

illness of a band member, so I will always

wonder what would have happened if we

did. But some Palestinians who saw our

band’s T-shirts really liked the name and

when it was explained to them that it was

an Israeli band, they were positively sur-

prised. The “Deir Yassin Rembered” or-

ganization also wrote us, telling how glad

they were that a band in Israel chose the

name and sang about the issues we did.

So is there a substantial crossover between the

punk scene and actual activism in Israel?

There is something of a crossover and some

of the most dedicated people in groups like

“Anarchist Against The Wall” come from

a punk background or were somehow in-

volved. Many people involved in the punk

scene tend to see activists as too serious

and in some cases totally against their

views. Maybe places like the BA squat in

Tel Aviv, where political punks and street

punks live together, will make that cross- *

over more successful.

You have stated previously that your hopes

of helping shape Israeli punk into something

meaningful and positive, had completely died.

Have your experiences with Dir Yassin and

Smartut Kahol Lavan reinforced those feelings,

or have you changed your mind about impact

that punk and hardcore can have in Israel?

I think that my views ofwhat punk is and also

my relation to it have changed over the years,

as it has changed in many others and the

movement itself. To be honest, what passes

for “political punk” nowadays—in all the

scenes worldwide—is among the most unin-

spired and uninspiring musical genres with-

in the underground. I think that our hopes

were mostly for the creation of a DIY scene,

disconnected from the music business, the

idiotic press, and rip-off clubs. I actually

think we succeeded. There are a couple of

squats in Tel Aviv, an infoshop/vegan coffee

place, venues, and many other projects that

are directly or indirectly influenced by our

efforts during the ‘90s . But again, the ma-

jority of what passes for “punk” is just pure

commercial junk for trendy teenage idiots. I

think a lot of those kids lack the honesty, en-

ergy, intelligence, ferocity, anger, cynicism

and sarcasm I was looking for, and found, in

bands as diverse as the Dead Kennedys, An-

gry Samoans, Child Molesters, Negazione,

Articles Of Faith, Blitz, and Vegan Reich.

The ‘70s, ‘80s and ‘90s are gone, but that

doesn’t mean I have to chose to either get

stuck in the same aesthetics or to consume

watered-down, fast, happy-pop or overpro-

duced, TV-friendly metal/punk. So I just

stepped out. In any case, it is not easy to con-

nect with a scene where the average person is

almost 2,0 years younger than me, but I still

like the genre and the possibilities it brings;

it tempts me to keep doing music.

Does punk still matter?

Punk rock nowadays is just a musical genre

and most of its modern exponents plain-

ly suck. But through its evolution there

were many interesting phases, projects

and ideas—some that are still being ap-

plied/actualized/improved. I don’t really

care too much about saving the name, I

care more about music, and art in general,

expressing discontent, anti-authoritarian

sentiments and generally reflecting upon

our existence in a direct, raw, primitive,

simple, and angry way. Anarchism fits

punk like a glove since the ethics of “do it

yourself” and grassroots co-operation are

primal in both, and I think only those pa-

rameters can bring truly inspiring art. I’m

still enthusiastic and supportive of people

doing similar things and if the occasion

arises, we will be engaged again . . . fuck-

ing shit up in the Holy Land. ®
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O
ne of the best (and grueling) parts about

editing the music reviews section here at

Punk Planet is giving everything a cur-

sory listen before assigning it to a particular re-

viewer. After listening to hundreds of CDs, LPs,

and 7-inches, things can start to blur together.

One fateful afternoon, the Steinways' Missed

the Boat made its way into the CD player and

my life was immediately changed for the better.

Instantly, things got a little peppier, funnier, and

my CD collection became one disc larger.

After leaving pop punk behind many years

ago, determined that nothing could top My Brain

- Hurts or Clobberer, along come the Steinways.

Now, Missed the Boat isn’t as good as either of

those aforementioned albums—the band would

be the first to admit it. I’m sure—but in a day

and age where pop punk is pretty far out of

people’s minds and mascaraed-up emocore is

somehow “punk," the Steinways are the musical

equivalent to opening every window in my apart-

ment. At this point, the Steinways have been

given nods in print (well, one of them was on a

blog) by two of the kings—Larry Livermore and

Ben Weasel—prestige almost zero bands can

claim, at least to the best of my knowledge.

Singer and guitarist Grath Madden was

nice enough to let Punk Planet ask him some

questions, but only after his weed guy had

come and gone so we wouldn’t be interrupted.

Viva delivery!

Interview by Dave Holer

I hate asking this question, but I think I’m in

the same boat as a lot of people that don’t

know a lot about the Steinways. Where did

this band come from?

I moved to Queens about four-and-a-half

years ago from Baltimore. I’d been writ-

ing songs, and I was really into pop punk

and punk rock for like IO years or so but

never really had a band because nobody I

knew was into any of that stuff. So I moved

up here, and interestingly enough, the

Steinways started on the Internet. I posted

on a messageboard, looking for people in

Queens that wanted to start a band, be-

cause I knew Chris, who plays drums for

us, and I knew John, who first played bass

for us, I knew they lived up here and were

into the same kind of stuff. Michelle re-

sponded to that message, too, and we got

together a couple of weeks later, f All the

people I’ve met that are involved in this
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kind of stuff, I’ve met them all on the In-

ternet, pretty much. Nobody that I grew up

with was into the stuff I was into. I played

in a band in Baltimore for a few months,

but it was just me convincing my best

friends that it’d be fun to play in a punk-

rock band. It wasn’t really something they

were into.

I find it hard to believe that there was a lack

of a scene in Baltimore.

Well I went to this dinky little boys’ pri-

vate school with like 150 kids, so it was slim

pickings. I didn’t live in the city, I lived

out in the suburbs. There were punk-rock

bands, but none of my friends from school

were into that stuff, and I was a little dweeb

and I didn’t go to shows by myself or any-

thing like that.

So what made you be the lone person out of

150 boys to find the punk-rock light?

In 7th and 8th grade I was really into

rap music. Das Efx, Nice & Smooth, all

the good stuff. The classics. I got really

into Nirvana and all of that nonsense.

That led around to thank-you lists on re-

cord sleeves were essentials. I got around

to Bikini Kill and Fugazi, and then to

Maximum Rocknroll, and then at some point

I bought Dookie and Loco Live by the Ra-

mones. I figured, I like these, so I went

from there.

With you and Michelle, are you worried about

playing in a band with someone that you’re

dating?

It’s not really as weird as you would think.

We met in the band at the first band prac-

tice we had- It was in 2003. Spring. I’m

always worried about it, that it’s going to

impact the other guys in the band. We’re

all pretty good friends to begin with. We

hang out a lot outside of the band, too.

So it’s not a weird dynamic for any of

us; I can’t think of . . . every couple gets

into retarded fights all of the time, but

I can’t think of a time that we’ve ruined

the band.

So Spring of 2003 to present day . . . the only

releases I know of that you have are the full-

length, the Rocket Science 7”, and some comp

tracks. What took three-and-a-half years?

I’d never really been in a band before, and

we definitely were pretty awful at first, so

we spent a lot of time just playing. Like I

said, it formed on the Internet, it was just

sort of a let’s-see-if-this-would-work type

of thing to begin with, so we didn’t really

rush. I think it was good that we waited

to record. I kind of wish we waited a little

longer, because definitely there are things

on that album where I’m like, “We didn’t

need to record that. We didn’t need to re-

cord a two minute-long song about Every-

body Loves Raymond
”

We all make mistakes. You went through a

lineup change, too.

John left the band. Then we got Ace. I was

going to have Ace play bass, but he said he

wanted to play guitar, so we switched Mi-

chelle over to bass. Turned out Michelle is

a better bass player than guitar player. Ace

was really good from the start. It was pretty

seamless.

I don’t know if it’s just me looking too deeply

into things, but the title of your album, Missed

the Boat , seems to be a little bit of a comment

on the pop-punk boom that happened a few

years ago. Maybe I’m mistaken, but it made

me think: why do you play pop punk?

That’s the only type of songs I know how

to write, you know? I definitely feel, being

28 right now, that it’s sort of ridiculous to

be playing in a pop-punk band. It’s sort-

of backwards wish-fulfillment for my 17-

year-old self.

Am I mistaken on the title, then?

I guess you’re pretty much right. Even

starting the band being 24 I felt ridicu-

lous, so it sort of felt like a relic from an-

other time.

Do you think there’s a seil-by date, being in a

pop-punk band?

Not really. There are people older than me

in pop-punk bands that I love. I don’t have

the presumption that it’s totally stale and

finished, but I know a lot of people do.

It seems that to a lot of people our age, or at

least some friends of mine, everything started

with pop punk and ska. After that, everyone

sort of branches out to wherever. Once I fig-

ured out which pop-punk bands I liked and

which I didn't, I moved onto other genres. I

sort of abandoned it as I got older and didn’t

think too much more about it. I heard the

Steinways record and was like, “Oh yeah . . .

I DIDN’T
LIVE IN THE
CITY, I LIVED
OUT IN THE
SUBURBS.
THERE WERE
PUNK-ROCK
BANDS, BUT
NONE OF
MY FRIENDS
FROM
SCHOOL
WERE INTO
THAT STUFF,
AND I WAS
A LITTLE
DWEEB AND
I DIDN’T GO
TO SHOWS
BY MYSELF
OR ANYTHING
LIKE THAT.
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pop punk is still a genre!” Why do you think

people are still dedicated to pop punk?

I think you have a lot of people that are our

age, or between 25 and 3° that were really

into this stuff. There was a dry spell from

the end of the ‘90s to the beginning to

the 2000’s. If you were into [pop punk] at

all, there just wasn’t anything good. If you

wanted to listen to it, you were listening to

pretty shitty music. A lot of the bands that

are around now have been playing for a

while. The Ergs have been a band for like

seven years. The Unloveables have been

around a couple years longer than us. Peo-

ple have been doing it for a while, but a lot

of bands have really gotten good right now.

Better records are coming out now than

four or five years ago.

What caused that drought?

I think it got to the point where—I don’t

want to name and bands or labels—but the

generic, Ramones-core thing went off to

an absurd degree. People who were play-

ing pop punk, it got so entrenched in, I

don’t know . . . a formula. It was just more

copycat type of stuff. It’s not like Screech-

ing Weasel or the Mr. T Experience or the

Queers . . . they sounded similar, but they

didn’t sound the same. I felt like the bands

who came after that sounded similar and

the same.

Not to put you down, but at its base, pop punk

is a pretty simple form of music. What do you

do to make it interesting?

I don’t know that I’d even say that we do

that! Other than trying to not repeat my-

self. I feel like I’ve gotten better at song-

writing, being in a band. Actively having

to do it and having better methods to do

it. Like recording things on Garageband

instead of playing a guitar into a tape re-

corder and singing. There’s really nothing

special to it. I just kind of do it.

Having a sense of humor is a pretty big part of

pop punk, going back to the Ramones, even.

Are you worried that you’re going to pigeon-

hole yourself by writing all of these awesome

but jokey songs?

Yeah, I think I move a little more away

from that the more I write songs. I’m glad

I waited II years to start a band, because

if I would have started a band when I was

17 or 18, it would have just been embarrass-

ingly bad. All jokes and none of them were

funny. That would not have been a good

thing. I try not to try and be too funny

anymore because that’s when it gets fuck-

ing obnoxious.

How do you think that transition is going to

happen from writing less-serious songs to

things that are more topical or heartfelt?

It’s not like we’re going to put out another

record and it’s going to be some alarmingly

whiny, serious type of stuff. I’m still kind of

flip about everything. I try not to have every

song be like, “wah wah, I want a girlfriend”

anymore. How many times can you write

that song without making too many re-

ally bad jokes. Moving away from that alone

wipes out half of the problem right there.

Do you think that part of the success of pop

punk is not lingering on things? All of your

songs are incredibly short.

I don’t know if I have some sort of mental

deficiency or something, but even songs

that I really like, when you get around two

minutes I kind of want to go to the next

one. I’d rather be able to listen to the song

and then immediately want to listen to it

again than listen to it for five minutes, just

one song. That’s a rip off.

Missed the Boat seems to be a diamond in the

rough: there’s a ton of shitty pop punk albums

and then this really awesome one . . . how do

you think it feels to be at the center of people

talking about your band, especially if you’ve

never been in a band before?

I wouldn’t say that we’re at the center of a

huge buzz or anything . . .

I’m not saying it’s huge. But for example: just

today I go to a messageboard that a bunch

of friends of mine post on, and what’s one of

the topics? “Has anyone heard of the Stein-

ways? This band is awesome.” I didn’t tell

him about it.

Well, there’s two. It’s cool. It’s kind of

weird. I never approach any of this stuff

thinking in terms of a ton of people get-

ting to hear it and everybody being really

into it. It’s just something that I want to do

because I’ve wanted to do it for a long time.

There’s not a heavy amount of aspirations

or ambition involved in the whole thing.

It’s cool to have people you respect say cool

things about you.

/ WANTED
TO MAKE A
RECORD. I’D

NEVER MADE
A RECORD.
I’D WRITTEN
A BAJILLION
SONGS BUT
NEVER MADE
A RECORD.

What about people that you don’t know?

Last weekend, we played at the Knitting

Factory in New York, in the basement. The

last time we played there was New Years Eve

two years ago. There were just way more

people there this past weekend. I sound

like a douchebag when I say stuff like this,

but it was more uncomfortable than any-

thing else, Something about standing

up and playing songs for people is always a

little strange to me. Having been really into

this music and being a guy that goes to the

shows, even being in the Steinways for four

years it still sort of seems like, “I’ve got to

hurry up and get off the stage, because we all

want to see this next band!
”

You mentioned the Queers and some other

longer-running pop-punk bands earlier. Not

to single them out or anything, but no matter

the genre, it bums me out when bands drag it

out forever. From the Rolling Stones on down

. . . give it a rest. Your time has come and

gone. With pop punk, though, where the

themes tend to be a little more juvenile, I have

a little bit less of a tolerance for it.

I don’t plan on making 14 Steinways al-

bums. That’s certainly not going to work

out. Every time we learn a song or write a

song, I’m like, “What’s left to do with these

same fucking chord patterns over and over
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again?” People’s tastes change. I mean,

fucking IO years ago you could’ve been in

a swing band for a couple years there and

made good money. Things come and go

like that. There are a lot of bands that are

in our age group that do have that mindset,

and I guess I take more from that. I’m not

going to be of that mindset. We’re going to

do what we’re going to do, and when we’re

not doing it anymore, we won’t be doing it

anymore.

Where does that frame of mind come from?

You want to be in a band and fuck around, but

you don’t have huge aspirations?

When I was V~j or l8 and band like the

Queers were “big” or whatever . . . that’s

going to sound snotty in print . . . even

when that was the case, you could still tell

it was appealing because the music was

good and it was a lot more accessible. You

went to a Queers show and said hi to Joe

Queer at the end. Hooray. K If the band

stopped existing today, that would be kind

of sad, but I would be totally OK with that.

When I started the band, I’d wanted to do

that for IO years or so. It was a really long

time of not doing these things. We made a

record, we went on tour, we made another

record. Pretty much anything that’s hap-

pened from two years ago on is pretty much

added extras.

Would you say it’s a dream come true?

I guess so! That’s really fucking goofy, but

I wanted to make a record. I’d never made

a record. I’d written a bajillion songs but

never made a record. Then, we made a re-

cord. I got to play with my favorite bands

all the time. Every other week I play with

one of my favorite bands. I’m friends with

my favorite bands and my favorite bands

are my friends and all that shit. It’s all

worked out pretty well.

Having so quickly realized your ambitions for

this band, where does that leave you?

Then you want to make another record and

you want to go on another tour. You made

one record and you think, “Maybe I could

make a better record or go on a longer

tour!” It’s not like I’m IOOO% nonchalant

and “eh” about the band or anything like

that. It’s great and a lot of fun. The more

we’re a band the less it’s for me, like what I

wanted to do. Now, it’s the four of us in the

band and we have shit that we want to do, so

we do that now.

I remember the first show I played that was

eight dollars and I was like, “What?! Eight dol-

lars?!” You can deny it all you want, but people

have started to pay attention to your band.

It would depend. I’m never going to view

it as a realistic thing that this is something

we could live off of, even for a short period

of time.

Green Day probably said the same thing . . .

Yeah, but that’s Green Day\ We’re still not

very good at our instruments. When we

made the album there were probably labels

that we didn’t get in touch with or people

that we talked to that might have been

more interested if we had been a more

nationally active band. We’re pretty small

potatoes and I’m cool with that. All of us

came from backgrounds where to come

into this band being like, “Alright guys,

this is the one! Let’s take it straight to the

top!” That just wasn’t a reality for anyone

that’s been in the Steinways at any point.

Everybody has a good head on their shoul-

ders about it.

Ideally, what would be a fitting continuation to

the Steinways at this point?

We’re definitely going to record another al-

bum, go on a longer tour. As long as we’re

still coming up with songs to play, we’ll make

records and play shows. That’ll keep hap-

pening for as long as it happens. We rarely

get very far ahead of ourselves. ®
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andre schiffrin

I

f it is true that the most politically radical

project one can undertake is reading—and

when it comes right down to it, allowing

the organized thoughts of an individual you

have never met influence your own is, indeed,

an extreme act impossible to achieve through

marches, sit-ins, or bombs—then few have in-

fluenced current radical politics more than Ari-

el r6 Schiffrin.

Andre is the son of Jacques Schiffrin, who

after a successful publishing career in France

joined Pantheon in 1944, three years after the

family moved to the states to escape Nazi per-

secution. They were, Andre Schiffrin writes in

his autobiography, “among the many who be-

came Jews because of Hitler." He attended Yale

and started in publishing even before graduat-

ing. A post was soon offered him at Pantheon

and, surprised at the opportunity to carry on

his father's legacy, he took it. Spurred by do-

mestic political events and the compelling work

of artists abroad, Schiffrin worked to explore

how Pantheon could widen American debate

and culture.

These contributions have not been insig-

nificant: Studs Terkel, Michel Foucault, Art Spie-

gelman, Noam Chomsky, Matt Groening—quite

literally much of my pantheon of great thinkers.

(My hero Hannah Arendt is notably absent; she

was however a family friend.)

Yet these contributions also have not

been terribly profitable, at least when com-

pared to the enormous returns one expects

from a how-to bestseller, suspense thriller, or

billionaire biography. And so in 1990, after

Random House was sold to Conde Nast owner

Si Newhouse, Schiffrin was faced with the re-

alization in his mid-fifties that his many years

of direct contribution to democracy held little

value to the capitalist ethos that had overtaken

the industry.

He founded The New Press shortly there-

after, a now 17-year-old not-for-profit publish-

ing house that values the expansion of critical

debate over the works of brand-name authors.

(Partially because of Schiffrin's legacy, but also

because they simply make good books, I ap-

proached them with my next project, which

will appear in November.) He's won several

awards, and the authors he's published have

won even more; it’s all eloquently recounted

in his recent autobiography A Political Educa-

tion (Melville House Books). In many ways,

these memoirs are merely another way of

describing the same events recounted in his

first book, a history of the corporatization of

American publishing, The Business of Books

(Verso, 2000).

In its entirety, Andre Schiffrin’s story is a

quiet one, but profoundly important. He agreed

to speak to me by telephone from France,

where he now lives six months out of the year.

A clever and soft-spoken man (occasionally too

soft-spoken for my rabble-rousing work envi-

ronment; several of his comments were lost in

the din), he has nonetheless continued to carve

out space for dissent in our culture for around

half a century. Not because it’s fun, pays well,

or is an easy way to make a name for oneself,

but because ensuring democracy should be the

primary concern of all participants in our cur-

rent American political environment.

Interview by Anne Elizabeth Moore

The Business of Books was first published in

2000, and it posits publishing not so much as

a business, really, but as a space in which seek

out, commission, and then launch cultural de-

bate. Yet I know of very few people in the in-

dustry now, seven years later, who would see

publishing that way.

Well, it depends on how you define pub-

lishing. I think people at the large houses

have more or less given up on ideas that

used to be standard. And they have found

that they will be judged by how profitable

they are, and their authors will be judged

by how profitable they are, therefore they

simply can’t publish the books they like.

Which is why an editor at Knopf will say,

“We can’t afford to publish your book,’’

which, I’m sure they can easily afford to

publish anything they like.

Do you feel that can be fixed within the large

publishing houses?

No. Not until they change ownership,

generally, which is not likely to happen. I

think what’s happening more and more is

that particularly young people have started

their own houses or joined smaller ones.

From a personal standpoint, however, as a

small, independent publisher, it is becoming

more and more difficult to stay viable without

competing directly with corporate houses

—

and therefore emulating them. You’ve come up

with a unique approach at The New Press, but

are there other models you look to?

Well, ther£ are lots of ways of doing it, I

mean, we’re celebrating the 15th anniver-
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sary of our first book, Studs Terkel’s Race.

And The New Press has been very success-

ful, but it was built on a different model,

one which I thought about for years before

leaving Pantheon, when I thought, “Some-

body should try this.” I didn’t realize that I

would be the person who would. [Laughs.] It

would be, in effect, to have something like

a university press but without the univer-

sity. And of course there are the univer-

sity presses, there are a hundred of them,

and they put out a lot of very good books.

But they too, as I say in later editions of

the book, are under increasing amounts of

pressure from the university budget peo-

ple, so universities like Chicago go around

on a quarterly basis and ask people, are

they up to budget, and so on and so forth,

On the other hand, even in Illinois there’s

an interesting experiment at Illinois-

Normal, I don’t know if you know

—

—The Dalkey Archive.

Yes, and there they’ve come up with a very

clever idea of letting a faculty member keep

spade a spade—a capitalist structure just

doesn’t work. It does not turn out the kind

of profits you want, Publishing has never

churned out a lot of money. It creates an

impossible position.

It’s true. I’m finding it rather impossible myself.

Yes, I was very sorry to hear about your own

magazine. It’s happening more and more.

Look at Knight-Ridder; there’s a whole

chain of very good newspapers that was

closed down because they were only mak-

ing 19.8 % profits per year.

When you left Pantheon—and I ask for totally

personal reasons—did you ever have a mo-

ment where you thought, “I’m never working

in publishing again, I’m too frustrated”?

No, on the contrary. I had for years had

this idea, and indeed the last few weeks

when I was still in my office in the Random
House skyscraper, I spent them writing

the outline for what could be done in the

future. I had had practice on this because

Harvard had asked me what I thought they

that there are many more people who are

interested in what you are doing than you

would realize at the outside. You have to try

to show it.

Another theme that runs through your recent

book, and is slightly more hidden in The Busi-

ness of Books, but is also evident in your pub-

lishing history, is that there is value in what

is considered to be the outsider view on do-

mestic political debates. It encompasses your

early refugee status, your interest in translat-

ing works both fiction and non-fiction, and also

your regular international travel as an impor-

tant part of locating work to publish here. I

wonder how you would urge this on our read-

ers, who aren’t all that well funded.

Well, these days with the Internet you don’t

really need to be well funded to see what’s go-

ing on abroad. You can read any newspaper

you want on the web, and that’s a huge advan-

tage over the situation when I was young or

even when I was middle-aged. So I think the

pQint is to realize that the diet you’re being

given by the media is very controlled—in cas-

“We no longer have the luxury ofijou know, findingfirst novels or whatever. It's

really the veiyfate ofdemocracy that’s at stake.”

a salary and act as a publisher. So there are

formulas like that that can work. I have to

say that the people who I thought would do

so—within a capitalist framework, that is

—

people like Perseus have bought up several

small publishing houses and kept them going

are now in the process of closing several of

them. I don’t know if you’ve seen that—Per-

seus is closing down Thunder’s Mouth Press

and Garoll & Graf, neither of which was a

major contributor to the culture but both of

which were viable small publishing houses.

But Perseus identified that they were not

sufficiently profitable. I’m not sure what that

means within that framework. . . .

Charlie Winton, of Winton Shoemaker, just

purchased Soft Skull, the publisher of my first

book. He seems to be following that model:

buying up small houses and trying to give them

space to go on doing what they do. And while

I have hope for that, as you say it does seem

to open up the possibility to replicate a capi-

talist structure.

Right. And the problem is that in most

fields, it is understood—
I
guess I’ll call a

should do and so I wrote an outline for

Harvard, which turned out to be pretty

much the outline for The New Press. So I

felt, no, there was a new way to do this and

a much better way to do it.

On the matter of starting new things, while read-

ing A Political Education, I was struck by your

founding of the John Dewey Society. We did a

cover story on the Students for a Democratic So-

ciety, which partially grew out of your early polit-

ical student group at Yale. One of the comments

I got from a 14-year-old Punk Planet reader was,

“Wow, that story was so great, but I could never

start an SDS chapter in my school.”

Well, that’s interesting. And why was that?

She felt there wasn’t a community to sup-

port it.

Hmmm, and we started with five people,

as you saw.

So what might you have said to her?

[Laughs.] I think if you start on the small

scale ... as I said at Yale, out of four thou-

sand kids we only had five but we were will-

ing to try. But if you do start you will find

es like the Iraqi war, deliberately. You know,

it’s all been censored, I feel very strongly

that if the media had done their work in the

first few years ... I feel sure we wouldn’t have

had this disastrous war.

You mentioned experiencing a similar thing

during the Vietnam War early in your publish-

ing career; that the project was so atrocious

that you thought no one would support it long

enough to need to criticize it too thoroughly.

Right. [Laughs.] I’ve always been, I think,

overly optimistic in matters like that. But

you know, after awhile, there were two

factors. All these young people had been

drafted, and that affected matters very

strongly. And also the television. You

know, Gondoleeza Rice brought all the

heads of all the networks together at the

beginning of the Afghan War to say, we

don’t want to see any more bodies on our

screens and we still don’t see them. So the

media is absolutely crucial. We no longer

have the luxury of, you know, finding first

novels or whatever. It’s really the very fate

of democracy that’s at stake. ®
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Welcome

to the

Terrordome

By Dave Zirin

Foreword by

Chuck D.

The Pain,

Politics and Promise of Sports

This much-anticipated sequel

to What's My Name, Fool? by

acclaimed commentator Dave

Zirin breaks new ground in

sportswriting, looking at the

controversies and trends now
shaping sports in the United

States—and abroad. Always

insightful, never predictable.

$16 • June 2007 • ISBN: 1-931-859-41-8

Sin Patron

Written by the

Lavaca

Collective

Foreword by

Naomi Klein

and Avi Lewis

The inside

story of Argentina's movement
to create factories run democrati

cally by workers themselves.

The worker-run factories of

Argentina offer an inspirational

example of a real victory in con-

fronting corporate globalization.

$16 • May 2007 1-931859-43-4
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' * BOOKS FOR CHANGING THE WORLD

In Praise of Barbarians

By Mike Davis

A bold collection of essays and polemics from

the world-renowned social critic Mike Davis

"A powerful mixture of environmental,

political and socioeconomic analysis on a

worldwide scale."

—William Fox, San Francisco Chronicle

$15 • August 2007 • 1-931859-42-6

Between the Lines

Tikva Honig-Parnass and Toufic Haddad

A challenge to fundamentally rethink the

basis of the Palestinian-lsraeli conflict today,

edited by Palestinian-American author and

activist Toufic Haddad, and Jewish-lsraeli

activist and writer Tikva Honig-Parnass.

$16 • April 2007 • 1-931859-44-2

History of the Russian Revolution

By Leon Trotsky

The events of the 1917 Russian Revolution

transformed Russia and the world. Here the

definitive account told by Leon Trotsky, its

leader and key historian, is reprinted for the

90th anniverary of the October uprising.

$30 • April 2007 • 1-931859-45-0

The Women Incendiaries

By Edith Thomas

The Women Incendiaries tells the inspirational

story of the women who played a leading

role in the Paris Commune, one of history's

greatest moments of social upheaval.

$16 • April 2007 • 1-931859-46-9

Available in stores or by calling (773) 583-7884. Visit our online store at www.haymarketbooks.org
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“Crackles with energy: it is alive.”

—Nicholas Rombes

[The Ramones and New Punk Cinema)

When art is reproduced, it surrenders something

essential. This is generation loss—the catalyst for

Elizabeth Hand’s electrifying new novel. A dam-

aged photographer, long past her brief glory days,

uncovers the violent darkness that lies at the core of

her art, her history, and her self. Drawing from myth

and the legends of the landscapes she loves. Hand

— uses old worlds to fathom a new story

about one woman’s unexpected chance

to resurrect her roots and reclaim her

humanity.

“Terse but transporting prose keeps the

reader turning pages until Neary’s gritty

charm does, finally, shine through.”

—Entertainment Weekly

“Hand is vivid and visual, malevo-

lent and darkly funny, scouring her

novel with mottled skies, ice-scrummed

leaves, clots of kelp, decaying houses,

mold and, of course, black dogs.”

—Cleveland Plain Dealer

“Expertly ratchets up the suspense

until it’s at the level of a high-pitched

scream.”

—MilwaukeeJournal Sentinel

“The utterly compelling protagonist,

whose self-loathing competes with her

hatred of life to see which can beat

her into submission first, wins us over

almost in spite of herself.”

—Booklist (Starred Review)
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books this year:

John Crowley, Endless

Things—the fourth

and final ./Egypt

novel. (“One of the

finest, most welcom-

ing tales contemporary

fiction has to offer

us.”—Book Forum)

Laurie J. Marks, Water

Logic—third in Marks’s

award-winning, kick-

ass fantasy Elemental

Logic series that con-

tinues to be political,

timely, feminist, and

unputdownable
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C
racking plaster walls with rust-colored water stains, a sheet

metal roof with patches of blue sky peeking through caved-

in panels, and a dusty cement floor littered with pebbles

and pigeon droppings might seem like meager accommodations,

but it was exactly what a few men from the 172
nd Stryker Brigade

Combat Team’s Bravo Company had been looking for their whole

tour of Iraq. To them, it was more than an abandoned warehouse,

it was an escape from the rank-and-file military life, away from

the thoughts of improvised explosive devices (IEDs), sniper fire,

and uncooperative Iraqis. Armed with skate shoes, acoustic gui-

tars, knitting needles, and a battery-operated boom box, the men

from Bravo Company created a slice of normalcy in the warehouse

through skateboarding, music, and hanging around with friends.

They made the most of their time, knowing that they could be

called away at any moment to service a vehicle, go on a mission, or

mount a quick reaction force. They also knew first-hand that to-
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BY JEFF CAGLE

FOR A GROUP OF SOLDIERS SERVING IN IRAQ, CONVERTING AN ABANDONED WAREHOUSE INTO A MAKESHIFT SKATEPARK

MEANT AN ESCAPE FROM THE DAILY BRUTALITY OF THEIR TIME IN THE WAR-TORN COUNTRY WAS JUST A KICKFUP AWAY.

his father and friends. Tyler Smith, a chiseled high school fun-

ning back turned machine gunner from suburban Seattle, was

going to Las Vegas with some buddies to blow off steam. Shane

Westergard, a baby-faced but muscular outdoorsmen, was going to

hike the Appalachian Trail from north to south.

But about five days before the brigade was to leave for Kuwait

to fly home, rumors started to fly about a tour extension to help

quell the sectarian war between Sunni and Shia Muslims that had

spilled into Baghdad following the February bombing of the A1

Askari mosque in Samarra, one of Shia Islam’s holiest sites.

Aaron Grove, a friendly, well-spoken vehicle commander

and Sergeant from Jackson, Mich., says he was sitting in an Iraqi

police station in Mosul when he first heard about the extension.

“Someone asked if I had heard the rumors,” he remembers. “And

I was like, ‘Yeah, yeah—rumors.’ Rumors are worth nothing over

there—especially in the Army—so I didn’t believe them. I thought

morrow wasn’t promised to anyone and when promises were made,

they were easily broken.

It was a broken promise that led the men from Bravo Com-

pany to their warehouse. In August of 2005 ,
the Fort Wainwright,

Alaska-based 172
nd Stryker Brigade, made up of nearly 3,700 sol-

diers, was deployed to Iraq. They spent six months in Rawah pa-

trolling the Iraqi-Syrian border in western Iraq and six months in

the northern city of Mosul training Iraqi army and police forces.

As their tour started to wind down in July of 2006, almost

300 soldiers, including 22-year-old Spc. James Bridges—a skinny

guy called “Doug” around friends and family—had already headed

back to Fort Wainwright to prepare the base for the brigade’s re-

turn home. The promise of that return was so close, even those

not already there had started making plans. For Matthew Mason,

a 22-year-old Sergeant from Naperville, 111 . whose hazel eyes are

set behind wire-framed glasses, home meant a fishing trip with

i ¥ ap
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I was going home in five days.”

The rumor made its way through the brigade and to the detainee

facility^n the outskirts of Mosul, where Sgt. Louie Bedea, a lanky, dark-

haired -year-old from Milwaukee, had taken over for a soldierwho had

been injured in a recent mortar attack on the facility. “You often hear a

lot of rumors, so I thought it was just a new one,” Bedea says. “But people

from base came and picked me up with my bags and we got called into a

battalion forntatior; and they clarified what was going on.”

The rWmors were true: After a year in-country the men

'They cleared out all of this trash and scraps of metal off to

the side and set us up in there,” Bedea says. “I don’t think they had

a lot ofwarning because theyjust made some quick quarters for us.

They did a pretty good job even though we were pretty much living

on top of each other in a junkyard.”

Exploring the base on one of his first days there, Ma-

son found an old warehouse near the motor pool where

the brigade’s Stryker vehicles were kept. He then noticed

piles of scrap wood laying around and put an idea that had

of Bravo Company weren’t heading home. Instead they were

joining Operation Together Forward II, the answer to a failed

security plan aimed at sharply reducing the violence in Bagh-

dad. Together Forward II, which recalled the nearly 300 sol-

diers who had already been in Alaska with their families for

a month and redeployed the entire 172
nd Stryker Brigade into

the city for six months three days, called for US and Iraqi

forces to sweep through all of Baghdad’s neighborhoods and

clear each house of contraband weapons, terrorist propagan-

da and insurgents. Instead of heading home, Bravo Company
was heading into the deadly center of a brewing civil war.

But first they needed a place to live. To cope with the

3,7°° new soldiers heading to the Army’s Camp Taji, which is

about 20 miles north of Baghdad, a section of the camp that the

Bravo soldiers thought was previously being used as a junkyard

was prepared.

been forming all year into motion: he was going to build a

skatepark.

“When we were in Rawah we thought that if everything was

cement in Mosul we could get some skateboards and roll to the

chow hall or something,” Mason says. “But Mosul was all gravel so

we couldn’t. When we got to Taji and saw the warehouse I knew it

was gonna happen.”

Within days of being at Taji, Mason, Bedea, Smith, and

Westergard had surfed the Internet to find skateboard com-

panies that would ship overseas. Then they set out to find

some power tools and scavenge all the wood they could find

and got to work. When they were finished building, they had a

kicker ramp, a quarter pipe and a fun box to skate on. Beyond

that, they had a place to get away from everything.

Out in the warehouse, they cduld be themselves again. Their

new boards and new space meant they could try new tricks as if

“WHEN WE WERE IN RAWAH WE THOUGHT THAT IF EVERYTHING WAS CEMENT IN MOSUL
WE COULD GET SOME SKATEBOARDS AND ROLL TO THE CHOW HALL OR SOMETHING,”

MASON SAYS. “BUT MOSUL WAS ALL GRAVEL SO WE COULDN’T. WHEN WEG&TTO TAJI
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they were back home; those who didn’t skate, like Bridges, took

their time in the warehouse as a chance to get away from the mili-

tary machismo by knitting scarves and hats. At the warehouse,

soldiers could be out of their fatigues, combat boots, and body ar-

mor—the T-shirts and shorts they wore instead offered relief from

the summer temperatures that climbed to nearly 120 degrees.

Some who skated pulled their socks up high to protect their shins

from ill-fated kick-flips, heel-flips, and shove-its.

The relaxed atmosphere and dress code didn’t stop the re-

minders of what lurked outside: The men’s bare arms displayed

the black metallic wristbands many of the soldiers wore in honor

of their friend, Spc. Joshua Pearce, who was killed instantly when

an IED tore a basketball-size hole into his vehicle directly beneath

where he was sitting.

All qi the soldiers had close calls of their own; there had been

so mam/lEDs they had lost count, but they all remember the big

oneyAlason and Grove, for example, were patrolling in Mosul

en their Stryker rolled over an anti-personnel mine, blow-

ing out seven tires and peppering the side of the vehicle with ball

bearings and other pieces of shrapnel.

Mason, who had been standing in the rear air-guard hatch pulling

security, was knocked back into the vehicle from the blast. “It filled my

mouth with dirt and I couldn’t hear or see anything,” Mason says. “All I

could hear was ringing and all I could see was dust inside the Stryker.”

“If we had been five or six feet to the left, it probably would

have sprayed him in the face,” Grove says. “Luckily I was driving

in the dead center of the road and doing what I needed to do.”

Westergard remembers standing with a medic in a courtyard

while his platoon sergeant was inside a home talking with a family

times—Mason and Smith had skated since middle school and Be-

dea had an interest in it in the early 1990 s—and it lead to talk of

past lives. Unfortunately, their reminiscing was cut short most

days, either by jobs that needed doing on base or missions that

jolted them back to the realities of Iraq.

On missions, there wasn’t the feeling of goodwill that

filled the air of the warehouse. On the streets of Baghdad, the

stench of sewage permeated the air, coupled with a feeling of

despair and helplessness with the deteriorating situation in

the neighborhoods.

The streets could literally explode at any time. The soldiers

had gotten used to the threat of hitting an IED in Rawah and Mo-

sul, but the mood of Baghdad was more ominous and brooding.

The Iraqis didn’t trust the Americans, and the Americans didn’t

trust the Iraqis. When passing through the Sadr City neighbor-

hood of Baghdad, a sprawling slum controlled by Shi’a cleric Mo-

when an insurgent opened up on the soldiers with a light machine

gun from a couple of houses away. With bullets ricocheting off the

house in front of them, Westergard dove behind a low brick wall and

the medic took cover behind a small pole that barely covered him.

“Doc looked at me and was like, ‘Dude, is this even cover-

ing me?”’ Westergard says. “I was like, ‘No,’ and we both started

laughing until a tracer round caught a bush on fire that was be-

tween us. So we ran inside the house.” *

While in Mosul, Bridges’ Stryker had come under attack by a

sniper, and a round ricocheted off the vehicle and struck his hel-

met in the base plate of his night vision goggles.

It was tfiefnories like these th^at got kick-pushed aw^y

out in the warehouse. Skateboarding was a co rf
j
ifirfion to
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cause weve got bigger guns and better equipment. So the way they see

it, it’s better that we die than them.”

Even on occasions when the Strykers would try to encour-

age the Iraqis to stand up for themselves, it seemed expected that

the Americans would get the job done for them. On one such oc-

casion, a couple Iraqi soldiers flagged down Smith and Grove’s

passing convoy. As it slowed to a halt, the Iraqi soldiers told the

Americans’ interpreter that there were people about to be execut-

ed a couple of streets over. A Lieutenant with the convoy told the

interpreter to ask the Iraqis why they weren’t trying to stop what

was happening.

“The Iraqi soldiers said something to the translator and

the translator said, "They said it’s not their responsibility, sir,’”

Grove says. “At the time all you can really think is what the hell

is wrong with these people? What the hell are we doing when

Iraqi soldiers are telling us that it’s not their responsibility to

“Sometimes you would get hit by three or four IEDs in one

town, and nobody saw anything, nobody knows anything,” Bedea

says. “Every neigborhood it’s the same thing: ‘There’s no bad people

here. This is a great neighborhood.’ It makes you think that if the

neighborhood is so good, then how the hell are these bombs getting

planted right in the middle ofthe street? People are around doing all

this stuff and no one sees a damn thing? It’s crazy.”

Though it angered the soldiers that many Iraqis were unwill-

ing to help out, Bedea says he understood that they were afraid of

reprisals against their family.

“If someone found out that they gave Americans information

their family would likely get executed,” he says. “You always keep

in the back of your mind that hey, these people are scared. But at

the same time we can’t do this all on our own. It’s their neighbor-

hood. They know what’s going on. They knowwho the outsiders are.

They’re just afraid to talk. But with the right information maybe we

qtada al-Sadr, who also controls the Shi a Mahdi militia. Mason

says it was common for children to attack the vehicle by throwing

rocks at it. “People would spit at us, shoot at us—someone got a

grenade thrown at them as they passed,” he says.

To the soldiers, gunfire and indifference was just one of

those things you got used to.

“You learn to know when it’s something to worry about and

when it isn’t,” Grove says. “Some people are morejumpy than others.

I got used to being in an area where there probably were going to be

shots fired in my direction. I guess it comes with the territory when

you act as an overbearing father figure to the Iraqi Army and police.

Instead of letting them respond to a car bomb or shooting, We \#>uld

get in our face to stop us be-

stop the violence that’s going on in their home? It’s not like the

US Army where you join up and get stationed far away from your

home. Most of these guys join up and go to basic training, then

get assigned to the same places they’re from. I don’t understand

why they don’t want to protect their home.”

Grove and Bedea say incidents like that were all too com-

mon in Baghdad, which made a soldier’s life that much more

miserable. And it wasn’t just the Iraqi soldiers who were indif-

ferent to the violence. Most of the time when an IED went off,

soldiers were forced to dismount and subsequently search the

neighborhood to find information on who carried out the at-

tack. Some days they would spend upwards of eight hours going

door to door clearing houses.
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could actually get these guys off the street and clean up their neigh-

borhood. It’s a tough situation.”

Despite the uncooperativeness of many of Iraq’s citizens,

many managed to leave a mark on the men, like their interpreter,

James, a Kurdish tailor from the northern city of Dahukwho could

speak three languages, and regularly translated conversations be-

tween Kurdish, Arabic, and English. Many of the soldiers still keep

in touch with him via e-mail.

“He was very street smart,” Grove says. “He could go to any

neighborhood and speak to anyone. He just had something about

him. He could be talking to an Iraqi Army officer from Kurdistan,

a soldier from Mosul and our commanding officer and he would be

translating from Kurdish to Arabic to English and back.’

were working opposite hours, which kept the group from hooking

up and skating together.

But a few weeks before the 172
nd was to head back to the

Fort Wainwright, everyone got to meet up and skate together.

The old crowd had congregated, with Pearce memorialized on

the soldiers’ wrists. They reminisced about old times, talked

about going home, and skated. On this day, nobody came to

grab them to mount up a mission, nobody needed a vehicle to

be repaired; they skated to their heart’s content. They cheered

when Bedea finally landed a kick-flip off the kicker ramp

—

something he had been trying for months—and they laughed

and talked together for hours.

It was the last day they all would all hang out—a few dayp^

“WHEN WE WERE SKATING WITH ALL OF US TOGETHER IT WAS LIKE WE WEREN’T

REALLY THERE,” BEDEA SAYS. “THERE WASN’T ANYTHING GETTING IN THE WAY.

WE DIDN’T HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT RANK. IT WAS JUST A BUNCH OF GUYS HANGING

OUT TRYING TO HAVE A GOOD TIME.”

Mason also has fond memories of the time he spent with

Iraqi soldiers while he was waiting for his commanding offi-

cer during weekly meetings at a base in Baghdad. With several

hours to spare and no real need to worry about security, Mason

got into the habit of bringing his skateboard and shoes along

with him in his Stryker on the treks to the base, where he would

change out of his combat boots and show the Iraqi soldiers a

trick or two.

“They loved it,” he says. “They even tried it themselves,

but they’d usually put one foot on the board and fly backwards

to the ground.”

As the months wore on, time in the warehouse as a group

grew scarce. Many of the guys who hung out around the warehouse

later, on Nov. 4., 2006, Bridges’ platoon was out on patrol

when it slowed to stop at a checkpoint. As the convoy came to a

halt, a sniper found a helmet peeking out of the rear air-gaurd

hatch of one of the Strykers and fired a shot, killing Bridges.

He would have been on his way home in less than a month. It

was one last brutal reminder of the reality they could only deny

while in the warehouse.

“When we were skating with all of us together it was like we

weren’t really there,” Bedea says. “There wasn’t anything getting

in the way. We didn’t have to worry about rank. It was just a bunch

of guys hanging out trying to have a good time. We all knew we

were still in Iraq and what wd were doing, but being able to skate

and hang out with friends was like a little piece of home. ®
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F
or one week every March, Austin, Texas, becomes the most

important place on earth for the music industry. Thousands

and thousands of musicians, label representatives, book-

ing agents, talent buyers, reporters, and everyday music fans de-

scend upon the city’s famed Sixth Street for an event that’s part

schmoozefest, part Mardi Gras/spring break, part festival, and

all thoroughly overwhelming. Over the course of its two decades,

the South By Southwest Music Festival has gone from a small event

dominated by Texas acts to an international hullabaloo playing a

critical role in breaking new bands, sustaining buzz for others,

and offering victory laps for well-established acts.

It is, to be blunt, a circus.

Dozens of day parties begin by noon, where free booze and

food can draw a crowd as much as the music. SXSW showcases get

underway in the evening, followed by after-parties that, in some

cases, last until morning. The vast majority of the action occurs

along a six-block stretch of Sixth Street, with its endless array of

inanely named bars (Chuggin’ Monkey, Mooseknuckle Pub, the

Dizzy Rooster) converting all available space into an impromptu

venue. Music pours out of every door, where long lines build for

bigger shows. Barkers for non-SXSWbars lure in passersby with

“It had that sense of regionalism

that is really rapidly being lost in

culture worldwide”

boasts of free admission and rock-bottom prices on Hurricanes.

The city closes Sixth Street to vehicular traffic to accommodate

the teeming masses, who clog the street with an amalgam of fes-

tival-goers, busking street musicians, police, students, fire-and-

brimstone street preachers, camera crews, sickly drunks, street

teams, and band members carting their gear. Exhaustion inevi-

tably claims them all.

The 2007 SXSW Music Festival, which took place March

14-18, was among the most successful in the festival’s history, ac-

cording to co-founder Louis Black. Evidence of that is inescap-

able: Nearly every event felt overcrowded, and the SXSW logo was

ubiquitous. While the music industry continues its apocalyptic

decline, SXSW prospers. The more desperate the music indus-

try becomes, the more SXSW’s importance grows. In an indus-

try that’s virtually out of new ideas, SXSW offers the specter of

a brighter future: on Austin’s crowded streets lurks a new band,

revenue stream, branding method, buzz-creator, or even person

who could turn all of this around. Maybe.

That’s a long way from the quirky, unassuming festival that

began 21 years ago. But since SXSW has slowly become part of the

music industry’s machinations, has it drifted from its original in-

tent? It’s a difficult question to answer, especially because people

rarely agree on SXSW’s fundamental mission: was it to showcase

Austin bands? Texas bands? Unsigned bands? Or simply non-

mainstream bands? Whatever it was, critics argue, SXSW in 2007

isn’t that anymore.

They say, in other words: SXSW used to be cool, man.

Bigger, maybe not better

The biggest reason SXSW isn’t cool anymore? It’s just too big.

“That criticism started in the fourth year,” says Louis Black,

laughing. “I agreed with it in the fourth year, and I’d probably

agree with it now. It keeps surprising me, the vitality . . . People

who complain about it being too big or there being too much to

do, that isn’t something you don't go to, you know what I’m say-

ing? There’s so much going on: there are the day parties, and

there’s the panels and workshops and trade show at the conven-

tion center, and Flatstock with the posters, so people are over-

whelmed—but they’re overwhelmed with stuff they want to do

and they care about.”

Greg Kot, music critic for the Chicago Tribune and co-host of

“rock ’n’ roll talk show”* Sound Opinions on public radio, would agree.

He first attended SXSW in 1990* when the festival was starting to

get some national attention, but had a focus that stayed mostly with-

in the borders of Texas.

“It had that sense of regionalism that is really rapidly being lost

in culture worldwide,” Kot says. “But there was just a real sense of

place and a real sense of character about Austin, and you got to know

the city and the characters in it at that time—people like Doug Sahm,

the members of Butthole Surfers. It was a range of really just larger-

than-life characters. And that was really cool.”

But he avoids getting caught up in those memories.

“I don’t get nostalgic,” he says. “I always come back from

Austin energized, thinking I’ve seen something cool. It’s not the

same, but nothing’s ever the same, you know? It doesn’t bother me

that it’s not the same. Everybody adjusts.”

SXSW has certainly grown considerably since Kot first flew

to Austin. For the 2007 festival, 8,000 bands applied. Accord-

ing to Black, 1,600 made the cut, 45° them from outside the

U.S. and 500 of them unsigned. Of course, “unsigned” doesn’t

mean “unknown”; among the unsigned were established punk

band the Marked Men and long-running pop-punkers the

Smoking Popes. Regardless, critics argue that SXSW’s unwieldy

size has pushed it away from its original intent: to showcase lit-

tle-known bands.

“People keep saying it was about unsigned bands, it was about

Austin or Texas bands, and that’s not true. I was at the meetings,”
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Black says. “It was always to support independent and regional

music, it was to support music that was a little outside the main-

stream, and it was also to try and really bring together the people

in the music community.”

Performances by long-established artists such as John Doe,

Public Enemy, Rickie Lee Jones, and the Stooges—all of whom

played this year—fit that paradigm, but still raised some eyebrows,

especially the Stooges. The recently reunited group played in ad-

vance of The Weirdness, its first album in 34 years. They didn’t ex-

actly fit the description of a hungry young SXSW group, the type

critics jump to defend—but not necessarily support.

“One of the things about music writers is that many of them

will complain about how we used to be about unsigned bands, and

now we’re not,” he says. “If you want to find all those music writ-

ers, you go to Iggy and the Stooges, because that’s where they’ll be.

They’re not going to be out seeing unknown bands.”

“It’s a band meat market”

One of the unknown groups that had the unenviable task of

playing the same time as the Stooges this year was Austin band

Housewife. The group has self-released an EP and two full-

lengths over the past six years, playing SXSW twice along the way.

This year, the band played only once during the festival.

“I consider us kind of an underdog on the local scene,” says

drummer Craig Carson. “We don’t have an extreme amount of

connections, but we’ve been around for quite a while, and we keep

putting out records, and we’re going to keep putting out records.

There’s a lot of music in this town. It’s really oversaturated with

bands, and a lot of them are, frankly, better connected than we

are. But we’re going to still keep doing what we do, because we en-

joy doing it.”

Carson spent a lot of time promoting Housewife’s show, from

passing out what he calls “basic meat-and-potatoes” flyers with

venue info and their influences, to giving away their CDs. But

reaching people is a difficult task at SXSW, when street-teamers

work every intersection, and light posts and other available spaces

quickly get covered with posters. The Austin Convention Center,

where Carson did the bulk of his work, was continually awash with

handbills, postcards, and promotional materials. He knew he

faced an uphill battle.

“I don’t think we have really crazy expectations,” he says. “All

those stories going around [about getting signed], we don’t really

care. We’re going to do what we do, and we’re going to play a fun

show, and hopefully some people will like it. That’s about it. We like

releasing our own records, so we don’t really expect much, other

than have a good time and hopefully make some new fans.”

Black thinks that’s exactly how bands should approach SXSW,

as the stories of getting signed there are mostly urban legend.

“Bands that think if they get into SXSW they’re gonna play a gig

and get discovered, for the most part, are delusional,” he says. “We’ve

always said, from the very early days, that if the event is working, it

should kick you up a level. So if you’re touring in the Northeast,

maybe you’ll be touring in the Northwest. Or if you’re known here,

maybe you’ll get to be known there. Maybe you’ll get a little bit more

radio play. Maybe next time you go on a tour, you’ll get a little bit

more advance print media. And I think those goals are realistic.”

Zach Hill, of California experimental band Hella, has kept

his expectations as low as humanly possible the four times he’s

played SXSW. He thinks SXSW has helped his band, but he’s not

quite sure how.

“I feel like I’ve gained things from it, personally,” he says. “I

feel like our band has, too, but not on a scale I could really mea-

sure or anything. I couldn’t look at stuff like pinnacles or defin-

ing moments where I’m like, ‘Whoa, that festival really took us to

another level.’ Not even close.”

What SXSW affords to its attending musicians, particularly

those from the independent world, has little to do with finding

someone to put out your record.

“There’s just a lot to learn from it, and there’s a lot to learn,

like, what not to do,” he says. “How not to present yourself, and

how not to get carried away with this, and what this actually is, and

that kind of stuff. It puts a lot of things in perspective for me. Even

if it’s in a bad way, it’s still kind of rad, really. It’s educational, and

it forces me to look at the bad parts of myself.”

The biggest problem, Hill thinks, is getting wrapped up in

SXSW’s hype.

“It’s a band meat market,” he says. “That’s what I mean by

what not to do, what not to get wrapped up into. Anybody doing

music, there’s all these battles. No matter how legit you are, you

battle things. In a situation like that, there’s a lot of things that

get put in your face that really enforces why you’re doing stuff.”

Ain’t no party like a SXSW party...

One question many bands face during the festival: why the hell are

we playing so much? Acceptance to the festival doesn’t guaran-

tee anything, especially if a band only plays one set at a showcase.

To maximize their exposure, groups try to book as many perfor-

mances at day shows and after-parties as possible. Hella played

three times in three days. Popular punk band Against Me! played

five times in three days, seemingly by accident. Somehow one show

became five, ending with a 3 a.m. gig at an after-party the final

night of the festival. “We were like, ‘Fuck, how many shows are we

doing? And we can’t cancel any of them?”’ says singer-guitarist

Tom Gabel, laughing.

Against Me! managed to get an earlier slot for that last par-

ty, and they ended up being the only band to perform: A balcony

holding what Gabel estimated as 200 revelers partially collapsed.

No one was injured, but that ended the party. That kind of sce-

nario should scary any event organizer, and it helps explain the

festival’s attitude toward day and after- parties, which are not of-

ficially sanctioned SXSW events.

Critics suggest another reason SXSW frowns on the parties:

they take away revenue. Bands typically play multiple shows, most

of them during the parties, which means people can often see the

bands they want without shelling out several hundred dollars for a

SXSW badge or wristband. Black claims he isn’t concerned.



“The reality is when hot bands play a day party or an in-store

and then they play an after-party, then a lot of people want to see

them then, and the shows aren’t as mobbed, which really works as

far as I’m concerned,” he says. “If somebody in town has the time

of their life and doesn’t spend anything, that’s great by me. That’s

really what it’s all about. Because there’s going to be enough people

who are going to spend enough to make it worthwhile.”

Alot of people, especially who live in Austin, would scoff at that.

Through his weekly column in the Austin Chronicle ,
where he s the edi-

tor, Black is the public face of SXSW. When authorities shut down af-

ter-parties this year, anger turned on the festival, and thus him. The

level of vitriol inspired Black to write a column called “SXSW is for

lovers: Looking for clarity in the hate-intoxicated haze.”

What set them off? This year, the city of Austin aggressively

pursued after-parties, shutting them down due to fire-code vio-

lations, permit issues, or other complaints. Conspiracy theories

followed quickly: SXSW worked in cahoots with the city to stomp

out unofficial events. Austin-based clothing company Factory-

People had its long-planned annual party shut down after an hour

for failing to obtain a public-assembly permit, which it claims was

never told to get, even by city officials. After this year’s festival, the

company wrote an open letter to festival organizers.

“SXSW has sustained a reputation for being imperial and

difficult to deal with for years,” the statement read. “Whether it’s

delaying the 2007 band roster for several weeks or filing multi-

million dollar lawsuits for copyright infringement against small

companies or appearing to be involved in the shutting down of

unofficial events, these are not the actions of people who claim

‘SXSW is what it is, and we do our best to stay out of its way.’”

Black responded to specific allegations in his Chronicle col-

umn. Festival organizers gave the fire department a list of all

SXSW-sanctioned venues and events, and a list of non-SXSW

events that had been advertised elsewhere. He added that the fes-

tival didn’t single out parties for scrutiny.

“All SXSW asked was that exactly the same kinds of standards

and inspections be applied to all events going on in the city, in-

cluding SXSW and non-SXSW events,” Black wrote on March

30th. “This is not the first year we have made such a request. This

is all about safety concerns.”

Regardless, SXSW took it on the chin in the new havens for

negativity: message boards and blogs. Black suspects the fire-mar-

shal incidents sparked an unusually intense flame war.

“I think this year was more noticeable because of fire mar-

shals and blogs have become more and more and more a part of our

common shared media,” he says. “I don’t think [the criticism has]

actually changed all that much, but I think it’s easier for the mal-

contents to express their feelings and find brotherhood. On the

one hand, I’m really in favor of this: I really believe the more media

there is, the better it is for everybody. On the other hand, it’s less

than thrilling because jerks are getting in power. But isn’t that the

whole idea?”

The extinction of SXSW
Brooklyn band Clap Your Hands Say Yeah self-released its 2005

debut, handling all album sales through its website. Thanks to

some blog-fueled buzz and positive reviews, the band quickly be-

came an indie cause celebre and eventually sold a whopping 125.000

copies of the record without help from a record label, publicity

company, or any other music-industry machination. In a world

where a completely unknown band can sell that many copies of its

album on its own, why the hell does anyone need a record label?

And, by extension, why do bands need to deal with a meat market

like SXSW when MySpace can generate better buzz?

“I’ve heard that argument—I don’t buy it, but I’ve heard it,”

Black says. “It was a really good event for the post-record company

world, especially with [other SXSW festivals] Film and Interactive

and Music, so there’s all that synergy. Especially with music, with

more and more artists taking control, having their own labels or

having small independent labels with several people on them. In

terms of marketing, there’s no one place you can go and be heard

by as many people who can support you as at SXSW.”

He also warns against discounting the event’s communal as-

pect, even in this digital, instant-messaging, iChatting age.

“Marshall McLuhan said that we tend to think of new media in

terms of old media, so when movies come along, when think of them

in terms of novels and theater, and stuff like that,” Black says. “I think

that people are still comfortable with certain kind of older media

forms, and so I think people, even though you don’t have to meet, I

think people really like to get together with each other.

“Right now it seems to be working; whether this is going to be

true in five years or IO years, I don’t really know.”

In the meantime, SXSW’s current prosperity means more

artists have to compete for a limited number of spots. But is that

itself bad?

“People bitch about everything,” Kot says. “’It needs to be this,’

‘it needs to be that.’ ‘It’s too hot,’ or whatever. To my mind, it is wall-

to-wall music. If somebody had told me something that existed when

I was 15
,

growing up in godforsaken Syracuse, NY, where there would

be like three bands that came through town the whole year, I would

have kissed you. I would have fainted and kissed you.

For bands, it simply comes down to perspective.

“I think that what maybe people get confused about is that the

actual idea behind SXSW and everything is awesome,” Gabel says. “It’s

a festival of music. And also Austin is a perfect setting for it. It’s a

bunch ofbands playing, and there’s a bunch of people in town who all

like music, in theory, walking around and seeing music.

“You just have to take that for what it is. Like, whatever, peo-

ple are there, and they’re trying to connect, and they’re trying to

network, and ifyou aren’t there for that, then you don t really have

to do it.” ®



Gender
Fucking

the

Media
As the transgender movement moves slowly into the

mainstream, the media struggles with how to get its

story, well, straight.

By Red Durkin

M
ainstream journalism is, if anything, in the entertain-

ment business. Its primary concern is to get as many peo-

ple as it can to watch, read, and listen to its product, and

to keep them doing so for as long as possible. They have respon-

sibilities to stockholders, board members, and sponsors. Main-

stream media are all about equilibrium, about the boat remaining

serenely unrocked. Risks are taken with the hope of gaining more

audience members than are lost. That isn’t to say that mainstream

journalism is without standards or scruples, but rather that con-

troversial issues and stories are often glossed over or ignored in

the name of the status quo.

Within the gradient of acceptable mainstream ideals, trans

people fill the role of sideshow attractions. This perspective

manifests itself in different ways, but most commonly the goal is

amusement, which depends on stereotypes and caricatures. Re-

cently, however, trans people have started to be represented as

more tangible, human oddities in the eyes of mainstream society.

Curiosity fuels a desire to understand, or at least an impulse to

explain, but preconceived social hierarchy does not require such

inquiry to be authentic or consensual. Responding to this shift

in the popular paradigm, the mainstream media has begun to

present trans folks less like cartoon characters and more like ex-

otic mysteries, raising them from the level of Daffy Duck to that

of the mountain gorilla. An improvement, to be sure: but hardly

a substitute for responsible representations filled with humanity

and dignity.

A quick sweep of the mainstream media’s coverage of trans-

gender related news will reveal a depressing litany of oppressive

workplaces, tattered families, and fruitless legal struggles. The

archetype of the pitiful, tragic transsexual is now an acceptable

counterpoint to the classic vision of trans people as deceptive,

delusional, and often dangerous predators. Unfailingly, trans-
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genderism is presented as something that either causes or invites

pain and loss. If a trans person isn’t suffering, you can be cer-

tain that someone that cares about them is. Once that message is

firmly stamped in the undertones, reports are allowed to play up

the more “confusing” aspects of the transgender experience. On

programs such as NBC’s Dateline, the wives of transwomen are

first asked why they didn’t demand a divorce after their partner’s

transition and then whether or not they consider themselves les-

bians now.

“[M]ost mainstream reports on trans folks seem to center

around the novelty of living as a trans person, instead of the day-

to-day experiences of it,” says Maya Schenwar, freelance writer

(and a contributing editor to Punk Planet). For the most part, the

mainstreams inquisitions on trans people are degrading and hu-

miliating. And while improvements are being made slowly, for the

most part the story has changed very little over the last 20 years.

“These same questions (like, ‘Why cut off your penis when

you can just dress as a woman?’ and Isnt it just that you want to

have gay sex?’) keep being asked, over and over,” Jennifer Pozner

commented, “but the media seem to have a very short term mem-

ory.” Pozner is the Founder and Executive Director ofWomen in

Media and News, a media watch group dedicated to forwarding

women’s representation in the media. She explains that much of

the mainstream media’s handling of transgender issues and peo-

ple has been exploitative. “The predominate coverage has been

Jerry Springer-like, ‘my son/daughter is a freak’ kinds of por-

trayals.”

In recent years that trend seems to be breaking slightly. In-

creasingly, trans people are being given the opportunity to speak

for themselves, in a setting that is growing more respectful and

less charged with drama. Still, much the reporting on the trans

community relies on old dirty tricks that are not conducive to an

honest and open discussion of trans issues.

One of the best-loved devices of mainstream journalism’s ap-

proach to trans people is the theatrical, transformative process of

showing someone getting dressed. This is mainly used to portray

Male to Female guests (possibly because these are generally the

only trans people acknowledged by the mainstream), and is almost

always a non-negotiable aspect of the appearance. For tabloid TV

such as Jerry Springer this is a part of dramatically ‘unmasking

transgender people, to the shock and disgust of their audience.

However, even relatively respectful programs make a point of in-

cluding ‘before and after’ photos, juxtaposing the past with the

present as though transitioning between genders were somehow

on par with a celebrity make-over.

“A lot of trans people say, ‘I don’t want to be filmed putting

on make-up, I just want to talk about these issues’ and the produc-

ers say, ‘No thank you,”’ says Pozner. This sort of sensationalism

certainly has its advocates, people that claim that the spectacle is

what draws people in. But if you must distort these issues in order

to get people’s attention, what is the point of having them watch at

all? While some journalists may worry about such questions, the

mainstream as a whole is often more concerned with Nielsen rat-

ings.

“[S]ome people seem dedicated to telling the story and tell-

ing it in the right way. Others seem determined to sell papers—or

shampoo,” says Jennifer Finney Boylan, author of She s Not There: A

Life in Two Genders. Jennifer is no stranger to media attention. She’s

been interviewed by countless sources, has been a frequent guest

on the Oprah show, and has even been impersonated in a Saturday

Night Live sketch.

“I noticed that when Saturday Night Live had Chris Forte

imitating me last year, I was not the butt of the joke; they were

generally respectful,” she said, “As more and more of us are seen

in the public eye, I think our stories get told. And it is hard for

them to hate anyone whose story they know. Still: there is a long,

long way to go.”

When discussing the mainstream media, in almost any con-

text, that seems to bo^the overlying conclusion: that there is a long,

long way to go. What, then, of the alternative media, how do they

compare to the mainstream when it comes to transgender people

and their issues?

“There are a number of differences, but I think that they all

stem from one major one: alternative media usually allows trans

people to speak in our own voices, while the mainstream media

always presents a non-trans-centered view of transgender issues,”

says Julia Serano, whose writing has appeared in Bitch, Clamor,

Kitchen Sink, and Transgender Tapestry. Trans autonomy is not univer-

sal among alternative media, but it’s far more common. More and

more, trans people are being allowed to head the examination of

their lives, being given control over their own stories, among pro-

gressive sources.

For quite a bit of the media that cover trans issues there is

still work to be done, but the difference is that a genuine effort is

being made. Editors want their writers to be conscious of the de-

tails, and most journalists seem willing to learn. Smaller, more

specialized presses are generally less concerned with making the

news into a carnival, less polarized toward entertainment. Alter-

native media may not always get things right, but they’re willing

to allow trans people humanity, often giving them space to voice

their concerns for themselves. The mainstream prioritizes the
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homogenous perspective, viewing all issues through the eyes of

straight, white men, which disenfranchises more than the trans

community alone. By becoming involved in media that offer a dif-

ferent context for important discussions, trans people are form-

ing stronger bonds with other oppressed groups.

“Bitch’s goals in covering trans issues are to combat bias, to

challenge stereotypes, to correct the notion that there are only

two genders, to give trans writers a chance to frame the story, to

create more understanding of trans issues among feminists who

are not yet aware, etc,” said Bitch’s founding editor and publisher,

Lisa Jervis. The interconnectedness of trans, feminist, and LG-

BTQ culture and media is something that Jervis understands. In

many sources, such as Bitch
t
this sense of mutual interest is becom-

ing more common. Unfortunately, much of the alternative press

remains unconcerned with any of these issues. According to Jer-

vis, “A lot of alternative media is very straight, white, and male.”

Even among smaller media, many of the predominant viewpoints

reflect a patriarchal perspective, at odds with the lives and experi-

ences of large segments of the transgender community. Yet com-

monly, trans people choose not to be a part of feminist or queer

culture. Many trans people live within the mainstream, prefer-

ring relatively normal lives and choosing not to involve themselves

in open subversion of gender roles. This is something that is often

overlooked in alternative discussions of trans people.

“The only reservation I have about ‘alternative’ media on

trans issues is that sometimes a single trans person will speak as

if they have the final word on what it means,” explains Boylan,

“What we know is that to be transgendered means many, many

different things, and that before anybody presents it in the right

way, whether mainstream or alternative, all the different embodi-

ments—and the perspectives of spouses and lovers and our fami-

lies as well—need to be respected.”

Often trans culture is represented as a youth movement, as

though it were a phenomenon of the early twenties crowd. But

trans people come from everywhere. They are often older, es-

tablished people with families. These points of view are valid in

a discussion of what it means to be transgendered. The tendency

to ignore genuine experiences is a reverse of trends within the

mainstream, and can be dichotomizing.

Trans people are distilled by the media in a variety of ways,

and with a myriad of goals. The audience is left to believe that what

they’ve seen constitutes a fair sampling of transgender people, and

take with them the conclusions they’ve been led to make. The suc-

cess of most progressive media is that often the individual expe-

riences are being articulated by trans people themselves, rather

than being retold from an angle that people are meant to relate to.

No matter who’s speaking, the thing to remember is the individu-

ality of these perspectives, and often that is overlooked.

Things are getting better for trans people in the media; some

sources are simply taking much longer to catch on than others.

The effort to improve is evident and what was once the norm is

recognized now as sloppy and insensitive. Things that were never

considered important, like pronouns and chosen names, are fi-

nally being attended to (although to various degrees and effects).

What is lacking is not interest, but a willingness to discuss these

issues in real depth. Socially, trans people represent a challenge

to the things we think we know about gender and journalists must

be prepared to question old notions.

“If we had discussions of women transitioning to be male,

what would that do to the rationale of biological determinism, all

those trend stories that try to paint women’s lack of access to top-

level corporate jobs, or the prevalence of violence against women

and sexual assault, as a result of genetic differences between men

and women,” asks Jennifer Pozner. “It would just make everything

more complex, and media don’t deal well with complexity.”

Journalists need to raise these questions. They must be will-

ing approach difficult subjects and to challenge their own views.

It’s time to dismantle the sideshow and as media recognize that

more and more we can expect to see a new face for the transgender

community: one that looks remarkably like everyone else. ®
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Yes, you’re holding the last issue of Punk Planet in your hands right now.

Yes, it’s terribly sad— in fact, we can’t even begin to express just how sad.

But just because the magazine is over doesn’t mean that the dreams and

ideas that were expressed in it are over.

Sure, they say, but it’s impossible to publish independently and stay

ethical anymore. Despite it all, we still believe in the impossible. Do you?

So even though this project is over, we could still use your help. For the

last 13 years at Punk Planet, we’ve relied entirely on a small number of ded-

icated souls willing to exchange their brilliant skills and creative talents for

low pay and no benefits. But over the last year or so, that “low pay” has

become "no pay” as we’ve watched the last of our money disappear. We’re

left with debt and our writers and designers are top-of-the-line, winning

accolades from press and peers the world over. But accolades alone do

not pay the bills: Money does. And if you want to, you can contribute some
directly to paying back our amazing corps of writers and artists.

Here’s our thought: Like what we did? Send us $10. It’s a small contribu-

tion that can add up to something amazing if enough people take part.

And what will you get it out of it? You support the writers that brought

you stories you’ve enjoyed over the years, and you hopefully convince

them that independent journalism is still viable. We call it Community-

Supported Journalism. It’s possible.

To donate online, visit:

www.independentsdaymedia.com/csj

To send us a donation, mail a check to:

Independents’ Day Media attn: CSJ
4229 N. Honore Chicago IL 60613
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Occupation

on the Homefront
What happens when a small group of disobedient progressives say no to increased war spending, taking DIY

action to a national level? The Occupation Project, a series of sit-ins at the offices of prominent politicians over

the past four months, set a new precedent for antiwar activism.

BY MAYA SCHENWAR illustration by nadine y. nakanishi

W elcome to Bizarro Congress. The past few months have been

stuffed chockfull of triumphs and disappointments for

the Democratic Party: bills denouncing the Iraq War, bills

prolonging the Iraq War, bills calling the troops home, bills provid-

ing the funds to keep the troops in Iraq for up to three more years.

The strange news? They’re all the same bill. The 2007 Supplemen-

tal Spending Bill, which passed both the House and the Senate in

late March, put more than $IOO billion toward the continuation of

the Iraq War—billions more than President Bush himself suggested.

Along with a proposed additional $142 billion slated to pass in the

fall, this budget’s substantially bigger than any military budget in

the past six years. Yet almost every Democrat in Congress voted to

support the spending bill, as long as a little provision was attached: a

timetable for the pullout of troops from Iraq by 2008.

“It’s like me saying to my sons, here’s ten dollars

—

don’t spend

it at Hollywood video,” says Laurie Hasbrook, an organizer with

the Chicago-based antiwar group Voices for Creative Nonviolence

(VCNV), which has been leading the movement against the sup-

plemental spending bill since it was proposed. “The very neces-

sary next step is for Congress to stop funding the war.”

No enforcement mechanisms were included to ensure that the

pullout actually happens, and after the bill passed both houses, Bush

vetoed it—ensuring a newly huge military budget without a troop

withdrawal date. Yet on March 24, Democrats across the country cel-

ebrated Congress’s passage of the bill. The New York Times called it, the

most forceful challenge yet to President Bush’s war policy.” MoveOn.

org, the progressive organization that emerged as a strong force for

peace after September II, endorsed the bill wholeheartedly. (Despite

repeated attempts, I received no response from MoveOn.org regard-

ing this issue.)

Why all the support from “antiwar” Democrats for a bill that so

blatantly continues the war? Many antiwar activists fear it is due to

politicking: the House initially chose September 2008 as a pullout

date because it’s the beginning of the fall election season, and the

Senate’s choice of a March 2008 deadline may have been linked to its

timing in the middle of the primary and caucus season, says VCNV
co-coordinator Jeff Leys. According to this strategy, the continuing

horrors ofwar remain at the forefront ofvoters’ minds, and since the

Dems were the ones who proposed the pullout date, the Democratic

candidate becomes a shoo-in for president.

There’s no question that the Iraq War makes Republicans

look bad, and its prolongation will also prolong Bush’s dismal ap-

proval rating. But lost in this savvy election strategy is the fact that

with every month the war continues, hundreds more people die.

“The US war in Iraq has created a humanitarian catastrophe,

with Iraqis forced to flee for safety to Jordan, only to be rejected

and forgotten by the international community,” says VCNV’s

other co-coordinator Kathy Kelly, also a two-time Nobel Peace

Prize nominee, who has spent the last several months protesting

the funding bills. “We owe an obligation to Iraqis: to stop funding

the war and to fully fund war reparations to Iraq so they might be

able to rebuild their country after these past 16 years of economic

and military warfare.”

Leys points out that in addition to the thousands of deaths

occurring each year, exorbitant war funding means a huge neglect

of human needs—in both Iraq and the United States.

“The healthcare system is destroyed in Iraq after 16 years of

economic and military warfare,” Leys says. “The health care system

is dysfunctional and broken in the US, with over 45 million people

lacking health insurance. The educational system in Iraq—once the

most highly educated population in the region—is destroyed. The

schools in our own country’s central cities and rural regions are col-

lapsed. Unemployment in Iraq is endemic and outrageously high.

In the US, our cities’ inner cores and our rural regions remain eco-

nomically depressed.”

The controversy over the supplemental bill during the months it

spent stewing in Congress sparked some progressives to take the un-

popular stand ofopposing the bill. They used an unlikely mechanism

to protest it: instead of hitting the streets, these groups went straight

to the main players—local senators and representatives.

Taking it to the Offices

On March 19, I left work early, took the train into downtown Chi-

cago, and walked into the Federal Building around 2 : 3°> inform-

ing the security officer at the metal detector that I was headed for the

Credit Union on the 18th floor. I wasn’t—I was headed to Senator

Dick Durbin’s office on the 38th—but anyone heading up to Durbin’s

in mid-March (especially one clutching a stack of names of deceased

Iraqi civilians) was bound to be given the once-over ... or denied en-

try completely. That’s because, on a regular basis for the past month

and a half, activists—in Chicago and across the country—had been

gaining entry to their representatives and senators offices, ask-
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ing them to vote against continued funding for the war, then refus-

ing to leave the office until the politicians pledged to defund. The

campaign, organized by VGNV and supported by prominent peace

groups like CODEPINK and United for Peace andJustice, is entitled

“the Occupation Project.”

“We are insisting that the US people, who themselves have

given mandates to elected leaders that they don’t want to see this

war continue, can see through the ruse of continuing to sustain

corporate military growth at the expense of so many people’s lives,

including lives in the United States,” says Kelly of the project’s

aims. “If we continue to express this directly and clearly through

nonviolent civil disobedience, we believe that elected leaders with

conscience will pay attention.”

The project does make itself known quickly: During almost

every “occupation,” protestors are arrested for remaining in the

offices after being asked to leave. At the time I pushed the but-

ton for the Federal Building’s 38th floor, I knew that hundreds of

people had already been arrested during this campaign (328 were

arrested by June, at the time this article was written), and many

more had accompanied them, serving as support.

Organizers of the Occupation Project maintain that the ar-

rests form a crucial part of the campaign, citing such inspirations as

Ghandi, Martin Luther KingJr., and the widespread sit-ins that have

taken place on college campuses to protest the war. Participants say

that senators take civil disobedience seriously—it’s bad publicitywhen

their own constituents are getting arrested in their offices.

“When the senators’ staffs are exposed to civil disobedience,

it ups the ante,” says Hasbrook, who was arrested on the project’s

first day, at Sen. Durbin’s office. “When these senators are faced

with grassroots folks saying, ‘We will get arrested in your office,’ it

strikes a chord with people—both the senators and the public.”

Targeting the Decisionmakers, One by One

Part of the Occupation Project’s fresh appeal is its directness. It

stands in stark contrast to the traditional marches through the

streets, rallies in parks, vigils outside the White House, and even

letters or phone calls to elected officials. The project challenges

those officials face-to-face, asking them to respond in like man-

ner—by declaring a face-to-face pledge that they won’t vote to in-

crease funding for the Iraq War.

“The occupation project brought together folks willing to take ac-

tion directed at the ‘representatives’ rather than the conventional sign

carrying and parading directed at ‘the public,”’ says Doug Mackenzie,

organizer ofthe South Bay Occupation Project, a group ofantiwar veter-

ans, anarchists, longtime peace activists, and others.

“The organization and cohesion of the occupation proj-

ect enabled us to meet with [Bay Area representatives] Lofgren

and Honda. I don’t think we would have been granted an audience

without our physical occupation of their offices.”

Setting up a physical (yet nonviolent) presence in a politician’s of-

fice calls for a response that most other actions don’t. That response

may be the privilege to speak with the politician in private. It may also

be the locking of a door and the immediate arrest of some of the par-

ticipants—the response my friends and I received at Durbin’s office on

March 19. Anyway it goes down, the “occupation” model of resistance

messes with the standard balance of power between citizens and lead-

ers: we vote for them privately and silently, while they, publicly and vo-

cally, make decisions about our lives and our communities. A physical

occupation puts our two voices on the level of reciprocity.

Adding to this readjustment of the power equation is the fact

that many of the senators and representatives addressed during

the Occupation Project have been, in other times and circum-

stances, the friends and allies of progressives—Democrats who’ve

voted for antiwar resolutions, who were against the Iraq War from

the start. Hasbrook emphasizes that Occupation Project actions

don’t not aim to antagonize congresspeople. For example, in the

weeks leading up to the funding vote, most occupations in Chica-

go called upon senators who’d been particularly vocal in speaking

out against the war—but who planned to vote to fund it.

“I think Durbin and Obama got into politics out of a desire to

serve,” Hasbrook says. “But when they get to the level they’re at, it’s

harder to be a servant. I hope these actions touch their core.”

Making Protest a Conversation

The actions have certainly touched the core ofsome ofthe politicians’

staffers. Hasbrook describes how the “star-struck kids” working in

Obama’s office view their senator as an “antiwar guy”; this is often

the reason they were drawn to him in the first place. The presence of

the “occupiers,” with their brochures, signs, and speeches describing

Obama’s support of war funding, causes these kids to take a second

look at their hero—applying pressure to the senator from within his

own staff. Many Occupation Project participants reported recep-

tive—and surprised—staff members. Even after arrest, participants

were often met with sympathetic ears.

“The woman fingerprinting me said, ‘Such a waste, these young

people sent to this awful war,”’ Hasbrook says. “Overwhelmingly, ev-

ery security personnel we encountered, from the ICE agents to the

Chicago police officers, agreed with our point. I sensed absolutely no

support of the war or the continued funding.”

In addition to its straightforward physical presence, the Oc-

cupation Project’s unique vocal tone—turning down the decibels

and turning up the meaning—blatantly but quietly disrupts the

standard response to protest. It means that politicians and those

that serve them can’t just turn off the TV, put down the paper, or

avoid the street or plaza of the protest; they have to listen.

“As MLK [Martin Luther King] said, the purpose of civil resis-

tance is to create a ‘moral crisis’ around the issue being focused on and

I believe this kind of action does that,” says Peter Bergel, a member of

the Defund the War campaign in Oregon, who has been arrested in the

offices of Senators Ron Wyden and Gordon Smith. “As long as our at-

titude remains one of communication and not punishment, that is, as

long as we use our action to create dialogue and not just to indicate our

displeasure, I believe we bring our issue home very powerfully.”

When I arrived with my friends at the door of Durbin’s of-

fice, we found it locked, but that didn’t cut off communication:

Durbin’s chief of staff, Mike Daly, greeted us at the door with a

smile—a forced one, but a smile nonetheless. He listened as Jeff

Leys explained why we were there, laying out the reasons why

funding for the war must be stopped. Leys urged that Durbin

pledge to vote against the supplemental spending bill, which

would be brought to a vote in Congress later that week. Mean-

while, security guards and police gathered around our group, and
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those who refused to leave were led away in handcuffs.

One security guard shared an elevator with me as I rode down

to the lobby to wait to see what would happen to my friends. “What

do you think of all this?” I asked him. “This war is wrong,” he said.

“Everyone’s saying it. Everyone here, too.”

Occupying DIY-Style

The groups occupying offices during the Occupation Project have

been small: around 15 people at most. A small size means a larger

possibility of communication with politicians and staffers. It also

means a greater ability for participants to toss a little of their own

personalities into the protest.

Nina Klooster, a member of GODEPINK, occupied the office

of Rep. Rahm Emanuel with several other women in February. They

gave Emanuel’s staffers the Occupation Project pledge, urging that

Emanuel sign it and refuse to vote for more war funding. By March 9,

when Emanuel still hadn’t responded to the pledge, CODEPINKers

returned to his office and staged a play they’d written, You Bought It, You

Own It: a game show in which prizes included 3>200 dead service men

and women and 650,000 dead Iraqis.

“The Occupation Project [keeps] the exact format of each occu-

pation under control of the local groups, maximizing creativity and

empowering local groups to act according to their conscience—while

still having fun if they are so inclined.” Klooster said.

Other occupations were more sobering. Hasbrook’s first oc-

cupation at Durbin’s office included a memorial service entitled “In

Memory ofYou.” Surrounding a coffin, participants sung spirituals,

read poems, and chanted the names of the dead. During my second

Occupation Project action, in April, the five members of my group

who chose to get arrested donned sack cloths and sprinkled them-

selves with ashes to symbolize mourning. They spread pictures of the

dead around them on the floor, singing their names followed by the

simple mantra, “We remember you in peace.”

“I really believe in the power of song,” Hasbrook says. “In-

corporating music and the arts, and the idea of mourning, can

break through that tower of power.”

Thinking Long Term

Looking back now, four months from its beginning, how much has

the Occupation Project broken through that tower? Both the House

and the Senate—including most Democrats—voted for the Supple-

mental Spending Bill when it came their way. A few vocal members

held out, including Rep. Lynn Woolsey, Rep. Dennis Kucinich, and

Rep. Barbara Lee (who even devised an amendment to the bill). Yet

some representatives who were holding out against war funding caved

in, due to party presaures.

Illinois’ Jan Schakowsky, for example, switched to supporting

the spending bill just weeks before the vote, though she’d previously

pledged to vote against it. She explains in a letter to her colleagues,

“It is not nearly the bill you or I would have written, but, in my view,

moves us closer to our goal.”

To Klooster, the very fact that Schakowsky felt the need to write

that letter—and to meet with vocal anti-funding organizers in her

district after announcing her support for the bill—is evidence of the

pressure exerted by the Occupation Project. Other on-the-fence

Democrats were also forced into closer contact with their constitu-

ents, she says, gaining perspectives on their constituents’ beliefs that

may well influence their positions on further votes.

“I think the Dems had to work very hard to sell their compro-

mise on the funding bill and that many issues were articulated that

may not have been had we not acted as we did,” Klooster says.

Peter Bergel credits the Occupation Project with swaying Sen.

Smith, who has consistently backed Bush and voted prowar, to vote

for March’s nonbinding resolution requiring the president obtain

authorization from Congress before attacking Iran (the measure was

voted down). Bergel also notes that since the occupations brought

unwanted publicity to senators who ignored constituents’ complaints,

some staffers have become more receptive.

“A co-worker in a less controversial organization recently told us

that after trying unsuccessfully for over a year to get a meeting with

Smith’s Chief of Staff, and being ignored, suddenly she is being glad-

handed by this staffer and offered a meeting,” Bergel says. “She be-

lieves our occupations are a direct cause.”

Occupation Project participants are hopeful that anti-fund-

ing sentiment will build in the coming months, and their efforts

will pay off come fall, when Congress votes on the proposed $142

billion in military spending for 2008. Though the project’s main

action period has passed, its participants will continue to car-

ry out civil disobedience once a month, at congressional offices

across the country. The campaign’s organizers stress its long-term

goals—the building of a movement and the publicizing of antiwar

consciousness.

“The Occupation Project created the space for people to form

affinity groups and ties of solidarity with each other which will

continue to bear fruit in the development and application of non-

violent civil disobedience to end the Iraq war,” Leys says. “It put

the powers-that-be on notice that so long as the war continues,

business-as-usual will not continue.” ®
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L
ate in December 2006, while most offices were closed for the

holidays, the Independent Press Association (IPA) quietly

sent an e-mail to its member publications announcing that

the organization was closing its doors. Despite previous optimism

expressed by the IPA’s board of directors, for many of the publish-

ers whose titles the organization distributed, it came as little sur-

prise. For them, the IPA’s sudden announcement was endemic to

a total communications breakdown between the organization and

its client publications that began in early 2005 - Publications rep-

resented by the IPA continue to contend with the likelihood that

thousands of dollars they are owed will never be seen. For some,

such as Kitchen Sink (and Punk Planet itself), this comes as the IPA’s fi-

nal, and fatal, blow. The fallout has been profound—the indepen-

dent publishing community has experienced an unprecedented

bloodletting in recent months, as magazines run on a shoestring

have been unable to overcome huge losses in operating income.

In the newsstand distribution business, bankruptcies are

nothing new. But in the case of the IPA, the dissolution also

speaks to a much deeper crisis of mission. For publishers of IPA-

distributed titles, the irony is palpable. An organization once es-

tablished as an advocate for the independent press, the IPA has

brought an array of the publications it was founded to support

down with it. The sense of betrayal and frustration goes deep

—

hundreds of thousands of dollars owed to distributed titles has

disappeared, only likely to be repaid on a percentage of the dollar

by the fiduciary firm Uecker and Associates, which was assigned to

distribute what remain of the IPA’s assets.

Founded in 1996 by John Anner, the IPA was established as a

non-profit socialjustice organization for publishers and writers. The

IPA offered counsel on the nuts and bolts of publishing to up-and-

coming publishers while engaging in social works programs such

as the New Voices in Independent Journalism, which arranged for

grants for journalism students of color. It wasn’t until 1999 that the

IPA got into distribution, buying out beleaguered for-profit news-

stand distributor BigTop (which was later renamed Indy Press News-

stand Services.) The organization stated that the IPA could better ca-

ter to the national newsstand distribution needs of its member titles

than the large, for-profit magazine distribution behemoths.

Anner left the organization in 2003, replaced by Jeremy

Adam Smith, who served as Interim Executive Director and was
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charged with finding a permanent director. Smith and the board

chose Richard Landry to head the organization, with the hopes

that Landry’s management experience in the for-profit sector

as founder of PC World magazine would prove useful in the IPA’s

foray into newsstand distribution. Though BigTop/Indy Press

Newsstand Services was successful in increasing circulation of its

titles, in early 2005 a handful of publishers began to notice that

payments were coming late. In some cases, the late payments were

written off by many as isolated incidents. “At the time,” says Bitch

publisher Debbie Rasmussen, “we weren’t really in communica-

tion with other publishers. We didn’t know it was a broader oc-

currence, so we weren’t that alarmed.” Carla Costa, publisher of

Kitchen Sink magazine, had a similar experience. “Payments starting

coming in later and later,” she says. “At that point, the communi-

cation was still OK, in terms of getting closing statements for is-

sues on the newsstand and potential payment dates—even though

the payments were coming late they were still forthcoming with

that information.”

On October 15 , 2005, Landry posted to the IPA listserv,

addressing the late payment issues. In the post, he stated, “The

reasons for this are numerous, but they really boil down to the

fact that independent newsstand distributors like Indy Press re-

quire a lot of working cash themselves in order to be able to deal

with the very long return and payment cycles that are standard for

our business,” assuring member titles that “I and members of the

board have been working to find better, long-term ways to support

the cash-flow needs of Indy Press so that we could be sure to make

timely payments to you, our members and publishers.”

After months of pursuing a partnership with an established

distribution company to shore up the IPA’s finances and improve

the payment and accounting backend of the distribution chain,

in March of 2006 Landry announced to the members that the

IPA had signed into a partnership with Canadian distributor

Disticor. The company was to handle billing and financial re-

sponsibility for the titles while IPNS would continue to manage

marketing for their titles and continue their advocacy role for

the publications.

According to Landry, the deal would provide the IPA with

a cash infusion that would allow them to repay their debts to the

distributed titles. Implied in this deal, in the eyes of many pub-

lishers, was that the titles that signed the new Disticor contracts

would receive preferential payment schedules.

Many publishers balked at the Disticor deal, reluctant to re-

new their business relationship with the IPA by signing into a

brand-new, three-year contract. Some decided that they would

rather risk eating the funds owed them than sign a new contract

jointly with Disticor and the IPA. Former Tikkun publisher Joel

Shalit (a former associate publisher of Punk Planet) was one of those

individuals. “We made the decision to not go with them before the

Disticor deal was announced,” says Shalit. “We didn’t have con-

fidence that a bailout would ameliorate their problems. We had

suspicions that our sales reporting from BigTop wasn’t correct,

and we would still be dealing with them. I knew that by pulling

out on the distribution deal, I was giving up a lot of money that

was owed to us.”

For magazines without the strong subscriber base Tikkun

would fall back on, writing off the BigTop debt was not an option,

and many begrudgingly gambled they would be paid for amounts

owed them. “The Disticor deal was offered so we would get paid,”

says Giant Robot publisher; Eric Nakamura. “I felt like there was no

choice . . . there might have been a payment schedule, but it was

the kind of schedule that leaves you with a huge debt when you

don’t get paid.” Unfortunately for those magazines, the transi-

tion period between signing to the Disticor contract and receiv-

ing payment for the quickly increasing amounts the IPA owed was

economically crippling.

Payments promised for one date failed to materialize months

later. New sales representatives were assigned to member’s ac-

counts for a short period of time, only to disappear with no fan-

fare save for bounce-back e-mail responses. Requests for state-

ments would garner no response for weeks, and when numbers

were provided, they often came without an account breakdown

or any statement detail. “They were making late payments, not

communicating with us, making promises about when payments



would come and breaking those promises, misinterpreting our

contract and trying to take credit on returns that were long closed

in order to whittle down what they thought they owed us,” says

Bitch's Rasmussen. For Kitchen Sink ,
the situation quickly turned

dire. Costa explains, “not only did the payments become severely

late, to the point where we had to significantly delay two issues,

but the communication also really deteriorated. We stopped being

able to get closing statements in a timely manner, because at that

point I think they were running out of money so quickly that they

couldn’t give you a potential pay-out date, so they just wouldn’t

communicate at all. When they closed, I only had one of two clos-

ing statements I needed from them.”

“In the end, it took a month for e-mails and phone calls I sent

out on a weekly basis to be returned. It put us in a position where

even though we’re willing to fundraise to print our issues, it put

us on a backlog of payments for two full issues, and it’s a financial

crunch that we can’t really beat,” Costa describes.

From the Inside Looking Out

For a number of former IPA employees, the organization’s decline

was equally perplexing. Jo Ellen Green Kaiser, who served as a

technical assistance consultant for the IPA from 2004 to 2005

,

discovered the cash flow problems indirectly. “In July of 2005

,

they didn’t pay me for my consulting job. I got very concerned.

I started asking questions among people in the organization. I

started hearing that things weren’t good and there were prob-

lems with distribution and I realized there was a financial prob-

lem they were trying to hush up. They were hiring more and more

bookkeepers, and they said it was just a cash flow problem with the

bookkeepers, and that the situation was working itself out. When I

started to contact people for the December 2005 conference, then

I started to hear back from people that the IPA was paying late.”

Sales representative Lauren Cooper, who left the IPA in

April of 2005 ,
saw warning signs in late 2004 . “My job was to

get publishers to do more promotions and get more copies out and

publishers would say, ‘that’s great and all but you haven’t paid me

for two issues,”’ says Cooper. She began experiencing communi-

cations problems of her own. “It just sort of snowballed from that

point, and I couldn’t get answers. Previously I could go up to ac-

counting and say, ‘I’ve got this publisher on the phone and they

want to know when they’re going to get paid’ and there was always

some sort of answer, even if it was ‘give me a couple of days.’ But it

became no communication flow ever.”

Former Bitch publisher Lisa Jervis served on the IPA board

from November 2004 until January 2006 as co-chair of the

Member Advisory Committee. She contends that during her stint

on the board, she was similarly kept in the dark about financial

matters. Jervis states that she “soon realized that for my own com-

fort level with my fiduciary responsibilities to the organization,

I was not getting nearly enough information about the organiza-

tion’s finances. I do not feel like enough information was shared

with the board about what was going on. It led to delays in the situ-

ation being taken as seriously as it needed to be, and I think that

made the outcome a lot worse for a lot of publications. There were

constant struggles over communication, both in getting info for

the board, and in getting info to the membership.”

The View on High

In the past year, no small amount of publisher and staff frustra-

tion has been directed towards Landry and the IPA Board. Critics

assert that Landry’s tightly regulated, top-down management ap-

proach led to a lack of transparency and a crisis of confidence that

only exacerbated the IPA’s newsstand distribution issues. One of

Landry’s sharpest critics is Smith, who states that hiring Landry

stands as “one of the greatest regrets of my working life.”

“When BigTop or IPNS got into trouble, Richard’s response,

which was consistent with what I experienced as a member of the

staff, was to shut down communications and make sure that there

was no information going in or out, which had a number of hor-

rible consequences, one ofwhich is that it led members to distrust

the organization, another of which was that an incredible amount

of bad publicity was generated, which would turn to philanthropic

funders reading that publicity and concluding that IPA wasn’t a

good investment.”

Landry responded to criticism on February 2 , 2007 in an in-

terview with the San Francisco Chronicle
,
stating that “The IPA Ijoined

was a very distressed organization, and I spent the past three and a

half years trying to pull it out of a difficult financial situation.”

Smith, however, has little sympathy for Landry’s argument.

“When he became executive director there’s no question that he

faced a lot of questions to be solved,” he says, emphasizing that

“when you’re an executive director or leader of any organization,

that’s your job—to solve problems.”

Despite their personal criticisms, both Cooper and Jervis

emphasize that Landry inherited a dire economic situation when

he became Director of the IPA. “The seeds for BigTop’s problems

were sown a long time ago—in my opinion, back when the IPA ac-

quired BigTop in the first place,” says Jervis. “There seems to have

been a profound underestimate of the financial expertise needed

to manage that kind of business, and the organization just never

had it and never put the proper systems in place. Richard Landry

inherited a financial mess—I don’t think anyone even knew how

big a mess it was.”

“There were always cash flow problems,” says Cooper. “Some

of the accounting problems were inherited from when BigTop was

a for-profit and the IPA bought it.”

Kaiser concurs. “To be perfectly honest, when Landry took

over the IPA it was in serious financial trouble,” she says. “In a lot

of ways, Richard’s hands were tied when he came on. Anyone who

came on into that situation would have to fire some people, make

some hard decisions.”

Despite her concessions, Cooper retains strong criticisms

of Landry’s handling of the crisis. “The position of the orga-

nization under Richard’s leadership was to preserve the orga-

nization first, the publications second,” she states. “I can un-

derstand trying to make sure there’s some money in the bank,

but do you start taking the people who make you that money for

granted? “ ’
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The Fallout

Since the announcement that the IPA was shuttering its operations,

the fallout in the independent press community has been profound.

A number of magazines, such as Kitchen Sink, have opted to cease pub-

lication. Costa states that the factors contributing to their decision

have as much to do with exhaustion as unpaid revenue. “At the time

of the IPA closure, we had Kitchen Sink 15 at the printer and didn’t have

any money to ship it because they couldn’t pay us, so we had a printed

magazine we couldn’t pay for at the printer. What we were able to do

with a big number of small donations was pay off our printer and

mail it off to subscribers.”

In another stroke of irony, as with many publishers who signed

to the Disticor deal, Costa has found new distributor Disticor (which

will continue to distribute titles that signed into the new contract)

to be forthcoming with payments. Revenue from the first Kitchen

Sink issue distributed by Disticor will fund the printing costs of

their upcoming final issue. But unfortunately for Kitchen Sink and

other strapped publishers, due to the often arcane process of news-

stand distribution, in which magazines are paid for issues sold many

months after the magazines go off the shelves, the revenue lost dur-

ing the transition from the IPNS is far too much to make up.

Instead, the Costa and the editorial staff of Kitchen Sink are refocus-

ing their energies on the Neighbor Lady Community Arts Project, the

non-profit organization that Kitchen Sink became an energy- and money-

consuming project of. While the former magazine staff will continue to

work with the non-profit, Costa states that the publication has decisively

met its end. “We won’t ever revive Kitchen Sink magazine. We just can’t. It’s

a money problem—not for lack of will, because we’ve worked really hard

on it for five years. I think it’s time to move on, because it’s exhausting

and I think having a chance to work on new plans will revitalize every-

body. It’s too expensive for us to do as a group ofvolunteers.”

Not all affected publications are shutting their doors. For Bitch,

the unpaid revenue has been crippling, but hasn’t dealt a fatal blow.

In February, Rasmussen told Punk Planet, “We got our notification

saying they owed us $35 ,000 ,
and our records show that they owe

us $ 8 l,000 .” Months later, she has yet to get any indication of how

much of that money the magazine may receive. “We haven’t had any

contact with their attorneys,” she says. “I’d sent a couple of messages

to Susan Uecker but I’ve only gotten generic responses back. I’ve

heard conflicting reports about what (if any) money we should ex-

pect. Some people think publishers won’t see any of it; others seem

to believe that we’ll probably get IO cents on the dollar of what the

IPA claimed to owe us.”

As Costa and the Kitchen Sink staff wrap up fundraising efforts to

get issue 16 out the door, they don’t expect to know how much they

will—or won’t—receive until the end of summer at the earliest. “We’ll

have to wait until claims are processed before we hear back,” she says.

“I’m assuming none of us will know what happens until the end of

the summer but I’m not very optimistic about it.”

Members of the Independent Publisher’s Network, the group that

a number of former IPA members and publishers have organized in the

wake, found that among the assets being sold off in order to repay the

publishers are the mailing list contacts of those publishers themselves,

in yet another twist that emphasizes how far the legacy of the IPA has

strayed from the organization’s original mandate. Responses on the

group range from bemusement to renewed anger among former IPA

members whose contact information is potentially being sold to spam-

mers and direct marketing companies in order to help pay for the debts

they themselves are owed.

On the Independent Publisher’s Network online forum, for-

mer staffers and publishers are rebuilding that community that was

crucial to the IPA’s mission in its’ formative period, before it became

embroiled in economic controversy, before it tried its hand at the

distribution business. But for these publishers, still recovering from

the IPA fallout, the community must contend with a host of crises

threatening the entire publishing world. Even as they work them-

selves out of an economic quagmire, the crucial question confront-

ing these publishers is how to preserve the independent press as a vi-

able concern while it faces multiple threats—from scarce distribution

options, from increased bulk mailing rates, from the Internet, from

continually declining advertising income.

Smith states that progressive publications have to become in-

creasingly savvy about their bottom line. “Freestanding independent

titles have to be smart about it,” he says. “The winning formula at the

moment is that you keep a tight rein on your expenses—that you diver-

sify as much as possible, that you have some kind of subsidy in the form

of donations or in the form of institutional sponsorship, or some sort

of cash cow, and that you have a very well-defined mission and niche.

If you believe that there has to be an independent press, then it’s sim-

ply a matter of finding a way,” he says. “In that sense, you can’t focus

on the negative, you have to seize on that and try to develop that. I just

think we’re in a very tough period right now.”

Yet as an already-tough business grows only more difficult, Ras-

mussen emphasizes that both publishers and readers must take stock

of what has been lost and commit themselves again to supporting

independent voices. “I’m committed not just to independent media

but radical and anti-capitalist media,” says Rasmussen, “and I worry

about the declining number of outlets for these perspectives. Inde-

pendent print publishing is enormously difficult and costly, even

more so when you’re challenging conventions, like consumerism, or

subsidizing your publication with corporate ad sales. We all need to

realize that if we want these publications to continue, we have to do

our part to support them.” ®
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larry livermore
nomy lamm
al burian
janelle

elizabeth crane
allison wolfe
josh hooten

SO I GUESS THIS

IS GOODBYE...

s someone who’s

#malways had a

short attention

span, I neverwould

have thought I’d be

here from begin-

ning to end of this

magazine’s histo-

ry. But as things

turned out, I filed one of these columns for every single issue, and

probably would have continued doing so until I was fired or carted

off to the boneyard.

If anything, I thought the magazine would get sick of me. Ev-

ery time an e-mail from Punk Planet appeared in my inbox, I’d as-

sume the ax had finally fallen, but despite several columnist purg-

es over the years, they always kept me around.

One anguished Internet poster asked, “Why the fuck is Larry

Livermore still allowed to write for Punk Planet? ” And to be honest,

I sometimes wondered myself. My ideas often seemed at odds with

the prevailing ones in the magazine, but never once did anyone

ask me to alter anything I’d written.

I consider that worth noting, considering how I came to be

writing for Punk Planet in the first place. Or how Punk Planet itself

came into being.

Through most of the 1980s and the early 1990s, there was

only one punk zine that really mattered. Oh, sure, there was Flip-

side ,
which was often more entertaining (and, some argued, more

punk), and lots of smaller and specialty zines (hey, no Internet; how

else were the punks going to communicate).

But if you were involved in the scene on any level, you al-

most had to read Maximum Rocknroll. If your band’s record didn’t

get advertised and reviewed there, it might as well not exist. If

your town didn’t get an occasional scene report, you might have

to consider moving.

When all but a handful of people considered punk to be dead

and buried, MRR was the voice in the wilderness that kept the

dream alive. Then came the late-’80s/early-’90s revival and com-

mercial explosion; for all MRR editor-publisher Tim Yohannan’s

railing against it, his magazine floated high on the rising tide,

doubling or tripling its circulation and barely able to meet the de-

mand for ad space.

MRR had its critics, even among the volunteers who worked

there, ofwhom I happened to be one. A central complaint was that

while it portrayed itself as a voice for the entire community, it was

Tim and Tim only who wielded ultimate power. Ifyou crossed him

or strayed from his ideological perspective, you could become an

Orwell-style unperson.

Things came to a head at the end of 1993. Tim sacked one

of the columnists, Jeff Bale, who’d been one of the magazine’s

co-founders. Jeff’s crime? Being insufficiently leftist (or, as

Tim put it, “You might as well be writing for the Republican

National Committee”).

Jeff had grown conservative on some issues while remain-

ing liberal on others (his stance on freedom of expression was far

more militant than Tim’s). But that hardly seemed the point: if

MRR was a voice for the entire punk community, it had to recognize

that not all punks thought alike, didn’t it?

As it turned out, no. At a lengthy and contentious meeting, a

large majority of MRR volunteers voted to back Tim: he could hire

or fire anyone he chose.

I’d been writing a monthly column for seven years, and judg-
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ing from letters, both pro and con, it was widely read. I’d enjoyed

it immensely (in those days, being a punk rock columnist con-

ferred more benefits in terms of recognition and status than it

does today), but I’d been enduring qualms of conscience about

various issues for a couple years.

The Jeff Bale affair was a qualm too far. I didn’t even agree

with Jeff on most things, being more of a leftist myself at the

time, but I thought the readers were entitled to make up their own

minds. I especially didn’t think one man should be making deci-

sions and passing them off as the voice of a community.

So I quit, as did a handful of other staffers, some vowing to

start their own magazines as an alternative to MRR’s hegemony.

It was a classic case of the Maoist dictum, “Let a hundred flowers

bloom,” but Tim had always leaned toward the Leninist-Stalinist

end of the spectrum.

The fallout from that meeting led directly or indirectly to at

least four new publications: HeartattaCk, Shredding Paper, Hit List and,

of course, Punk Planet. All are now defunct and MRR, though a shad-

ow of its former self, is closing in on a quarter century of uninter-

rupted publication.

Is there a lesson there? Like stick to your formula? Avoid

challenging the audience? Don’t start a print magazine at the

dawn of the electronic information age?

I don’t think any of those apply. Maximum Rocknroll fulfilled a

valuable purpose then and still does today, but it was time for

more adventurous publishers and writers to break out of the in-

tellectual and cultural ghetto punk was becoming. While none

of the new magazines achieved the commercial success of MRR

(in alternative publishing, paying the bills and continuing to

publish qualifies as success), each in its own way broadened and

deepened our understanding of a subculture/counterculture

mainstream critics had written off by the end of the 1970s.

Punk Planet lasted longer, reached more people, and arguably

wielded more influence than any of the magazines that emerged

from the dustup at the MRR corral, but now it too has run its

course. As someone who’s been here from the beginning, I’ll ad-

mit to being a bit wistful.

As some of you may know, PPhad its origins in, of all places,

an AOL chatroom, where a bunch of punk rockers were venting

their frustration and disillusionment with what was going on at

MRR. Somebody said, “We should start our own zine,” and I re-

sponded, “Yeah, you should.”

I egged them on, telling them there was nothing to it, that

anybody could publish a zine (OK, I might have been exaggerat-

ing). Everyone said, “Yeah, we should totally do it.’ If things had

gone the way of most Internet discussions, that would have been

the end of that, but one young man, 19-year-old Dan Sinker, was

ready to do more than talk. It was above all through his will, per-

sistence, and ceaseless hard work that Punk Planet came into being

and began its remarkable 13-year run.

Dan’s not quite so young anymore, but he’s lost none of his

idealism or his smarts, so I expect you’ll be hearing more from

him in the future. As for yours truly, well, I’m not so idealistic or

hard-working as Dan, and probably not as smart, either, so who

knows where or if I’ll turn up next.

If you want to keep up with my crackpot ideas and my twisted

takes on life, you can always check in at larrylivermore.com. To

the rest of you, thanks for reading, thanks for your letters and

e-mails, and thanks just for being there. And if you’re unhappy

about there no longer being a magazine that speaks to you and for

you like this one has, you know what to do: get out there and make

one of your own.
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At the commu-

nity garden I

carry my blue roll-

up pad, a plastic

bag, gardening

gloves, and little

green starts down

to my plot. Take off

my shoe and sock,

then my leg. Peel

off the silicone

sleeve that covers the end of my little leg. The body part that the

girl in the book I’m reading repeatedly refers to as her “stump.”

My little leg is definitely not a dead thing testifying only to its loss.

It works hard, has a personality, and enjoys feeling its own muscles

and connection to the world.

Being in the garden means getting OK with dirt, worms,

grubs, even creepy centipedes. I have to confess that I am a very new

gardener. I do remember playing with worms as a tiny one in the

garden with my mom, and later having the job of removing rocks

and doing terrible things to slugs, turning them into frothing

cans of slime. As a teenager I submerged into a gothic hole of night

hours and passionate theoretical realities. My disgust with my own

body made it impossible to relate to another living thing enough

to nurture its growth and keep it alive. I remember once in my late

teens my mom brought a houseplant to the cluttered, trashed-out

studio I lived in with my best friend. I don’t think I watered it once.

From my perspective, I never got a chance, it just died.

At various points since then I’ve thought it would be nice to

have a garden. My friend and I spent several hours trying to dig

up her rock hard backyard one afternoon. Another friend and

I spread nice dirt all over the patch of grass along the chainlink

fence behind my apartment. I bought pots and dirt from the hard-

ware store while I lived in Chicago. I never planted anything. All

the houseplants I ever got died, even the scraggly droopyjade plant

I managed to keep alive for five years eventually kicked the bucket.

It’s more complicated than that, of course. Gardening is

physically hard and needs to be done on its own schedule. I had my

foot amputated when I was a kid so sometimes the natural world

feels scary. I get grossed out easily by dirt and bugs. I feel physical-

ly uncomfortable most of the time and it’s hard for me to get close

to the ground and still be able to move around. I spent years of my

life supporting myself through traveling, which means constant

coming and going. Sometimes I zone out and forget to pay atten-

tion to anyone else’s needs. Keeping my cat alive is hard enough.

But I’m learning. I’ve spent the past month sitting on the edge

of the garden, hacking into it with a three-pronged metal claw, pull-

ing up the rope -like roots ofbindweed that hold everything together

tight. Sifting through, getting the dirt all silky and fine and ready

for planting. One day I did this for five hours and could barely walk

when I got home. I’ve weeded almost half of the plot and planted

about a quarter of it. My spinach is starting to get all leafy and my

peas are sprouting. Originally I was trying to be organized about

where I dug but at this point I’ve decided to just do what I feel like and

let it form itself. There are three little sections, lined with twig fenc-

es and other things to distract the deer from eating the plants, which

are happily growing despite the mole that keeps digging holes.

I decided before I got here that I would let myself get really dirty

today. The sun is out and there’s a nice breeze. My friend is here lay-

ing between the beds ofher garden, which is right next to mine. I put

the plastic bag over the top ofmy fake leg so bugs won’t get in it. Carve

out a space for my butt in the dirt and lay out my blue mat. Sitting on it

I dig my foot and little leg into the dirt as I pull out roots and pile soil

into a hill, getting ready to plant cauliflower and baby’s breath.

My gardening friend and I talked about the language around

bodies and difference, she suggested the term “birth definition”

instead of “birth defect.” I have a birth definition. It defines me

in some ways and not in others. It has a name that is long and re-

fers to specific anatomical occurrences, but I don’t like thinking

about bodies in that way. Bodies, plants, animals, beings, we have

natural processes that are more complicated than a mechanical

understanding could ever provide. It’s about dreams and sunlight

and love and desire. Maybe I chose not to grow my leg fully because

I hadn’t yet decided how I wanted it to be.

I’m not the only one whose body chose to grow that way. There’s

a woman named Emily Rapp who is just a little older than me, born

with the same birth definition. She has a book out called Poster Child

that I have been reading and absorbing. She will give you all the

medical details if you want them. She describes a shriveled red

stump where I would speak more of a split in reality. She recalls

details, what her family told her, what the nurses sang to her as she

went under anesthesia, the feeling of the missing foot after surgery.

I remember different things. The way I was taught not to feel it.

Flashes of moments of understandings too big for my body to hold.

Here in the garden we discuss what happened to my foot while I

plant my baby’s breath. “They burned it,” I tell my friend. There was

no burial or anything. We talk about the possibility of a foot garden

as she starts pouring loose dirt over my bare right foot. “Hey,” I say,

brushing it off, and she laughs. But I’m already dirty. She starts

pouring more and more, like sand at the beach, burying my foot

until just my toes stick out. The dirt is cool around my foot, hold-

ing it like the cast I wore in high school when I dislocated my ankle.

I feel that old pain coming out, seeping into the dirt, and it feels

good. “Look, I am getting a burial,” I say. She builds the hill until

it completely covers my foot, toes and all, and begins decorating it

with moss, a line across the top like the back of a stegasaurus.

“Now pull your foot out and it will be all spiritual,” she says.

My foot starts moving like a creature under the little mountain.

Watch the dirt break apart, soon toes emerge, then the line of my

foot piled with dirt.

• • •

Punk Planet is ending. I am sad to see it go. It’s hard to say goodbye

to things you love. Here’s to a future filled with inspiration and

community and growth and art, the ability to return to ourselves

and reemerge fuller and ready for whatever is next.
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“Be nice to the people

jou meet on jour way

to the top. You ll meet

them again on the way

back down.” —Lemmy
Kilmister

When this issue

of Punk Planet

appears, I will have

been living in the

city of Chicago for seven years. To recap the basic plot line: I

moved to Chicago in the summer of 2000 with $50 to my name,

$35 of which I spent immediately on a jumbo-size bottle of

scotch. I had pretty standard goals: I was in hot pursuit of a girl,

chasing her down no matter how far she moved to get away from

me, and I was playing in a band, clutching these dual comet tails

on their skyrocket trajectories towards oblivion. The scotch, in

any case, was gone in a day, and of my remaining $15, I spent $3

on tacos and another $10 on xeroxing fanzines, hoping to turn a

fast buck by consigning them down at the local zine emporium,

using the invisible hand of Adam Smith to transform that $IO

into about $14 within a few weeks, or possibly months.

Once my business at the book store had been transacted, I

wandered among the shelves of comics and alternative literature,

overwhelmed by the volume and variety of items, while, in the

back of my mind, a grim panic set in: 24 hours into it, the fun

and games era was over for me in the city of Chicago. I announced

to no one in particular, “Well, that’s it. Consigning zines. That’s

the last thing I could think of to do, as far as procrastination.

Now it’s time to face up to the facts—I need to get a job.”

“Ajob?” the manager said, looking up from behind a stack of

comics. “Well, actually, we’re hiring.”

What could I do? There I stood, the living embodiment of

vocational inefficiency, a worker of such stunning powers of neg-

ligence and ineptitude that I had acted as a living pox on most

of the businesses I had ever worked for, driving them into the

ground from the lowest rungs of the chain. In North Carolina,

I had proven a fatal Achilles’ heel to the South Square Mall Cin-

ema, Frickadill’s restaurant, and even the beloved Chapel Hill/

Carrboro Copytron, each of these businesses crumbling like

flimsy card houses before the might of my all-powerful, desta-

bilizing life force. But I knew this place probably wouldn’t check

my references, and, even if they did, the series of “I’m sorry

—

this number is no longer in service” messages they’d encounter

wouldn’t be enough to tip them off. Even worse, I knew that my

resume was actually going to look good to them. For once in my

life, I could offer my actual curriculum vitae, I could be honest

about my interests and proclivities, and rather than eliminating

me from consideration, this stuff might actually get me hired. I

reeled, stunned by the revelation.

I have, you see, developed a perverse pride in my supernat-

ural ability to destroy my employers. “With great power comes

great responsibility,” as the Spider-Man film franchise owners will

happily remind you; in my case, an ardent anti-capitalist attitude

augmented by a very real hands-on ineptitude at performing any

practical task has fostered in me, by necessity, a joy in exercising

my own personal “invisible hand” used mostly to gum up gears,

give invisible middle fingers, and otherwise disrupt the smooth

operation of commerce and cash flow.

But now, I had procured the best job I could possibly imag-

ine, at a business I could actually support. I didn’t quite know how

to react to this unprecedented turn of events. Things only con-

tinued to get more surreal when, on my third day in town, Mark

Owens called to tell me that he had spoken with the folks at Punk

Planet magazine and that they had offered me a spot as columnist.

A quick call to the PP offices sealed the deal. Within JQ, hours of

arrival, I had clawed my way to the top of the Midwest independent

publishing scene, and a good 38 of those hours I had spent drunk

or sleeping off a hangover.

These exciting first few days transitioned into years. Punk

Planet and Quimby’s bookstore have, thankfully, remained con-

stants throughout that time. I’ve displayed my gratitude to the

book store with a sterling display of my standard employee behav-

ior: consistently showing up late, sometimes not showing up at all,

getting drunk at work, losing keys, setting off alarms, etc. Three

quarters of a decade later, Quimby’s has resisted my entropic force

and remains the only gainful employment I’ve ever had in the city

of Chicago, discounting a brief attempt to produce band bios for

Jessica Hopper’s public relations firm (I hit that business with the

Burian curse almost instantly, and she closed up shop before I

could finish my third one-sheet. Many people in the DIY world

have complained about the presence of publicists within the punk

scene; I believe, however, that I am the only person to get activist

about it and destroy one of these businesses from within).

My track record at this magazine, meanwhile, has not been

stellar either. To put it simply, I’ve managed to offend quite a few

people during my years as a Punk Planet columnist. I seem to have

a real knack for it. The hurt feelings themselves do not perturb

me so much as my seeming inability to choose appropriate tar-

gets. Like Dick Cheney, I seem to have bad aim, and often end up

shooting my best friends in the face. Whoops! Sorry about that!

Most pressingly, I owe Matt and Mark Owens an apology.

The good old Owens brothers! In addition to publishing a book-

length collection of my fanzines, which I can easily say has been

one of the biggest hook-ups anyone has ever done for me in my

life, it was Mark who got me this gig at Punk Planet in the first place!

These guys, I am convinced, had nothing but altruism and good

intentions in mind. So why did I use my very first column in this

magazine to parody them as smooth-talking venture capitalist ty-

coons? What the hell was I thinking?!?

I suppose my knack for derailing the invisible hands of com-

merce extends to biting any hand that feeds. Take another ex-

ample, Alternative Press magazine, whose editorial staff I gravely

wounded with some off-handed comments about how crappy their

magazine is. After this gaffe, I telephoned with an angryAP editor,
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trying to clarify my position, to explain that my objections were

not personal, but more generally a criticism of the mainstream

business model, with its all-too obvious correlations between edi-

torial content and advertising dollars, inevitably turning publi-

cations into a catalog for the propagandistic, manipulative aims

of record labels instead of representing any sort of independent

viewpoint. The editor told me I was a “puritanical, Maximumrocknroll

type.” I couldn’t help but feel a twinge of pride when he said this.

The idea that it is possible to make a living off of alternative

culture had never occurred to me until I moved to Chicago. Seven

years later, I understand the mechanisms, I can work the cash reg-

ister at Quimby’s (more or less), but I still disagree with the prin-

ciple. Counter-culture, in my view, should remain small-scale.

And it should express something counter to the dominant cul-

ture. Making a living is pretty boring compared to living. Faced

with a monoculture that absorbs and subsumes any form of ex-

pression popular enough to be saleable, it takes ideological cohe-

sion—zealotiy—not to be part of it, not to sell yourself.

Does that idea seem crazy? Unrealistic? Dogmatic? Sure it

does. To me, that is the fundamental of the punk attitude, a glo-

rious hypocrisy of unattainable demands. If it makes you un-

comfortable, don’t worry. There are plenty of friendlier, glossier

magazines out there, and they are happy to take up the new-found

shelf space.

I

t is my pleasure

to announce

that the next wave

of feminism is go-

ing to be all about

hilarity. Mark my

words, this is going

to happen. I even

asked the Magic

8 -Ball three times

and it replied, “It

is certain” every time. I’m psyched! Is the new comedy-driv-

en feminism going to move us further than past feminist eras?

“Outlook is unclear, ask again later.” Is it going to be the most

fun era? Yes, goddamn it. The myth of the humorless feminist is

finally going to be blown to smithereens, and I couldn’t be hap-

pier. There has been a prevalent theory throughout US history

that not only are feminists unfunny, but that women in general

are not funny. I’ve got some theories about the origins of this

myth that I feel are undeniable when one considers the history of

funny ladies in America.

When you make another person laugh, you have control

over that person. You elicit a physical reaction. Your audience

shakes, turns red, cries, shoots soda out of their nose, whatev-

er. Humor is a powerful device. According to author Dr.Tracy

Gaudet, people usually laugh for two reasons: to either release or

repress emotion. Laughter is verbal confirmation that the come-

dian has successfully invaded the audience’s psyche and touched

that subconscious core. As comedian Lily Tomlin once noted,

“Funny is probably threatening, ‘cause for people to laugh . . .

it’s submissive. When people laugh, they’re vulnerable.”

This is where the myth of the unfunny woman is born:

People are afraid of giving women power. It’s not that women

don’t possess an innate capacity for comedy, it’s that, his-

torically, they’ve been discouraged to develop their humor

for fear of seeming threatening, unattractive, and somehow,

less of a woman. All of the early women’s magazines and so-

cial convention dictated that, to be popular, a girl shouldn’t

dominate conversation. In fact, a girl wasn’t supposed to say

shit unless she was stroking the male ego. A quick wit was seen

as being threatening to men, and so women were encouraged

to repress this part of themselves. A kooky woman was a big,

ugly, desperate thing. A woman could either be attractive and

submissive or funny and ugly, but she could not have it both

ways. Almost all of the early female comedians were over-

weight or considered unattractive. It was thought that they got

into comedy by default.

Female comedians got their start in vaudeville in the late

1890s. They first appeared on stage merely as window dress-

ing. Later, women were incorporated into comedy acts, usu-

ally as the “straight man”/ comic foil to a male comedian.

Since the vaudeville circuit at that time was not a place a de-

cent woman went alone, women almost always worked in hus-

band / wife teams.

World War I changed life for American women. This was a

time when women took factory jobs while the men were at war.

They had their own money for the first time and experienced a

freedom that was not even considered before the war. A growing

feminist consciousness crept over the country and flappers were

the ideal good-time girls. Partly as a result of this new social cli-

mate, vaudeville received its first solo female comedian, Lotta

Crabtree. Lotta did it all: singing, dancing, physical humor, and

she even showed her knees, which was like the Britney Spears

beaver shot of its day. Her act combined a wide-eyed innocence

with a discreet sexuality and she was loved by audiences and crit-

ics alike.

One of the next big things to hit vaudeville was Eva Tanguay in

the 1900s. Eva was a loose cannon. She started off as a chorus girl,

and often made it into the papers by getting into fist fights back-

stage. Her signature song was called “I Don’t Care,’’about a woman

too independent to care what people thought of her. She employed

bawdy, sexual humor onstage, which audiences adored, but critics

could not stomach her “indecent, ’’aggressive, style. After one es-

pecially brutal review, Tanguay took out at ad in Variety magazine in

order to respond: “Have you ever noticed when a woman succeeds,

they attack her until her character bleeds? They snap at her heels

like mongrels unfed, just because she escaped being dropped into
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failure’s big web.” Okay, she’s not Dorothy Parker, but the senti-

ment rings true.

The assertiveness exhibited by Tanguay was indicative of the

independence women were experiencing at the time. Women were

beginning to break barriers. Many of them were writing their own

material, managing themselves, and making money hand over fist.

A number of women engaged in a “love ’em and leave ’em” life-

style that was far ahead of the times and rivaled the sexual freedom

enjoyed by men. It is no accident that this time of personal and

professional growth for women coincided with the first surge of

feminism.

In the 1930s, American men were back from the war, only to

be faced with a new crisis, the Great Depression. The collective

male ego was hurt and women became the scapegoat. Liberating

images of women seemed to disappear in a puff of smoke and the

new American archetype of The Dumb Girl was born. The Dumb
Girl character bolstered the male ego and reinforced his role as

protector and provider. Women were now being set-up, by both

men and women alike, as the butt of all jokes. On the radio, fe-

male characters mangled the English language and employed the

use of malapropisms as their main joke device. Gracie Allen, who

worked with George Burns, was the original dumbbell. She played

the clueless nimrod and George Burns was her ever-suffering

husband who always had to set her straight. Two of her most fa-

mous catchphrases were: “I’ll bet you say that to all the girls” and

“I don’t get it.”

Mae West was the main, and nearly sole, exception to this

trend. She wrote all of her own material, including a number

of plays and novels. In her stories, the women always emerged

as the victors. She was the only comic to portray sex as a joyful

expression. The censors were constantly hounding Mae. Often,

she eluded them by feigning innocence of her (obviously delib-

erate) double entendres. However, she was jailed a number of

times, and the censors eventually halted many of her projects.

Nevertheless, Mae persevered and took her act on the road. She

was successfully playing a sexual character until the age of 85,

and still had men fighting over her. Many of her lines, such as

“Between two evils, I choose the one I never tried before,” and

“Is that a gun in your pocket, or are you just glad to see me?”

remain some of the most famous quotations in American enter-

tainment history.

Throughout the 1940s and 1950s, the trend of self deprecating

female humor continued. American men came home after World

War II, returned to their jobs, and women accepted their lot as

homemaker or took menial jobs. Feminism was nearly nonexistent

during this period. With the birth of television, busty and blonde

are new dimensions that can now be tacked on to the Dumb Girl

persona popularized on the radio.

Moms Mabley was a nonconformist comedian of the time.

She told raunchy and political jokes and worked the black club

circuit. In her personal life, she had numerous affairs (Cab Gal-

loway is said to be among them). Many of her jokes were stolen

by whites when they came to see her perform at the Apollo. Still,

she remained relatively unknown until Chess Records put out

her live comedy album in the 1960s (a record which subsequently

went gold).

The 1960s began as more of a trickle than a tidal wave of

female comedians, but nevertheless, a more liberal view of

women was emerging. Women like Ann Meara still performed

as part of a husband/wife team, but she refused to assume the

role of the submissive dingbat and dished it out as well as she

took it. Comedians such as Phyllis Diller and Joan Rivers con-

tinued the trend of self deprecating humor, however, their

jokes had bite.

Lily Tomlin is one of the most progressive female comedians

of all time. Certainly the most radical at that time. She refused to

do sexist or racist jokes on Laugh-In. She even walked off the Dick

CavettShow when guest, Chad Everett, referred to his wife as a posses-

sion. Most of Tomlin’s jokes revolved around character studies. She

didn’t want to tell in-law jokes, she wanted to become the in-law. In

this way, she could humanize the character and the audience would

be laughing with the character instead of at them.

Tomlin was fiercely opposed to capitalism and consumer

greed. She owned the rights to all of the characters she created

and wrote her own television specials. She had a fight with AT&T
over her character, Ernestine, a sexy and cold telephone opera-

tor. At first, AT&T tried to squash her character. Then, upon

recognizing its commercial appeal, they tried to buy her for

$500,000. Tomlin turned them down soundly and with public

indignation. Tomlin noted, “You can make all the money in the

world—but if you’ve got it on someone else’s terms, if you’ve had

to compromise so many times that it’s no longer satisfying, then

what’s the point?”

Stand-up comedy gained popularity throughout the I97° s

and more female comedians began performing. Women such as

Elaine Boosler, Gilda Radner, Sandra Bernhard, and Robin Tyler.

Still, it wasn’t a cakewalk for female comedians. At comedy clubs,

women were still seen as a novelty. Two women could not follow

one another on stage. Many female singers, such as Diana Ross,

would not allow a female comedian to open for them. Many of the

late night talk shows had female comedians on once in a while, but

not often. A chauvinist attitude was still very much alive and well.

This is epitomized by Johnny Carson when he was asked in a Roll-

ing Stone interview why there weren’t more female comedians on his

show, he replied:

"Its because of the old role models that are assigned. A woman is

feminine, a woman is not abrasive, a woman is not a hustler . . .

I think its much tougher for women. You don’t see many of them

around. And the ones that try are a little aggressive for my taste.

I’ll take it from a guy, but from women, sometimes, it just doesn’t

fit too well”.

Partly due to the sexual and economic revelations of the wom-

en’s movement of the 1970s, female comedians of the 1980s felt free

to experiment with social taboos. A new honesty was emerging. Per-
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haps the most exemplary of this new type of comedian is Roseanne

Barr. Roseanne is the ultimate enraged, working class homemaker.

On her sitcom, Roseanne
, she deals with issues of class, sexuality,

weight, masturbation, infidelity, and other terrain considered ris-

que at the time. Roseanne took away the shame of being poor and

fat and spit it in Americas face.

Contemporary female comedians are no longer consid-

ered a novelty and as a result, they don’t have as much to prove.

Women have moved beyond merely calling “bullshit” on inequi-

ties and progressed into new artistic territory. Although there

are arguably an equal number of funny male comedians as there

are female, the most innovative work today is being created by

women. Amy Sedaris’ physical transformations go beyond any-

thing seen before. Tina Fey broke new ground with her film Mean

Girls by creating a commentary on girl interaction that is equal

parts camp, reality, and hilarity. I don’t know that Wanda Sykes

is particularly groundbreaking, but she takes old classics like

crank calls and makes me laugh harder than I have since being IO

years old and hearing Eddie Murphy’s Delirious for the first time.

Mo’nique, Margaret Cho, Amy Poehler, Sarah Silverman, Jen-

nifer Coolidge, they are all killing. Also, there are an increasing

number of women working behind the scenes, writing, creating,

and producing. This has fanned out into all media: magazines,

comics, art, radio. I’m sure some of these women do not refer

to themselves as feminists, but being a woman in comedy is still

a subversive act, regardless. Once again, Lily Tomlin breaks it

down: “If it weren’t for the Women’s Movement, people would

refer to [comedy] as my hobby”.

So, bring on this new wave where female empowerment is

achieved through mercilessly accurate impersonations and crank

calls. And I take back what I said before: I think this will be the most

effective era yet.

Good bye Punk Planet. Thanks to everyone who read my column over the years: Miriam Stahl, Christen Carter, Prison Dude who wrote me

a dirty letter. Special thanks to Dan Sinker and Anne Elizabeth Moore. Copies of my fanzine Tales Of Blarg are still available from Little

Type, Last Gasp, or from my website www.gimmeaction.com. Write to me at P.0. Box 4047/ Berkeley, CA. 94704
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DEAR PEOPLE RESPONSI-

BLE FOR MAGAZINES LIKE

PUNKPLANET SHUTTING

DOWN,

U m, doyouknow

who I am?

Yeah, I’m the

girl who all her life

dreamed of having

a column and then

the forward-thinking folks at Punk Planet made that dream come true

and then you crushed it like a bug under a steel-toe boot. What’s up

with that? Some of the fine folks here have important things to

say, and I’ve used up 84 of my last words just now here on you. So

to wrap it up, PRFMLPPSD, you can kick us, but you can’t keep us

down. We will seep under your doors like noxious gases and punk

will rule whether you like it or not.

Moving on, I’ve been thinking about perception and memory
lately. I wish I could say this was simply because it’s a subject that

interests me, but that’s only partly true. It’s also because of late,

certain nameless parties close to me are recalling past events in

entirely different ways than I do: conversations I remember are re-

membered differently brothers, and some of those events which I

thought I recalled clearly are alleged not to have happened at all. I

could get specific, but that would take some time, and I don’t want

to hold you hostage. If you require a harmless example, my best

friend repeatedly provides me with stories that seem to indicate I

was something of a dork in seventh grade, which is patently untrue.

I was a complete dork in seventh grade, just not the way she claims.

All of which quickly leads me to wonder, what the hell is

even true?

I realize that perception is always going to have as many vari-

ables as there are witnesses. Even something captured on film or

recorded on tape and therefore seeming to present facts can be

interpreted differently. Physically, no two people can stand in the

exact same place at the exact same time, and even if they could, the

separate eyeballs and the ears would provide some variation in the

experience. Still, sometimes you want to just go, er, are we even

talking about the same thing?

Maybe this is stuff all those philosopher dudes wrote about way

back whenever, I don’t know, I have no idea, I need to over think more

than I already do like I need an icepick in the eye, and when I was in col-

lege I wasn’t one of those kids sitting around pondering my existence, I

was one ofthose college kids sitting around drinking and trying to for-

get my existence. Which didn’t do a lot to sharpen my memory.

And so I have to wonder, if even in the present, I can have any

certainty that something is happening the way I think it is. Is it

possible that I only think this magazine is closing up shop when

in fact it’s going to go on for eternity? If so, this is one case where

I’m hoping my perception is completely wrong.

Yours truly,

Elizabeth Crane

And to the rest of you: I hope to see you elsewhere.
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S
o here it is— my

last column for

the print version of

Punk Planet . Can you

fucking believe it?

I just started doing

this thing! It’s the

end of an era. But

I’ll continue on for

the interweb ver-

sion, and you can

always find me online somewhere, like www.partylinedc.com, etc.,

but forgive me—I’m somewhat technologically challenged. I guess

times are tough for print media in general. I work part time at a

mainstream daily newspaper in DC, and even they claim to feel

the pinch. (I don’t write for them, just news aide stuff, ya know,

the “don’t quit yer day job” kinda thing.)

One of the more unbearable aspects ofmyjob is answering the

phones, the first line of defense. I know alotta people are frustrated

with the government and the media, and feel completely powerless

in our society. Believe me—I do too! They’re just dying to get a hu-

man on the other end of the horn. But even though they oughtta

know that the person on the phones or front desk is not the person

in charge in the capitalist food chain, people always call and assume

that I’m responsible for everything. As long as it passes muster with

the editors, the journalists can write whatever the hell they want,

and I’m one of the lucky ones who gets fed to the lions for it. My co-

workers and I get all the lonely crazies and control freaks. Yay.

Now, for me as a woman, when men call in to the paper, most

of them are very condescending towards me, very controlling and

patronizing. I’m like their little Girl Friday. When they discover

that I’m not the editor or reporter, they have visions of me in heels

getting coffee for all the hard-boiled good ol’ guys in the news-

room. Usually by late afternoon I’m at the end of my rope, and

don’t particularly wanna take anymore shit, especially sexist shit.

But after years of fighting it, I finally realized that often the best

way to deal with callers is to just try to tell them what you think

they wanna hear. It makes them happy, it makes my boss who’s

within earshot happy, and it makes me happy by getting them off

the phone quicker. Everyone wins. But every now and then some-

thing comes in so annoying or offensive, I have to bite back.

Recently, this guy called in to my work saying he’s been doing a

“fascinating” survey ofwomen at bars and has discovered that about

80 percent of divorces are filed by women. Very scientific. He said

this would make for a great “Lifestyle” piece, trying to get to the bot-

tom ofwhy this is so skewed. But of course, he also seemed to have all

the answers, implied. If it isn’t just plain crazy, it’s due to some sort

of “reverse-sexism,” ‘cause women are all out in the work force and

gaining too much power. His idea was that feminism has gone too

far, that the tables have turned and now men are at a disadvantage.

Oh, so is that whywomen make less pay for the same work, have fewer

opportunities, are underrepresented in most areas, and are abused

or end up dead somewhere (by men) in epidemic proportions? He

also said it had something to do with women over 30 and their bio-

logical clocks ticking. Huh? But like, how does being the one to file

for divorce put you at an advantage? I’m sure it sucks for everyone in-

volved. Anyways, duh, in a sexist society there are a million reasons

why a woman might want to or need to divorce her husband.

So then you also have to ask the question, what makes women

feel the need to get married in the first place? In an extremely

traditional situation, a woman might feel the need to marry a guy

she likes so she can have a sexual relationship with him and not

be banished or considered a slut or whatever. And all good things

come to an end, right? Maybe a woman wants kids with this guy but

doesn’t want some conservative relatives or onlookers to consider

the kids “illegitimate.” Whoa, we’re getting old school, but I’ve ac-

tually had to have some of these types of conversations! But most

of all, what about all the pressures coming from every direction in

our society to enforce heterosexist and sexist notions of marriage

and “family?” Girl, you need a man!

Another question that begs to be asked is why don’t more men

file for divorce? Is it ‘cause they haven’t been taught to commu-

nicate well or take much responsibility for their relationships, so

they just let things*disintegrate to the point that the wife has to

make the decision? Maybe they don’t wanna lose the person who’s

served as their maid, cook, kids’ babysitter, etc. for so long. Maybe

they think they can have their cake and eat it too—a wife, kids, cozy

home life, girlfriend on the side, whatevs. Or maybe they’re reluc-

tant to file for divorce ‘cuz statistically they earn more than their

female counterparts and they’ll lose half their shit in court!

But actually, when this guy asked why it might be predomi-

nantly women filing for divorce, my first thought was, “Duh,

‘cause so many guys are lying, cheating, abusing sacks o’ shit!”

(Sorry to all you “good” guys, don’t hate me cuz I’m beautiful!)

They been raised to think the world revolves around them. Maybe

they haven’t been taught to express their emotions. Maybe they

think the toilet scrubs itself. Or maybe they’re abusive shits who

gotta control someone or something at all cost, “til death.” And

who usually dies in these situations? The wives (or girlfriends),

and sometimes the kids and extended family and whoever else

happens to be in the line of fire. Women getting murdered by

their husbands, boyfriends or exes happens so much that it’s been

“normalized” and hardly even makes the back page of the newspa-

per. [According to a July 2000 report by the Department ofJus-

tice from the National Violence against women Survey—the most

recently conducted!—one in four women will be the victim of do-

mestic violence something in her life.—ed.]

So this is all assuming that this guy’s barstool research is ac-

curate. And yeah, I took him on to a certain extent. But the punch

line came when he admitted that his wife had filed for divorce and

wasn’t even talking to him anymore. Sore spot, anyone? And in

the end, all I was thinking was, dude, do these “surveys” with la-

dies at the bars really make for good conversation? Does this pick

up line work? Does this really make any woman wanna have any-

thing to do with you? Now that’s the real question!
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Try as you might,

you can’t shake

off physics. Many

an Americas Funniest

Home Videos $10,000

grand prize winner

made their hay the

hard way by ignor-

ing this fact in front

of a handi-cammed

friend or familial.

I’ve always been a big fan of the law of physics stating that

energy can neither be created nor destroyed. You can change the

state of energy and matter, but you can’t make it not exist. If you

break a lightbulb, the million little pieces still exist, just as the

billion little pieces existed that made it a lightbulb in the first

place. Simple. And you can’t do anything to change this ever. Re-

assuring in a way, wouldn’t you agree?

I started writing a column for Punk Planet a long time ago. My
first column was about the time I found myself walking down the

most expensive shopping street in Miami carrying a huge plastic

cup of piss. Wha? You see, I was visiting my brother in Miami and

I thought it’d be fun—being the dirty, bored punk that I was—to

walk around and mingle with the filthy rich as they shopped for

jewelry and furs. But I had to pee really badly and couldn’t find

anywhere to go, so I crawled into the back of my brother’s mini-

van and peed in the humongous Burger King cup I’d just emp-

tied. The cup was a promotional endeavor for some animated film

or another—one of your Lion King type affairs, I don’t exactly re-

member which right now—and I damn near filled it, which only

made sense as what had been in the cup just prior put me in this

predicament. Not wanting to leave a huge cup of Disneyfied piss

in a hot van while I walked up and down the Million Dollar Mile,

I took it with me. How things ended on that fated day in Miami is

in the history books—look it up. I can’t remember and have since

lost the floppy disk with the Word Perfect file on it.

So began my writing for PP (ha!). When I quit years later and

moved away from Chicago, the energy I brought to the project

didn’t cease to exist, it just became something else. And when I

stopped doing that something else, the energy became what I’m

doing now. Which, in a full-circle style, is making a magazine

that documents a subculture. Someday this will also end and I’ll

pack up my energy and take it with me into whatever lies beyond

that. Perhaps it will be the punk rock soy ice cream truck business

I want to start that sells vegan ice cream on a stick in the shape of

the Dead Kennedy’s logo, the anarchy symbol, or an ice cream

portrait of Joe Strummer on a stick . . . that kind of thing. I’ll

drive around the hipster neighborhoods of Portland with my little

ice cream truck song versions of punk classics blaring while aging

hipsters chase after me with raised fists (full of change).

Anyway. As you know by now, the Independent Press Associa-

tion folded and took a lot of good magazines with them. Sort of.

The Independent Press Association folded and crushed the physi-

cal manifestation of choice of a certain kind of energy. Think of

the object you’re holding in your hands. It is a physical object that

is the accumulation of a lot of years of very hard work by a mas-

sive group of writers, designers, musicians, activists, and so forth.

It takes a lot of resources—intellectual, emotional, natural, and

financial—to make this object come to be. This is the last of that

accumulation of energy that will look exactly like this. However,

as physics tells us, all the energy that made 80 issues of Punk Planet

happen is still going to exist because it can’t not.

Here is what I’m getting at: Issue 8l of Punk Planet won’t come

out in mid August as it otherwise would have. But whatWILL hap-

pen? What new projects will have begun? What will just be a spark

in someone’s brain somewhere? What’s next?

Everyone is busy mourning the loss of independent print

publishing, but to me this sounds a lot like people back in the day

complaining that record labels weren’t making vinyl records any-

more. “CD’s have no soul” is what I used to hear a lot, as if black

plastic with music on it could better convey the message than sil-

ver plastic with music on it. Prior to that, at some point, I’m sure

people who loved those big reel-to-reel setups thought music was

dead when those big reel-to-reel setups were replaced by what-

ever they were replaced by. The death of all those physical formats

didn’t kill MUSIC, or the creative process, or the drive to create in

the first place, just like the death of independent print publishing

(if that is indeed where we’re at or headed) wont kill independent

THOUGHT. Only MySpace can do that. Just kidding! Friend me!

Listen. I did a zine a long time ago that was fairly well re-

ceived. When it ended I was crushed and hurt and felt adrift—di-

rectionless in the post-Commodity (that was my zine) era. Then I

started working on Punk Planet and I learned a million things, got

better at almost everything I did. When it ended I was crushed and

hurt and felt adrift. Then I started Mixtape Webzine. Whenitendedl-

wascrushedandhurtblahblahblah. Every time something ended,

something new began. Right now I’m doing the best work I’ve ever

done. What I do next will be better than this.

It’s sad the way things have shaken out and a bit of mourning

is in order. I, for one, will pour a little out for Punk Planet, Satya,

Stay Free, and all the others who have closed up shop. It was only

through a complete re-imagining of what Herbivore was going to be

that we managed to survive. But while I miss my comrades, I will

also have my eye on the future, excited to see what all that energy

will become because whatever that energy becomes will be built

upon the experiences that came before.

Mind you, this is punk rock and energy does not flow top

down. Maybe what comes next will come from YOU. Perhaps the

ashes of Punk Planet will ready the soil that launches your big project.

The tools have never been more accessible and affordable—blogs,

podcasts, websites (friend me!)—we might be putting print publi-

cations to rest but what will take their place?

As someone who put his heart into this magazine and is now

coming to the last few words I’ll ever see printed in it, I hope our

legacy won’t be for what we did but for what we inspired in you. ®
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Blue Girl
by Elizabeth Crane

W hen I was four years old, the

word BLUE appeared on my

forehead in cerulean block-

print letters. At the time I wasn’t aware

that this was anything out of the ordinary.

I thought maybe my parents were trying to

teach me how to read. My parents thought I

had taught myself to write. Oh, honey,yes, that

is blue! they said.

What's blue? I asked. I hadn’t seen it yet.

Silly, they said. Onyourhead.

I reached for my head. I didn’t feel

anything. They showed me a mirror.

There were blue letters there. But I hadn’t

written them.

Show us howjou write, honey, they said. Can

you spell the other colors? I betyou can spell red. They

handed me a box of crayons.

I knew my colors, and I could recite

the alphabet and even copy my name, but I

didn’t know how to write. Mommy, I didn't write

it. Didjou write it?

Well of course I didn't write it, Jimmy, didjou

write it?

Why would I write on my daughter?

Just a question, Jim.

This conversation went on for some

time and became somewhat heated and

bizarre. There wasn’t anyone else in the

house. I had no siblings. Finally I said,

Maybe Bart wrote it.

Bart was our cocker spaniel.

No honey, Bart can't write.

They finally got tired of the debate.

Well, let's go wash it offandgetjou readyfor school.

It didn’t wash off. Not with soap, not

with shampoo, not when they scrubbed re-

ally hard, and not with any of the things

they brought in from the kitchen, which

included olive oil, lemon, and Clorox. My

forehead was now cerulean with a very red

background.

At school my parents apologized and

told my teacher Miss Holly that I must

have used a permanent marker. Miss Holly

chuckled like it was no big deal, and said

she’d seen stranger things, like when Bob-

by Millman put'a button up his nose and

when Debbie Ross came in with the right

half of her hair cut off. Ironic then, that

those two would be the ones to start the

chanting. Blue Girl! Blue Girl! Blue Girl!

It was shortly after that that it changed.

Unbeknownst to me. It now said STEW. In

a deep shade of pink.

Miss Holly brought me straight to the

principal’s office. My word changed to a

burgundy DIRGE on the way there* She

explained to the principal that I was mis-

behaving and causing the other children to

be distracted. I spent several hours there.

DIRGE stuck for a while. The principal

also tried to wash it off and I told them we

already tried that at home. She sent me to

the infirmary. The nurse rolled her eyes. I

can't do anything here, she said. I was sent home

and asked to remain there until something

changed.

The only thing that changed, peri-

odically, was the word.

* On the first day, it read LAMB (ala-

baster) and KNAVE (pistachio) and then

back to BLUE again.

On the second day it said, in yellow of

course, TAXI.

On the third day it alternated be-

tween OMELET and DETOUR and on

the fourth day, it said LANGUID in gray

and stayed that way for several more days

until it changed to PUNK in black and

that’s when my parents decided to take me

to a doctor.

The doctor took many tests and pro-

nounced me perfectly healthy. My head

said MERGE. My parents took me to a spe-

cialist. I still don’t know what he was a spe-

cialist in. The specialist nodded a lot and

said Hm quite a few times and took more

tests that were all inconclusive. He finally

concluded that it must be psychological,

and referred us to a shrink.

Needless to say, more tests. Ror-

schachs that reminded me only of be-

nign things like horses and butterflies and

games involving pegs and holes and what

do you think of when I say

Skj?

Blue.

Sun?

Moon.

Night?

Day.
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All ofwhich was also inconclusive un-

til he finally said Well there is one more thing,

and pulled a large book off the shelf and

looked up Bigg-Stanley Syndrome, the de-

scription of which more or less fit. Some-

thing about moods and biochemical reac-

tions and no known treatment. Still, he

suggested eliminating all color from my

diet (an unpleasant week of mashed pota-

toes and milk) and prescribed something,

which resulted in a series of short stories

printed on my head, which resulted in us

going back to the shrink, who then said,

Yes, that is a possible side effect.

Several shrinks and dubious treat-

ments later, my parents decided to cut my

hair into bangs, covering my forehead.

This worked fine indoors, but once on the

playground under moderately windy con-

ditions, my words appeared again and so

the torture resumed. Mood Headl is what

they called me.

Finally we decided on a hat.

I transferred to a new preschool and

it was explained to the school’s adminis-

tration that I was a special needs case and

I was to be allowed to wear my hat in class

at all times.

I didn’t make a lot of friends. When

I got to fourth grade there was another

kid with a hat. He had leukemia. We made

friends. When he died, the other kids

wanted to know why I hadn’t also died. I

told them I didn’t have leukemia. Then why,

they said, dojou wear a hat? I told them I just

needed to. A bully took my hat and saw the

word KIMONO on my head.

I transferred twice more before my

parents decided to homeschool.

Around tenth grade, I started to miss

being around other kids my age, even mean

ones, and decided to try going back again.

I knew there were weirder kids than me in

school. Kids who were weird on purpose.

They chose a progressive school where they

hoped I might be better accepted.

I went without a hat.

I was accepted.

They thought I was expressing my-

self. I let them think this. A boy named

Eddy Forrest asked me to the movies. We

smoked a joint and made out in his Dart in

the parking lot and my word changed from

ITCH to MARVEL right before his eyes.

Whoa, how didjou do that? he said.

Do what, I said?

Changejour head, he said.

You’re stoned, I said.

Seeeriously, he said, nodding.

I realized, at this time, that I was ei-

ther going to have to get my dates stoned on

a regular basis or think of a new plan.

I developed a mild marijuana habit.

But by the time I got to college I got

tired of having to ditch all these guys be-

fore they figured out something really was

up with my head.

I started telling people about Bigg-

Stanley Syndrome. I became a champion

for the little-known cause of Bigg-Stanley

Syndrome. There were leaflets.

I got fewer dates.

I lost my virginity to a drunken half-

back at a moment when my head happened

to say GO TEAM.
Graduation was coming up and once

again I had no plan. Performance art

seemed like an obvious possibility, but I felt

like that would be cheating. I wasn’t trying

to make a statement. I had a condition. I

was studying for a chem final in the quad

when a guy came over and sat down next to

me. He was cute but smelled like he hadn’t

showered in a week. Hey, he said. I nodded.

I’m injour chem class, he said. You live in

Franklin Hall, right?

I nodded. By now I knew there was a

small contingency of people who were into

people with unusual conditions, like am-

putees and stuff. I did a fairly good job of

avoiding them. Once I fooled around with

a guy who seemed really nice on the first

couple of dates, flowers, a tie even, pulling

out chairs and all, but then when he was in

my apartment one time he whispered in my

ear, I can lovejou, bafy, I’ll take care ofyou, which,

um, wasn’t what I was looking for.

But chem class guy turned out to be

okay, he was really the first guy for whom

my head was neither here nor there. I got

him into the shower, if you know what I

mean, and one day when he took my face
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in his hands, words appeared on his head.

It said, I WILL FALL IN LOVE WITH A
FRENCHWOMAN AND MOVE INTO
HER LOFT ON THE SEINE. He seemed

to have no knowledge of this because the

way he was looking at me quite adoringly

contradicted the message on his head, nev-

ertheless, it was as clear a message as I’d

ever seen on anyone’s head—my own had

always been so random—and I pushed him

away and got out of the shower and into a

towel. What’d I do? he asked. It had already

started to fade when I took his hands off

me, so I quickly showed him the mirror.

He was surprised to see such a mes-

sage, of course, and didn’t say anything

for a minute, but finally he denied it. I

don’t know any Frenchwoman. I love you. He even

started crying because he could tell that I

was about to break up with him.

I knew in my bones that he was both

sincere and that he would meet a French-

woman. Get dressed, I said.

We went down the hall and started

knocking on doors. I asked the RA to

put her hands on my face. Her head said

I WILL ENTER A GRADUATE PRO-

GRAM IN SOCIAL WORK AND MAR-
RYA CLIENT.

I grabbed a guy in the study lounge

who was nodding out with a bowl of chips

on his lap in front of Wheel ofFortune. RE-

HAB 5X was all it said. The guy next to

him read RICH WIFE. See? I said to my

boyfriend.

What does thatprove ? Itjust meansjou can make

jour words show up on otherpeople.

I don’t think so. Take a better look at rehab g\ry.

A dark-haired girl who had been

watching came over. Do me, she said. She

had a faint accent I couldn’t place with just

the two words.

I put her hands on my face.

I WILL TAKE YOUR BOYFRIEND
TO MY HOMELAND, it said. I looked at

my boyfriend. Guilty.

I was somewhat disappointed about the

loss, but as I said, I’d had no plan until then.

I got one of the guys from computer

lab to build me a website. I taped a com-

mercial and bought some cheap airtime,

on the local cable channels in the middle

of the night.

I-800-MOOD-HED. I tried not to

overdo it like Miss Cleo. I just gave a brief

demonstration and said Call or whatever.

I could not take all the calls. I gath-

ered pretty quickly that Miss Cleo must not

have been working on her own. Of course, I

had to meet the people in person, and even

though the readings were quick, I could not

meet the demand, and I tried to hire out,

but only one other Bigg-Stanley guy showed

up and he didn’t have the gift. His readings

produced nothing but smiley faces and the

occasional four-leaf clover. Nevertheless, I

had quite a career on my hands.

I quickly amassed a huge fortune. I

bought a beautiful home on the beach. I

was on magazine covers and I was consult-

ed by presidents. There were attempts at

exposes, but every single one of them was

convinced after I read their own heads.

Even the ones who were uncertain about

their readings were easily convinced that it

wasn’t a trick.

My love life still sucked.

On the book tour, a guy in a base-

ball hat came up to the podium. I reached

across the table to sign his book but he

didn’t have one. He took off his hat.

He had Polaroids on his forehead.

White border, color Polaroid pictures in

the same place as the words were on me.

They changed a couple of times while

we talked. I guessed that some ofthem were

from his childhood. He told me that they

were often random, with pictures of people

he didn’t know at all appearing occasion-

ally. I asked if he would put his hands on

my face. Granted, I was curious to see what

would happen, but he was pretty cute. He

said he was hoping I’d ask.

I saw a slide show of works by great

artists, mostly still lifes; sunflowers by

Van Gogh, some Wayne Thiebaud cakes,

and Still Life With Biscuits by Picasso. It was a

nice show, but it didn’t give us anything

concrete. I don’t know that much about

art so any ideas I could have come up with

about it were subject to interpretation.

Still, it was worth a conversation. I

like biscuits. ®
From you Must Be This Happy to Enter, the forthcoming collection of short stories

from Punk Planet Books.
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Get Up and Go
Applying the DIY Principle to World Travel By Nicole Gluckstern

T
here are so many positive impacts that traveling abroad can have

on your perspective, it’s astounding that people still find so

many reasons not to go. One major factor holding the would-be

world-traveler back is financial. Treating travel as a commodity rather

than an education has led to the misguided notion that in order to get

the most out of ones trip, one must pretend money is of no object—

and spend a great deal of it. But as veterans of long-term or vagabond

travel can attest, a six-monthjourney need not cost much more than a

two-week vacation, ifyou adopt certain basic principles to your travel

style. In fact, the longer one stays on the road, the more one realizes

that treating travel like a luxury item will travel cost luxury rates.

Vagabond travel is travel for travel’s sake, an open-ended mode

of exploration in which the journey is of more value than the even-

tual destination. Vagabonds employ different methods of com-

munity integration, often by working or volunteering in a single

location for an extended period of time, as opposed to powering

through a preset itinerary of tourist sites. The focus is on people

and culture rather over ruins or landscape. It is also an application

of the DIY aesthetic in which the middleman—travel agent, tour

guide, or itinerary director—is cut out, and travelers become di-

rectly responsible for their own experiences.

Principles and applications of Vagabond Travel

Travel close to the ground: Not only is it generally cheaper to cover

ground via second/third-class transportation, but the human ele-

ment is irresistible. Traveling locals are the best source of infor-

mation regarding your destination, so don’t be afraid to make ac-

quaintances. Inevitably you’ll discover where the cheapest beds can

be found (incidentally usually next to the transport depot)
,
the most

inexpensive meals, the best-stocked marketplace, and so forth. It’s

not unheard of to be offered accommodation, work, or a cold beer

by your new contacts, and it behooves the vagabond visitor to both

consider and reciprocate such kindnesses.

Adapt to local customs: It helps to remember the principles of supply

and demand—if locals drink coffee only before eight in the morning,

you will always wind up paying more for a cup at ten. If the biggest meal

is eaten at midday, waiting until eight p.m. might strand you hungry.

If siestas are the norm, it’s likely that the only things open in the after-

noon will be jockeying for the tourist dollar—and therefore overpriced

and unsatisfactory. Plugging into the rhythms of your chosen destina-

tion will help you to avoid extra expenditure and endless frustration.

Seek out the company of locals whenever possible; don’t isolate your-

self solely in the company of expatriates, western contractors, or fellow

travelers. There’s no rule that you have to drink in the faux Irish bar

with the Bob Marley soundtrack every night.

Stay in one place: You can’t really learn about a place until you’ve

spent an extended period of time there. Look for paid or volunteer

work wherever you’re planning on staying on, whether organized

or impromptu. Working with people gives you greater insight into

their lives than simply catching up with them at the end of the day,

and it alleviates the sensation of spectatorship that mere vacationing

can lead to. Though you’ll most likely not turn a profit, you’ll save

money by buying in bulk or negotiating long-term rates with a local

household or budget guesthouse, and your stronger relationships

with people will encourage them to point out low-cost alternatives

you might have otherwise overlooked.

Learn the local language (assuming you are not already fluent):

It’s hard not to feel like the village idiot when you’re an adult with the

vocabulary of a toddler, but forcing yourself to talk in public is the

most reliable way to learn how. Learn to laugh at yourself—it’s pretty

much a guarantee that you’ll be doing it a lot. Make friends with kids,

as they never seem to get tired of supplying the tongue-tied with the

essentials. If you learn nothing else, always learn the formal greet-

ings and expressions of gratitude everywhere you go—you will find

ample use for these wherever you are.

Take stock of your skills: It’s easier to integrate yourself into an es-

tablished community if you have something to offer, or are willing

to learn something new. If you’re reading this article, chances are

one of your most valuable skills is linguistic. While English-only is a

dangerous and limiting national policy, there’s no denying that your

native tongue comes in handy out in the world. Help fill out a green

-

card application, translate a popular tune, tutor someone in the past

tense. Other invaluable skills on the road include making music or

artwork on demand (everyone loves an entertainer), household or

mechanical repairs, basic first-aid, and the willingness to amuse

small children. Displaying an interest in the local cuisine, music, or

crafts will often result in an offer to teach you more of it, and im-

promptu skill-sharing sessions can result in a wealth of new knowl-

edge, on both your part and that of your new friends.

Observe the Prime Directive: Simply put, it is not your place as

a guest to interfere with the habits of your hosts. If you decide you

would like to stay for an extended period of time and work toward

changing certain traditions (child labor, slash-and-burn agricul-

ture, female genital mutilation) from the inside, seek out a local

or NGO organization working to combat these practices and offer

your services. It’s important to remember that even the most archa-

ic-seeming practice is just one manifestation of an entire ingrained

system—and won’t simply disappear without the whole being ad-

dressed, preferably by people directly affected by it.

While not every person has the luxury or the courage to take

six months (or six years!) off from their “regular” lives in order to

travel, even a brief amount of time abroad can be enhanced by the

vagabond approach. Cultural generalizations and misunderstand-

ings fall apart when challenged by real-life situations—on both sides

of each encounter. Be open, be hHimble, and above all be kind, and

your efforts will be rewarded with a real understanding of the world

and of your own small place in it. ®
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A
s this is sadly the last Punk Planet sex column ever, I thought I

would leave you all with a round-up of the most asked, and

most important, questions that I get.

I Can’t Come!

Throughout the years of this column and in my daily life as a sex-

shop owner, the most frequent asked question from women goes

something like this:

I have a problem, I’ve never had an orgasm/can only have an orgasm with clitoral stim-

ulation/can’t come during intercourse ... etc .. . What am I doing wrong?

Our answer is always this, nothing\ Most women, except those

few with medical problems, are capable of having orgasms, but so

many women don’t “come” to them easily. In the US our sex stan-

dard is pretty much based on dudes. And a lot of dudes can come

from fucking pretty darn fast (or at least within 20 minutes). Many

women need a lot more than 20 minutes of action to have an or-

gasm. And many more women than men don’t feel comfortable

masturbating (or never have tried) so they aren’t quite sure what

kind of action can really get their rocks off. Add into the fact that

we have some Hollywood notion that the “best” kind of orgasm

comes when a man and a women are copulating as god intended

and a wave of outlandish pleasure washes over them simultaneous-

ly. Hogwash ! Here are the things to remember about female orgasm

for the rest of your life (and teach your children, people!).

• Direct clitoral stimulation is necessary for most women to

“achieve” orgasm.

• Masturbation is hands-down (tee hee) the best way for a women

to have her first (and possibly subsequent) orgasm(s).

• There is nothing wrong with touching yourself or using a vibe dur-

ing intercourse. In fact, lots of partners think it is h-o-t.

• Sex toys are fun! They help people come. Try them!

• Read the book I Heart Female Orgasm by Dorian Solot & Marshall

Miller. It is the best book on the subject. Ever.

Backdoor Closed!

OK, the number two question that we get is like this:

How can I enjoy anal sex? It always hurts/I’m scared it will hurt/Ifear it will make megay.

Butt sex is a really popular topic that could take a whole column

(and has)
,
but let us go over a few important points for you to take

with you and again, share with your friends.

The number one thing is that anal sex should not hurt. If it does

then you are going too fast/need more lube or aren’t interested in

having something in your ass and your body knows it. Patience is a vir-

tue and no one can go from O to big dick in their ass in 60 seconds.

Warm up your ass with a little external massage. Use a finger or a butt

plug to get yourself or your partner relaxed. Use lots and lots of lube,

preferable something a little thicker, like Slippery Stuff, Maximus, or

Probe. Avoid numbing creams; they can leave you with a way sore ass

TO BED
by sex lady searah

later and the possibility of rips and tears that you don’t know are hap-

pening. And please people, if you don’t want to have anal sex, then

don’t! Partners who pressure you to do things you don’t want to do are

mean and nasty. Your boundaries should always be respected. Period.

And you know what makes you gay? Finding people of your

same gender sexy, not sticking something in your ass. That just

makes you happy!

First Vibes

And on a daily basis we get this question:

What is a good vibratorfor my wife/girlfriend/self?

My answer usually is, “I dunno, I never fucked your wife/girl-

friend.” Seriously. You maybe clueless about what kind ofvibrator you

or your lover wants, but I guarantee you that someone working in a sex

shop knows even less. Here is a better way to phrase that question:

“I am buying a vibefor (whoever). I/They like a lot of (seriously clitoral stimulation/

deep thrusting/ light stimulation/ simultaneous clit & vag action/ something huge in

their twat/ I’m not sure what I/they like, this is thefirst vibe). Any suggestions?”

Then we can answer “sure!”

• First Timers: Get something on the inexpensive side with ad-

justable speeds so you can figure out what you like. Simple is the

best for beginners.

• Power Seekers: Hard plastic is awesome. Bullets tend to have

a lot of power right where you want it. For the toy to blow your

socks off: Hitachi Magic Wand, baby!

• Light Stimulation: Look for softer materials (like silicone) and

smaller vibes with adjustable speeds. Some people even prefer

using old batteries so the power is weaker.

• Vaginal Action: Look for tubular shaped or phallic shaped toys.

Many have the motor in the bottom end of the vibe, which is where

you will feel it the most when it is in your snatch, natch.

• Dual Action: You want it all, huh? Dual action vibes have a

innie and outie part so you get stimulation all over at the same

time. Big fun! Look for toys with rotating beads for extra umph.

Or just do like everyone does and ask for the “rabbit.”

Parting Thoughts

Here are a few more morsels to tuck into your sex-knowledge book

of fun:

• Lube Lube Lube

• Condoms save lives

• Sex toys are for anyone

• Masturbation is the BEST
• Communication is the sexiest thing ever

Big Fat Juicy Love to You All,

The Sex Lady ,

Hey. you can still reach me at info@early2bed.com or check out my new column on the chronicbabe.com website. And of course,

visit me often at early2bed.com!
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Variation on a Crispy Nut

When I’m looking for a fast pick-me-up while running

around during the day, I often opt for a handful of almonds

or cashews. They are a great source of protein and energy, and an

easy food to eat on the go. I’ve been buying bulk packages of raw,

unshelled nuts and storing them in the freezer so they’ll always be

on hand. On a nutritional level, I thought that raw nuts were bet-

ter to eat than the roasted variety. Any form of cooking the nuts

begins to destroy valuable nutrients, so it seems logical that raw

would be best. It is true that the heat involved in roasting the nuts

denatures essential fats necessary for proper functioning of the

brain and nervous system. Yet I recently learned that these raw

nuts are not nutritionally ideal.

The author of the epic book on nutrition, Nourishing Traditions,

Sally Fallon points out that enzyme inhibitors are active in nuts

that prevent the body from absorbing any nutrients and disrupt-

ing digestion. Nuts contain anti-nutrients called phytates, organ-

ic acids that bind to minerals and prevent their absorption in the

small intestines. These compounds are neutralized when the nuts

are properly prepared.

The ideal method in preparing nuts is by soaking and sprout-

ing. The enzyme inhibitors and phytates are broken down, leaving

a ‘predigested’ nut.

Sally Fallon’s basic recipe for ‘Crispy Nuts’

4 cups of almonds, peanuts, hazelnuts, macadamia nuts, or

pine nuts

I-tablespoon sea salt

Mix nuts with salt and filtered water. Leave in a warm place

overnight, 6-8 hours. Drain in a colander. Spread on a baking

tray and dry in a warm oven (no more than 150F/65C) for 12-24

hours. Stir occasionally until completely dry and crisp to your

taste. Store in an airtight container in the refrigerator since they

are perishable.

Variation for crispy cashews

Raw cashews are not really raw due to the process of removing

the shell. Soak the nuts for only 6 hours maximum, otherwise they

will become slimy. Cook in a slightly warmer oven: 25°F/l20C for

12-24 hours, until nuts are dry and crispy.

THAT EATS, LIVES
by stacey gengo

This process involves quite a bit of energy and if you become

dedicated to making nuts it might be worthwhile to purchase a

dehydrator. You may also find your oven won’t hold at such a low

temperature.

Once the crispy nuts are prepared, one important pantry

item to prepare from these is nut butter. The most obvious is

peanut butter, but try using almonds, cashews, pistachios, or

hazelnuts.

Nut butter

2 cups crispy nuts

Oil, as needed—try using coconut oil, or flax oil

Sea salt, to taste

Honey, to taste

Grind the nuts to a powder in a food processor or blender. Be

careful not to grind too long or the nuts begin heating and dena-

turing the fatty acids. Using nuts directly from the refrigerator or

freezer can eliminate quick heating.

Once you have a fine powder, start the machine again and add

oil in a steady stream until the desired consistency is achieved. It’s

best to have a little thinner consistency since the butter will stored

in the refrigerator, which causes thickening. Add seasonings to

taste, or as desired.

Transfer to a glass jar and store in the refrigerator. It will

separate during storage, so stir the contents before using.

From here you can use the nut butter stirred into your morn-

ing porridge, or as a main ingredient in a savory sauce. It’s handy

to make batches of a savory dressing to have on hand for a quick

meal. It’s great on brown rice or vegetables or both.

An easy dressing

Vi-cup nut butter

14-cup extra virgin olive oil

Juice of one lime

I clove garlic

Pinch cayenne pepper

Salt to taste

Place all ingredients in a blender and blend until smooth.

Store in a glass jar in the refrigerator. It will keep for about

two weeks. ®
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CHECK OUT MORE UHlTEto EtMTION Vl^YL

and ci> ReuAses rfton crooked hook,
THC HOUNTAtN MON/eAS^TlTUES, AND LORD f&WV

AN OCEAN WITHOUT WATER fO f 1«®
Lush, shimmering guitar ambience and hypnotic propulsive HI
instrumental heaviness, wind through the dusty highways £51
and burnt twilight skies of An Ocean Without Water

, the Jo\
sophomore album from Richmond's Souvenir’s Young America. |jyA
Divided into six flowing movements, An Ocean Without Water is £j\
filled with intensely beautiful melodies that drift on lonesome
harmonica strains and sparkling, celestial electronics, shot through
with mystic, western slide guitar, passages of crushing angular riffage, %
rolling tribal drumming, and transcendent blues.Through their intri» Vvs,
cate song arrangements and moody textures. Souvenir’s Young irjiN.
America has created an epic, emotional narrative.The sound draws tOsN,
from the collected DNA of forebears like Popul Vuh, Earth, Labradford
and Neurosis, yet they form a powerfully evocative instrumental

language all of their own. Features collaborations with Aughra (Magic ^
Bullet Records) and Nick Forte (Sublight Records, ex Rorschach / Beau-

tiful Skin).

OUT JULY 24TH, 2007
ALSO AVAILABLE YEAR0F NOUGHTNcxdCD, MONARCHDead NoTates 2xC£ Mouf*afc*«outhU¥0& ®MK&KvtCD,

Qfmfl*LM/8EH0LCLTHE AfOQPUSSpi*CD8»5KUtlR€^ Trtoufctfion CO,GOSLINGSSp^*hea«*CD
i^l^^Mordam/CaraoUK,

***»»boater\imrnMVftmk,

DRUNK DRIVERS - MODEL CITIZEN

Fourth album from these Wisconsin vets. Equal parts

NY+Crazy Horse, Wire, Jesus Lizard and early GBV.

DROIDS ATTACK - FATAL/ERROR

The sophomore release takes them to even

heavier and more epic explorations in stoner metal.

SCREAMIN' CTN CTN AND TRE PONS -

SCREAMIN' TARGET REART RATE
Second album by the Madison cabaret punk sensation.

US tour in the month of August.

Okls* m*$Af

RAZARD COUNTY GIRLS - DIVINE ARMOR
"Divine Armor is a solid slice of rock

from New Orleans - StonefRock.com

AWESOME SNAKES, THINGS FALL APART, KEJLDQZER,

THE SOWETTES, THE SKWTONES, 26 (DOC CORBIN DART),

JOHN KRUIH, MAD TRUCK® GONE MAD,

HHADAHIH, MODERN MACHINES, OUDA RADIO,

CORRUPTION IS KING AND MORB

Every order receives free label sampler

No shipping charges in the US and Canada

Inti orders add $3 per order and $2 per additional item

Available on iTunes and all other download/streaming outlets

crustacean records
PO BOX 829 / MADISON WI 53701-0829

MYSPACE .COM/CRUSTACEANRECORDS
ClUSTACEAlilEC01RS.COM
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BLACKHAWKS OVER
LOS ANGELES

W STORES NOW!
check us out at

www.myspace.com/strungout

Fat Wreck Chords P.O. Box 103690
San Francisco.CA, 94119-3690
www.fotwreck.com

Also Available:

self-titled CD

Powerful Debut Full-Length featuring Keeley Davis

(Engine Down),Cornbread Compton (Engine Down) and

Maura Davis (Denali). Riveting, layered, soundscapes of

lush melody and sultry beats.

Pinebender
Working Nine To Woff CD

Pinebenders second release on

Lovitt Records finds the band at

its most aggressive. Stilt, the

band adheres to the modus
operandi that makes it special.

Playing long melodic

compositions very slowly and

very loudly is what Pinebender

does. They do is welt and it will

blow you away

Lovitt Records
P.O.Box 100248

Arlington. VA 22210*9998

www.lovittxom

Ben Davis/des ark
Battle Oi The Beards CDiLP

Ben Davis and des_ark come
together for a 1 2 song

masterpiece (5 tracks each artist

& 2 songs together w/ a 20

piece orchestra). The slow

builds and soft confessionals of

the des ark tracks play perfect

counterpoint to Ben’s pulsing

song craft. Themes weave in

and out. des_ark belts wherein

Ben whispers
:
a single piano or

acoustic guitar is butted up
against a lush orchestra, and by

the last note of these 1 2 tracks

you begin to realize the potential

of alliance and the unspoken

compliments of friendship.
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THE PEOPLE WE'YE HAD HE
PLEASURE TO BO HEBEH FOB:

AGAINST ME], BRING BACK THE
GUNS, BUXTON, BY THE END OF
TONIGHT (TEMPORARY RESIDENCE
LTD), CHEMICAL X MAGAZINE,
COMMUNIQUE (LOOKOUT RECORDS),
DILLINGER FOUR (FAT WRECK
CHORDS), DJ CEEPLUS, FAKE
PROBLEMS (SABOT PRODUCTIONS),
FEAR FACTORY, GOD'S TEMPLE OF
FAMILY DELIVERANCE, GRANT
OLNEY AND THE BROKEDOWN
GOSPEL (ASIAN MAN RECORDS), THE
JONBENET (PLUTO RECORDS).
KMFDM, THE LAST STARFIGHTER.
LATTERMAN (DEEP ELM RECORDS),
MC CHRIS (MC PEEPANTS ON ADULT
SWIM), NOTHING NICE TO SAY, O
PIONEERS!!! (TEAM SCIENCE
RECORDS), OVERT SKATEBOARDS,
PLUTO RECORDS, SAN ANTONIO
ROCK CITY, ...SAYS I, SHARKS AND
SAILORS. SMOKING POPES (VICTORY
RECORDS), SNMNMNM, SPAIN
COLORED ORANGE, SUPERCHANGO
TATTOOS, WHAT THE HELL VIDEOS,
WHILE YOU WERE GONE & AND SO
MANY MORE!

SHOWS* MERCK* FRIENDS FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
IHEARTUPRODUCTIONS.COM

LOOK FOR THESE TEAM SCIENCE RELEASES OUT NOW=

I 1 0 PIONEERS!!! BLACK MAMBAS
TEAM SCIENCE 003

Raw, loud 2-piece from the fattest citv in the country. This is the first

full length from O Pioneers!!! Black Mambas is in every way a punk
i i £:%$} * record, for better or worse. 11 songs that speak about community,

friends and failed relationships.

__J Forfansof: Against Me! Fake Problems

LOOK OUT UNRESTRAINED EP
TEAM SCIENCE 002 1

First release from San Antonio's Look Out. Imagine this: a Texan No |
Warning! This EP is six songs on topics that you might expect from § ,

angry kids playing angry music: fear of enviromemal destruction,
, mi

$

frustration with religious simpletons, concern for overpopulation, the
[

confusion and chaos of life, etc.
\

For fans of: Champion, Inside-Out, No Warning —-l: . :..;- ..-— : -

««*»«" ' "M 0 PIONEERS!" SAW WHEEL SPLIT CO^ TEAM SCIENCE 001

- The release is Houston’s own O Pioneers!!! and Austin’s very own
Saw Wheel, both bands hailing from the great state of Texas. O

m Pioneers!!! deliver a hard hitting mix of Gainesville sounding punk

p rock and fun. Saw Wheel delivers a folk sound not like any other,

mi, por fans 0f. j_j0( yya (er Music, Avail. One Reason

ALSO AVAfLABL£=

FIGHT PRETTY GHOSTS ALONG THE BRAZOS CD

TEAM SCIENCE RECORDS
LOOK FOR THESE NEW RELEASES IN 2007!

THE MEASURE (SA) HISTORICAL FICTION CO P’
TTJ3*

The Measure (SA) are from NJ. They play gritty pop punk in F
the vein of American Steel and Discount with a dash of Bruce c

Spingsteen and The Pixies Add a little midwestern flair and m
they are one nice little package. It's like a nice little Saturday *
For fans of New Jersey basements and snowcones. sr . ;v;

LP AVAILABLE ON DON GIOVANNI / SALINAS RECORDS '

TEAM SCIENCE 004

PAp^oo^l X*

FOR MORE INFORMATION TEAMSCIENCERECORDS.COM

UNDERGROUND COMMUNIQUE RECORDS
1220 W. Hood Ave #2, Chicago, Illinois 60660
Available from Choke, RedLineDistributlbn.com. LittleType.com & lnterpuhk.com

- - vmm - - -
-

i

www.Undercomm.org
Make checks or money orders payable to Justin Schwter, net UCR. thanks.

Angel Eyes
Something to do with death. CD (A)

Few and the Proud
newer! Stampede LP (A)

:
(CD available from Organized Crime Records)

(ex Hostage Situation & Double Crossed)

Four Star Alarm
new! Tilted / Cities in Dust 7” (D)

(one sided with Matched B side)

Fourth Rotor
Plain CD (B)

(LP available from Southkore Records)

(ex Ambition Mission, 8 Bark & V. Reverse)

Haunted Life
the Dust Has Settled CDEP <c>

(ex Expired Youth)

Pricing guide: A. $10 ppd

H
Our bands aren't going to take over the world, we just like what they do. We hope you do too."

HeWhoCorrupts
the Discographer 2xLP (E>

(Comes wtth a coloring book. 62 songs!!!)

J Church / Minority Blues Band
4 song split 7" (D)

J Church / Sound On Sound
new! 4 song split T (D)

Mexican Cheerleader
Kings and Kings’ Hoots CD (A)

newer! Mexican Mystery Tour CDEP (C)

(ex Oblivion & Apocalypse Hoboken)

My Big Beautiful
new! The Way Things Are: the

Soundtrack to My Life, Volume 1 CD (A)

(CO*release with Fudgesickill Records)

x ONE WAY x

s/t 40 song LP (w/ free CD of record) <a)

(ex Thursday, mbr of Between the Wars)

O Pioneers!!!
newer! Black Mambas LP / CD (A)

: (CO is a ce*reiea$e with Team Science)

Report Suspicious Activity

newer! "Dreamland” CDEP (C)

(ex Articles of Faith, Jawbox. Kerosene 454}

Rotlo Tomasi

Work Slow Crush Foes CD (A)

(ex Gauge & Hanalei)

V/A* the World I Know
(Pegboy Tribute compilation) CD (c>

(with MaS Skiba, Vic Bond, Haymarket Riot,

Demtner, Shot Baker, Rdto Tomasi, Full,

My Big Beautiful & 16 more!!)

Explode and Make Up 5 songIP

(ex 88 Fingers Lowe & mbrs of the Bomband the Methadones)

New Bruises T tco-reiease with Team Science}

possibleTake My Chances r

Shot Baker TBA tub length LP

(CD wb be available from Riot Fesf Records)

„ / B. $7 p p d . C. S

6

Shot Bakerw
new! Awake LP / CD (totally rerecorded) (A)

newer! -split Tw/ Vacation Bible School (D>

(each band covers two Vindictlves songs)

ppd. 7 D, $5 ppd. / E.14 ppd. Ati prices postage paid in

...expect more vinyl and less CDs..

the U.S ,
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MUSIC
Andrew Bird - Armchair Apocrypha, CD

Andrew Bird is a classically trained violin-

ist, and he knows how to whistle, too. His

elegantly crafted pop hooks are tied up in

strings-swanky, romantic arrangements—

that crescendo on a pin. The elasticity of his

orchestration is matched only by his resilient,

quippy wordplay. On Bird’s seventh release,

his lyrics lead him to dark places, but with

lively melodies he boomerangs back, gleam-

ing and whistling.

The naked guitar and slack-jawed vocal that begins opening track “Fiery Crash” re-

calls Beck at his most nonchalant. But then Bird’s matchless violins peek through, his vocals

enliven, and comparisons are useless. He sings, “And to save all our lives you’ve got to

envision / the fiery crash / a nod to mortality / before you get on a plane.” The philosophy

is clear: to avoid the worst, it’s necessary to imagine it, recognize its possibility. Throughout

the album, Bird continues to sound this call to consciousness, whereby he points his finger

at what’s worrying (war, hate, Halliburton), so that we recognize it and maybe can save

each other from it.

Every singer/songwriter worth his guitar pick has got a good song about overcom-

ing the day-to-day doldrums; Andrew Bird’s got a great one. His tune “Plasticities” begins

with dizzying plucking and strumming, working up to the lines, “I think life is too long /

to be the whale in a cubicle / nails under your cuticle / chin chin / you’re gonna grow old

/ you’re gonna grow so cold / before this song can deliver you.” The good news about his

version is that the song itself is what can overcome the mundane. When he takes on the

political, Bird commiserates with us who feel “our minds are scattered about / from hell

to breakfast.” And he adds to that chaotic environment those graceful violins and a Rufus

Wainwright-sized croon bidding us to hold fire. He flecks the boring and ugly with some-

thing extraordinary.

His most ambitious and moving composition is modestly titled “Armchairs.” It begins

with the line: “I dreamed you were a cosmonaut / of the space between our chairs / and I was a

cartographer / of the tangles in your hair.” From there, the piano plods him on, eliciting tender

realizations about silence and time. In seven minutes, Bird tells of the whole of the universe

ending and being recreated.

Weak spots are hard to find in this album. Although “Imitosis” teeters on the edge

of bossa nova (or Santana’s “Smooth”), Bird largely keeps a balance in check. His style is

so easy on the ears, his music appeals to everyone from punks to the vaguely indie. As

long as he doesn’t tame down or polish up, forsaking the punks for the latter, he’s got

it made.

Pressing stop and walking away from Armchair Apocrypha, you almost expect the

violins to continue naturally soundtracking your every thought and move. Sadly, that doesn’t

seem the case, but it’s not hard to keep up the whistling. -Kristen Grayewski

Fat Possum, PO Box 1923, Oxford, MS 3865S, fatpossum.com

Deerhoof - Friend Opportunity, CD

Oft-laurelled rock critic Michael Azerrad, in

press materials for Deerhoof ’s Friend Oppor-

tunity, paraphrases something Mike Watts

once said about his band, the Minutemen:

“Deerhoof don’t write songs,” says Azerrad.

“They write rivers.” To that point, I’d add an-

other from Heraclitus, that super-old, super-

dead ancient philosopher who believed in

the importance of conversation and change.

“All men are like rivers,” Heraclitus said (and

we’ll assume he meant women, tod).

What are we talking about? Well, Azerrad and Watt are talking about matter. In one

river, you have a panoply of stuff: twigs and rocks and Poohsticks and oil slicks, just like

Deerhoof’ll have wooden dowels, the occasional mini-orchestra, and a choo-choo train

chorus. It’s pretty wonderful, and somehow the patchwork works. Heraclitus, though, was

talking about time. In one person, today, are all the other people she’s been, from the five-

year-old begging naptime to the new grandmother. Similarly, you can hear all the other

Deerhooves (hoofs?) in Friend Opportunity (the band has been together for over 13 years

now), plus a little bit lifted from “99 Luftballoons,” which maybe someone’s 12-year-old

danced to in her bedroom. This trope fits the cover art, which is basically aliens, neon, and

smeary, duplicated-with-enough-detail-to-see brush marks in the paint. There are over 10

choices, all designed by superstar David Shrigley, and you, dear consumer, choose which to

put in front. (I voted eyeballs.)

It’s pretty easy to pack a whole bunch of weird shit onto one album, but all too often it

sounds schizophrenic (which isn’t always a bad thing.) Here, though, it doesn’t. If you had to say

what, or who, Friend Opportunity sounds like you might name other “spaghetti-rock-orchestral

artists” like Faun Fables or Jennifer Gentle, the Degenerate Art Ensemble or Parenthetical Girls.

You might also say that Deerhoof writes pop songs with a classical composer’s scope and struc-

turing, tramped down into an album less than 40 minutes long. You’d point out that they’re

now a trio ever since guitarist Chris Cohen recently left to focus on his other band, the Curtains.

You’d say that “Whither the Invisible Birds?” has a lounge-piano feel, rendered dreamy by

Matsuzaki’s soaring-and dear-vocals. The bell-clang opening to “Kids are so Small” could

soundtrack a spy movie, and “Choco Fight” is like Nintendo gone funk. And the shade of pink on

the album cover is nothing short of electrified tropical feathers.

“The Perfect Me,” warbles Matsuzaki on the opening track, which sounds something like

25 clowns on cotton-candy diets, all holding tambourines while one sings a lullaby. No, I don’t

know what these metaphors mean, really-but that’s the point: Friend Opportunity is both art

(in and of itself) and art (as catharsis). Listening to it makes you feel like making your own,

which is definitely one of the highest compliments I have to give. “The Perfect Me.” I don’t think

Matsuzaki means so much the final stage or definitive self as she does one view from the top.

Cheers to sustaining your art. -Mairead Case .

5RC, 120 NE State Ave, PO Box 418, Olympia WA 98501, killrockstars.com
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the Makes Nice - Candy Wrapper and 12

Other Songs, CD

Keep it simple. Less is more. Certain say-

ings have become soppy cliches and are

sapped of their power. Regardless, every

musician would do well to get these two

phrases tattooed on the inside of their

eyelids in glow-in-the-dark ink. The Makes

Nice keeps it simple, creating an effortless

pop record that may pierce the black for-

tress of winter ice surrounding your heart and convince you, if only for a moment, that life

is worth living. The first four songs on this record are unrelenting in their catchiness, with

melodies that burrow deep (you may find yourself humming these songs while preparing

peanut butter toast before work, as I did). The title track is almost disgusting (in a good

way!) with the sugary quality of all its elements: “Candy Wrapper” displays a steadfast

devotion to writing an extremely sweet and catchy song (albeit with wry and bitter lyr-

ics)—one that lends itself to the majority of the album and the '60s, sun, and lovely girls

are conjured as a result.

There is certainly a little vanilla in the mix, which may be unavoidable in pop music,

and the album begins to sag halfway through, as the simplicity and homogenous nature of

the songs gives way to a bland inertia on a few of the tracks. However, the album is always

pleasant to listen to, as the production is excellent, and suits the music well. All the instru-

ments are cozily nestled into their places, blending and complimenting one another nicely.

The recording avoids Pro-Tools sterility: the drums are natural and sound like an acoustic

trap-set rather than a type-writer kick drum being accompanied by digital Tupperware and

the guitar and bass retain fuzzy, even tones for the duration of the record, keeping the fancy-

pants effects out of the picture. Another high point is the tastefully searing solos; the guitar

lines glide by without sounding like over-dubbed wank-fests. With such bare-bones record-

ing, the album has to be held up by the strength of its songs, and the Makes Nice produces

some good backbone.

“California Sun” slays like a good pop song, with a sickeningly tuneful chorus. “Cop

Killer” (no, not the Body Count classic) slows the process down to a creeping tempo while

keeping with a good melodic sense. The standout pop gem is “Enough is Enough, a lump

of sugar that is the essence of bittersweet: the melody is automatically endearing, while

the lyrics are heart breaking and straightforward. The Makes Nice ends the album with the

dynamite track “Dear John;” the narrator explains why he is leaving, and how he wishes

his “goodbye, good luck” letter could have articulated his motives better in an up-tempo

jaunt about abandonment and heartbreak. The song is a culmination of the beauty and

simplicity of their gorgeous pop that practically has talons in the way it grabs hold of the

listener. - Simon Czerwinskyj

Frenetic.freneticrecords.com

Robert Pollard - Normal Happiness, CD

When the announcement came that Guided

by Voices (GBV) was ending a few years ago,

I figured their name would simply change

back to Bob Pollard. Though with a revolv-

ing-door lineup throughout their career,

they put out a number of incredible records

well after the dissolution of the “classic”

line-up. Still, Pollard was the guy who wrote

all the songs and remained the central fix-

ture in the fans’ minds. Unlike so many other

guys who go solo, Pollard had much better chances of making something that wouldn't be an

embarrassment to his band’s legacy. So, would there be drastic differences between Guided by

Voices albums, the Fading Captain Series one-offs and now his albums billed as a solo artist?

There would, but not too many.

Normal Happiness, Pollard’s second proper solo album post-GBV, shows a slightly

different side of Pollard for the casual fan. And when I mean “casual,” I mean the people

who don't own every single album, 7”, box set, EP, collaboration album, and so on, but dig

a lot of his work. The operative word to describe these 16 tracks is “sunny.” “Sunny” as in

lots of bright chords and happy melodies, but don’t think this is some pseudo-worship of

the sun a la the Polyphonic Spree. Nor is this some “Listen to the Flower People” goofiness.

If anything, its sound is comparable to the kinds of sounds you hear in 70s AM soft rock. But

don’t think this is like what hipsters have found relevant with their parent’s Fleetwood Mac

and America records in recent years. The Bob Pollard people have loved for so many years

and still know how to rock.

Don’t let the first few tracks fool you: Normal Happiness is not like Alien Lanes where the

songs end just as they start to get interesting. Plenty of songs pay off and pay off very well.

“Supernatural Car Lover” and “Rhoda Rhoda” are great tunes if you’re cruising to the beach,

while “Boxing About” would be perfect for the ride home at sunset. With warm keyboards,

tight drumming, and gentle guitars complementing his classic faux-British accent, Pollard does

no wrong here.

Overall, the vibe is similar to GBV’s last few albums. You don’t have to look past any tape

hiss or bum notes here ... you just enjoy the mid-fi nature. There's an abundance of reverb on

a number of tracks as well, especially on “I Feel Gone Again.” But this doesn’t cover up Pollard’s

still-strong-after-al
I-these-years-of-excessive-drink ing voice. He still hits those high notes

while walking around his trademark, complex vocal melodies.

Normal Happiness is proof that Pollard still has a knack for writing catchy songs. Al-

though you could argue he lost something by venturing out of four-track garage studios, his

most charming aspect is his songs. The mental songwriting machine is still fully operational as

long as his heart and liver keep going. But if you’re looking for advice on which record to check

out over the reported seven he has in the works, it might be best to start here and buckle up.

-Eric Grubbs

Merge, PO Box 12JS, Chapel Hill, NC 27SI4, mergeretords.com



REVIEWER SPOTLIGHTS
Reviewer Spotlight: Eric Action (EA)

I Cheap Trick, In Color (re-recorded version). Cheap Trick’s In Color is a classic, underrated

album of 70s rock that’s not only underappreciated in the scope of 70s rock, but also

within the Cheap Trick catalog. The 2002 unreleased version of In Color is a true mas-

terpiece that never happened. The story can be found in several versions, but basically

Steve Albini and Cheap Trick got together in Chicago and re-recorded In Color, give or take a few tracks.

Although it was never finished or mastered properly, the tracks have a drum sound and energy that just was

not properly captured 25 years prior. It is in your best interest to hunt down this unreleased version on the

Internet and enjoy “Southern Girls” as it was meant to be heard. I was hesitant the first time I read about this,

with comeback bands never being as good as the original incarnation. The difference is that they weren’t

a reunion band, but rather still working band. The energy on these versions is so much better that it made

me appreciate some of my least favorite tracks even more. I have had a hard time listening to the original In

Color after hearing the Albini version. Don’t dismiss Cheap Trick as the goofy band you remember on MTV in

the ‘80s or the band who does the theme song for That 70’s Show (a cover of a Big Star track done Cheap Trick

style). Remember them as a goofy rock band that has written great songs in the last three decades.

Currently playing: Billy Childish and the British Empire, new LP; Holly Golightly’s new LP, and the full Frolic

Diner series of records containing classic songs about girls and food.

Reviewer Spotlight: Dan Agacki (DA)

V/A, World’s Finest Hardcore. Bootlegs like this were integral to the musical-maturation

process of my friends and I. In the summer of 2000, this CD seemed to appear in every one

of my friends’ collections. Understandably so, because it contains eight great 7-inches. It

starts off with the second Neos 7”. In 1982, these teenagers laid the groundwork for what

would eventually become known as powerviolence. The liner notes mentioned that the original 7” came with

guitar tabs for every song! How awesome is that? Next up is the Angry Samoans Queer Pills 7”. While not

really hardcore, it’s a great record. Three out of the four songs appeared on Back From Samoa in different

forms, “Time to Fuck” being the lone exclusive track. The third record is the Clitboys’ We Don’t Play the Game.

I had no previous knowledge of this Milwaukee hardcore band. Once I got this comp, their lone 7” immedi-

ately became a favorite. The Necros were a band who I only knew in name, until the day this comp filled my

ears with their IQ 32. It’s one of those records that is just punk. Hardcore dudes and garage rockers can ap-

preciate it on the same level. The rest of the 7-inches by Sick Pleasure, the Fartz, United Mutation, and Really

Red didn’t quite strike the same nerve in me as those previously mentioned. But, each stuck out to someone:

every friend of mine that has owned this comp has had their brain altered by it in some way or another.

Spinnin’ Round: Yoko Ono, Plastic Ono Band; Neu!, S/T; Royal Trux, Twin Infinitives
;
Harry Pussy, Ride A Dove

;

Yips, Bonfire in a Dixie Cup.

Reviewer Spotlight: Bill Angelbeck (BA)

Camper Van Beethoven, Vampire Can Mating Oven EP. The Vampire Can Mating Oven

EP has perhaps the funniest liner notes I’ve ever read, where these seven tracks are

written up as lone rarities: recalling how “Heart” was a Yugoslavian-only release B-side

originally recorded in Serbo-Croat, and that “Never Go Back” was part of the soundtrack

for 1974 film, Vampire Surfers, in which the band has cameos as “doomed microbus hippies.” The liner notes

are worth the read. It does a great justice to the songs, which are a fine crystallization of CVB, showing them

at their finest. CVB always had something unique going on, whether it was their flare for touches of eastern

European sounds (way before Beirut), ska, or folk. And here, they seemed to spread their stylistic range

a bit, especially compared to the simpler punk weirdness of their earlier “Take the Skinheads Bowling”

period. One of the finer tracks is "Ice Cream Every Day,” which, based on the title, seems like a cheesy or

happy song, but then Lowery actually sings it as “I Scream Every Day.” They work in new-wave elements

into “Seven Languages” with erratic, spacey guitars that create a lot of room for the take-to-heart lyrics.

By the way, I had checked AIIMusic.com and they had this EP at three stars-what a crock. And, their main

major label album, Our Beloved Revolutionary Sweetheart, is listed as their best at four-and-a-half stars.

And, no, Vampire Can Mating Oven isn’t an anagram of Camper Van Beethoven-the numbers of letters

don’t match up, I checked.

Damn good: Jeffrey and Jack Lewis, City and Eastern Songs; Low, Drums and Guns; Gowns, Red State (re-

viewed this issue); Deerhoof, Friend Opportunity (reviewed this issue); Merle Haggard, Roots, Volume 1.

Reviewer Spotlight: Mike Barron (MB)

Braid, Frame and Canvas. Every emo band of today owns a copy of this record. Maybe

even two or three. This band is possibly one of the most ripped-off bands of the punk-

rock genre, up there with Naked Raygun and Alkaline Trio. Maybe I’m just partial to these

bands, being a Chicagoan. But still, Braid ruled. It’s melodic and a bunch of songs are about

girls, but Frame and Canvas never seems phony or cheesy. It also isn’t some four-chord rant about girlfriends.

These are genuine, heartfelt, and complex songs. “The New Nathan Detroits,” “Milwaukee Sky Rocket,” and

7000 Dying Rats -Season in Hell, CD

I thought that 7000 Dying Rats had split up years

ago, but then out of the blue, two brand new records

arrived with the rest of the crap I have to review. I

guess I need to keep my ears closer to the ground.

Not a great deal has changed in Ratville, though, and

if you loved the band’s comedic death-grind stylings

before, there’s a ton to love on Season in Hell; if you

didn’t, well that’s too bad. As usual, it’s a hit and miss

affair, but that’s always been part of the charm of the

band, and while tracks like “Your Studied Indifference

is Duly Noted” and their cover of "Paranoid” fall flat

on their face, there’s always a plethora of others that

won’t. I was laughing out load on a crowded train to

“Argument at Your Local Indie Record Store” and the

ridiculous cock-rock of “Rock ‘n’ Roll Weapon;” it’s

kind of nice to know they’re back. (CL)

Hewhocorrupts Inc, hewhocorruptsinc.com

After the Fall -Everything, CD

This New York quartet reminds me of the now-de-

funct Satanic Surfers. Meaning these songs are fast-

paced and pissed-off, but that doesn’t mean this is

something worth going out of your way for. If any-

thing, file this in the “Why people don’t take punk

seriously” drawer. Shout-a-longs about the current

administration, the problems with socfety, and the

war in Iraq are delivered without a lot of imagination

or conviction. There’s even a variation on the punk

stand-by line of “together we stand / divided we

fall” here (“divided we stand / united we fall”). This

kind of stuff was mildly amusing 10 years ago, but the

joke’s been over for quite a while. (EG)

Inclusion, 457 17* St. Apt. 1R, Brooklyn, NY 11215, indusionre-

cords.com

Angry Angles -S/T, 7”

The cover of this record (a black and white photo of

a girl with a mod haircut wearing a bra over a yel-

low mock-turtleneck and yellow sunglasses) screams

to me, “We are an arty post-punk band with jittery

guitars and distorted guy/girl vocals.” Though I was

somewhat correct, the only song that fits all these

qualifications is the obnoxious lead-off track, “Ap-

parent-Transparent.” The other two songs, “You

Fell In” and “The 15
th” are more straightforward

pop tunes with the obligatory over-distorted guitar,

bass, and vocals. I found bands like this annoying a

few years ago when they were all the rage at hipster

parties in low rent neighborhoods. Now I just think

they’re tired. (SK)

Plastic Idol, plasticidolrecords.com

Asteroid #4, the - An Amazing Dream, CD

When the first track on An Amaiing Dream filtered

in, slowly seeping feedback, I was awaiting the shoe-

gaze crescendo when suddenly the vocals came in,

and this album was instantly dulled down to sound

like any other mid-’90s pop rock band. The reverbed

chords are meaty enough, with Scott Vitt’s vocals

ranging anywhere from forthright to somewhat

schmaltzy, but overall these tracks do little more

than dog paddle within their comfort zone. The As-

teroid #4 is clearly bowing at the altar of Matthew

Sweet’s legendary pop hooks (especially on "Here

We Go”), only adding a slight psychedelic twist and

an air of aimlessness. It never reaches the same

heights as the former, but it seems to be occasionally

headed in the right direction. (SBM)

Rainbow Quartz, 440 9* Ave, Suite 1701, Hew York, NY 10001,

rainbowquartz.com

Arcade Fire -Neon Bible, CD

Holy hype! Following up the critically acclaimed al-

bum Funeral (2004) Neon Bible finally arrives. This

sophomore album has delicate instrumentation

that’s quite atmospheric, giving a nice, dark mood

that manages to stay upbeat in all the right places.

Neon Bible carefully mixes drama with melody,

creating a grandiose sound that borders going over

the top (How can something that involves the pipe

organ, military choir, and a full Hungarian orchestra

not walk that line?) Bottom line is, while this album

is by no means a disappointment, it’s certainly not

Funeral and I don’t think it’s going to be on as many

top 10 lists as you’d think. (KW)

Merge, P0 Box 1235, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, mergerecords.com

Baby Teeth -The Simp, CD

Part of me thinks it’s time for Baby Teeth, a three-

dude pop(ish) band from Chicago, to harden its col-

lective heart and move on, already. Before, and espe-

cially on 2006’s super-excellent EP For the Heathers,

they were joshing at their pain. Now they’re kind

of dumped and bumming. But most of me doesn’t

think that matters, because the whole is smooth

like smoothies: name-drops include Rundgren and

Costello, but the important thing is that these three

have done their musical homework. There’s a bit of

a smorgasbord feel-some songs are country, and

others bleep-but each is expert enough to avoid

tummyache. Baby Teeth have also stepped up their

game, as The Simp marks the first time Abraham

Levitan (AKA Pearly Sweets) recorded under his real

name, and also the first time they used an outside

producer (Blue Hawaii, member of Need New Body

and Icy Demons). Admittedly, I like a bit of uncertain-

ty in my song structures, and The Simp has plenty

of hooks but not a lot of chaos. But so does love, so

maybe I should just fall in that and bring Baby Teeth

along for the ride. (MC)

Lujo, 3209 Jennie Drive, Morgan City LA 70380, babyteethmusic.com

Benni Hemm Hemm - Kayak, CD

Warming and vigorous, Iceland’s Benni Hemm Hemm

(birth name: Benedik Hermannsson) orchestrates

horn-heavy, dynamic chamber pop. Kayak, recorded

over the course of four days in Sigor Ros’ studio, fea-

tures 11 musicians throwing down on everything from

kettledrums to glockenspiels. Considering the fact

that so many worldly musicians choose to adhere

to the English language, Hermannsson’s decision to

sing strictly in Icelandic definitely puts a refreshing

and intriguing touch on the music. Furthermore, his

voice’s faltered characteristics of slight tonal struggle

give off a feeling of down-to-earth sincerity. It’s a

moody record, rife with both cheerful upbeat tracks

and downtrodden plodders (ahhh . . . such is life),

both of which generally manage to charm. (BM)

Morr Music, PO Box 550141, Berlin, Germany, morrmusic.com

Big Business - Here Come the Waterworks, CD

Whoa, it’s Karp! Surely you remember the only metal

band on K Records? I’ll admit I haven’t pulled out my

Karp record in a few years, but within the first 10 sec-

onds of the release I recognized the voice and that
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bass from my old Karp records. Big Business is kind

of a supergroup, but they only have two members.

The drummer, Coady Willis, is a former member of

the Murder City Devils and the bassist/vocalist is

Karp’s own Jared Warren. If that weren’t enough,

both members of Big Business played on and toured

for the Melvins’ most recent release, (A) Senile Ani-

mal. As you might have already imagined, this re-

cord pretty much rules. It’s amazing how full and

loud this record sounds. It’s heavy and groovy and

consists of nothing save for excellent drumming and

heavily distorted bass. OK, there’s some occasional

guitar here and there, but this record is really about

showing the world you don’t need a guitar to create

songs you can bang your head to. If you were into the

last year’s Melvins record or Karp there’s no excuse

for you not to check this out, as Big Business sound

similar to both of those bands. This is one of those

records that inspires me to check out the band’s pre-

vious work and go back and listen to their old bands.

Hey, if it’s good enough for Buzz Osborne it’s good

enough for you. (KM)

Hydrahead, PO Box Z91430, LA, CA 900Z9, hydrahead.com

Black Moss - Pillars Ov Thee Ancients, CD

Black Moss are an electronica and noise-drone proj-

ect with heavy goth overtones. It has a soundtrack

feel with its dense atmospherics. On “The Sharp-

ened Scythe on Sightless Victims Fell,” coarse bass

rumbles below scratchy waves that increasingly

intensify in their treble. With “They Stacked Stones

Upon Their Graves by Moonlight,” the soundwaves

are more erratic until pure oscillations carry the track

to a close. The most piercing sounds are on the last

track, “Greven ‘the Count’,” where the drones and

waves heighten into aural beams and grotesque

screams. No doubt, Black Moss unearths some inter-

esting sounds that make for superb soundtrack back-

ground, but it’s missing some element that could

bring it more worthy of the foreground. (BA)

Bickering Bray, 2530 N. Sacramento, Apt. 104, Chicago, IL 60617

Black SS/ Raining Bricks - Split, 7”

The first side starts out strong with speedy unrelent-

ing hardcore. They remind me a lot of Milwaukee lo-

cals Beg for More. The vocals have a Choke feel to them

that’s quite popular in hardcore these days. That’s not

a bad thing, though, I rock the Negative FX CD quite

frequently. A slight detractor is the ringy snare drum,

but it’s a small gripe. The Ramones cover really less-

ened their side’s greatness for me. The Raining Bricks

side killed the whole record for me. The singer’s trying

to hit notes, but it’s just not happening. Couple that

with hardcore that’s closer to SSD’s Break It Up than

How We Rock, and you’ve got a real stinker of a side.

My suggestion is to go out and find a Black SS release.

Raining Bricks? Forget about it. (DA)

Organized Crime, organizedcrimerecords.com

Brain Failure/Big D and the Kids Table - Beijing

to Boston, CD

Much like proper compilation records, the art of the

split record has gone to the dogs. Beijing to Boston

may just prove to be a savior to the latter. Both of

the bands offer up six new and previously unreleased

cuts. Brain Failure, the Beijing, China half of the re-

cord, get things started with their brand of driving

street-punk rock, including the incredible opening

track “Coming Down to Beijing” with Dicky Barret on

guest vocals. Keeping with the theme of guest per-

formances, the band also recruited the Dropkick Mur-

phys’ Ken Casey to produce the record, giving it that

authentic street-punk feel. Not to be outdone, Big

D and the Kids Table throw down their familiar ska-

punk sound, relying on incredible energy and highly

infectious melodies. “Taking Back the Rhythm”-an

ode to the scene of old, is as good a song as the band

has written to date. The vigor continues on the rest

of the Big D’s contributions, including the dance hall

dub “Ruin You.” Hopefully the scene takes note and

split records start to matter once again. (BN)

Bad News, PO Box 990033, Boston, MA 0Z199-0033

Brother Ali - The Undisputed Truth, CD

What is showcased on The Undisputed Truth is not rap

rock, but rock rap; a slight paradigm shift. Brother

Ali has a big, commanding voice, and keeps it from

foraying into pomposity by instead focusing on the

flow of his words. Rhymesayers mainstay Ant holds

up the production side of this project, and as such it

comes through soulful and sample-ridden, especially

on early standout “Truth Is.” If there are hooks to be

found here, rarely are they flaunted, as with Ali’s

vocals in the spotlight, such tricks would be super-

fluous. Given that the beats/production end is held

up by Ant, this set can’t help but sound slightly At-

mosphere-esque, but that certainly isn’t a problem.

If anything, the only sticking point comes when Ali

forsakes eloquence for the overly personal, which

sticks out like an unwieldy sore thumb on “Faheem,”

an ode to a young child. Such tracks are few and far

between, and including a jam like “Listen Up” more

than makes up for it. Between Atmosphere, POS, and

others, Brother Ali continues this label’s tradition of

disseminating a wealth of quality underground hip

hop from the twin cities. Brother Ali has been waiting

to be the next big thing from Rhymesayers since the

release of his 2004 EP, Champion, and with The Undis-

puted Truth. He is utterly poised. (SBM)

Rhymesayers Entertainment, Z409 Hennepin Ave, Minneapolis,

MN 55405, rhymesayers.com

Capital Steps - I’m Not Listening, CD

Capital Steps make music composed entirely from

Gameboy noises-a feat unto itself, certainly, but not

exactly enthralling beyond that point. Like a second

cousin to the video-game rock of the Advantage,

Capital Steps has taken it a step further, and in doing

so has made an album of one hundred percent gim-

mick. No matter how it is chopped up or rearranged,

it is difficult to claim any sort of authenticity when

everything put forth here is technically pre-manu-

factured. All of the various squargles and bumps can

only go so far (eight bits, to be exact), and in the end,

it all came from a Gameboy, and it still sounds like a

Gameboy, which I hate. Unless you’re into the idea of

hearing Tetris re-imagined as a raver jam-over and

over-consider this an easy pass. (SBM)

Go Midnight, 6750 Jones Ave NW, Seattle, WA 98117, gomidnight-

records.com

Car Bomb - Centralia, CD

I’ve listened to this a few times and I’m still not sure

what to make of it. Extremely technical metal with

lots of sporadic starts and stops. I guess it’s math

MUSIC
31Knots - The Days and Nights of Everything Anywhere, CD

Currently based in the utopia that is Portland, Ore., 31Knots have been clocked

in since their formation in the late ‘90s, and this record is their fifth. Like a best-

of album, The Days and Nights forces its listeners into the band’s vision for the

duration of the record-something so unique that it truly evolves into a different

world, based entirely from their perspective. It’s a stunning cabaret dream of

dark prophecy, occasionally tinted with lines of hope and warning. Time sig-

nature shifts and mechanical drumming of polyrhythmic intensity (I’m looking at you, “Savage Boutique”)

allows each composition to quaver, shift and stealthily modify itself. Between a change in cadence and an

alteration in approach, it is a wonderfully vitriolic flux to be caught in the midst of. Literate lines continually

spew forth from the mouth of scratchy-yowl vocalist Joe Haege, which strike punch by punch between horns,

piano, and the occasional sample. There is an immense heap of beauty to be found in “The Salted Tongue,”

behind the persuasion of Haege’s prognostic proclamation, “So walk the way of us and dance the false parade

/ Come to love denial and the-way it makes mistakes.” The message is a warning of modern convenience and

the ways in which they steal time, ultimately allowing for isolation and leaving nothing behind to fill the re-

sulting fissure. Check the grandeur of “Hit List Shakes" for evidence, the manifesto of “The Days and Nights of

Lust and Presumption” for fact-checking, and the technical chops of “Imitation Flesh” for pure, unadulterated

guitar riffage. The music of 31Knots reignites a fire that had been ignored for far too long, and heaps a new

standard upon an endless tirade of mid-range pap. Animated and wild, what is found on The Days and Nights

gives a much needed and necessary punch in the gut to the collective drone of independent rock music. As a

friend once fervently noted, “31Knots slay.” I can’t disagree. To cop one of Haege’s finer moments of advice,

“The trick is to get all the meaning in your chest / then embrace the weight of every word.” Indeed. Welcome

to one of the better bands on the planet. (SBM)

Polyvinyl Record Co, polyvinylrecords.com

Dansetten - Mask Rouletta, LP

Purely green and without preconceptions, I flip the Danish vinyl on my turn-

table. “Hjernespind” says the sleeve insert, “Dansetten” the album cover. The

arm clicks, needle readies itself, and contact is made: needle and vinyl, Copen-

hagen and my room, Rasmus Sorensen and me. Speakers filter curious voices,

occasional piano, and a circus of found sounds-a playing card spinning in a bike

wheel, toilet flush, dust crackling as an LP goes round. Deconstructed jazz and

post-punk mingle while Sorensen (ex-member of Young Wasteners) takes apart English (pronouncing lines

like reading EE Cummings) and builds intricate underlying beats. Whether he’s describing wearing “Cuban

high-heels / and a jockstrap, for it’s jewelry” (“Act Crawl”), or barking "I told you mud was hard working /

I told you mud was love” (“Virgin Lilly”), his incoherence is hardly accidental. The more you listen to Mask

Rouletta, the more Sorensen’s mixing inspires awe. On song two, side B, we hear jingle bells, bongos, a

wicked witch guitar riff, and the line “all the boy-men want Johnny and Jesus tattoos / stir me a little cream

and a little blues;” song four, side A gives us sax and a saucy chanteuse singing the word “avenue” until it

sounds like “having you.” Most exceptional, though, is the moment in “Traffic,” when Sorensen depicts a

jam and the man in the next car “humming in the car phone / ‘you know me baby, you know me.’” The “you

know me” then multiplies into a chorus of slick-haired panderers, humming their lies in every other car.

Then I hear a low triple hum, the sound a cell phone makes when next to a speaker, think it’s my phone, and

realize: what’s inside is outside, and outside in. Mask Rouletta makes the familiar sound wild and listeners

conscious of their hearing. (KG)

Hjernespind, PO Box 604, Z200 Copenhagen, Denmark

Finches, the - Human Like a House, CD

Carolyn Pennypacker Riggs and Aaron Morgan constitute the Finches, and this

full-length from the San Francisco-based duo is an utter treat. It’s a charming

thing to sing of back porches, geraniums, and the like, but together they reach

far past subject matter alone. It is wonderfully light, cohesive and coherent

effort, packed with consistently uplifting moments. The true highlight here,

though, is the voice of Pennypacker Riggs-a wonderfully captivating thing that

carries and holds each song. It’s as delicate as a hymn, tempered by a strain of elegant sorrow that is balanced

out only by the almost overwhelming amount of beauty and hope in these creations. Morgan’s voice, while

adding another dimension to the compositions, sounds consistently off tune and hesitant in comparison.

That fact should not be misconstrued as a complaint, however, as it merely adds to their overall charm. Both

voices remain unadorned throughout, and contain a unique clarity even in intertwined harmonies, which is

displayed best on the lilting lines of wandering bones on “Lay.” The plucked acoustics following the tapped

melody of vocals and pauses on “Goettingen, Du” constitute another standout, as does the utter magnetism

of the Finches’ oddly matched vocals on “Step Outside.” The duo’s fixation on memory comes through on “0 L

A,” an ode to childhood and forgotten streets of a different time that pulls on dusty heartstrings and is round-

ed out with a rare appearance by snare drums and pedal steel behind the narrative. Truly, any track could be

elected as a pristine example of their approach, as there are no duds to be found here, even when the pair
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHTS
“Urbana’s Too Dark” are the three standout tracks-maybe I’m just a closet sucker for overly melodic music,

or maybe Braid does it really goddamn well. The lyrics in “The New Nathan Detroits” are just so damn perfect:

“You’re painting floors while your pals are renaming the stars / get up get up and go do what you started / if

you want to be a martyr, try harder.” Or, how can you get more precious than: “above the mirrory street / a

lightning bug fires up the park / when it’s dark” from “Urbana’s Too Dark”? You can’t. You simply can’t. See,

why was I unaware of this record when I was 16, crying alone in my room about girls? Oh right, I would have

laughed and called this “emo shit,” and turned on some Rancid. Glad those days are over. (MB)

I’ll be the camera If you’ll be the star: Menomena, Friend and Foe; Braid, Frankie Welfare Boy Age Five;

Lungfish, Love is Love, Dillinger Four, Vs. God; Owls, S/T.

|

Reviewer Spotlight: Mairead Case (MC)

Judee Sill, S/T. Scattershot biography: Sill’s brother and father died in separate accidents

when she was a baby. Then her mom married Kenneth Muse, who animated Tom and

Jerry, and Judee spent her teenage years accompanied by hard drugs and the Rapture;

piano, organ, and guitar. By 1971, she’d found the ear of David Geffen, who chose her as

the first artist on his then-new label, Asylum. Her debut, Judee Sill, is a lush, multi-chromed thing, featuring

a single (“Jesus Was a Crossmaker”) produced by Graham Nash. A lot of critics liked it first, and a lot of mixta-

pers do now, and this is possibly the only praise that really matters. Sill’s voice is sweet and heady, mercurial,

sticks like Buckley or Cat Power or Dalton. She overdosed -and died-in 1979. Once, a buddy gave me “Jesus

Was a Crossmaker,” on a mixtape he’d made for a girl. Since then I’ve cried to it-also cooked to it-at least

17 times. And even on the days I grapple most with organized Catholicism, the way Sill hums “sweet silver

angels” still makes my throat catch.

“The Chicken In the Baked Apple Pie”: The Blow, Paper Television; Cake on Cake, I Guess I Was Daydream-

ing; Lovely Little Girls, Glamorous Pussies and Puffy Saddlebags; Baby Teeth, The Simp; David Lester, The

Gruesome Acts of Capitalism.

I Reviewer Spotlight: Vincent Chung (VC)

V/A, Straight to Hell soundtrack. [Note: This review is about the out-of-print 1987 Enigma

Records release, which includes an extra track each by the Pogues and Pray for Rain, not

the “Straight to Hell Returns” version] When a politically charged Nicaraguan tour falls

through in 1987, the bands are left with idle time and calcifying energy. Filmmaker Alex

Cox realized that finding funding for a low-budget feature film comes a lot easier than raising the money

to play a war-ravaged nation, so he quickly assembled a script, some straggling actors, and a crew to take

everyone to Spain-while turning down an opportunity to direct Three Amigos. Within four weeks, they

managed to shoot a spaghetti western send-up featuring Joe Strummer, the Pogues, Elvis Costello, Zander

Schloss, Sy Richardson, Jim Jarmusch, Dennis Hopper, and a pre-plastic surgery Courtney Love. I’ll let the

readers come to their own conclusions about the film itself, as this writing is about the tunes. To parallel Cox’s

treatment of Sergio Leone, the Pogues pay homage to Ennio Morricone and craft their own soundtrack to

their punk-ravaged spaghetti western, dedicating half of the soundtrack to orchestrated Western tunes fil-

tered through their signature Irish folk ensemble. The other half of the soundtrack is composed of a couple of

Joe Strummer instrumentals, Zander Schloss’ hilarious sausage ditties, and original score by San Francisco’s

Pray for Rain. Oh, and a contribution from Elvis Costello’s MacManus Gang. It’s a unique product born from an

unusual situation, and punk’s all the better for it.

metal, but it's the calculus of the math metal genre in

that much of it seems too technical for its own good,

and just makes it hard to wrap your head around. The

guitars have a nice crunch and the vocalist is great

with the exception of a couple of sassy Blood Broth-

ers-esque parts. These guys are solid musicians and

there are some really neat ideas here for sure, but

it’s all technical and doesn’t have enough groove to

keep me interested, which is too bad, ‘cause I can tell

I would really like these guys if they were a bit more

formulaic. (KM)

Relapse, PO Box Z060, Upper Darby, PA 1908Z, relapse.com

Chelsea - Faster Cheaper & Better Looking, CD

Growing up with ’77 punk as the major sfaple of my

diet it would be easy to love this record. It’s actually

pretty damn good for a group of blokes living at an

age where punk rock should be far in the past. This

is Chelsea’s first record in 10 years and without any

doubt is nothing compared to their early records,

which are needed and classics. On first listen this

sounds like any street band of the last five years try-

ing to sound like Chelsea. So would you rather hear

a young, snot-nosed band doing a sound created 30

years ago, or listen to a bunch a geriatric punks do-

ing the same thing with more authenticity? It's your

choice. I’ve made mine and it’s Faster Cheaper and

Better Looking. (EA)

TK0, 8941 Atlanta Ave. #505, Huntington Beach, CA 9Z646,

tkorecords.com

Church of the Saturday Saints - Longboarder, 7”

On winning second track "The Worst Way,” vocalist

Dover S. growls like an angry everyman: “I get too

stoned to shave my face / or put the shit in its proper

place / I’m fumbling in the worst way, my love.” And

instantly, it’s hard not to love the self-effacing, crass

lug back. He turns that insular wit outward on side B,

when he picks on spineless, middle class, cul-de-sac

dwellers as well as slick deal-makers who have the

handshakes of bastards (his sentiments, not mine).

While he’s regaling, the rest of Saturday’s Saints are

whipping up the kind of succinct Californian punk

rock that is made for the 7”, with swift hooks and gui-

tar solos that fit in your pocket. Spot on. (KG)

Vinehell, PO Box 36131, San Jose, CA 95158, vinehell.com

The last chamber is silent: Man is the Bastard, Mancruel, the Cuts, From Here On Out, Death in June, Abandon

Tracks; the Upper Crust, Let Them Eat Rock; Zach Galifianakis, Live at the Purple Onion DVD.

Reviewer Spotlight: Simon Czerwinskyj (SC)

Half Off, The Truth. From the start, straightedge was infested with lowbrow jocks and this

trend only grew as time passed. Along the way, there were glimmers of light in the dark,

testosterone-shrouded idiocy that straightedge became. Half Off was an aberration in

a scene of dogmatic Boy Scouts on steroids. Released in 1987, The Truth is progressive

(forward thinking, not “prog”), aggressive hardcore with crossover tendencies that don’t lapse into corn.

The tempo is locomotive quick at times, and every song is full of conviction and enthusiasm. The lyrics help

push this into another realm; there is a resistance to the uniformity and drooling simplicity of straightedge

at the time ... the songs “What Seems Right” and “Rain on the Parade” are contrarian's anthems that wave

a middle finger in the face of dose-minded XapesX everywhere. Half Off has something for all the pit-happy

kids: the musdeheads can punch each other to the metallic breakdowns, the punx can run around in circles

to the mid-tempo cirdestorm, and everyone else can nod their heads to the covertly melodic riffs. The vocals

are punk in that crackly, raspy manner, shouted not screamed, going beyond the drill instructor chant that

made its way into hardcore via the east coast. Half Off is still vindicating to those that want nothing to do with

scene politics and boring heavy metal jocks. “So let me ask you this, who writes your rules?”

‘Cause with a narrow mind you can’t claim to have an edge: Antaeus, Cut Your Flesh and Worship Satan
;

Hatred Surge/the Endless Blockade, Split 12”; John Huston, The Misfits; Lifetime, S/T; Tirra Lirra, Live.

Coldworker - The Contaminated Void, CD

Blazing and ferocious in every way, Coldworker delivers

a satisfying meat ‘n’ potatoes crusty-grind juggernaut.

The repetition and sterility of metal can breed boredom,

but Coldworker avoids the trap of artificial, technical,

and mechanistic metal: there is simplicity in their bru-

tality. The Contaminated Void contains austere blasts,

catchy circle pit D-beat passages, and brain cell-vapor-

izing breakdowns. The brevity of the record (14 songs

in under 40 minutes) adds to the effectiveness of the

attack. The songwriting kills with a variety of melodic

leads and strong rhythms that avoid the noodle factor.

“Return to Ashes,” in the dead center of the album, is a

crushing slow burner that offers a break from the speed

and showcases the diversity of Coldworker’s output

(“Look, we can play fast & brutal and slow & brutal,

pal.”). The monotone monster-man vocals are the only

flat part of the album, as there is little variance in the

delivery, but that’s a quibble in an unrelenting and sick

album of good, old-fashioned grindcore. (SC)

Relapse, relapse.com

County Medical Examiners - Olidous Operet-

tas, CD

For a band with only one album to their name, the

County Medical Examiners have spread a lot of dis-

information (they’re all real doctors, they have a

jazz-playing, 62-year-old bassist), so it’s difficult to

know where to put the pinch of salt, especially as the

band has never played live. Only one thing is for cer-

tain: there are a helluva lot of Carcass tribute bands,

but this ex-Exhumed and Cretin side-project is the

closest thing I’ve ever heard. If it wasn’t for the at

times flamboyant bass playing, you’d be forgiven for

thinking the tracks on Olidous Operettas were out-

takes from Necrotism: Descanting the Insalubrious or

Symphonies of Sickness. This is both a blessing and

a curse; after a few tracks I invariably find myself

reaching for the real thing. For Carcass fans still living

in denial, Olidous Operettas is the answer to all your

fetid prayers, and I’m told that the retail disc actu-

ally smells like rotten flesh. Thank goodness I got a

crappy promo copy. (CL)

Relapse, relapse.com

Damezumari - hitherandthithering waters

of, 10”

This is the second time I have reviewed a Damezumari

record for Punk Planet, which is something I’m quite

satisfied with. Hailing from the happening city of

Tulsa, Oklahoma, the trio makes complex post-hard-

core music in the vein of the Level Plane record label

. . . most comparable to Hot Cross, who they sound

dangerously like at a few points. However, other than

the acute similarities, Damezumari really stand out to

me. This 10” far surpasses the demo that I reviewed

a while back, although I certainly enjoyed that CD

as well. This genre is extremely hit or miss, with a

“miss” about 95 % of the time. But Damezumari are

in the minority and simply do something that feels

so right.This is a band that needs to get out of Okla-

homa, and get heard because if more people were

familiar with them, I guarantee that they would be

headlining tours within a year. Please, for your sake

and theirs, go to their website. Visit their Myspace.

Buy their record. Listen to clips of them. Whatever.

Just associate yourself with Damezumari, and you

will enjoy. (MB)

damezumari.com

Death of Her Money, the -S/T, 7”

Hard-driving rock from the UK with the ferocity, rep-

etition, and metallic-ness of Shellac and the power

of doom metal. The combination is brutal, to say the

least. Track one, “Scandinavian Accent,” features dis-

sonant, repetitive guitars and a driving drum beat

with background screamed vocals entering the pic-

ture about halfway through. Basically, it’s right up

my alley: repetitious, melodically jarring, and heavy.

The track on side B slays as well, but is no “Scandina-

vian Accent.” I love it when I can tell that a band nei-

ther takes any bullshit nor creates any of it, and I can

safely say that this rings true with Death of Her Mon-

ey. It’s always exciting when I receive a record from a

band I have never heard of, and end up walking away

a complete fan, and from this 7”, I am hooked. Well

’done . . . well done indeed. (MB)

RatPatrol.ratpatrolrecs.com
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Delay -Don’t Laugh, LP

When a record begins to play and the band is instant-

ly recognizable as another genre slave, the entire al-

bum becomes a one-note drone. Delay is like if John

Cage played pop punk (without the pioneering spirit,

of course). The quick tempo is constant throughout,

as are the flat melodies. The only variant in the un-

changing and fallow pop-punk landscape is the

strange vibrato Broadway vocals, straight from Rent.

The packaging is nice, with an old-school, zine-style

lyric book, and these kids are sincere and enthusias-

tic in their attempt. However, the pop-punk pool is

empty and drained of life in this day and age, so new

avenues need to be explored. Demand more from

yourselves, everybody. (SC)

Self-released, PO Box 8023, Columbus, OH 43201

Dig Shovel Dig - Recent Works From the Host

Important Composers in the Universe, 7”

File this somewhere in the grey area in between Nin-

tendo tape splices and a Kraftwerk/Charles Manson

collaboration. At times the Asheville duo come off as

your typical art-school disaster act, but at other times

their mayhem carries an odd appeal. The record’s

A-side bleep-blip blasts through deranged, manic

Casio collages while the B-side features a couple of

semi-organic drum and bass no-wave noise numbers

topped with mumbled carnival-vocal rants. Hair rais-

ing and bowel shaking, give this a listen if you’re into

freaky shit. I can’t tell you this is good, but I can say

it’s nerve wracking, which is more than I can say for

most bands. (BM)

Friends and Relatives, PO Box 23, Bloomington, IN 47402, friend-

sandrelativesrecords.com

Disrupt - Unrest/The Rest, 2xCD

Boston’s Disrupt were a shining gem in the late-

1980s crust scene. Their complicated political songs

featured the subgenre’s signature complex rhythms

and growled vocals, borrowing from metal and punk

while undeniably creating a new musical form. This

package of a reissue of their only true full length Un-

rest and of a new collection of splits and demos enti-

tled The Rest, adds up to over three hours of mayhem

from the band. The Rest is especially impressive as it

includes split, comp, demo, and live tracks that are

virtually impossible to track down otherwise. Unrest

and The Rest are available separately from Relapse,

as well as together in a limited edition box set that

includes a DVD. No self-respecting hardcore fan will

pass up these insanely jam-packed releases. (AE)

Relapse, PO Box 2060, Upper Darby, PA 19082, relapse.com

Dying Californian, the - Coarsegoid, CD

If there’s such a thing as a one-horse town nowadays,

Coarsegoid, CA would qualify as such. One of those

places where the gas-station mini mart is the cultural

center of the town, Coarsegoid embodies the sort of

inland, rural desolation that runs through all 12 songs

on the Dying Californian’s latest album. Formed out

of the ashes of the late, great Santa Cruz post-hard-

core band Nuzzle, the Dying Californian’s second

album continues in the vein of shambling, rustic folk-

rock that the sweltering, desolate Central Californian

weather is so effective in seeding. These songs me-

ander along, not going anywhere fast, but the album

would sound great with a bottle of bourbon and your

MUSIC
feet kicked up, watching the California Delta drift by.

Codrsegold could use a bit more variety-the medi-

tative, easy-going air pervading through the songs

makes the album stall about two-thirds of the way

through-but as someone who spent a few of his

teenage years in the town that inspires the album,

I can say that it’s an accurate representation of the

still emptiness of the entire region. If you’re holding

onto residual Nuzzle nostalgia there won’t be much

to make you happy, but there’s plenty of emotionally

heavy shit on here that will chill your bones if you

give it the chance. (PMD)

Turn, PO Box 784, Santa Clara, CA 95052, turnrecords.com

Eames Era, the - Heroes and Sheroes, CD

Two things I loved about this album, straightaway: a

song called "Aluminum Crowns,” because the title is

already pretty, so it’s an added bonus that the sweet

bells and whispered vocals contained within are pret-

ty, too. Also, the graphics, which are blue and red and

white and have birds swimming with scuba tubes in

their beaks. The Eames Era met as undergraduates at

LSU, circa 2002, and their most recent tour was cut

short when their van collided with a National Guard

truck en route to do Katrina triage. Several members

of the quintet were injured, and as a result they had

more downtime-and angst-to channel into Heroes

and Sheroes, their second full-length. There’s jaunty

guitar and Kori Gardner-style hollering; un-nauseat-

ing amounts of honey, fabulous handclaps (“Let Me

Spin”) and the occasional guiro. In other words, it’s

just darkly sweet enough, and perfect for summer-

time. (MC)

Seif-released, theeamesera.com

El-P -Everything Must Go, 12”

Here is a limited edition, 12” single on clear orange vi-

nyl, pimping a track from El-P’s new album, I’ll Sleep

When You’re Dead. “Everything Must Go” is picked as

gold for the full treatment, offering the usual instru-

mental, clean, and a cappella versions in addition to

the original album cut. Somehow, the hook on this

track involves the line "Get on some butterfly to the

fire shit,” which puts forth an odd focal point to the

track. Aside from a familiar sample and a slight ape

of Slick Rick’s "Children’s Story” with a cameo from

a squeaky-voiced youngster, “Everything Must Go”

merely thuds along and leaves little of interest to

be found here. The vocals eschew consistency in

the way that they pummel and pull back, with the a

cappella track proving once and for all that El Pro-

duct is not rapping but talking, and poorly at that.

El-P has always offered a muddled, sci-fi lexicon to

a post-apocalyptic realm that has yet to materialize;

running down a laundry list of corporate wrongdo-

ings and materialistic culture, it amounts to nothing

more than a glare and shrug, or an attempt to prove

that he was right without anything ever happening.

Pass. (SBM)

Definitive Jux, definitivejux.net

Fallout, the -Turning Point, CD

On their fifth release, Toronto’s the Fallout put their

own spin on their “favorite old Toronto punk bands.”

While covering the likes of Nobody’s Heroes, the Red

Squares, and the Viletones makes sense live, it makes

for a poor record. It seems the band loses itself in the

digs into the topic of June Carter Cash. Truly, hearing music like this is akin to feeling a rush of cold water slid-

ing down your throat after a long drought. The Finches travel within a small realm that consists of the simple

parts of the human experience, carried out on boats, long walks, relationships, memories, and old roads.

These creations easily balance on the cusp of wistfulness without ever falling into precociousness, which

is a rare find these days. An added bonus comes in the packaging, which features nine cuts of Pennypacker

Riggs’ captivating artwork, full of women and cranes. It is the woodcut equivalent of Nikki McClure’s intricate

paper-scapes, and fits the album perfectly. This album is just beautiful all around, a disarmingly simple affair

reminiscent of the wide-eyed wonder inherent in the Innocence Mission. A perfect record to compliment any

small moments of the past and present, and a lovely, captivating release if there ever was one. (SBM)

Dulc-i-Tone, yakamashirecords.net

Gowns -Red State, CD

With this you could imagine the soundtrack to a rural haunted house while folk

-songs transmit noisily through the circuits of a radio that only partially picks

it up due to the other stations coming in. The Gowns haul together an impres-

sive mix of styles and form it effortlessly into something fresh and new. The

track "Rope” opens with estranged vocals in beautiful cadences nearly hidden

beneath crunchy riffs before acoustic guitar gently picks its way in and clearer

vocals sweep over top another voice talking in the background. Gowns have a knack for pacing and develop-

ment. They also know how to space things out in the sound field, both loud, soft, left, and right, and skillfully

and gently transform these sounds throughout. There are even a capella portions, as on “Mercy Springs,” and

field recordings or audio samples included collage-like on "Advice,” and the vocals even have a choral quality

on “Fargo.” Throughout, there are the clicks, cracks, and distortions of feedback and electronics, although it’s

not noise added for noise’s sake, but rather a core facet of the Gowns aesthetic-it’s noise used orchestrally.

Much of it really is quiet and has a stirring and tense quality, seeming as if something powerful is just around

the corner or the next beat. On the lengthy “White Like Heaven,” they have the contributions of help from

Carla Bozulich of Geraldine Fibbers and Scarnella fame. Erika Anderson (Amps for Christ) and Ezra Buchla (Mae

Shi) split the vocals and songwriting here while Corey Fogel (Mountain Goats, Curtains) handles the percus-

sion. Gowns aimed to create music at the nexus of electronic noise, folk, and indie rock, and they’ve largely

succeeded. It’s difficult to categorize, which is a sign of quality in my book. (BA)

Cardboard, cardboardrecords.com

Jesu - Conqueror, CD

Jesu’s self-titled debut record was rad. When I first heard it, I was blown

away. I really had never heard anyone mix doom metal and dreamy-shoe-

gaze-pop in such a manner-if at all, come to think of it. On his second record,

JK Broadrick has returned to bring the dream-doom, but with more of an

emphasis on the dreaminess. This record is a lot friendlier, cleaner sound-

ing, far less brutal, and far more weed-welcoming. In normal Jesu style, the

guitars are tuned about 625 steps lower (give or take a few), and are slowly

strummed while pleasant synths color the background. Broadrick’s often-delayed voice adds more color than

it does substance, and acts simply as another guitar or synth in the mix. Jesu maintains their long, slow,

repetitious pace, keeping all eight songs over five and a half minutes. The first five songs certainly have their

moments, but the ending is disappointing, to say the least. It all starts to bore me around the beginning of

“Brighteyes” (which makes me laugh every time I see the name), and nothing really catches my attention

back through the end of the record, which is unfortunate. The self-titled Jesu ended with the ass-kicking

“Guardian Angel,” which was heavy enough to appeal to any serious metal fan. To my dismay, Conqueror

just kind of ends. The last track is far from memorable, and instead of craving more, I’m left thinking, “Meh.

Now I just need to listen to something fast.” On this record, there is no “Man/Woman,” an extremely vicious,

industrial attack of a song from Jesu. Broadrick simply doesn’t cross that dark, evil-heroin-withdrawal path,

staying more on the My-Bloody-Valentine-pass-a-joint-and-float-in-a-dream road. I’m afraid of Jesu’s pro-

gression. It appears that they’re on the brink of the whole post-rock thing, which they should have nothing to

do with at all. Don’t get me wrong, this record is good, and still quite original. However, I’m more of a fan of

the doom than I am of the dream, so I’m a tad disappointed. I ‘d really like to see Broadrick return to his roots

of Napalm Death and Godflesh to bring back the heavy! (MB)

Hydra Head, PO Box 291430, Los Angeles, CA 90029, hydrahead.com

& P
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Moaners, the - Blackwing Yalobusha, CD

For those that don’t already know, the Moaners are a two-woman band made up of drummer Laura King,

and ex-Trailer Bride frontwoman Melissa Swingle on guitar and vocals. I feel obligated to mention Swingle’s

former band just because they were, in my opinion, one of the best and, sadly, underappreciated rock bands

of the late-’90s/early ’00s. Their final album, Hope Is a Thing With Feathers (released by Bloodshot Records

in 2003) is a flawless mixture of blues, folk, twang, and rock ‘n’ roll; the daughter of the Rolling Stones’ Exile

On Main Street, if you will. But enough with the past ... on to the present. Blackwing Yalobusha is the second

Moaners album, a slightly more textured and eclectic album than its predecessor. There’s a very palpable
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Reviewer Spotlight: Paul M. Davis (PND)

Geraldine Fibbers, the, Lost Somewhere Between the Earth and My Home. Most people

from a punk background who’ve come to love country music in their old age probably

grew up on Willie and Waylon back when they were kids, rebelled for a few years, and

then came around to the twang as they got a bit older. When arguing with the die-hard

authenticity policy, I can’t even claim that kind of old-school down-home cred. Instead, it was my decidedly

non-purist obsession with the Geraldine Fibbers’ tost Somewhere Between the Earth and My Home that first

piqued my interest in traditional country music back in the mid ’90s. I saw the Fibbers back in ’96 with Nels

Cline on guitar (long before he went on to make aural wallpaper with Wilco) and the performance was so ex-

plosive that I couldn’t comprehend how a band as dynamic as they weren’t ruling the underground, and why

singer Carla Bozulich hadn’t already been anointed with iconic status. 10 years on, I still don’t really get their

continued obscurity. A lot of what the Fibbers accomplished during their short existence has been parceled

out to far-inferior alt-country shtick bands, but their debut album is a searing, confessional, epic, sensual and

fucking intense amalgamation of country, punk, gypsy folk, and indie drone that I’ve yet to hear matched.

Strains from the Tacobel Canon: Ratatat, Classics
;
Grinderman, S/T; Unwound, The Future of What, Slim

Cessna’s Auto Club, The Bloudy Tenent Truth Peace; Die!Die!Die!, S/T.

Reviewer Spotlight: Art Ettinger (AE)

V/A, Maximumrocknroll Presents Welcome to 1984. In promoting 2006’s international

compilation IP Maximumrocknroll Presents Public Safety, the folks at MRR consistently

referred to the new record as their first international punk comp since Welcome to 1984.

I was only nine years old at the time that Welcome to 1984 came out, but it was still a

staple in punk circles through the rest of the '80s. Listening to the terrific 2006 comp reminded me how criti-

cal its 1984 predecessor was in my punk development way back when. Welcome to 1984 showcased 23 bands

from around the world, only two of which (the Crucifucks and NOTA) were from the USA. In an era when

import records were scarce and/or expensive, the easy to find MRR comp opened up the idea to so many of

us that hardcore was in fact an international phenomenon. It was the first place many US punks heard now

household name bands like Raw Power and Icons of Filth, and it allowed obscure bands like Japan’s the Stalin

to reach stateside audiences. It’s now over two decades later and overseas bands are thankfully much more

accessible. Welcome to 1984 remains a staple LP and a reminder of hardcore in its infancy.

My neighbors might be getting sick of hearing these: J Church, The Horror of Life; Behind Enemy Lines, One

Nation Under the Iron Fist of God; Lifetime, Lifetime; Templars, Pure Brickwall; Rot Shit, The Worst Kids Ever.

I

Reviewer’s Spotlight: Kristen Grayewski (KG)

Hick Lowe, Pure Pop for Now People. Some BBC DJ’s fortuitous choice introduced Nick

Lowe and I through his immediately gratifying hit “So It Goes.” The song was 30 years old

I then, but fresh music to these callow ears. Lowe’s production credits often precede his

solo work, since he can take credit for laying down the seminal debuts of Elvis Costello,

the Damned, and the Pretenders. On 1978’s Pure Pop for Now People (originally titled Jesus of Cool for the

UK release), we see him on the cover in six different personas-from earnest guitar-slinger to hippie to

new-wave punk. His rock-solid songwriting skills were emulated by all those genres, while not quite com-

mitting to any one. The album’s greatest strengths are “So It Goes”-consummate, definitive power pop, just

a "baby” away from cheesy-and “(I Love the Sound of) Breaking Glass,” which demonstrates how and why

he had a hand in all of Costello’s (arguably) best albums. The rest of Pure Pop’s tracks bounce between ’60s

ballads, early country-punk and rockabilly (“Heart of the City” and “They Called it Rock”), reggae-infused

punk (“No Reason”), and soul. The one embarrassing track is “Rollers Show” (a tribute to the tartan-loving

ones from Bay City), which includes what sounds like a kiddy sing-along. Still, we do have an example here

of an innovator who sacrificed his time and talents to make others famous (Jesus of Cool indeed?), but who

has some genuine pop of his own that deserves to be unearthed, too.

They’ve got 50,000 watts: Ted Leo and the Pharmacists, Living with the Living; the Teeth, You’re My Lover

Now; V/A, Rough Trade Shops’ Counter Culture 1976; Safteyword, Man's Name is Legion; Dolly Parton, The

Very Best Of.

Reviewer Spotlight: Eric Grubbs (EG)

Texas is the Reason, S/T EP. Consisting of three songs originally recorded as a demo,

this EP is a fine introduction to this lauded New York-based post-hardcore band. In

my case, it was more than just an introduction to a new band. When it came in a

shipment at the big-box retailer I worked at, I was curious. So curious that I bought

it without even hearing a note beforehand. The liner notes, complete with its triple-photo band por-

trait on the back, didn’t look like anything I had seen from Revelation at the time. I thought they only

released shouty hardcore and fast pop punk. So, somebody like Texas is the Reason was truly unique to

me. That led me to labelmates Sense Field and many other bands like them. This music was never hard,

angry or bratty; it was something else. What exactly made up this “something else” category would

covers to the point of abandoning their own sound.

Fans will surely want to add this to their collection,

but all newcomers would be better off seeking out

one of their earlier releases of original material. (BN)

Longshot Music, PO Box 72, 302 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11211

longshotmusic.com

Flamingo 50 -Tear It Up, CD

Fuzzed out with her lack of cock out. These two guys

and a frontwoman-vocalist/ guitarist rock the fuck

out with upbeat tunes that may make the pogo come

back into mainstream dance floor moves. For real. I

reviewed an earlier release by these folks and I re-

member it being good but goddamn, this is really, re-

ally good. Not that this is anything like th^Thermals

but they have a similar style and warmhearted feel

to them. This is making punk rock fun again without

it being tongue in cheek in the slightest. I really like

this release a whole bunch and now so should you. I

said like it! NOW!!! (DM)

Ernest Jenning Recording Co, ernestjenning.com

Fun 100/Paper Lanterns - Split, 7”

In “Pull the Goalie,” Fun 100 sings one of the catchi-

est choruses in recent memory: “One, two, three,

I’ll see you in / four, five, six months, maybe, at /

seven, eight, nine, ten o’clock.” The song as a whole

is a catchy pop-punk number with keyboards and

sing-along vocals. A school’s-almost-out buzz

powers “Gimmie the Chiefs.” Nifty guitar soloing

and synergistic synth lines belie the song’s initial

simplicity. This band understands how to write

and perform infectious, ecstatically fun, sugary-

pop songs, and it clearly has a blast throughout

the process. The band probably would shrug off

any dissection of its silly-pop songs; however, the

syncopation of the chorus in “Pull the Goalie” and

the subtle vocal rests and percussion fills in “Gim-

mie the Chiefs” are brilliant touches. Fun 100's not

only a group of entertainers, but a group of artists.

On the literal flip side, the now-defunct Paper Lan-

terns’ two contributions are more thoughtful, not

as fun, but still hooky. As lyricist Andrew Candela

explains his dissatisfaction with class warfare in

the little, enclosed zine, B-Line, he concludes that

he cannot defend anyone of any class who holds

“contempt for human beings.” Candela is torn

between the values of community and individual-

ism. “Want to Die” is a dreary, hyperbolic ode to

quarter-life despair, but Jesse Gander’s ragtime-

inspired piano adds some useful levity to the track.

Recommended. (JM)

Hockey Dad, 4150 Brant St., Vancouver, BC, V5N 5B4, myspace.

com/hockeydadrecords

Geeks, the - Every Time We Fall, CD

I had been waiting to hear these guys for a while and

I wasn’t let down. For a modern influence, I’d say

they’re the South Korean incarnate of the First Step.

Their press sheet refers to them as being “to Asia

what Youth of Today were to American hardcore.”

It’s a pretty right on comparison. The songs are short,

fast, and positive, a recipe for greatness. The 12 songs

clock in at just over 18 minutes and it’s 18 minutes of

perfection. They deserve extra credit for the fact that

every member served a two-year, mandatory mili-

tary service in South Korea. Talk about perseverance

under adverse conditions! Seriously, if you have any

interest in youth-crew hardcore, turn an ear to these

Korean trailblazers. (DA)

Think Fast, thinkfastrecords.com

Ghost Stories - Quixoticism, CD

Ghost Stories is the brainchild solo project of Ron

Lewis, a man who sits in his metaphorical bedroom

with an actual eight track, whistling, clapping, and

strumming into its mic (to be fair, he’s also pinch hit

on tours for the Fruit Bats, the Joggers, Colin Meloy

and D-Plan; this is hardly an off-the-cuff affair).

These songs, some of which were recorded seven

years ago, include sweet freakouts, bubbly sounds,

and windy vortex, plus one bit that sounds like fire-

flies in late July. Quixoticism has the best from both

emotional poles, as it’s warm without goofiness, and

mystic without monochrome. See also: fabulous song

titles, like “The Pink Princess Eskimonia” and “Even a

Vampire Wouldn’t Drink My Blood.” And it’s always

good to support Sonic Boom, one of Seattle’s best

record stores and fledgelingest labels. (MC)

Sonic Boom Recordings, 2209 NW Market Street, Seattle WA

98107, sonicboomrecordings.com

Great Sea Serpents, the - Rise Again!, CDEP

Concise epics might be an oxy-moron, but Rise Again!

is a compelling argument in favor of making the term

legitimate. The five songs on this EP all fall within the

four- or five-minute range. The Great Sea Serpents

must spike the songs with some good depressants,

though, because the tracks seem to float through

time like flotsam drifting down a lazy river. Depend-

ing on perspective, the opening track, “Serpents Rise

Again,” is either a pretty badass theme song or a

modern sea legend that sets the tone for the rest of

the record. Each instrument introduces itself. Then,

the guitar sings the melody, and the band chants

the lyrics. "More Than Me” features some of the best

complementary guitar work on the disc. Christopher

Heavener and Benjamin Reed aren’t flashy, but their

efficient chords and rapid high-note picking comple-

ment each other and lend the song a full spectrum

of emotions. David Arter’s bass and Michael Novak’s

drums percolate in “The Civilian” to anchor the sus-

tained vocals in the chorus and to propel the riffing in

the brief interlude. The EP closes with “The Storm,”

one of the more conventional rock songs, which actu-

ally still has one of the more varied arrangements on

the record. The track dissipates for a tense interlude

of tapping cymbals, ringing guitar riffing, and deso-

late vocals. The band treats its songs like a story: each

has a beginning, an end, and plenty of rising action in

the middle. Lilke in Slint and Sunny Day Real Estate’s

finer moments, the guitars narrate while emphasiz-

ing the drama. (JM)

Self-released, thegreatseaserpents.com

Guts, the - Sometimes You Just Can’t Win, CD

It’s up to bands like the Guts to keep the fire of ’90s

pop punk alive and burning. A number of elements

sucked the life out of pop punk in the underground,

but the biggest contributing factors revolved around

a handful of bands attaining mainstream success

while the admittedly oversaturated subgenre turned

against itself. The members of Portsmouth New

Hampshire’s the Guts are veterans of the ’90s pop-

punk scene, having played in bands including the

Nobodys, the Queers, and the Useless Fucks before
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forming The Guts in 1999. The Guts return with six

gleefully catchy new songs here, and along with the

new tracks attach three of their out-of-print earlier

releases from 2001, 2003, and 2004. The entire Say

Goodbye to Fun, The Sensitive Side of the Guts, and

So What If We’re on DBD? are included here, along

with demos and outtakes. I haven’t heard this strong

a pop-punk release in ages, and if I close my eyes I

can almost pretend like it is 1996 all over again. Punks

nostalgic for underground poppy sounds won’t want

to miss Sometimes You Just Can't Win. (AE)

Cheapskate, 297 Stoodley PI., Schenectady, NY 12303, cheap-

skaterecords.com

Hammerlock - Forgotten Range, CD

I said it last issue in a review of Hammerlock’s True

Grit: the First Five Years, and I’ll say it again here:

thank god for Hammerlock. It’s nice to have a band

around with a serious anti-authority streak who can

express those sentiments in tight, concise, three

minute rock ’n’ roll songs. Where their early mate-

rial leaned heavily on punk, hardcore, and rockabilly,

Forgotten Range finds Mr. & Mrs. Kenney (vocalist/

guitarist Travis and his wife Liz on vocals and bass)

joined by new drummer Mikey Kingshill, flexing their

country-rock muscles. In addition to a handful of orig-

inals (written with songwriter/friend Simon Stokes),

they cover Waylon Jennings, Dwight Yoakam, and,

with Kingshill handling lead vocals, do a killer ver-

sion of David Allen Coe’s “Spotlights.” They still have

that rowdy, punk attitude though, and a few cuts are

bound to piss off some listeners. I mean, you don’t

stick a tune like “Snide Little Faggot” on your record

to appeal to academics or liberals. And their assess-

ment of war ("You can’t run from war man / There

ain’t no place to hide / the best that you can hope

for / is to be on the winning side”) is a bit simplistic

but none-the-less historically accurate. But if you’ve

ever dealt with alcoholism in your family, “Ain’t One

to Judge” is bound to strike a chord. And if you live

in a neighborhood like mine, you’re for sure gonna’

blast “Wrong Side of Town” and “Living on Retreads”

real, real loud. It's a broadcast from the bottom of

the ladder, complete with illegal juke joints, broken

down trucks, working class pride, twang, and a big

middle finger in your face, bro. (AJ)

Steel Cage, PO Box 29247, Philadelphia, PA 19125, steelcagerecords.com

Inevitable Backlash, the - Sex for Safety, EP

The Inevitable Backlash have the elevated oppor-

tunity to perk the ears of some individuals, mainly

due to the fact that they feature former members

of both the Rollins Band and Saccharine Trust. Add

that to the recording studio they went to (boasting

the Mars Volta as a previous client), other names and

associations that are flaunted to get labels and press

thinking that they snuffed out some potentially ripe

tail, and you might think that we’ve got something

promising here. However, the more hype you bring,

the more you’re expected to deliver. Essentially, the

Backlash provide us with safe sounding rock ’n’ roll,

enveloped with lyrical themes of the industry’s most

assured seller-sex. How redundant can you get?

“Grooving” bass lines, mid-tempo drums, standard

rock riffs, all packed into that big-room production

sound. Usually one used by bands that don’t have the

sonic bulk to fill that room (these guys included). At

the bar, all the rock and roll moms will be getting all

hot and bothered over this one, looking to relive their

heydays of backstage romp-a-rounds, while the kids

simply shake their heads and laugh. (CV)

Hegemony Records, 12021 Wilshire Blvd Suite 661, Los Angeles,

CA 90025

(International) Noise Conspiracy, the - Live at

Oslo Jazz Festival, CD

This live album features Swedish political punk band

the (International) Noise Conspiracy teaming up with

accomplished jazz musicians Jonas Kullhammar and

Sven-Erik Dahlberg at the 2002 Oslo Jazz Festival. The

combination of T(l)NC’s punk sound, Kullhammar’s

sax, and Dahlberg’s jazzy Fender leads to an interest-

ing, improvisational, jammy sound, which also leads

the disc to sound a bit dated, as well. Whereas the

addition of brass adds a punchy vibe on “Bigger Cag-

es, Longer Chains” on T(l)NC’s second album A New

Morning, Changing Weather, it makes the live version

sound a bit too jazzy and relaxed. The freeform sound

of the live album has a similar effect on “Capitalism

Stole My Virginity," which feels robbed of it rawness

here. Live at Oslo is surely a must-have for hardcore

T(I)NC fans, but the casual listeners can probably

pass. Yes, it’s edgy. Yes, it’s courageous. Yes, it some-

what revolutionary. But when it’s all said and done,

I’ll take the polished studio version, please. (SSW)

Alternative Tentacles, PO Box 419092, San Francisco, CA 94141,

alternativetentacles.com

Isenberg, Liz - Seaports Seeports Seaports, CD

The “lonely girl playing her lonely instrument” niche

is one geared towards a very specific demographic.

This by no means is something to be shunned, but

there tends to be a one-dimensional aspect to the

whole thing. Given that, what Liz Isenberg does is

sing quiet songs with her acoustic guitar. Sometimes

her mandolin and keyboard make occasional appear-

ances as well. She sounds much like a caged song-

bird as her delicate voice chirps and flutters on the

subtle airs provided by her instruments. Great song

titles like “Hungover, We Adored Him” and "I Want

to Sleep in My Party Dress.” The packaging is equally

as great, including a folded cardboard sleeve stitched

up the sides with thread, and framed map of a French

seaport accompanied by a small trade ship printed

on the front. Isenberg has a lovely voice; her finger

picking, strumming, and chord arrangements cozy.

Very fitting for those lonely times. (CV)

Leisure Class, 75 South St, Northampton, MA 01060, leisuredass-

records.com

Knife Crazy - Delicious Delicious Science, CD

Knife Crazy is math rock with a touch of humor and

quirkiness. Their type of humor is evident in the song

titles: “Your Shampoo Smells like the Director’s Cut

of Cocoon,” “Wow Minus the Exclamation Point,” and

“Mao Say What.” Good tracks are “Hitting it Big on

the 801’s” [sic], which lighten up the hardness with

warm bass lines, and “All I Can Say is Shucks,” which

has bubbling key notes and erratic guitar tones to

frame the catchy poppiness of the song. But the

funky qualities of “When Stupid Energy Wears You

Like a Wig” are for those who have an appreciation

for goofy funk. Several tracks have the deviant, off-

kilter patterns of Deerhoof, revealing some versatil-

ity. Normally, the math rock genre is so serious, so it’s

MUSIC
sense of gloom in this music, which has always been a part of Swingle’s aesthetic. Some of that comes from

the bluesy, drunken sway of the music; much of it comes from her lyrics and her drowsy blissed-out voice.

She’s unflinching in her honesty and self-analysis as she sings lines like “Walking around on a cloudy day /

with a worried mind that wouldn’t go away,” and “I’m not a loser / that’s what I tell myself.” Self doubt, de-

pression, pills, and booze are common themes that keep cropping up. Much of the rest of the subject matter

is from the perspective of an outsider looking in on society and rallying against oppressive ideas about class,

race, sexuality, and morality. It’s clear she’s proud of being a woman. The album’s best track, “Shrew,” warns

against getting sucked into a competitive, bourgeois attitude that often pits women against women, “No

fear, no envy, no meanness / it’s a mantra we have between us,” and the tale of Ms. Foxy Brown gets rocked

out hard in a song of the same name. At the same time, she’s not afraid to sing lines that would sound totally

generic and goofy coming out of a lesser artist’s mouth (“Slap it baby slap it / put me in my place / let’s show

our love is not a disgrace”). Musically, the band has a sparse sound. It’s basically King throwing a back beat to

Swingle’s power chords and slide guitar runs. But it’s a “less is more” kind of deal. The guitar tone is way dirty,

like early Mudhoney, and she tunes down a few steps, which helps fill in some of the missing bass frequencies

you’d get from a more traditional three-piece set up. They don’t do too much that they can’t replicate live with

the use of a few effects pedals to loop extra guitar parts and what not. Overall it’s a pleasing sound, and the

album flows well. Some fast, some slow, all of it compelling, raw, and honest. (AJ)

Yep Roc, PO Box 4821, Chapel Hill, NC 27515, yeproc.com

Queer Wiilf - Preaching to the Choir, LP

The best bands always die young: punk rock doesn’t get any better than

Preaching to the Choir. It’s the type of record that makes me fantasize about a

musical time machine that would transport me to basements worldwide and

catch shows by bands worthy of idolatry like Queer Wiilf. Alas, Queer Wulf

broke up over three years ago with this album only now seeing the light

fc
of day. Mixing in every type of punk and hardcore influence you can name,

this super group was short lived but superlative, creating some of the best

screamed melodic hardcore this side of Action Patrol. The songs are short and maddening, reaching new

heights of frenzied catchiness. I can’t imagine that fans didn’t simply fall to their knees and cry tears of joy

when the band played shows. It’s a little discouraging to think of people involved with projects as essential

as Queer WOlf biding their time in anticipation of an early break up, but some of the most inspired sounds are

also some of the shortest lived. One of the things that held this album up for so long was a lame copyright

battle, presumably over a Pagans cover, as asinine as the concept of litigious punk rockers might seem. The

lyrics are tongue in cheek yet political, brimming with above average puns and slant rhymes (“decal” with

“warfare,” for example). Almost as beautiful as the songs contained therein is the packaging, with hilarious

cover art of a preacher blowing his brains out before an armed congregation apparently ready to do the same

thing. To top it all off, the LP came pressed on beautiful marble vinyl and the handwritten insert is a blast.

There’s a caveat included with the record warning listeners not to take Queer Wiilf too seriously, but records

this amazing shouldn’t be taken lightly, either. (AE)

Twenty Fifth Hour, PO Box 3234, Chattanooga, TN 37405, twentyfifthhour.net

Stemage -Strati, CD

Quick! Name a record that name checks Brummel and Brown, a brand of veg-

etable oil- and yogurt-based spread, in the lyrics. Give up? Strati by Stemage.

Now, gauge the degree of usefulness of that fact. Invert it, and you have an

approximation of the amount of this record’s impressiveness. Stemage is Grant

Henry, a one-man heavy-prog band, who is the force behind Metroid Metal (re-

fer to metroidmetal.com) and who recorded every note on this record with one

microphone. The first bars in the instrumental opener add some prettiness to

the prog. The instrumentals “Strati Part 1” and “Strati Part 2” do the same. In each version, Henry layers con-

trasting guitar parts until “Part 2,” in particular, becomes an anthemic, guitarchestral composition. Through-

out the record, Henry balances pretty pop melodies with thick distortion. For example, the only misstep on

the album is “Fabulous Fabulist,” which contains the speediest metal on Strati as well as comically barked

and distorted vocals. Henry neutralizes the first two-thirds of the song with a coda of echoing bass and guitar

that connects it to the next song, “In Dependence,” and its accessibly jangly riff. Henry’s lyrics might provide

insight into his choice to perform as a one-man band. His words hint at a strong personality and dedication to

quirkiness. The lyrics in “Duo” read like non sequiturs floating in a stream of consciousness, but line for line,

Henry turns his share of phrases. “Carpet is good for thinking and dozing,” he sings, "but the fibers make my

elbows sting and burn.” In “Calling the Kettle,” he sings, “Motorhead is kind of like you / nobody really likes

them / but they say that they do.” It is unclear whether any songwriters will name-check Stemage, but if so

they’ll probably say they really like Stemage and sincerely mean it. (JM)

Silent Uproar, 8516 Morgans Way, Raleigh, NC 27613, surecords.com
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHTS
have simpler names in later years, but the feeling remains whenever I go back to the source.

We don’t need the key, we’ll break in: Rage Against the Machine, S/T; Voxtrot, S/T; the Draft, In a Million

Pieces
;
Channels, Waiting for the Next End of the World; Ted Leo & the Pharmacists, Living With the Living.

Reviewer Spotlight: Ari Joffe (AJ)

Birthday Party, the, Live 1981-82. When I first heard my older relatives trashing down

punk rock as "noise that hurts your ears,” this is what I thought it was going to sound like.

I was so disappointed when I heard my first punk records (it was either the Sex Pistols or

the Misfits) because, compared to the way I’d built the genre up in my head, it sounded

quaint. It wasn’t until a friend of my mom’s played me the Birthday Party that I got the rush I was looking

for. I must have been around 15 at the time, but I don’t think I was able to fully comprehend their madness

until I started smoking a lot of pot a few years later. This is my favorite disc, made up of live recordings; 10

cuts from London in ’81, six from Germany in ’82, and an intense version of the Stooges’ "Funhouse” from a

’82 concert in Greece. It’s the sound of insanity, the sound of the rational mind being slowly burned away.

The rhythm section locks into these syncopated, off-kilter rhythms while the guitar plays chaotic, seem-

ingly-haphazard progression that relate to the bass lines in really odd ways. On top of it all is Nick Cave’s

rants. He warbles and shrieks these great lyrical puzzles sounding like he’s off his meds and has no intention

of ever taking them again.

NyQuil parties are the only kind I attend: The Amps, Pacer, Earth, Hibernaculum; Jane’s Addiction, Ritual De

Lo Habitual
; Zeke, Dirty Sancher, the Ponys Turn the Lights Out.

an admirable attempt to inject some levity into it, but

I think I prefer my comedy in other mediums. So, it’s

the music, not the jokes, that really carries this, but

they sure are having fun with it. (BA)

Bad Drone Media, 580 Potomac Ave, Apt. 1, Buffalo, NY 14222,

baddrone.com

LengTch’e- Marasmus, CD

I’ve heard about these guys for awhile, but never

checked them out. I’ve read a lot of blurbs describing

them as grind, and while they certainly have grind

aspects I would say this is more metalcore with grind

tendencies. The songs are metalcore-riff heavy with

the occasional grindy part thrown in. The vocals can

go from mid-range screaming to downright growling

and they’re better than a lot of other bands like this,

so they get the thumbs up there. Overall there’s some

interesting things going on every now and again, and

the riffs are pretty good. Don’t expect to be bowled

over with innovative riffs or anything, but if you’re

into this style it’s definitely worth your time. (KM)

Relapse, PO Box 2060, Upper Darby, PA, 19082, relapse.com

Reviewer Spotlight: Chay Lawrence (CL)

Carry On, A Life Less Plagued. When I first discovered Carry On’s A Life Less Plagued,

somewhat after the fact, it filled a huge hole in my life: I finally had an album that I could

throw on after Start Today, and which wouldn’t fall short in comparison. This probably

doesn’t sound like a big deal to you, but believe me; it had been bugging me for many

years. Carry On’s masterpiece, their first and only album, was the culmination of a short career at the fore-

front of West Coast straightedge-the band split shortly after recording their defining album. The band’s

entire recorded output measures well under an hour of material: A Life Less Plagued itself fits 12 songs in well

under 20 minutes, but the variety of the material contained herein is staggering for a band on their debut al-

bum. The reason that Carry On succeeded, and why countless other straightedge bands fail, is the conviction

that bleeds from the grooves-like classic Chain of Strength, Sick of It All etc., there’s an overflowing of energy

on A Life Less Plagued that’s infectious, a passion that just cannot be faked. Tracks like "Waiting on Forever”

and “Roll With the Punches” are primed and ready on my iPod for those mornings when I just can’t seem to

get my tired 30-something ass into gear, and they never fail to put a smile on my face. I guess this is the mark

of a great straightedge album: it’s still able to inspire positive feelings in listeners years after fact, years after

so-and-so “broke-edge,” years after the petty scene squabbles: This is how great albums are judged. It’s a

popular opinion with “the kids” that A Life Less Plagued is a hardcore classic in the same pantheon of Start

Today . . . well, it’s definitely up there. (CL)

Jazz Man’s Needle: Larry Young, Lawrence of Newark; Cecil Taylor, Nefertiti, the Beautiful One Has Come
;
Joe

Pass, Virtuoso; Grant Green, Green Street, Eric Dolphy, Out to Lunch.

Reviewer Spotlight: Marissa Magic (MM)

B-52’s, the, Wild Planet. This album is an amazing dance party, but by far the best thing

about it is “Give Me Back My Man,” a screamer that bounces between the perspective

of the woman who wants her man back and an outside voice telling of that woman’s

plight. Guitars drive down desolate highways towards nothing and wobbly percussion

that almost sounds like a gigantic piece of metal. It’s a pop gem and totally bizarre and forward thinking

at the same time. Lyrics that veer toward nonsensical (“I’ll give you fish / I’ll give you candy”) belted out

by women sounding desperate but composed, switching between demanding and storytelling. The rest of

the album contains perfect bedroom-dancing jams. Wild Planet is one of those albums that have all the pop

sensibilities of normal mainstream music, but at the same time it’s so quirky and weird that it’s kind of mind

blowing that it charted ever as it hit #18 in the US.

Everything I have in my hand: Nine Inch Nails, Downward Spiral; Erasure, The Circus; Frankie Lyman & the

Teenagers, So Young; Bikini Kill, Anti-Pleasure Dissertation; Throbbing Gristle, 20 Jazz Funk Greats.

Reviewer Spotlight: Justin Marciniak (JM)

Wire, Chairs Missing. Wire’s Pink Flag is one of my favorite records. It is accessible, it is influential, and it rocks

any situation and any mood. Wire’s third album, 154, still feels new to me because it continues to challenge

me as a listener. The bridge between the two, Chairs Missing, might be the most rewarding, though, because

it offers the best balance of straightforward rock and arty texture as well as the most emotional tension.

Because Wire performs economical music and writes direct lyrics, listeners actively engage with the songs

Loer Velocity -Song I Sing, 12”

“I’m the shit, and I know it,” MC Loer Velocity raps

to begin A-side “Song I Sing." His performance on

that one of the three songs on this 12” is worthy of

the boast. In the chorus, Lo increases the velocity of

his flow and includes a number of internal rhymes

that would make him a fierce contender in a battle.

Chris Jarvis’ production on “Conversation Piece” on

side B outshines Lo’s vocals, though. Built around a

bluesy guitar riff, faint organ, and a couple samples

of dialogue, the track nods to old-school, ’70s soul.

Lo’s restraint complements the groovy backing track,

but the multi-tracked melodic hook sung during the

chorus sends the song to the mainstream level of

Common’s recent collaborations with Kanye West

and John Legend. And that’s a compliment. The sec-

ond B-side track, “Crash Test Dummies (Embedded

Remix),” features input from four Embedded Music

artists. The most interesting factoid about this track

is that it contains the second reference in three songs

to Geico’s slogan about saving money on car insur-

ance. Then again, who wouldn’t brag about saving

money on car insurance? It’s as good a reason as any

for feeling like “the shit.” (JM)

Embedded, embeddedmusic.net

Lovely Little Girls - Glamorous Piles & Puffy

Saddlebags, CD

A few weeks ago, I asked a weekly newspaper if it’d

let me write about Lovely Little Girls’ newest album,

which is packaged with graphics resembling fishing

worms, slimy pink intestines, bloody spaghetti, and a

tourniquet. The editor found the band’s website, and

said he wasn’t even sure if it was music. I said it was,

it was Dada, but he still said no. This is understand-

able, but still a shame, as he’s missing out on a good

thing, being these Lovely Girls, who hover some-

where between the respective asthetics of Etron

Fou Leloublan, Troutmask Replica, Kevin Coyne’s

paranoia, and the puppet scene from Sound of Music.

Scary? Perhaps. Best witnessed live? Of course. Deep

down? Also six kids from Chicago, reaching high for

smutty nightmare glory-glory whilst wearing lace,

pink shoes, and orange Jello moustaches. (MC)

Apop, 9802 Green Valley, St. Louis MO 63136, lovelylittlegirls.com

Marinelli, J. -Pity the Party, CDEP

This one-man band has a serious Hasil Adkins jones

going on, but he’s not nearly bonzo, skuzzy, or ballsy

enough to really sell it to me. This sort of minimal-

ist junkyard blues only really works if the one-man-

band is willing to go batshit insane, which Marinelli is

holding way back to really do. At times he seems like

he’d be better off going down the lo-fi garage pop

route-there’s no denying that somewhere under-

neath the bluesy posturing and guitar fuzz Marinelli’s

got a strong ear for melody and hooks. He’s showing

some promise here, but he either needs to cut the

cords and totally lose his shit or totally embrace that

power-popster that’s dying to get out. (PMD)

Self-released, 1178 South Walnut St, Morgantown, WV 26501,

myspace.com/jmarinelli

Marinelli, J. - Keep it Fake, CD

The one-man band is a tricky situation that normally

spells either a noise fest or goofy novelty act in my ex-

perience. J. Marinelli is a true talent that writes catchy

songs and somehow manages to play the guitar and

drums at the same time, but doesn’t sound like Hasil

Adkins. Still J. Marinelli will get filed under the garage

umbrella due to the low quality of sound and flavor.

Being a huge Fall fan, it was impossible not to feel

the soul of Mark E. Smith flowing in both cadence and

inflection in this band (or man). There is a lot of soul

in this record and to think the rhythm is done by the

bottom half of his body through drums and pedals

while the upper half is giving you guitar, vocals, and

kazoo? With two CDs, a single, and a cassette on the

way you should do your self a favor and at least check

out the website and watch a little video footage and

listen to some tracks. See if you fall in love with the

honesty in the sound. This is some true down home

shit; a refreshing change of pace from the over-pro-

duced, processed, homogenized crap shoveled down

our throats on a day to day basis. (EA)

Self-released, 231 Green St., Morgantown, WV 26501, myspace.

com/jmarinelli

Mansbestfriend-Poly.Sci.187, CD

Having returned to the States after a temporary

relocation to Spain, the Bay Area avant-garde MC

and electro composer Sole has a new batch of cuts

on tap. Under the alias of Mansbestfriend, Sole uti-

lizes some semi-traditional hip-hop technique, but

for the most part he focuses on experimentation,

ambience, and worldly noise. While there’s occa-

sional flows, soft-sung verses, or pointed vocal

samples, Sole’s expected scathing political- and

culture-bashing tongue isn’t present for the most

part. With Poly.Sci.187 the focus is more so aural

than it is lyrical. Oil-thick and challenging, the

record pumps and tingles through eclectic electri-

fied soundscapes accented with distorted synths,

grey static tones, hypno-subtleties, organic clips,

and mashed up chaos. Think DJ Shadow or Prefuse

73 on a peyote-riddled vision quest. Daring, mov-

ing, and chameleon-like, Sole’s ability to push the

limits of convention with a sense of cohesion is an

artistic treasure. The harder he shoves the better

he gets. (BM)

Anticon, 1278 Indiana St, Suite 400, San Francisco, CA, 94107,

anticon.com
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MUSIC
Mice Parade - S/T, CD

There is an eeriness to Mice Parade’s slow rhythms,

which curl and turn in the background, that make

their slow post-rock stand out from other, more

sleepy exercises in the genre. While some songs are

as ethereal and elated as a dream you don’t want to

wake up from, others indulge in delicate oddity that

is both frightening and sweet. “Double Dolphins on

the Nickel” features the vocals of Kristin Anna Valtys-

dottir, whose delivery is reminiscent of Eraserhead’s

disfigured, little-woman stage dancer. Mice Parade’s

Adam Pierce, however, keeps drawing further apart

the polarities in his music. His vocals harmonize

with Valtsydottir’s on this track, reassuring that the

sweetness is at least somewhat genuine to appeal

to the presence of another human. Pierce effort-

lessly uses his vocals as an instrument, rather than a

mouthpiece; he blends and harmonizes with the hazy

electronic effects and displaced guitars/drums creat-

ing his melodies. The album is both unsettling and

delicate without intimidation, and Pierce’s creation

of such musical dualities is a much worthwhile effort

on this record. (AJA)

Fat Cat, PO Box 3400, Brighton BN1 4WG UK, fatcat-usa.com

Minus the Bear - Interpretationes Del Oso, CD

Okay, first thing’s first: this is a remix record. There.

Second thing: there are a bunch of really interesting

remixes on here. I honestly didn’t think Minus the

Bear would be a suitable band for remixing, but I

have been proven wrong. Ain’t the first time. Tyon-

dai Braxton’s remix of “Fulfill the Dream” is instantly

recognizable as his own, and he highly manipulates

the track to make it sound more like a Tyondai Brax-

ton or Battles track. Incredible, in my eyes. Fog takes

“Memphis and 53
rd”

to half-time, washing it over

with warm, distorted synths, while rapper Alias adds

a hip-hop “flava” to “Pachuca Sunrise” with a head-

bobbing, slow beat reminiscent of his own work on

The Other Side of the Looking Glass. It surprised me

that a record label as big as Suicide Squeeze would

release a remix album like this, but after listening to

it I realized how successful it turned out. I was also

skeptical at first, because I have never been into pop-

py-electronic music (a la Postal Service), and I had a

fear it would turn out like that. And although some

songs teeter on that branch a bit, I still thoroughly

enjoy the majority of this. If anything, it is worth get-

ting to listen to Tyondai’s track, or even Fog’s track for

that matter. (MB)

Suicide Squeeze, PO Box 80511, Seattle, WA 98108, suicides-

queeze.net

Naked - One Step Backward CD

Naked were an early-1980s anarcho-punk band from

Holland who only released one 7” on the Subhumans’

(UK) Bluurg label and had one song on a Crass Re-

cords compilation before disbanding and packing it

in. Due to my mostly overlooking a lot of the punk

rock outside of North America with some exceptions,

this is the first I’m hearing of Naked. Musically they

fit right into that time period of European bands like

Crass, etc. The songs are a lot slower and not “hard-

core” and thus the messages contained within the

songs come through a lot clearer. Had I branched

out my record collecting 20 years sooner, this stuff

would have had a happy home in the confines of

the Punk Vault, which this CD now is making up for.

This compiles the aforementioned releases plus

unreleased studio tracks that were meant to be re-

leased back in the day but never were. The booklet

contains a very detailed history of the band as told

by one of the band members and has some photos.

Sadly, there are no lyrics but its pretty easy to make

them out while listening since the music isn’t played

at hyper speeds. Any fans of old-school, UK-styled

punk will likely find themselves wanting to give this

a listen. (MXV)

Overground, overgroundrecords.co.uk

Naked Aggression/Die Schwarzen Schafe

- Split, LP

I believe this is the first Naked Aggression record-

ing done since the passing of one of their founding

members. Not much has changed: the music is as en-

ergetic and enjoyable as ever, including the female

vocals. They hand in five songs, all of them good and

politically charged. Die Schwarzen Schafe deliver four

songs of somewhat similar- sounding music but with

a guy singing raspy vocals in German. It makes a nice

compliment to the Naked Aggression side. Thanks to

the useful lyric sheet, which prints both bands’ lyrics

in English and German. I can tell you that this band is

like minded with whom they share this slab of wax

with. Nice work! (MXV)

Campary, no contact info provided

Night Canopy - Of Honey and Country, CD

This debut from the Seattle duo Night Canopy fea-

tures ’60s-inspired tracks that bleed into folk, rock,

punk, and even a little electronica. The tracks “Boom!

It’s Spring,” “Pine Box,” and “Signs of Life” resemble

the Doors, except led by Amy Blaschke’s sweet vo-

cals, which sound a little like Nico and a whole lot like

the crisp-and-pure-voiced Joni Mitchell. Very pretty,

very ’60s. Meanwhile, tracks such as “Seasick Casa-

nova” and “Double or Nothing” highlight experi-

mental sound effects that complement (and at times

overshadow) Blaschke’s voice. With Blaschke as the

only vocalist, the album could have easily turned into

a solo project. However, Nick DeWitt’s (of Pretty Girls

Make Graves) contribution of multiple instruments,

sound effects, and production skills keep the disc

from falling into the singer/songwriter category.

The overall combination of varying rhythms, layered

vocals, and at-times-eerie piano culminates in an in-

teresting collection that keeps you hooked from start

to finish. (SSW)

Go Midnight, 6750 Jones Ave. NW, Seattle, WA 98117, gomid-

nightrecords.com

Panda Bear - Person Pitch, CD

Panda Bear, a member of Animal Collective, has be-

stowed on us a reason to smile: his third solo album,

Person Pitch. It would be hard not to hear the Beach

Boys in Panda’s super reverb-ed harmonies (the ex-

cellent “Comfy in Nautica” sounds like a choir of Brian

Wilson’s singing the charge to have a "good time”),

but the Beach Boys didn’t compose with the type of

sampling trickery that Panda employs so masterfully.

Life is looped, rewound, and fast-forwarded through

tracks that bubble, play beach blanket bingo in yel-

low bikinis (“Take Pills”), ride roller coasters, and

shoot off fireworks (“Bros"). Considering the amount

reruns: reissues from punk's past

Agnostic Front/Discipline - Working Class Heroes, 2xLP

The album was recorded live in by Dirk Miers at the Lintfabriek in Belgium on June 27, 2001 and originally out

in CD format only in Belgium on I Scream Records. This reissue comes in a fancy double LP, limited edition

color vinyl on Durty Mick Records. Agnostic Front has been playing and keeping the hardcore spirit alive for

years and this is a great snapshot of their live performance. The sound and attitude they’re known for has

been captured nicely on clear red vinyl. Discipline has been kicking around the Holland scene since 1990.

Their LP is pressed on clear blue vinyl. I wouldn’t say this is a great album to get acquainted with both bands,

but something fans will love without a doubt. (KW)

Durty Mick, 19106 S. Normandie Ave, PO Box 311, Torrance, CA 9050Z, durtymickrecords.com

Wipers -Is This Real, LP

The Wipers’ debut album has been re-released on singer/songwriter’s Greg Sage’s own imprint Zeno re-

cords along with Jackpot Records. This is the proper 12-track original playing order without the Alien Boy

three-song single that is normally tacked onto unauthorized versions of this classic. Nice thick vinyl done

with lyric sheet and perfect wraparound jacket makes this feel almost as good as my worn out copy of

this masterpiece. Unlike the copy on my shelf, though, this pressing sounds fresh and incredible. In fact, I

cranked this mother up and it sounds so much better than either CD copy of this disc I have. For awhile in

the ‘90s, the Wipers got a lot of credit and notice from Kurt Cobain’s acknowledgment of their importance

and even covering a track of theirs. This is a must own for any music fan, and you should be ashamed if you

don’t have it. There are so many great songs it’s futile to name any of them. A desert-island disc for many,

this is a top-ten chartbuster. The sincerity and emotion shown over the perfect guitar sound has made this

a true “test of time” record. If you aren’t into vinyl, then pick up the cheap three-CD box set with their first

three records and bonus tracks. (EA)

Zeno, zenorecords.com

DEMO-LITION DERBY! CD-R REVIEWS

Drexel- River of Chowder, CD

On this nine-track release, Drexel alternates between alt-country, soul, southern rock, and lounge music.

Yes: lounge music. Initially, this amalgamation proves almost overwhelming, but upon consequent listens,

the sounds flow together and everything starts to click. “Summer of Nothin’” is the song that brought all of

the various influences together and delivered a completely original and fulfilling new sound. Those open to

trying something entirely different will do well picking up a copy of this record. (BN)

myspace.com/drexelohio

More Amour - Drink Water Think Positive, CD-R

The emo-rock trend made its way over the pond. It sounds like the Get Up Kids with a cold. I hope they get

well soon. (VC)

moreamour@hotmail.co.uk

Tractor - Demo, CD-R

Heavy-ass Amphetamine Reptile-fueled mayhem! These guys have definitely been listening to a lot of Un-

sane and Helmet, which is of course a very good thing. (CL)

SuperFi.superfirecords.co.uk

Wizards of Wor- S/T, CDEP

Fucking raunchy heavy metal with a retro ’80s power and thrash-metal vibe. They combine the hooks and

dueling lead guitars of Judas Priest with the gallop of Overkill and Suicidal Tendencies style breakdowns.

The singer shrieks his way through the five cuts sounding appropriately demonic. Yeah. This is heavy. (AJ)

wizardsofwor666@hotmail.com
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHTS
and can contemplate how the words and music work in tandem. Such basic qualities set Chairs Missing apart

from countless other records. At the moment, my favorite example of the music and lyrics stirring emotions

is the track called “Heartbeat.” The music draws inspiration from its subject matter. After Colin Newman sings

that he feels “icy,” “cold,” “old,” “empty,” and “dark,” the minimal, thumping guitar and bass and Newman’s

repetition of the line, “Like a heartbeat,” emphasize the mechanics of life. The heartbeat prevents bodies

from dying and thus adopting the physical qualities Newman describes. It also provides the life that allows a

person the free will to interpret and describe emotional conditions. The song could be a conceptual installa-

tion in a gallery, and the album could be a full exhibit.

Put these in, Coach: Wilco, Sky Blue Sky; Modest Mouse, We Were Dead Before the Ship Even Sank;
Kings of

Convenience, Riot on an Empty Street
;
CSS, Cansei de Ser Sexy; Bob Dylan, Highway 61 Revisted.

Reviewer Spotlight: Krystle Miller (KM)

Red Stars Theory, But Sleep Came Slowly. But Sleep Came Slowly was released in 1997,

the year when both the Get Up Kids and the Promise Ring and a lot of other bands who

became a part of the new wave of emo were releasing their most beloved albums. Be-

cause of this, Red Stars Theory’s first record was lost and lazily lumped in with a genre

(emo) it really had nothing to do with. The band's records where largely instrumental, incorporated a ton of

reverby and atmospheric sounds, with soft melodies and even a couple of nods to their hardcore pasts-think

Death Cab For Cutie and early (I said early) Modest Mouse. Obscure lyrics were sung hardly above a whisper

by singer and bassist James Bertram (Built to Spill, 764-Hero) and the drumset was manned by Modest

Mouse’s own Jeremiah Green. The final song, “Thick With the Paint Swaying” features lead vocals by K Re-

cords favorite and folky songstress, Lois. Lois’ soft vocals complement the band’s style nicely, so it’s no

wonder the boys brought her back to sing a track on their second album as well.

Current Jams: Modest Mouse, We Were Dead Before the Ship Even Sank; !!!, Myth Takes
;
the Thermals, More

Parts Per Million; Zozobra, Harmonic Tremors (reviewed this issue); Big Business, Here Come the Waterworks

(reviewed this issue.)

jKse? %\ Reviewer Spotlight: Sarah Moody (SBM)

Three Mile Pilot, Another Desert, Another Sea. A number of years ago, I encountered a

record store employee who was genuinely troubled by the fact that I was unaware of the

existence of Three Mile Pilot. Given that I was picking up Pinback’s debut at the time, it

seemed time to rectify the situation. The creation of Three Mile Pilot circa 1991 brought

together two luminaries-Pall Jenkins and Armistead Burwell Smith IV-that remain active today in their

respective bands, the Black Heart Procession and Pinback. The music constructed here is sinister pop, hung

and dismantled with disparate elements brought together and allowed breathing room. They continually

swell and fall, built upon poignant vocals and a sort of somber stillness that is found between a culmination

of elements. The tone turns utterly distraught on “South,” when Jenkins takes the lead and accents each

flourish of the piano keys with somber yearning, continually building up to a cyclically wrenching climax.

Granted, upbeat moments can be found here (as on “Glitter Wave”), but the straightforward tracks should

be eschewed in favor of other complexities. Another Desert, Another Sea carries with it a sort of transport-

ability, an idea, a multitude of statements. It heaves in waves, melodramatic and solemn. It is the sound of

a decade ago and of now, stamped by time but still carrying with it some of the most exceptional ideas of

what a record is capable of being.

The current un-singles, stuck on repeat: The Finches, “June Carter Cash”; Arthur & Yu, “Half Years”; Essie

Jain, “Understand”; J. Tillman, "A Fine Suit”; Tiny Vipers, “The Downward.”

Reviewer Spotlight: (Mr.) Dana Morse: (DM)

|

V/A, Flipside Vinyl Fanzine, the Best Of. When growing up and just fresh out the gates of

punk rock, I discovered Flipside Vinyl Fanzine Vo/. 3 in the late '80s. This was a great comp,

and brought to my attention many a great band. I had already heard of the Circle Jerks,

White Flag (with Tesco Vee?), and 7 Seconds, but thanks to this piece of wax I became fa-

miliar with the Lemonheads, Slapshot, Doggy Style, SNFU, Shonen Knife, and a lot more! I nearly shat myself

and I needed more. I quickly tracked down Volumes 1 and 2 and heard music that I would later find out that

was mostly exclusive to these comps, with live versions and previously unreleased tracks by other bands like

the Misfits, JFA, TSOL, the Germs, GBH, Necros, FOD, and the list goes on and on. This was Punk Rock 101 for

me in a hometown where I was the first kid to have blue hair in ’92. There has not been a comp that could

even come close to what this did for me. I still listen to this collection regularly and it still sounds as fresh and

as awesome as the first time I heard it. All three comps have been compiled onto a 2xCD set of 55 songs. You

can’t ask for a better comp because it doesn’t exist.

What’s floating my boat: Amy Winehouse, new Ted Leo, new Lifetime (still), and my curiosity towards the

Stooges reunion that my boss bought me a ticket for.

of mixing Panda Bear did is daunting, but the result-

ing carefree crackle pop shows no sign of hard labor.

Best of all, the samples never overpower Panda’s

own unique mix and the sunbeams emanating from

his glorious cake hole. “I'm Not” sounds like Panda

invited over Ladysmith Black Mambazo, the African

choir from Paul Simon’s Graceland, and the senti-

ment expressed in “Good Girl”—“all I want to do is

take it easy”-bounces across the rest of the tracks.

Nothing else quite eclipses the 12-minute magnum

opus “Bros,” and overall the good vibes are pretty

much a constant. The album is an entity, a mood

Golly) and season (summer) unto itself, and Panda

doesn’t want to mess with that. For someone who

has a pretty low tolerance for ambient wankery and

endless looping, I didn’t even squirm in my seat until

nigh the three-quarter mark, when the tempo slows

on lone killjoy, “Carrots.” “Carrots” aside, Panda Bear

has infused more than enough samples of pop hooks

into his experimental goodie bag to keep even the

least patient listener happy. Very happy. (KG)

Paw Tracks, paw-tracks.com

Plastic Little -The Jump Off, 12”

Plastic Little has made a name out of ridiculousness,

always attempting to carve a spotlight .career out

of an audible rap carnival ride. “The Jump Off” is a

throwaway parody track, a joke of a song that should

have never been committed to vinyl. The B-side here,

while lifted by a Spank Rock guest spot and produc-

tion by Diplo, is wholly juvenile, and explicit enough

to come off as little more than an updated version

of the Geto Boys. The beats have been slowed down

close to a halt, and they sound grimy and muddled

as various MCs spit imbecilic lines about drugs and

women. Maybe it’s sly satire, maybe they’re serious;

either way, it could have been done better. (SBM)

Tone Arm, tonearm.com

Pyramids - Following the Tracks, Forcing Mo-

tion Through Phases, LP

Sturdy and attractively packaged, with goofy artwork

of a topless dude with train tracks protruding from

his elbow, Pyramids falls firmly and soundly into the

“screamo” mold. Clean trebly guitars build at sap-

like tempos, distortion is then kicked on, the rhythm

jerks around, and three vocalists holler about the

abysmal nature of existence or something. Following

The Tracks is reminiscent of ’90s Canadian hardcore;

it’s slow and epic but lacks the chutzpah of classic

Canadian hardcore such as Uranus or One-Eyed God

Prophecy. Pyramids draws from a fine source, but an

individual voice isn’t present. The album lacks a con-

crete and driving force. Also, this may be a concept

album judging from the lyrics . .
.
yikes. (SC)

Paramnesia, paramnesiarecords.com

Ral Partha Vogelbacher - Shrill Falcons, CD

Theoretically, there are five stages of grief. Shrill

Falcons, sounding musically schizophrenic, works its

way through, ending at the last stage in line, accep-

tance. The third album by Ral Partha Vogelbacher, a

group comprised of frontman Chadwick Bidwell and

Thee More Shallows, teems with grave quiet/loud

energy, and is preoccupied with death and the life

after. Narrating very personal memories about the

loss of his father throughout the album, Bidwell sings

tenderly and assuredly. His monotone “whoa oh’s”

give way to gentle recollections of childhood, tran-

sient interludes of church organ, and “Party After the

Wake,” a chilling tune of contrasts: Bidwell describing

intimate details, like where the silver dollars over his

dad’s eyes were minted, followed by a noisy guitar

refrain. Most heart-wringing is “New Happy Fawn,”

which details a picturesque scene in a forest, the re-

peated line “I never considered my mother a widow,”

and ambient serenity performed by Odd Nosdam.

While Shrill Falcons focuses on tranquil thoughts

of nature, reincarnation, and how seeing a deer or

swimming with a sturgeon can elicit an out of body

experience, it also contains jarring surges of feed-

back, five minutes of industrial growling, transitions

and whole tracks of noise that, at the risk of sounding

insensitive, first sound random, then annoying, then

boring. But once the noise is worked through, the rest

is peace. (KG)

Monotreme, PO Box 31395, London, SW11 1XT, UK, monotrem-

records.com

Raw Power - Live & Reptile House, CD/DVD

Italy’s Raw Power is one of the few international

hardcore bands that toured the US in the 1980s.

The band returned to the US numerous times in the

years to follow, and those of us privileged enough

to have caught them know that they are one of the

very best live bands in the history of hardcore. In-

cluded here are a CD reissue of the now classic 1993

album Reptile House and a DVD. The kick-ass DVD

features the full Reptile House Documentary from

1998, as well as music videos and mouth-water-

ing live shows from the 1980s up through the year

2000. This incredible package is a must not only for

fans of the band but also for anyone with a palate

for fast, brilliant hardcore. (AE)

Westworld/Toxic Ranch, PO Box, Z091, Tucson AZ 8570Z, toxi-

cranchrecords.com

Ruin You! - S/T, 7”

Yet another record whose labels give me absolutely

no useful information such as the speed to play it on!

Once you figure out it plays at 33.3 RPM, your turn-

table will be spewing forth some pretty straight-

forward and simple hardcore complete with the

sing-along parts and raspy vocals. While I have easily

heard a half million bands that sound just like this, I

do have a soft spot for such things having had this

style of punk rock fuel my teenage years. I just hope

on the next release they spend a little more time on

their packaging; aside from no information on the la-

bels, there was no lyric sheet and the sleeve is pretty

generic. (MXV)

RatPatrol.ratpatrolrecs.com

Shot Baker/Vacation Bible School - A Tribute to

the Vindictives, 7”

The Vindictives are an overlooked pop-punk god-

head in Chicago; they’re the neglected, filthy older

brother to Screeching Weasel’s adored and acclaimed

fortunate son (not that they didn’t work for it or de-

serve it). They perfected that snot-ridden, annoying,

and endlessly-catchy style of pop punk. A tribute is

indeed warranted, however, a straightforward and

pimply pointless tribute is needless. Many cranky

critics have asked of tributes, “Why not just listen

to the originals?” It is indeed a valid question. These
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covers are better left shelved or played for adoring

fans at live shows. Excellent versions of these songs

already exist and are available, so why listen to less-

er, shoddy versions? It’s like that Rage Against the

Machine Minor Threat cover: why, god, why? (SC)

Underground Communique, undercomm.org

Snake Apartment/Work/Death - Split, LP

Now, my record collection is pretty limited, adding up

to only about 25 7-inches and two LPs. Although there

is a definite lack of devotion for the classic format, I

feel justified in looking past this detail for the sake of

this review. In all sincerity, this has to be the worst shit

ever committed to vinyl. Lord only knows what sort

of cosmic force aided in the development of this LP.

Snake Apartment is slow, dragging, drudgery for lis-

tening ears. Droning feedback, noodling guitars, bass,

and drums that sound like the soundtrack to an auto-

parts assembly, the vocals mumbled and reverby as

if these guys were stuck in a cave. Not Trent-Reznor

stuck in a cave, brooding over the exact placement of

glitch sounds in drum loops for the next NIN record,

but like trolls lost in a cave. Clawing at the walls, stum-

bling through the dark, licking moss and rock to see

if it bears any resemblance to the flesh of toads and

worms ... a pathetic sort of lost. Eventually, the group

is seized by such frustration that they let out strange

fits of forced screams and foot stomping of the most

un-engaging music ever. Work/Death manages to be

even worse. Conversation amidst a large group of

people begins the second side. Feedback rises in the

distance, and after a few minutes of voices and noise,

vocals that sound like garbage can lids processed

through Metal Zone distortion pedals ensue. And . .

.

that’s it! Feedback, conversation, space alien trans-

missions. One song devoted to each side of the record.

The label website says this one is out of print, and I can

only say thank goodness. (CV)

Corleone, P0 Box 65, Providence, Rl 02901, corleonerecords.com

Something About Vampires and Sluts - Pretend

Endings, CD

Multitasking seems to be the positive trend in the

work place and isn’t always appreciated in the world

of music. Something About Vampires and Sluts are

taking cues from the workplace and are headed in

one direction while at the same time bring a bunch

of things to the table. They’ve brought organic-synth

dance music with cutting-edge and angular punk

grooves that are moving, soothing, aggressive, abu-

sive, and most importantly, alive and kicking. Just

when you think you have this band figured out, they

throw you a curve ball. Even with so many elements

on this disc, they remain one package. (DM)

No More Stars, 7006 St. Myrtle Beach, SC 29572, nomorestarsre-

cords.com

SSS - S/T, CD

SSS, AKA Short Sharp Shock, bring the spirit of ’80s

thrash with a fresh new rehashing. Is it anything

groundbreaking? Nope. Is it something I haven’t

heard before? Nope. But it is something that hasn’t

happened since Billy Milano was on the scene with

his great projects SOD and MOD. That’s in-your-face

crossover-hardcore thrash that got the headbangers

and the punks to mosh it up together back in the

day. It’s aggressive as well as slightly tongue-in-

cheek. These guys don’t take themselves too seri-

ously, but they definitely don’t come up shy on the

brutality levels. So if you want a modern, living piece

of thrash-hard history, check out SSS (soon to be on

Earache if that says anything). (DM)

Thrashgig Wreckords, myspace.com/thrashgig

Dead & Gone, deadandgonerecords.com

Summer Wardrobe, the - S/T, CD

Given the trendy resurgence of ’60s- and ’70s-influ-

enced roots rock, sorting through the masses of folk-

enthused coattail riders is becoming tiresome. Hailing

from Texas’ musical capital, the Summer Wardrobe

pulls out all of the stops and has polished the most

minute of details on their showy expose of psych-

tinged, shimmering folk-pop numbers. Their precise

use of effect accenting, reverb-drowned slides, frag-

ile vocal temptations, hazy trip agitators, and spot-

less production makes for a near-perfect replica of

some of yesteryears best. However, while their col-

lective technical aptitude is undoubtedly that of the

upper crust, the record’s finite taste is a bland one.

Perhaps it’s all too calculated. When dealing with the

rehashed genre and the sheer excess of bands and

songwriters playing within it, it takes a lot of to be

set apart, and personally, I’m not convinced unless

there’s lyrical intensity and/or undercurrent of raw

emotion. Evidently, the Summer Wardrobe has both

researched and practiced thoroughly, but their songs

lack the sense of anger, desperation, and excitement

that put their forefathers on the map. Some might ar-

gue that the political and cultural climate of the prior

century’s third quarter catalyzed the majority of the

generation’s good pop-art, but after all, it’s not like

we’re running short on severity. If you’re interested

in this type of music in a strictly aural sense, chances

are you’ll enjoy this. Those of you looking for a little

more substance and power will be better off digging

through your elders dusty LP collections. (BM)

Rainbow Quartz 163 Amsterdam Ave. P0 Box 194 New York, NY

10023-5001, rainbowquartz.com

This Drama - We Rock You Don’t, 7”

With a title this cheesy, it was hard to sit down and

try and take this band seriously especially when

you couple it with the generic modern emo-record

artwork. On top of that, I wasn’t sure what speed to

play this on because instead of using the labels on

the vinyl for something useful like listing the songs

and the speed the record plays, they simply wrote

“We Rock You Don’t” on them. When I finally got that

all settled, I put this on to find some pretty power-

ful-sounding but generic metal-laced hardcore. For

some reason the entire thing sounds distorted. I

don’t know if it was how they planned it or it’s due

to poor mastering, but it just doesn’t sound right.

With all these things going against This Drama, there

weren’t many redeeming qualities about what was

left that would inspire me to play this record again

over the 1,000 other singles from similar-sounding

bands. (MXV)

KTC Domestic Productions, thisdrama.com

Tranzmitors - S/T, 7”

Holy shit, this is one blazingly hot piece o’ wax! The

Tranzmitors are a Vancouver four-piece comprised of

ex-members of the Smugglers, New Town Animals,

and the Parallels and play late-’70s power-pop punk

that maxes out on energy, harmonies, and hooks.

And they do it right, pulling every string and filling

every indulgence to make the songs work. “Bigger

Houses, Broken Homes” starts out with a wallop-

ing bass riff and charging drums, with the band

gradually filtering in with shimmering pop. Dual

vocals trade off verses and then join together for

an anthemic call-and-response chorus. The B-side,

“Glamour Girls,” pulls a ’50s rock ‘n’ roll pulse with

a refrain so obnoxiously catchy that you hate to love

it. Heavy nods go towards the Undertones and the

Buzzcocks-kind of like what the Exploding Hearts

were doing with the Boys, so fans of great pop should

jump on this with a quickness. (Vt)

Deranged, dereangedrecords.com

Vilent Lovers Club, the - S/T, CDEP

Vilent Lovers Club (VLC) is the brainchild of Odie (ex-

Baseball Furies), with a little help from current and

past members of groups like the Mistreaters, Clone

Defects, and Carbonas. Instead of fast, raw punk rock

like you might expect from any of the above-named

bands, the VLC play a more subdued form of rock and

roll that draws from influences like ‘70s-era Stones

and the Modern Lovers. The first song, “Uptight,”

snaps along with an almost power-pop feel, and

they’re not afraid to stretch out and build up a sinis-

ter groove on the record’s final track, “Water to Fire.”

Everything in between is cool, too, and fans of mod-

ern day rock and roll bands like the Reigning Sound

are bound to be all over this. (JC)

Big Neck, P0 Box 8144, Reston, VA 20195, bigneckrecords.com

Witch Hunt - This is Only the Beginning, CD

This marks the third time I’ve reviewed Witch Hunt for

Punk Planet. As my loyal readers may recall, it’s been

nothing but raves about this band. There’s no reason

to break that trend with this release. From day one

it’s been nothing but thrashy and anthemic anarcho

hardcore, always a cut above the rest. This release

compiles their debut album As Priorities Decoy, four

unreleased demos for that album, a Siege cover from

the WNYU radio session, their self-titled 7”, and their

side of the split 7” with Deathbag. You really should

own this already, but if not, here’s a second chance

with bonus material. Once you’ve fully digested this

CD, go out and buy Witch Hunt’s newer album too.

You’ll thank me later. (DA)

Fistolo, PO Box 2836, Upper Darby, PA 19082, fistolo.com

Wright, Shannon - Let in the Light, CDEP

Shannon Wright is so talented in combining the

smokiness and smolder in her voice with airy

melodies that on this album favor quick shifts and

dropped rhythms on some tracks and easy repeti-

tion on others. Let in the Light starts strong; "St.

Pete” makes its mark on the brain with one listen,

whereas the following track is more subtle but no

less striking. Reminiscent of Cat Power’s You Are

Free in its capacity for both brooding slow burners

and likewise still-brooding-but-more-aggressive

fast tracks. Each is done well. Also, Wright’s piano

and guitar playing, as subtle as her delivery, layer

seamlessly with delicately played rhythms by the

Shipping News’ Kyle Crabtree. Wright’s songwriting

here is impressive; she conveys so much emotion

without raising her voice over a stern reprimand,
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if that. Her melodies are loaded, stirring the emo-

tion in her vocals and lyrics in their directness and

minimalist point-making. At last, a really good al-

bum. (AJA)

Quarterstick, PO Box 25342, Chicago, IL 60625, quarterstickre-

cords.com

Z - Mikabe, CD

Z was formed from members of There is a Light That

Never Goes Out, but here shows a turn towards im-

provisational jazz. It’s lead by multi-instrumentalist

Jun Nemoto, who croons and screams like a flame

in the winds of noise and solid, but irregular drums.

Tracks like “Zushiki Man” open with a solo and free-

flying saxophone that later is thunderously backed

by chains of guitar riffs that shift into sharper modes

as it progresses. On “Netsumonogatari,” the loose

drums take on a nearly primitive quality, accompa-

nied minimally by other instruments until it erupts

with screams six minutes in. The track “Ikusa” opens

slower than most of the album, with hypnotic bass

tones, guitar, and a sax in soliloquy, but transforms

comfortably into other forms over it’s nearly 10-

minute length. Most tracks actually are quite long;

overall, it’s a good mix of noise rock and free jazz into

an authentic sounding concoction that doesn’t sound

like one genre just adding dashes of another. (BA)

Transduction, Spencer lock House, Key Hill Dr., Hockley, Bir-

mingham B18 5NY, UK, transductionrecords.com

Zozobra - Harmonic Tremors, CD

The gods of metal hath smiled upon me this issue,

for I have received two amazing releases from the

ever-awesome Hydra Head Records. Zozobra brings

the bassist of Cave In and drummer of Old Man

Gloom together to create some crushingly heavy

and sludgy songs with an underlying space-rock

(think Cave In’s Jupiter) influence. It’s not surpris-

ing these guys hit the road with Isis and Jesu. I’ve

always liked Caleb’s vocals in Cave In, and his voice

fits whether he’s screaming or actually singing.

There really isn’t a bad song on here: there’s more

interesting parts and great riffs on this album than

most bands have on two albums. If you’re into Isis

or Cave In I’d totally recommend this. It’s not anoth-

er Isis rip off, I promise. Hormonic Tremors maybe

one of the better metal records (along with the new

Big Business) that came out this year. I’m going to

have to keep tabs on all the Hydra Head releases

from now on. (KM)

Hydra Head, PO Box 291430, Los Angeles, CA 90029, hydrahead.com

V/A - Hallellujah: Cum Sponge Records 7”

Series Volume One, 7”

This is the first compilation from western Canada’s

Cum Sponge Records in a series by which they hope

to spawn a distorted, dirty 7” offspring every six

months. Each band’s offering is thunderous, raucous,

devoid-of-dass or precedent. Hippie Critz “Show 'em

Some Leg” begins with slaps by bassist Mr. Awesome

then detonates into a blitzkrieg on-the-road anthem

in praise of alcohol and long walks on highway shoul-

ders. Effigy’s “God’s Got One Hand Down My Pants

and the Other in My Back Pocket” sounds straight

from twisted mouths of devils: no priest, believer,

or form of god escape their vitriolic projectile vomit.

Lighter fare "Zombies . . . Brains!!” by the Tups takes

punk rock to the playground, and TxHxE speak in
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REVIEWER SPOTLIGHTS
Reviewer Spotlight: Brian Moss (BM)

Boilermaker, Leucadia. Named after their one-time collective hometown of Leucadia,

CA (situated roughly 30 miles north of San Diego) Boilermaker’s fourth full-length album

was released in 2001 (years after the band had seemingly dismantled) by Better Looking

Records as homage to their entire catalogue. Featuring selected tracks from their previ-

ous recordings as well as a couple of new tracks that came about following their lengthy hiatus, the record

documents one of the most progressive and followed acts of mid- and late-’90s indie innovation. While

Boilermaker may not be a household name the effects of their work can be heard on a widespread level.

At a time when experimenting with punk and hardcore’s more dynamic possibilities was fairiy uncommon

outside of the nation’s capital this particular Southern California outfit was shattering conceptions of classi-

fication and creating a new status quo. Both fragile and crushing, Boilermaker’s frequently 6/8-timed songs

steadily escalate from hushed melancholic-pop into blistering explosions of distortion. During the later half

of their existence and shortly after their demise their influence spread rapidly amongst both angularly-

minded post-punks and hardcore devotees that sought to counter balance their relentless intensity. Sadly,

as it usually happens, roughly 10 years down the line the bulk of the genre they helped to parent has been

morphed into yet another caramel-covered, soulless marketing scheme. Boilermaker’s Leucadia, or any of

their other now extremely rare material is highly recommended for anyone who’s interested in relatively

unsung founding fathers.

I went to Central America for one month and didn’t bring any music. So this time around, regardless of my

opinions, I’ve got to say that all I’ve been listening to is dirty reggaeton, neo-rasta cuts, Latin pop, and amus-

ingly-outdated USgangsta rap.

Reviewer Spotlight: Bart Niedzialkowski (BN)

Sixer, Busted Knuckles and Heartbreak. I was exposed to Sixer entirely through luck. I

I

was browsing through stacks of LPs in the now defunct Evanston, Illinois record shop—

Raw Records-when one of the employees played “Truth Hurts” and I was hooked. At

1

the time I wasn’t even sure what record was playing, I just knew it was fucking amazing.

Sixer’s approach on the debut EP was very straightforward-just a mix of melodic street punk and southern

rock, but it was delivered with such energy, sincerity and intensity that I immediately picked up a copy. I

wasn’t at all disappointed with the purchase. “Truth Hurts” was followed by an equally-impressive batch

of songs describing situations both personal and social. While the writing was simple, the lyrics carried the

heavy weight of truth with their imagery resulting in a heartfelt quality so rare for this type of genre. Sadly,

Sixer released only two further LPs, one on TKO and the other on BYO, before disbanding-their later work

weighed down by personal trouble and flickering commitment. Still, the EP stands on its own as a gritty, me-

lodic, important, and convincing piece of punk rock music history. Any fan of street punk, oi, or even southern

rock ‘n’ roll should hunt down a copy and add it to their collection.

On the turntable: Sundowner, Four One Five Two
;
the Promise Ring, Wood/Water, Stiff Little Fingers, Anthol-

ogy; Fifteen, Surprise.

Reviewer Spotlight: Rex Reason (RR)

Velvet Underground, the, The Velvet Underground & Hico. It is a total cliche to gush

over this album. I realize this. However, when I looked at the list of records that have

been spotlighted previously, I was utterly floored than no Velvet Underground records

have been spotlights yet. Sure, it’s obvious, but holy fuck! Almost everything you listen

to that came after this record can be traced back to it: that’s not even much of an assumption on my part.

The unsavory-made-real-and-transcendent in song maybe didn’t start here, but this record sure as shit

set the bar for it. Feedback has been louder and more elaborate, but seldom as haunting and musical

as on this record. It was lightning in a bottle. Lou Reed and John Cale later individually crawled up their

own asses (not always a bad thing), and Nico sounds like a deaf mute trying to sing, but it fucking works,

and beautifully. This record hits all the emotional notes from the most relaxed to the most frantic-often

within the same song-and it fits perfectly together. No wonder it’s such a cliche to gush over this thing:

it’s damn near perfect.

I’ll be diving into these when my reviews are done: Boris, Feedbacker, Big Business, Here Come the Water-

works (reviewed this issue): DJ Muggs vs. Gza, Grandmasters: The Remix Album; Kinski in Herzog’s Woyzeck;

NHL, the Playoffs: Go Red Wings.

Y
Reviewer’s Spotlight: Matthew Siblo (MS)

Nirvana, In Utero. It’s hard to write anything about Nirvana these days without sounding

like some hyperbolic Rolling Stone editor or a gregarious (and subsequently) idiotic pun-

dit on VHl’s Remember Five Years Ago. History lessons are a dime a dozen when it comes

to the Alterno-rock explosion (especially buried within these pages) but it’s impossible

to take this album out of context and not to marvel at what a bizarre follow up this was to an eight-billion

selling album. One of its thorniest surprises was In Utero’s first single “Heart Shaped Box,” which not only

holds the distinction of being Nirvana’s only single I still enjoy listening to independently but also contains

some of the most truly disturbing lyrical imagery of any song to grace the Top 40. The album fluctuates

between moody acoustic ballads and homage to the band’s love of the Touch & Go/SST catalogue, creating

a discrepancy that left a number of critics and fans scratching their heads. Many dismissed the band as a

fluke instead of picking up the challenge left by disconcerting songs such as “ Rape Me” and “Scentless Ap-

prentice,” but there I go again, resting comfortably with my armchair pontifications spewing out things like

“relevance” and “staying power.” What matters most is that cranking up “Tourette’s” to annoy my neighbors

is just as satisfying as it was when I did it to aggravate my parents all those years ago.

Get Innocuous! El Perro De Mar, S/T; Of Montreal, Hissing Fauna, Are You the Destroyer?; the Blow, Poor Aim:

Love Songs; LCD Soundsystem, Sound of Silver, the Lemonheads, It’s a Shame About Ray.

Reviewer Spotlight: Sarah Stone-Wunder (SSW)

Band, the, The Last Wjltz. It’s tempting to list this album as V/A because, really, what

makes The Last Waltz one of my all-time favorite albums isn’t the Band as much as their

guests on stage. The guests assembled for this final concert (and its fantastic accompa-

nying Scorsese-directed film) are some of the best musicians of their time. Neil Young,

Joni Mitchell, the Staple Singers, Muddy Waters, Emmylou Harris, Dr. John-all of the Band’s accompanists on

The Last Waltz make their already-enjoyable songs even more beautiful and rollicking. Two favorites include

“The Weight” with the Staple Singers-a track that makes me sing along every time I hear it-and “Helpless”

with Neil Young and (an un-credited) Joni Mitchell, which is one of those tracks I could listen to over and over

again and never get sick of. The Last Waltz was actually the first album by the Band I ever heard. While I tend

not to prefer greatest-hits collections over original albums, with the Band I often find myself rather listening

to the guest-enhanced, greatest-hits live version instead.

A fiesta’s brewing: Francisco Aguabella, H20; Lydia Mendoza, Mai Hombre and Other Original Hits from the

1930s; Nati Cano’s Mariachi Los Camperos; Llegaron Los Camperos!; Poncho Sanchez, Ultimate Latin Dance

Party, Tito Puente, Party with Puente.

Reviewer Spotlight: Chris Vandeviver (CV)

Strike Anywhere, Change is a Sound. At this point in the game, I’m sure that Strike Any-

where needs no introduction. They’ve been running the tour circuit for who knows how

long, and have ascended through the ranks of the punk consciousness, without really

having to compromise what they do. But with the release of Dead FM, their debut on Fat

Wreck, I felt it was truly a let down. The hardcore tendencies that were employed so heavily in all the previous

material, which gave them that “taking the world by storm” effect, seemed to have been tossed for a punkier

sound. This made Dead FM drag. So it seemed like a good time to revisit the breakthrough album that really

turned their blip into a crater. When the battle-march drums kick in on the disc’s opener, “You’re Fired,” you

know you’re in for some shit. Every cylinder is set on high, and every note and beat is revealed firmly, never

to glance back. It almost felt like Jade Tree aligned itself with a global super power as if there was a choice

to be made-do they stuff mail-order envelopes with discs and shirts, or stuff alcohol drenched rags into

empty bottles to send to the kids? The revolution felt as if it was right around the corner from this release,

and goddamn, you just wanted Strike Anywhere to be leading the charge.

2007 and the golden ticket: Lifetime, S/T; Damiera, M(US)IC; Smoke or Fire, This Sinking Ship; Western Ad-

diction, Cognicide; Fucked Up, Hidden World.

Reviewer Spotlight: Kira Wisniewski (KW)

Bouncing Souls. Hopeless Romantic. This isn’t my favorite Souls album, but it was the

first Souls album I loved and what paved the way for them to become my favorite band

of all time. The album delivers the fast, up-tempo pop punk that the Bouncing Souls have

cultivated and made their own in a charming, innocent fashion. Hopeless Romantic is

filled with poppy hooks and a great sense of humor with tracks like “Bullying the Jukebox,” “You’re So Rad,”

and “Wish Me Well (You Can Go to Hell).” It’s songs like those that help remind you that life isn’t always so

serious. Despite the overall bouncy tone of the album, they end up philosophizing on life in a simplistic man-

ner that suites them perfectly. On the track “Kid,” the verse "You’re a good kid you’ve still got the power in

you / hangin’ around you don’t know what to do / don’t think too much / just let it loose / get up now’s your

chance / we are here and we make you dance / you are not alone this is our home.” Sure, those words are so

simple, but to my fourteen-year-old self they really made an impact. I was not necessarily an outcast as a

child, but this felt right. I quickly got my hands on all of their other albums and six years later got a Bouncing

Souls tattoo. And three years later, they’re still my favorite. This album kind of started it all for me and will

always have a special place in my heart.

Bouncing in my ears: The Draft, A Million Pieces; Lifetime, S/T; Ted Leo & the Pharmacists, Living With the

Living; Weakerthans, Fallow; Lucero; Rebels, Rogues & Sworn Brothers.
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tongues, bang a cymbal, and randomly strum. Never

heard anything like it, and never will again. (KG)

Cum Sponge, PO Box 176, Onanole, MB, ROJ 1N0

V/A- Happy Together, CD

When I first saw this album, I gagged a little. Erik

Aucoin, who founded Lujo Records, met Jocelyn

Toews when he hired her to do PR for the label.

Five years later, she owns half of Lujo, which has

released over 51 records, and-you guessed it-the

two are getting married. It’s a lovely-lovely story,

but really, do you have to remember it with black

and gold, an interlocking E and J, and a Zombies

cover? Actually, you might, because this is a sweet

sort-of mixtape, comprised of 22 songs from Lujo

bands and Lujo friends, including special solo tracks

from the likes of Loop, Pearly Sweets, and Coop.

(They nailed the Zombies, too.) I still felt like barf-

ing when I read the note from “Mr. and Mrs. Lujo,”

but then I heard Detholz pummel-whisper Phil

Collins’s "Invisible Touch,” and I swallowed my bile

and bitterness at once. Congrats to you both, and

thanks for sharing. (MC)

Lujo, 3209 Jennie Drive, Morgan City LA 70380, lujorecords.com

V/A - Miyagi in Spring, 7”

Serving as the inaugural release for German la-

bel Miyagi Records, this wonderfully packaged

gatefold 7” is quite the introduction. Four artists

are showcased on this wee piece of wax; in order

of appearance, they are: Culm, Kenzari’s Middle

Kata, Tenlike, and Mercer. The first two tracks are

both superbly dark and dissonant things, with the

yelping catcalls of Culm being an instant highlight.

From there, on side two it moves into a realm of

understated folk balladry and blanketed personal

lyrics under layered acoustics, courtesy of Tenlike,

and Mercer rounds out the release with a stark in-

strumental track. Though it is an introduction, it is

difficult to say where the label will go from here,

given that each track offers a markedly different

direction. Only time will tell where Miyagi chooses

to go next; in the meantime, it’s nice to meet all

of you.(SBM)

Miyagi, Ellenbogen 10, 20144 Hamburg, Germany, ilovemi-

yagi.de

V/A - Take Action! Volume 6, 2xCD/DVD

For the sixth installment in the Take Action! series,

Hopeless/Sub City gives you two CDs and a DVD to

boot. With the CDs containing 40 songs total and

the DVD having 28 videos, you could make the case

that this too much for one package. There’s variety

here, but it’s the kind of variety that mainly suits

the Warped Tour’s core demographic. Sure, it's

cool to see bands like Strike Anywhere, Zao, Con-

verge, and These Arms Are Snakes get coverage,

but sandwiched between all sorts of permutations

of screamo, mall punk, and emo-punk, they feel a

little out of place. As far as the comp’s carrot on the

stick with non-LP tracks, fans of So They Say, Crash

Romeo, Self Against City, and the Honorary Title are

in luck. Everything else is previously-released, but

being an inexpensive comp, it’s a low-risk introduc-

tion to a lot of bands. (EG)

Sub City/Hopeless, PO Box 7495, Van Nuys, CA 91409, subc-

ity.net PunkPlanet.com
dig the new breed



COMICS
A

bout our reviews: We review independently produced comics. It’s true. We do it for the love of reading them and for the love of writing about them. We don’t care whether or not you buy them based on our reviews, but

we will make every effort to give you what information we can about the comics we review that are available for sale. We review comics that are put out by the small publishing houses, comics that are put out by small art

collectives, and comics that are put out by individuals. We’ll try to review every comic we get in-house, but sometimes that’s just not possible. Sorry.

This issue’s reviewers are: Christa Donner (CD), Lisa Groshong (LG), and Anne Elizabeth Moore (AEM). Edited one last time by Laura Pearson

Misery Loves Comedy

Ivan Brunetti dislikes himself, women, sex, the world and god. But his

seemingly enthusiastic love for delving into these subjects is more than

apparent in Misery Loves Comedy, which collects the heavily dark-humored

first three issues of his autobiographical rant, Schizo. A true and hilarious

testament to one man’s mental illness forms the collection’s introduction

by Brunetti’s therapist, who gives an insightful glimpse into the creator’s

past while also providing some context to his highly offensive and ultra-disturbing work, which

will occasionally produce a shameful snort-inducing laughter. Each of the three issues begins with

a continuing storyline about a day in the life of Brunetti. The first issue shows his failed attempts to

wake up in the morning, the second issue depicts his struggle to get ready to go to work, and the

third issue captures the artist at his stereotypical office job at Astrophysics Weekly, where hilarity

ensues. While this reoccurring storyline has its moments, the more memorable pieces of the col-

lection are the shorter comic strips with titles like “Stumpy, The Lovable Multiple Amputee” and

“My Mother, The Choad.” A highlight of the book is Brunetti’s skill to weave in and out of multiple

artistic styles, going from the super-realistic to the more simplistic, and thus creating an aesthetically

appeasing comic despite the repugnant aspects of the subject material. And yes, the stuff in Misery

Loves Comedy can get so bad that even Robert Crumb sent a letter of concern to Brunetti, which can

be found in the second issue. The underground comix legend urges Brunetti to seek professional

help and encourages him to mediate by chanting for five minutes an uplifting statement (Crumb’s is

“I am attractive to some kinds of women”). Yeah, if the guy who grew up in the family depicted in

Crumb is encouraging you to seek help then you know something’s wrong. But Brunetti’s courage to

showcase the demented sense of humor that many of us keep to ourselves deserves a few nods, but

the repetitiveness of the same old mental issues pushes the book into the danger zone of annoyance.

But whatever else happens, don’t attempt to retell any of these jokes at parties unless you want to be

“that guy/girl” for the rest of the night. -Hunter Clauss

$24.95, Ivan Brunetti, Fantagraphics

Back in Bleck

Gak. Recently canned by The Portland Mercury,

Johnny Ryan’s comic drowns in piss, tits, and farts.

This collection of strips tries so hard to top itself with

tastelessness that it just stops being funny. I appre-

ciate a sick sense of humor, but come on. Even my

8-year-old nephew gets bored of booger jokes even-

tually. (LG)

$11.95, Johnny Ryan, Fantagraphics, www.fantagraphics.com,

ISBN 978-1-56097-790-2

Big Plans No. 1

This tiny 48-page conpic consists of two stories: a

brief one about becoming disenchanted with comics

and a more developed tale of a couple too spooked

to get on a flight to New York. Small and sparse, Big

Plans nonetheless captures spot-on emotion and an

amazing amount of detail in its inch-square illustra-

tions. (LG)

$5, Aron Nets Steinke, www.aronnelssteinke.com

Buddy Does Jersey

I started reading this collection of Peter Bagge’s

Buddy Bradley stories, collected from Hate comics,

while on vacation with my family. The only other

book I’d brought along was terrible, so I dove into

Buddy Does Jersey. I’m glad the circumstances forced

me to stick with it, because even though it was hard

to get into, it didn’t take long for me to get attached

to Buddy, his family, his messed-up girlfriend, and

his hometown gang of misfits. This comic perfectly

captures the angst of drifting through your twenties,

especially working crappy jobs and hanging out with

high school friends who are losers but also painfully

familiar. (LG)

$14.95, Peter Bagge, Fantagraphics, www.fantagraphics.com,

ISBN 978-1-56097-837-4

The Castaways

Though its airbrushed cover might suggest less, The

Castaways is a graphically strong and well-crafted

story set in the rural, Depression-era South. The “cast-

aways” in question are a teenaged runaway and an

elderly train-hopper who befriends him, introducing

the boy (and most readers) to the complex system of

currency, honor, and cooperation of 1930s hobo cul-

ture. It’s a sweet and optimistic tale set in a context

devoid of hope, which works surprisingly well. (CD)

$17.95, Rob Vollmar and Pablo G. Callejo. NBM Comics Lit, www.

nbmpublishing.com, ISBN 978-1-56163-492-1

Cramhole!

What happens when punks start to get old? How do

you suppress the urge to kill loudmouthed, inconsid-

erate houseguests who humiliate you in front of your

friends? This comic hit close to home, but that’s not the

only reason I loved it. Cramhole! looks like your basic

photocopied zine but it’s much smarter and funnier.

With its clever drawings and point-on dialogue, the zine

elevates regular old life to something profound. (LG)

$3, Billups Allen and Amy Shapiro, aamholethecomic@hotmail.com

Night and Day

Sarah Becan’s latest small-press project begins with

the story of an unlikely couple on a camping trip.

While hiking to their next destination, the two come

across a mysterious house not listed on any map, and

that’s when things start to get kooky. Becan’s dia-

logue is strong and her simple drawings work well

enough, though the digital-looking lines texturing

the grey tones throughout the book (which clash with

its otherwise nicely handmade qualities) distracted

me. Printed on flecked paper with a sparkly screen-

printed cover, this is a nice book object as well as an

odd and interesting short story. (CD)

$4, Sarah Becan, Shortpants Press, www.shortpantspress.com (no

ISBN)

Queen & Country #31

In this episode, special agent Tara Chase has just

wrapped up a case in Baghdad only to be kidnapped

along with two others en route to her plane out of

town. There’s surprisingly little action from our hero-

ine as she retreats into unresponsive silence (surely

preceding some butt-kicking in the next issue), and

it’s disappointing that the only Iraqi characters are

terrorist thugs. Instead, the issue focuses on the

behind-the-scenes bureaucracy of the situations,

something the series is known for. Unless you really

enjoy watching government officials get stressed

out, you may want to pair this with one of the more

action-packed episodes of the series. (CD)

$2.99, Greg Rucka and Chris Samnee, Oni Press, www.onipress.

com (no ISBN)

Spent

Joe Matt is well-known for autobiographical comics

chronicling his life as a self-loathing, porn-addicted,

socially awkward recluse. Good for him, although for

the life of me I can’t figure out what anyone might

get out of reading this book. It’s irritating that such

territory has been so overused in the indie comics

genre to have become cliche, but it has. If you’re

interested in reading about another miserable, ob-

sessively masturbating comics geek, there are better

options out there. (CD)

$19.95, Joe Matt, Drawn and Quarterly, www.drawnandquar-

terly.com, ISBN 9781897299111

Unlovable #5

Esther Pearl Watson’s most recent chronicle of the

adventures of Tammy Pierce (ah, where do I start.

I guess “boogers, boys, and banana clips” sums up

her current concerns fairly well) is no less engaging

than her previous four installments, and it continues

to baffle that no one has snapped up and republished

these goofy-ass narrative art books in a long-form

musing on high-school pathos. Could it be that the

general public does not find the Eighties as funny as

I do? Doubtful. Then perhaps great guffaws over an

unsympathetic main character’s adolescent antics

won’t sell to a mainstream audience? That seems

wrong too. Regardless, I’m thrilled and proud Wat-

son continues to ruminate on the silliness of what,

really, is my own high-school youth. And deeply,

deeply embarrassed.

$5, Esther Pearl Watson, funchicken@sbcglobal.net (no ISBN).
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DVDs
August in the Empire State

Gabriel Rhodes and Keefe Murren, directors and producers

Political campaigns have always been a ripe subject for documen-

taries (see The War Room or the recent Street Fight,) although they

usually focus on the candidates. August in the Empire State is about

the campaigns of protesters. At the Republican Convention in New

York City in 2004, there were over 500,000 protesters, who met with

cordons of police and lots of arrests. This documentary focuses partly

on one activist leader, Cheri Honkala, who organizes the poor and homeless into an illegal march

(meaning only that they were denied a permit to express free speech) beginning from the UN

and leading to the doorsteps of the convention. While they are out on the streets, the protestors

face police who monitor while they organize and prepare—they even ticket them for setting up

a camp with protest signs about homelessness on a sidewalk in a park. The tickets prompt Honk-

ala to say: “There’ll be a bunch of people sleeping in this park tonight and they won’t get a bunch

of misdemeanors or anything. It’s when you say something . . . that’s when you go to jail.”

The documentary also chronicles a likeable Hispanic Republican, Paul Rodriguez, run-

ning a campaign in a highly Democratic district in New York. When you hear his oft-offered

reasons for being Republican—even to members of his family—you can understand his

motives (individual reliance and motivation, welfare as encouraging inaction, and so on).

He seems genuine, but idealistic when you consider the actual motives and practices of the

Republican Party. This is further contrasted against the protests of the homeless and poor,

among other parts of the documentary. The film also follows Michelle Goldberg, a journalist

who follows groups of protesters and also is allowed into the Republican convention. Her part

provides a fulcrum on which the documentary balances, and it’s fairly obvious which side has

the weight of evidence in its favor. Ultimately, the protestors outnumber the Republicans ten

to one, seemingly a host city with unwelcome guests. The riot squads are brought out to keep

the convention squeaky clean for the cameras both inside and outside of the building. Eighteen

hundred protestors are arrested, most released later without charges.

The DVD also includes an essential documentary short about the Billionares for Bush, an

open-source collective of artist-activists that costume themselves like rich people in support of

Bush to highlight contradictions and absurdities; for instance, wearing suits and smoking cigars

and calling for “Four More Wars!” since it’s profitable. The whole thing is a brilliant idea, and

also hilarious. The disc also includes a couple deleted scenes that are unnecessary, but “bonus.”

The main strengths of this are the trails faced by grassroots activists in their enaction of their

rights to free speech. -Bill Angelbeck

Rumur Releasing, www.rumur.com

All Time Greatest Hits: A Collection of Experi-

mental Films and Videos

“Who needs the rusty Hollywood robot when all

along your next-door neighbor has been making

the best movies in the world,” ask the liner notes of

Peripheral Produce’s All Time Greatest Hits DVD. The

folks at this independent distribution label claim a

worthy cause: the promotion of experimental film

and video artists “who challenge the cinematic sta-

tus quo.” These shorts do contain abstract and con-

ceptual elements that are almost entirely lacking in

mainstream Hollywood movies. There is another cin-

ematic status quo, however, that these video artists

fail to challenge or overcome: The bourgeois, art-

school DIY aesthetic that has been well-established

for quite some time now.

These are not the best movies in the world.

Most of them are painfully self-indulgent, and

none are strikingly smart or innovative. There are

some moments of beauty (Sam Green’s voyeuristic

meandering along a San Francisco train route in “N

Judah 5:30”; Brian Frye’s sketchy, dreamy portraits

in “Oona’s Veil”)—but they are only moments, and

they are far outnumbered by the smug, tired ideas

and overused imagery pervading most of the disc.

Matt McCormick’s “The Subconscious Art of Graffiti

Removal” begins as a clever take on unintentional

urban aesthetics, but quickly becomes a preten-

tious, watery joke at the expense of small-time

bureaucrats and the working class. Naomi Uman’s

“Removed”-a critique of the perception of women

in pornography—also promises much more than it

delivers.

If you have a deep, abiding affection for ex-

perimental film and video, you may genuinely

enjoy this compilation. If, however, you have little

patience for trite, barely-left politics, funny animals

looped ad nauseam, and romantic narratives about

how the decision to not wear shoes contributes to a

vague, adolescent sense of White Guilt, this is not

for you. -Carrie Sieh

Peripheral Produce, www.peripheralproduce.com

Holy Molar: Dentist the Menace

The band Holy Molar features members of ac-

claimed bands including the Locust, Some Girls,

and Antioch Arrow. The problem with this DVD is

that there’s nothing ripe for acclaim. Featuring a

lot of live footage, interviews, and fly-on-the-wall

shenanigans, Dentist the Menace feels like a long

inside joke. The music is not bad-it’s spazzy, noisy,

and fast-but the sound and video quality is very

poor. You hear the drums and keyboards way better

than anything else. Filmed on hand-held cameras,

you just watch these guys dressed as dentists go off

in small spaces. Sure, it’s a fun gimmick, but this is

something I’m not sure even hardcore fans would

want. -Eric Grubbs

Three.One.G, P.0. Box 178262, San Diego, CA 92177

Interkosmos

Jim Finn, director

Skillfully merging old propaganda films and NASA

footage with original content filmed to blend, all

while utilizing some charmingly retro miniature sets

and stop-motion special effects, Jim Finn establishes

the fictional story of an East German effort to estab-

lish socialist colonies on the moons of Jupiter and

Saturn. It’s a loving send-up of visions of the future

during the Cold War era, done on the cheap with a

singular vision making up for what the production

budget lacked. This is truly independent filmmaking.

There’s a special place in hell for badly executed

mock-documentaries, and that space seems to be

expanding by the year. While they might sound great

on paper, mockumentaries often end up collapsing

under the weight of their conceit, rarely utilizing the

documentary form to its parodic or creative potential.

Finn’s surrealist mock-video essay Interkosmos suc-

ceeds where many have failed by turning the pitch

on the parody way down and letting the strangeness

linger throughout languid and lyrical pieces of alleg-

edly “lost” footage.

In a way, Interkosmos seems like an artifact of

video ephemera from another time, not only for its

expert blending of archival and mock-archival foot-

age, but in the way the entire work retains a sense of

mystery that has been largely lost in the our easily-

referenced world of Youtube and Wikipedia. There

is a whimsical strangeness that gives the film that

quality of a long-lost video artifact from a forgotten

time, from an obscure historical moment. It’s not an

easy feat igniting that sense of wonder and mystery

nowadays, but Finn succeeds with Interkosmos.

-Paul M. Davis

Self-released, www.interkosmosmovie.coin

Tim Barry / La Par Force

Despite the double billing on the title, this is clearly

a Tim Barry DVD. Barry, best known as the frontman

for Richmond’s Avail, appears as a solo artist playing

twangy, acoustic guitar arrangements with simple,

honest lyrics. Avail playing country music? It works.

Barry, a natural-born storyteller, talks through-

out the live performance. He frequently references his

Richmond roots and the constant struggle of rich ver-

sus poor and gentrification throughout his set. La Par

Force, who performs all their songs in English, learned

Barry’s songs the day before the two-week tour start-

ed to be his band as well as the opening act.

In addition to Barry’s solo material, he also

performs the Avail song “Fall Apart.” Barry’s lyri-

cal content, although simple, is sometimes brutal-

ly honest and quite somber. For example, the song

“Carolina’s RV” is about a friend that drowned in

the river. Another case is during the tour diary,

when he candidly plays a song he’s “never played

in front of people” that he “wrote right after I

fucked one of my good friend’s girlfriend.” He

clearly has some issues, but will be the first to ad-

mit it. Barry says, “This shit is therapy for me, y’all.

I’m not here to entertain; I’m just trying to get it all

out.” -Kira Wisniewski

Punkervision, PO BOX 48, Hassocks, BN6 OAN, UK, www.punker-

vision.net
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OFF-Line #40: DIY Commitment Ceremony!

Claire and Vincent have decided to tie the knot after nine years of co-habitation, but they’re

going to do it their way. First of all, it’s not a wedding but a commitment ceremony, due to

their stance against the current legal status of marriage as privileging hetero couples. Second

of all, they’re all about DIY, so they’re doing all the planning themselves: scouting a location,

renting a tent, hiring musicians, deciding upon leisure activities (volleyball, anyone?). Third

of all, they’re vegan, and while planning a vegan meal for 75 or 80 guests (most of whom

are presumably non-vegan) is a challenge, they’re also doing all the cooking themselves the

week before. Finally, Vincent’s in cahoots with Claire’s girlfriends to plan the bachelorette

party and bridal shower, adding the burden of keeping the wool pulled over her eyes to

the already substantial wedding-planning stress. If you want to know the ins and outs of

preparing your own ceremony-be it traditional, non-traditional, or anywhere in-between,

the lessons that Claire and Vincent have already learned the hard way will come in handy. Ev-

erything is told quite freely, primarily from Vincent’s point of view, with some sidebars from

Claire and others. These two are one of the most idealistic couples in zinedom, and to read

their story makes my heart glow a little bit. If the fun is in the planning, then by writing about

the process, they’ve ensured that they’ll always be able to relive this very important moment

in their lives. Congratulations! (AM)

Free, donation, and trades, Claire E. Cocco and Vincent J. Romano, 35 Barker Ave #46, White Plains NY 10601

The Archive, Vol. 2, #4

At first glance, The Archive seduced me with a dain-

tily minimalist cover, and it was hard to imagine

anything other than romanticized theory within its

pages. Turns out I was half right, as this is a zine for

a Chicago gallery named Green Lantern. This particu-

lar issue was made in commemoration of an exhibit

there called “Hot Mess,” which showcased works by

Peter Hoffman and Caleb Lyons. Despite not having

seen the artwork, I still found plenty in this zine for

a non-Chicagoan to absorb and enjoy. An amus-

ing essay titled “The Kids Are All Right On My Desk:

On Friendship at a Distance,” for one, discusses the

symbolic meaning of a photo kept on an office desk,

plus a myriad of other topics and a good handful of

unnecessary footnotes. Also included is perhaps the

most pleasantly absurd cartoon ever drawn: “The

Man Who Married A Cat.” Again, while this creation

is connected to the gallery, the accompanying essays

provide more than enough charm to get by on, offer-

ing both smart commentary and literary insight. Pick

up a copy of The Archive, get informed, and send a

few ideas in to their Marginal Notions campaign-a

service that collects used ideas of whimsy and resells

them to willing patrons. It’s almost too good to be

true. (SBM)

$1, Caroline Picard, 1511 N. Milwaukee Ave, Znd Floor, Chicago, IL

60622, lantern.g@gmail.com, http://thegreenlantern.org

Both Sides Now #73-74

This self-described “journal of lightworking, peace-

making, and consciousness” has a number of articles

on spirituality, pacifism, and living to your maximum

potential. There’s an analysis of the conflict between

Israel and the Arab states from the perspective of the

Mayan spiritual calendar, as well as two pieces-an

article and a book excerpt-on the challenges of iden-

tifying and raising indigo children. There are also book

excerpts from 2012: The Return of Quetzalcodtl and

Rob Brezsny’s PRONOIA Is the Antidote for Paranoia.

All content is dense but self-affirming and feel-good

newagey. (AM)

$2, $6 for 6 issues, $9 for 10 issues, foreign addresses add 25%,

10547 State HwyllON, Tyler TX 75704

Brainscan #21

This issue of Brainscan details zinester Alex Wrekk’s

experiences in a mentally abusive, oppressive re-

lationship-and her subsequent realization of such

abuse and struggle, culminating in a decision to

leave. She describes her own thoughts and feelings

and the actions of her partner in such a compel-

ling way that it is more about self-discovery than

victimization. Her words are powerful and helpful

for those experiencing the same kind of torment

but who rationalize away the “mind fucks” their

partners inflict on them. Through her writing, she

calls attention to her past situation to help others

and tries to understand why she let herself be con-

trolled in an abusive manner for so long. It is worth

reading and largely aims at pointing out such con-

trolling behavior in all people, not just between

romantic heterosexual couples. (AJA)

$3 ppd, Alex Wrekk, 809 N Shaver St, Portland, OR 97227,

alex@smallworldbuttons.com

The Die #11

Although only 31 pages long, the density and com-

plexity of The Pie’s tone and themes are demanding.

Joe Smith’s (his real name) writing is ambitious and

challenging, and evidently, he’s dedicated, educat-

ed, and thoughtful. The only subtle downside is that

at times the zine, with its philosophical, occasionally

textbook-esque tone and heavy literary analysis,

can be a smidgen on the dry side. Highlights from

the 11th issue include an introspective essay on the

concept of faith (by Smith) and a piece on the pro-

jection of utter severity in the news media (by guest

writer R Lee). Light leisure readers might perceive

this as taxing and pretentious, but folks in pursuit

of brain steroids should find themselves sufficiently

jacked. (BM)

$1, Manual Publishing P.0. Box 771 College Park, MO 20740 www.

manualpublishing.com

Dirt & Cheese #1, #2

Dirt & Cheese, by a Greensboro lady named Krot, is

the sort of thing you read and forget about most

other things: hunger, sleepiness, the itch. Each book-

length issue, jammed with text and the occasional

black-and-white graphic, showcases Krot’s crystal-

line voice-landing somewhere between cyclic Ci-

ceronian oratory, Cornell’s treasure chests, and an

un-Narcissistic wanderlust. Krot writes with heart-

breaking clarity—about her schizophrenic mother

and a summer spent de-spining fish; trainhopping

with her dog and craving grapefruit-everything

melding like jam stirred into yogurt. It’s rare to find

a zine this intense and this smoothly readable: Krot

drafts, and there are virtually no spelling or copy-

editing errors. She’s politically correct, but never at

the cost of the story. So the parts that snag most are

the ones that break the established pattern: when

Krot’s mother uses her birth name, for example, or

the passages on New Orleans 2006 (the most hay-

wiredly written of all). Brave, brave, and fucking

beautiful. (MC)

[No price given], 303 Mimosa, Greensboro NC 27403,

edamame@riseup.net

The CIA Makes Science Fiction Unexciting #4

If I ever have the pleasure of meeting Abner Smith,

the first order of business would be to give him a

righteous high five. This is the first copy of The CIA

. . . that I’ve read, and it is a fascinating booklet that

bridges the gap between zine and research paper.

For issue #4, Smith tackles the subject of the FBI’s

involvement in the death of Filiberto Ojeda Rios, a

nationalist and independence leader of Puerto Rico

in 2005. The full spectrum is covered here, from the

beginnings of the US occupation of Puerto Rico to

present-day dependence and the so-called “benefits

of an empire.” The level of control that the FBI gets

away with is devastating, to say the least, but within

these pages, Smith evenhandedly showcases the

need for intense concern and action. Also featured

intermittently is the artwork of Keith Rosson, whose

stark images fit the text perfectly. I’ll be researching

the back catalog next. (SBM)

$1.50 ppd, Abner Smith, PO Box 14332, Portland, OR 97293, www.

microcosmpublishing.com

Ecstatic Peace Records + Tapes Sweet Release #1

This zine is an extended commercial for Thurston

Moore’s record label, with a few bits of content

thrown in here and there, like captions for cut-out

images of his autographed Sex Pistols 8-Track. Not

only is this an entertaining zine, but the format al-

most better serves Thurston’s inclination to rant and

ramble than does a live music setting. Includes a

compilation CD of related music and material. (JB)

$2, 116 Pleasant St. #337, Easthampton, MA 01027

Get Off Your Ass

The inaugural edition of Get Off Your Ass, with its

odd layout choices and haphazard subject matter,

contains typical fare: Noam Chomsky references, vi-

gnettes that take place in Denny’s parking lots, and

aimless stories and rants related to childhood. While

the story about Denny’s is actually one of the few

highlights, the zine otherwise comes across as hav-

ing a loose grasp on itself and no cohesiveness what-

soever. The real lowlight of this issue comes in the

form of a chart called “How to Be Cool If You Are Not

Cool (A Handy Chart for Lame-os).” In case the title

didn’t tip you off, this is a waste of two pages that

hones in on typical high-school cliches and how to

defeat them, which is unnecessary regardless of any

attempt at satire. Mostly, GOYA suffers from a lack

of content, and a disregard for quality in what little

content it does offer. What is the purpose of making

a zine at all if there isn’t enough to fill even the first

few pages? (SBM)

$1 or trade, Naomi Geraci, getoffyrass@gmail.com

Hub City #2: Out of the Basement

Despite Lubbock, TX being the Hub City, this zine is

about New Brunswick, NJ, between Philly and NYC.

All contents focus on local matters-the bulk of this

issue being an interview with Daniel La Porte, a lo-

cal basement-show promoter and noise musician.

Mostly the interviewer and interviewee talk like

they are big fish in a small pond, particularly when

Daniel explains that his reason for remaining in New

Brunswick is his relationship with the liquor store

, down the street. And c’mon dude, a white guy can’t

reappropriate the swastika by using it casually and

without explanation in his illustrations! Aside from
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that, the zine contains local record reviews, a piece on

“How to Bleed on the Road” (as told by several local

touring women), and a short rant about why “This

Band Sucks” is a shortsighted statement. The point of

reading something isn’t necessarily to agree with it

and with this in mind, I recommend Hub City as good

brain fuel. (JB)

$2, PO Box 1561 New Brunswick, NJ 08903, JarrettJ_@hotmail.com

Jared’s First Book

Jared doodles in his notebooks. A lot. Plus he takes

notes in his Social Studies class. He tried keeping a

journal once, but pretty much only wrote entries ev-

ery other year or so when he found it while cleaning

up his room. He’s also into writing short poems with

titles like “Action Movie Formula” and themes that

rarely escape the realm of teenage angst. This isn’t

my cup of tea-there’s no narrative, and I’m having a

hard time seeing this as “art.” Here’s hoping Jared’s

Second Book is more cohesive and mature. (AM)

$2.50 US, $3.50 Canada, $4.50 elsewhere, Jared M. Robbins,

12908 Borgman, Huntington Wds Ml 48070

Johnny America #4

This lit journal subscribes to the McSweeney’s school

of design: variously sized fonts, quirky use of ital-

ics and parentheses with extra little pieces of text

in odd places, and “non-traditional” text placement

(say, around the margins on all four sides of the title

page). Even the spacing looks McSweeney’s-y, not to

mention there are tiny line drawings, not unlike those

that appear in Dave Eggers Inc.'s journals, books, and

magazines. Before I even got past the title page, how-

ever, I made a bet with myself regarding whether the

following pages of text would be framed by a box the

way that McSweeney’s books do. Sure enough, every

page thereafter was framed in just the way I imagined.

The sad thing is, McSweeney’s graphic style is getting

tired, so Johnny America #4 commits the unfortunate

dual faux pas of being both visually unoriginal and

out-of-date. OK OK, we’ve all been guilty of copying

someone’s design, so I guess I can be forgive the lay-

out and be critical of the actual writing. (This is a lit

journal, after all.) The zine contains a few short sto-

ries that are pretty decent, even funny. A few of them

are super short, which is where it seems that Johnny

America excels- namely, being short and sweet. If

this was a lit journal full of the funny one-paragraph

pieces I probably would be intrigued enough to not be

so distracted by the layout. (LM)

$4, Moon Rabbit Drinking Club & Benevolence Society, PO Box 44-

2001, Lawrence, KS 66044, johnnyamerica@johnnyamerica.net

Left Back #6

Left Back is a collection of cookie-cutter punk poetry.

It’s a solid meshing of Jawbreaker, youth alienation,

and examining the environment around you. There

are extensive full-color collage pieces throughout

the zine, and it’s refreshing to turn pages to find

visual accompaniment. Overall, though, this seems

most appropriate for someone in their early 20s

experiencing the world on their own and stewing on

these issues. (JB)

$2, 109 Arnold Ave Cranston, Rl 02905 http://fanorama.tk

The Match: A Journal of Ethical Anarchism #104

For the most part, political zines like The Match exist

for one of two reasons: to teach a credo, or to unite

people who already believe in it. The Match does the

latter, which makes a lot of sense because it has been

around since 1969 and Fred Woodworth writes, edits,

and typesets most of it himself (most of the reader

letters begin “Dear Fred”). Since it’s 2007 and mak-

ing it in the independent press world is not unlike

sucking many huge, dry rocks, I say Fred’s earned the

right to write as he pleases. And this “Match" has a lot

of pleasing things, like: sharp articles and a nine-co-

lour hand-stamped cover. Here are all the text-heavy

staple columns and compilations (“Who the Police

Beat,” “From Our Back Issues,” and a super-thick let-

ters section), plus a special arts bit including an opera

review, commentaries on censorship, and a take on

primitivism worth unpacking at both immediate and

meta-levels. I value the resource and Fred’s fight but

cringe a little at the staunch “Us v. Them” mental-

ity. It’s a catch-22: dukes gotta be up because you’re

working hard to be heard, but if they’re too high, you

risk alienating newbies. (MC)

Cash or stamps, PO Box 3012, Tuscon AZ 85702

MuseaJune ’06 #150

Musea is a free black-and-white zine composed of

two 8.5” x 14” papers folded together, purporting to

break the “latest news on the ongoing revolution in

the ARTS!”. This issue focuses on an imaginary plan

for an art center in Dallas. This just in! Late-break-

ing news: Readers in other places wonder why this

should be interesting or relevant! (LM)

Free, Tom Hendrix, 4000 Hawthorne #5., Dallas, TX 75219,

tomhendricks474@cs.com

Mylxine #17

Written by a Pensacola native, Mylxine combines

autobiographical narratives, punk politics, music,

historical pieces, and insightful interviews in a fairly

cohesive manner. The author has clearly put a great

amount of time, thought, and care into his work: the

zine is near-novel thick, well written, progressive,

and full of welcome diversity. When the segments

on transient punks and legendary local hangouts

gone awry become tiresome, there are interviews

with Howard Zinn and Palestinian Aid Workers to

drag you right back in. When the historical pieces

and memoirs of canonized poets start to stir up

memories of university lecture-hall naps, there are

moving pieces about family deaths and new births to

rouse you yet again. Sure, there are a couple cliches

in the mix, but the editorial sincerity bleeds through,

making any slight shortcomings entirely tolerable. At

times informative and at others^imply fun, Mylxine

#17 offers something for everyone or everything for

someone. If you’re aiming to read the entire issue,

don’t expect to do so quickly, as it’s demanding and

printed in eight-10 point fonts, but if you can hack it

all, I’m betting you’ll be pleased. (BM)

Mylxine, 309 N. 6th Ave Pensacola, FL 32501 www.mylxine.com,

mylxine@riseup.net

Punk Life: Memphis House Party

In typical subject-mashup zine form, the current edi-

tion of Punk Life covers interview, review, and scene

report territory. The rag’s primary author, a nameless

lad from Walnut Creek (a suburban Bay Area com-

munity due roughly 15 minutes east of Oakland and

Berkeley), is articulate and knows his underground

history. However, some of his emphasis falls into niche

realms, eliminating any sort of potential widespread

interest. For example, while most of us can appreciate

a concise and descriptive hometown synopsis or an in-

teresting interview with a clearly intelligent band (the

Bloodthirsty Lovers), only the few and the proud can

stomach long-winded and local/scene-specific shop

talks with obscure DJs. For those with a direct relation

to Mr X or his region’s community, the majority of the

writing will undoubtedly appeal, but for the rest of us

some filtering is needed. (BM)

[No price given], odharma@hotmail.com

Squirrelly #1

At first spittake, Squirrelly is not unlike those mimeo-

graphed cookbooks from 1970-something: dots, pat-

terns, chock-full of graphics. But Sue, a Chicago-based

writer and artist, is less about the Broccoli Forest and

more about sunglassed squirrels and sweetcakes, a

little Pekar-esque autobiography and deprecation.

Her voice is so strong and clear that the disjointedness

of these stories (some plays, some historical pieces,

and one short fiction piece sounding like New York,

circa 1980) doesn’t really matter. Think of it as a fist-

ful grabbed from the dentist’s prize chest: the rub-

ber-ball-coup-de-grace being a centerfold about a

woman named Cookie Phoenix who eats children and

“small woodland animals,” then falls asleep to Perry

Como mixtapes, her “hairy white mouth grinning.”

Sure, even the dentist has some bum prizes, but the

good ones-the Cookie Phoenix ones-will trade for a

Twinkie. Isn't that what really matters? (MC)

$3 + $1, S&H, awkardphobic@yahoo.com

Start By Walking #1

A quarter-size, black-and-white personal zine, Start

By Walking details the travels and many hobbies of

author Chandler. His writing is most at ease when he

describes his love for cooking (baking bread at home

from “air yeast”), canning food, and gardening. Start

By Walking is really a sweet (like a chubby-cheeked

child) zine, with passion and lightheartedness in

the writing. Chandler’s personality comes across as

generous, and he seems full-on eager for the world

around him. (AJA)

[No price given], startbywalking@gmail.com

Slug #218

This issue of the Salt Lake City fanzine mostly

showcases Slug magazine’s upcoming 18-year an-

niversary party, featuring interviews with past SLC

(and anniversary-party performing) hardcore/punk

bands Iceburn, CLEAR, and the Corleones. In addi-

tion, Slug interviews more local bands, and includes

snowboarding and skateboarding features, and the

ever-present reviews section. (AJA)

Free, SLUG (Salt Lake City Underground Magazine), 351 Pierpont

Ave, Suite 4B, Salt Lake City, UT 84101, www.slugmag.com,

Sugar Needle #31

Lighthearted and candy-coated, Corina Fastwolf’s

Sugar Needle is for the sweet-toothed. It’s amusing,

oddly informative, and easy on the eyes and mind.

Dedicated almost entirely to fructose culture, issue

31 reveals the shocking truth behind artificial ba-

nana flavoring, provides instructions for dirty candy

conversation heart construction, and explores the

eco-friendly possibilities of edible packing materials.

Send Corina some money; I’m sure she’s got her fair

share of cavity-riddled dental debt. (BM)

$2, candy, or zine trades Sugar Needle PO Box 66835 Portland,

OR 97290

To Colleen From Rebekah (And Other Letters)

A collection of letters and notes to “editor” Colleen

from friends and family members spanning many

years, this zine is reminiscent of Found magazine in

the vulnerability and voyeurism it elicits when the

private is made public. However, the organization

and copying of To Colleen From Rebekah (And Other

Letters) is poor; my head hurt trying to read the tiny,

photocopied handwritten letters. As well, though

there are instances of funny oddities and stories/feel-

ings left best unexpressed, the majority of the corre-

spondence is mundane and written in the style of ju-

nior high students passing notes in class with little to

say. Overall, the pleasurable moments are fewer than

the many lines to decipher while getting there. (AJA)

[No price given], colleenmariedonaldson@yahoo

The Year of the Kaet: Confessions of a Bohemian

Sellout

The Year of the Kaet contains short musings from

a fresh college grad living the struggling writer’s

dream: barista job, studio apartment in a semi-

dangerous neighborhood, and the de rigueur

Internet writing gig (cf. “bohemian”): it would

be profound if it weren’t a cliche. Includes some
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ZINES
back-and-forth with editors at gawker.com and

other publications (actually, less “back” and

more “forth”) and the shattered dreams that

come from working for “the man” (cf. “sellout”).

The pieces here would have more of an impact if

they were a bit more developed-they read like

short blurbs meant to be posted on the Internet,

which is exactly what they are, but in this context

my attention wanders and the pages don’t turn

themselves. (AM)

[No price given], Kaetlin Perna, 332 Park Ave #3, Rochester NY

14607, kaetsoleil@gmail.com

You’re An Angel, You Little Devil #2

This quarter-size zine describes itself as “The Ulti-

mate Devil Girl Magazine,” and there couldn’t be a

more apt description. Each two-page spread takes

on a different theme for its images, from album

covers to Altoid ads and my personal favorite,

“Everyday Devil Girls.” Basically, if devil ladies

are your thing, this zine is your fetishist ticket to a

plethora of poorly Xeroxed images, though flipping

though it does mostly feel a bit like taking a trip back

to seventh grade. (SBM)

$1 or trade, Randy Robbins, PO Box 17131, Anaheim, CA 92817

You Can Work Any Hundred Hours A Week You

Want (In Your Underwear)!!

This rise and er, rise of Microcosm Publishing, as

told by founder Joe Biel and a few of his partners

in crime, proves that if you follow your heart with a

risky venture but are willing to make the necessary

compromises, it will lead to success. Biel’s confes-

sional spills the beans on the sordid details of zine

tours, financial woes, and all the nitty gritty inevi-

tabilities of running an independent publisher and

distributor. It reads like an enlightening and com-

pelling “zine distro confidential” merged with a

rags-to-more-than-rags-but-not-riches alternative

to the American Dream story. Anybody looking to

make a livelihood from a DIY project will appreciate

this history. (LM)

$1.50 each, Microcosm Publishing, PO Box 14332, Portland, OR

97293, www.microcosm.com

Zine World #24

Zine World (subtitle: “a reader’s guide to the under-

ground press”) is like the older sister of all things

Xeroxed: without her, we wouldn’t know how to

tongue kiss or doctor macaroni, send media mail or

bind with a rubber band. The publication is as en-

couraging, horizontally organized, and politically

correct as possible, and is rounded out by columns,

a news compilation, address changes, and a clas-

sifieds section. Reviews are more detailed than an

elementary school card catalogue, down to page

numbers and the time each review spent reading.

Best of all is the geographically diverse selection,

also that the (all-volunteer) staff realizes that it’s

perfectly OK to be constructively critical. An invalu-

able resource. (MC)

$4, PO Box 330156, Murfreesboro TN 37133-0156, www.under-

groundpress.org

History In The Making

Kyle Ward

Historian Kyle Ward continues to examine the history of the United

States through unfamiliar eyes with History In The Making. The prem-

ise behind his latest is breathtakingly simple yet serves a necessary

service: after so much punditry in the past decade about the way in

which history is taught, Ward lets American history textbooks speak

for themselves, isolating specific historical incidents and reproducing

passages of textbooks from different periods in the nation’s history, ranging from the early

1800s to the late 1990s. Particularly interesting is the section following historical events from the

20
th
century, as the institutional view of race, gender, and socialized programs radically changes

before the readers’ eyes in a relatively short period of time-though Ward is right to observe that

those changes have not necessarily been in an increasingly progressive direction. Despite its fas-

cinating concept and exhaustive research, the book falters in its execution: where History In The

Making suffers most notably is in the lack of context it provides for each historical episode. The

short introductions to each section rarely dismiss fallacious claims made in the history books in

any specific way, instead offering overly broad and general observations. In addition, the subse-

quent passages from history books are only given date citations, creating the impression that all

the passages come from one massive ur-text of American history. While I can rationalize this as

a rhetorical strategy-bringing attention to the generalized threads of bias that have constructed

the way American history is told and understood-Ward provides little such rationale in the actu-

al text of the book for this choice, creating a strange lack of place or context to the passages. Still,

this is an important and exhaustive work of scholarship, one that deserves to sit alongside James

Loewen’s seminal Lies My Teacher Told Me. In fact, the book serves as an excellent companion

piece to Loewen’s work, proving his thesis in an engaging capsule form. History In The Making of-

fers a crucial corrective to the idea—troublingly prevalent, even today-that history exists as an

unmoving constant, a construct bearing no mark of its authors’ hands. -Paul M. Davis

The New Press

Generation Loss. A Novel

By Elizabeth Hand

Between novelizing Hollywood movies like 12 Mon-

keys and winning Nebula Awards for her fantasy fic-

tion, it’s remarkable Elizabeth Hand has time to write

literary thrillers. Generation Loss, Hand’s eighth

novel, defies easy categorization and showcases a

writer at the peak of her talents. Protagonist Cass

Neary is a down-and-out New York photographer, 30

years past her 15 minutes of punk-scene fame. From

self-loathing to methamphetamines and Jack Dan-

iels, Cass wears the long-dead 70s punk ethos like

a tattered leather jacket with too many zippers. “The

Adderall had kicked into high gear,” Cass says. “I love

speed, that black light you see alone at 3 a.m., when

bottles shimmer like cut glass and everything re-

minds you of a song you once loved.” After her lover

perishes on September 11, Cass travels to an island off

Maine to photograph a reclusive artist. From there,

hijinx ensue, full of urban-fish-out-of-rural-water

episodes, colorful locals, and a kidnapping mystery.

There’s even a boat chase that would make John Woo

proud. Her language choice often dazzles, and Cass’

first-person narration is insistent, enraged, melan-

choly, and wholly compelling. “Generation loss” is

a photography term referring to the loss of quality

between subsequent copies of data and if Hand was

a less original voice, the term might have accurately

described the novel. Instead, Generation toss is a lit-

erary page-turner of impressive thematic heft and

cohesion, illuminating surprising insights on the re-

lationship between art and imitation, death and pho-

tography, and art and madness. -Leland Cheuk

Small Beer Press

OurSpace

Christine Harold

Having just completed writing a book that exam-

ines contemporary resistance to corporate culture

myself—although focused more on underground

and punk cultures than the well-funded projects,

artists, and media pranksters Harold looks at-l

admit I waded into OurSpace overly concerned with

the temperature of the water. And, while I quickly

came to an understanding of Harold’s book as nec-

essary and important although academic, her first

paragraph did nothing to soothe my chills or stop

my teeth from chattering. An unabashed apprecia-

tion for Rupert Murdoch and an elaboration on his

vast intelligence as evidenced in the choice to buy

up MySpace, however thoroughly rebuffed later, has

in my opinion no place in a book supposedly intent

on envisioning the future of anti-corporate activism.

Punk Planet readers may find that this is the sort of

trap Harold falls into again and again. She chal-

lenges projects like Adbusters, and notes that their

weird adoption of branding culture re-promotes the

brands they supposedly rail against (a topic I have

written on frequently, see Realizing the Impossible,

for example), but fails to conclusively state that Ad-

busters has, in fact, become exactly the kind of cor-

poration it claims to want to destroy. The Yes Men,

culture jamming, and Joey Skaggs all get similarly

glowing and respectful, but not critical or thorough,

overviews. Which, in my opinion, is the reason to

examine contemporary activist practices academi-

cally: because the ivory tower offers the chance to

think such practices through thoroughly, challenge

them, and begin to posit something better, free

from the trappings of actual problematic applica-

tion. It may be too cynical a notion, or too harsh

of a criticism, that Harold may never have experi-

enced the inside of a truly corporate-free space; that

something may always and already have tainted her

perception of what is possible or worth investiga-

tion. Nonetheless, for someone who may not have

experienced firsthand the kind of world she strives

to support, she’s done a good job of discussing, in

academic language, the most familiar anti-corpo-

rate activist activities in our culture today. And this

is a great leap forward in history. Let’s not let it rest

there: something truly new, truly unique, and truly

radical lies just around the corner, but it’s not going

to originate with MySpace.-AEM

University of Minnesota Press
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Edited by Javier Ramirez

Getting Out: Your Guide to Leaving America

MarkEhrman

Back in 2003, as the presidential election was heat-

ing up and the war in Iraq escalating, my thoughts

turned to leaving the US. I wasn’t alone. Many

Americans were considering the option of leaving

a country fighting a losing war while our personal

freedoms, one thing that makes this a great coun-

try, were being taken away by the government.

Fast-forward to 2004 and another four years of

the Bush administration. The moment had come

to leave, but the task seemed daunting. I might be

taking my weekly tango lesson in Buenos Aires or

walking home to my flat in Notting Hill right now

if Getting Out had been published the day after the

election, but sadly it wasn’t. Yet it’s still an invalu-

able resource for anyone who wants to leave the

country, whether you’re tired of America’s poli-

tics or the mundane routine of your everyday life.

Chapters in the book include such topics as obtain-

ing a visa, getting a job, and studying abroad. In-

terspersed throughout are the most engaging pas-

sages, personal testimonies of Americans who have

made the leap to living in a foreign country. These

highly readable vignettes detail the decisions be-

hind leaving, along with the positive and negative

aspects they’ve encountered so far. The largest

section of the book is devoted to listing the specific

living details for the 50 most popular countries for

American expats. Can you get Internet access in Ni-

caragua? What is the crime rate like in Bulgaria? Can

you carry Cannabis legally in Egypt? Even if you’re

unsure about uprooting your life and moving to a

foreign country, paging through Getting Out is sure

to ignite your wanderlust. -Nancy Rohlen

Process Media

Voices from the Blue Hotel

NayaSonenberg

It’s not that the stories in Maya Sonenberg’s latest

book, Voices from the Blue Hotel, are without merit.

It’s just that they are all alike. It’s a consistently glum

collection where disappointment is the prevailing

theme and personalities are for the most part free

of any remarkable tics or quirks. The husband and

wife who temporarily part ways so she can stalk

Hugh Grant and he can attend the Mariners play-off

series seems like rich turf, good for absurdity and

recklessness: instead the story plays out in weak,

passionless scenes until the couple finally returns

to the same lacking existence that drove them apart

in the first place. In story after story, most charac-

ters never exert any real effort to break orbit from

around the people and situations that leave them

unfulfilled. This droning melancholy is all the more

irritating because we are in the presence of a writer

who possesses a lovely command of language.

Her ability to render striking images and precise,

resonant emotions is impressive, but because they

support the same depressing sentiments over and

over again, it’s hard to really appreciate them before

boredom ensues. It’s difficult to tell if Sonenberg’s

intent is to praise the fortitude necessary to with-

stand a life of disappointment or if she just takes

everything way too seriously. Either way, if the sto-

ries in this book are approached one at a time, over

a few weeks or months, the systemic unhappiness

throughout would not feel so overwhelming. Taken

as a whole it’s an awful lot of malaise to swallow all

at once. -Steve Newman

Chiasmus Press

Grammar Lessons: Translating a Life in Spain

Michele Morano

When it is snowing in Chicago in April, the thing you

want most in the world is a trip to somewhere else;

maybe anywhere else. It wouldn’t hurt if the desti-

nation were a warm place, with good wine-some-

place like Spain. And if you had a funny, genuine

traveling companion who could speak Spanish and

would confess her confusions and hesitations, then

the trip might be perfect. Michele Morano is just

such a travel partner, and her collection of essays

Grammar Lessons: Transiting a Life in Spain is a

gorgeous trip you can enjoy while sitting in your

living room or riding the bus, with the majority of

the book detailing the year she spent teaching Eng-

lish at a university in Northern Spain. The finest es-

say, “In the Subjunctive Mood,” is broken into nine

sections, each chosen for a different rule for using

the subjunctive mood in Spanish. This structuring

device gives a lyrical formalism to the essay, while

allowing the autobiographical details of the nar-

rative to merge with the exploration of language.

The rest of the book is broken into two sections,

one discussing travel as an idea, the other life after

Spain. These two sections read less like a cohesive

whole, but make for fascinating reading. Espe-

cially strong is “In Praise of Envy”, a meditation on

that deadly sin that is funny and original. This is a

subtle, personal and smart book, delicate and in no

way self-indulgent. It reads like conversation, not

memoir, a form I would have much preferred. The

inclusion of biographical detail allows each essay

to stand alone, but the repetition of some of these

facts feels unnecessary when reading the book

through as a single work. Grammar Lessons is a

wonderful escape. The observations this book of-

fers aren’t earth shattering, and you may not come

away changed as you might from a trip of your

own. But, as you read, you realize that it is enough

that Morano came away changed, and that she has

shared the process of translation -Eiren Caffal

University of Iowa Press

The Infernal Machine: A History of Terrorism

Matthew Carr

Matthew Carr has undertaken an ambitious goal:

tracing the history of modern terrorism from late

19th century Russia to the present situation with

Islamic jihadists. In the process, he has crafted a

brave and thought-provoking book. Carr, a jour-

nalist living in England, examines terrorism in its

historic and current permutations, and makes as

much sense of it as possible. Because one person’s

demon is another’s hero and one nation’s ter-

rorism is another’s revolution, it is necessary to

define what the author means by terrorism. Carr

states that it is not his “intention here to offer an

overarching definition of terrorism to replace those

that have already been put forward . . . This book

is largely concerned with a particular technique of

revolutionary violence that first emerged in Rus-

sia and Europe in the late nineteenth century. The

essence of this technique is the use of violence

against symbolic targets in order to achieve a po-

litical rather than a military victory over a particu-

lar government or regime.” The history of terror-

ism, not only in the United States and Great Britain

but also in the Middle East, Latin America, and other

regions, is crucial to understanding the current

world landscape. As Carr notes, “The current state

of terror and alarm cannot entirely be attributed to

nineteen hijackers armed with pocket knives and

box cutters . . . Governments have tended to pres-

ent their own particular interpretation of terrorism

as the ‘true’ version, regardless of whether there

is any evidence to sustain it.” Carr appears to have

zero tolerance for government lies in the aftermath

of terror, just as he exhibits no patience for killers

that are government-sanctioned or operating as

independent revolutionaries. He prefers the type

of patience necessary to study specific actions and

motives in context, to understand the mindset of

the killers and their targets, so that perhaps conflict

can be reduced or eliminated. While the author’s

theories are admittedly biased, Matthew Carr has

managed to create an educational book that is sure

to fuel many debates.-Robin Rainer

The New Press

The Last Novel

David Markson

David Markson’s latest and final book, The Last Novel

serves double duty. Reading it straight through you

will discover a progression, if not exactly a story.

Arranged as 200 plus pages of quotes, anecdotes,

and juxtaposed facts, it’s not a conventional

novel-more of a book-shaped collection of gems

culled from Markson’s nearly eight decades of writ-

ing and reading. It’s like if I cleaned up my desk

and collated all the torn corners of newspapers,

bar napkins, and scraps that I’ve been jotting down

notes on, and realized they paint a vivid picture of

the last 3000 years. Markson is a big fan of William

Gaddis, and The Last Novel has a similar tone to

the posthumously published Agape Agape, except

where Gaddis seemed to be full of rage and disgust

at the world in which he found himself as he collect-

ed his final project, Markson seems more resigned,

or at least more inclined to see the funny parts.

There are so many examples here of brilliant cre-

ators who’ve lived in squalor and misery or were

abused and slandered by their contemporaries that

“depressing” laps “ironic” to become “absurd.”

Here’s an example: "Pietro Aretino died in the midst

of a hysterical fit of laughter that apparently turned

into an apoplectic stroke.” Mortality is very much

on Markson’s mind: early on he mentions calling

the answering machines of other writers who have

recently died, to hear their voices again, recorded

in some casual moment, and the text versions of

some of those messages pepper the book. The Last

Novel is analogous to one of those large images

made up of thousands of tiny photos. The minutiae

are fascinating, but take in the whole thing to really

appreciate the skill.-Ben Mdeod

Shoemaker & Hoard
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thanks
list
80 issues is a lot. Here’s a brief and
woefully incomplete thanks list.

Thanks, first and foremost, goes to you, the

Punk Planet reader. Your belief and support in

the magazine has been an inspiration for all of

us over the years. Keep demanding that maga-

zines challenge you the way you always de-

manded that we do. Journalism will be better

off with you around.

An unbelievable amount of thanks goes to the

hundreds of writers, reviewers, artists, and

designers that Punk Planet has had grace our

pages. Your skills and talents far outshine our

own and together made Punk Planet into an

entity that lasted as long as it did.

Thanks also goes to the hundreds of people

who agreed to be interviewed or written about

within these pages. You provided a wellspring

of ideas and ideals that helped to drive our cul-

ture forward.

Thanks to the thousands of bands that provided

the soundtrack to these 80 issues; magazine

productions wouldn’t have happened without

your beats driving us forward.

Thanks to the original Punk Planet crew, with-

out whom none of this would have ever hap-

pened—that spark that made us start this thing

still burns in me today and, though we haven’t

talked in forever, I hope it burns in you as well:

Julia Cole, Will Dandy, Karen Fischer, Kristen

Francis, and Jim Connell.

Special thanks to Larry Livermore, whose belief

in the project from day one and insistence that

I could pull this off forced me to do exactly that

(also, thanks for being the only other person

here from issue one to issue 80).

Thanks to Ruth Schwartz of Mordam Records

who took a gamble in picking up a young and

controversial punk zine to distribute. Your gam-

ble made the years that followed it possible.

Thanks also to Lumberjack-Mordam (as it’s now

known) for being the exception to the distribu-

tion rule by paying on time and being an advo-

cate for your titles. We never should have left.

Thanks to Josh Hooten and Joel Schalit, whose

many contributions in the formative years of

Punk Planet helped to critically define what the

magazine could be for years to come.

Thanks to Jeff Guntzel, Trevor Kelley, and Chris

Ziegler, whose amazing stories pushed Punk

Planet to another level.

A shout-out to the four music review editors

Punk Planet had over the years—your job was

truly the most thankless: Will Dandy, Eric Ac-

tion, Kyle Ryan, and Dave Hofer.

Thanks to all our interns, mailorder folks, and

others who helped the behind-the-scenes run

smoothly (or at least as smoothly as possible,

all things considered).

Chronologically at the bottom, but in order

of importance this would be at the top of the

list—thanks to the last Punk Planet crew, the

best that ever was: Anne Elizabeth Moore, Dave

Hofer, Laura Pearson, Michael Carriere, Eliza-

beth Crane, Joe Meno, Maya Schenwar, Nadine

Nakanishi, Jon Krohn, Mike Novak, Liz Tapp,

Paul Davis, Hunter Clauss, Sarah Abadi, and

Kira Wisniewski.

Finally, extra thanks to Anne Elizabeth Moore, my

tireless partner these last few years. Your work has

been an inspiration; I wish this wasn't the end.

—Dan Sinker 5/28/2007



full -album digital downloads available now!
+ get 10% off your order with coupon code ‘ punkpl anet80

’

PEEL
With the Ease, Precision, and

Cleverness of Human Beings

Peel's music is enthusiastic, urban,

and expansive; it's greased guitar

feedback squawk, twisted into

spectral sunshiny pop.These songs
are immediate and timeless,

nostalgic yet hopeful.

PEEK-A-BOO

FAIRMONT
Wait & Hope

"Fairmont's new record.Wait and
Hope, is beautiful, it has a unique
way of being both dark and hopeful

at the same time." -Tyler (Gym Class

Heroes)

GO FOR BROKE

._

.

1990s
Cookies

Scotland’s newest favorite sons
will soon be taking over the States.

Springing forth like a bolt of

lightning with nothing more than a
handshake amongst friends and
some damn good tunes under
their belts.

ROUGH TRADE

PANTHERS
The Trick

Heavy, fast, concise and
super-melodic, Panthers' power rock

comes on like a pop Queens of the

Stone Age with three-minute blasts

of anthemic glory. On tour this June
with Big Business and this fall with

High on Fire.

VICE

SPOON
Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga

THE LONG BLONDES
Someone To Drive You Home

Spoon have topped themselves
with this album, their most
heartfelt batch of songs since Girls

Can Tell. Includes limited edition

bonus disc with 22 min. EP of

extra music! LP contains coupon
for free MP3 album plus bonus
disc download.

Yeah, they like Joy Division and all

that, but not half as much as they

like Dusty, disco, and Del
Shannon. Sexy and literate,

flippant and heartbreaking all at

once.

Much like the art movement of the

same name, Art Brut are
outsiderish, rebellious, punk
before punk, and deliciously

libertine. Their second full-length

is poppier than the first and expect
it to be tongue-in-cheek and
rancourously funny.

The legendary Insound Tour
Support Series is back! Our first

new offering in years is from one
of our very favorite bands, The
Thermals. Includes thirteen tracks
- 4 from a KEXP session, 6 from
San Francisco's Bottom of the Hill,

and 3 acoustic gems.

BEGGARS BANQUET BEGGARS BANQUET DOWNTOWN INSOUND

VUVUUMN , CofA

I



DOWN TO NOTHING

lpr leap:

Bids

SCHOOLAHARDKNOX
REVISITED

DOWN TO NOTHING: THE MOST
REV141: CD/LP

Out 7/17/07 on Revelation Records

Having toured with everyone from BANE to CHAMPION to HAVE

HEART, DOWN TO NOTHING has established their own unique

brand of straightforward, powerful hardcore.

Combining the strength and heaviness of JUDGE

with an energy and exuberance comparable to

CIV, DOWN TO NOTHING'S The Mhhowcases K
the band's perfection of this sound. BjB

inking

THE FIRE THE FLOOD
Truth Seekers

NOSR004: CD $2
Out 8/7/07 on No Sleep Records

Thirteen tracks that scream of heavy and chaotic

hardcore madness. Truth Seekers brings back

the sounds of such greats as BOTCH, COALESCE,

REFUSED, and CONVERGE while still maintain-

ing what lacks in today's scene - originality. NC's

THE FIRE THE FLOOD are ready to dominate

all that get in their way, and this release is sure

to start the onslaught. The band recorded with

Jamie King (BETWEEN THE BURIED AND ME,

KILLWHITNEYDEAD, HE IS LEGEND) in Rural

Hall, NC at The Basement Studios.

DISTRICf 9 x
Sthoolahardknox Revisited V v - v

DFBOI: CD tjC

Out Now! op Dignified Bastard

Formed in 'the early '90s in New York City's,

South Bronx, 0I$JR1CT 9 represent the street-

wise attitude of NtJIC, and were featured in the'

jNYHC documentor*, with bands like 25 TA LIFE,

- MADBALL, CROWN OF THORNZ, VOP and NO

-^EEMING SfftlAL VALUE. This digitally

remastered CD contains the rare 7" on SFT

Records as well as demos, an entire live^et on

WNYU radio, and a live performance from tlSt

reunion show at CBGBs in 2006 and comes with

a 16 page booklet.
%

GUAJIRO is the face of

"Spanglish rock" with their new

record, Material Subversive,

the band continues to fuse

Latino imagery with their

own brand of punk rock.

With verses in English and

easy to sing-along choruses

in Spanish, GUAJIRO is

about unifying a bilingual

audience with songs that

rock with a conscience.

Hailing from Queens, NY, and

fronted by local hero Timmy

? Chunks, TOKEN ENTRY made

a name for themselves by

developing a loyal following of

both punk and hardcore kids

alike and becoming a mainstay

' of the NYHC scene. Their influ-

ence is still felt today. Now

these two classic albums will be

available again, together in

one place, for old and new fans

TOKEN ENTRY J
a,ike

1 Jaybird/The Weight Of The World (
f» E <= o n p » ! ISCR855: CD Out Now! on I Stream Records l

REC °» D «

FABULOUS DISASTER formed

in San Francisco in 1998. With

their first album "Pretty

Killers" in 1999 and Put Out Or

Get Out in 2001, their incredi-

ble riffs and melodies on

favorites such as "Gia" and

"Down The Drain" put this

awesome foursome in a league

of their own. Today in 2007,

FABULOUS DISASTER will

release Love At First Fight, their

first full-length CD in three

years on I Scream Records.

fabulous disaster

GUAJIRO
Material Subversivo

ISCR817: CD Out Now! on I Scream Records ISCR820: CD Out Now! on I Scream Records

RevHQ.com P.0. Box 5232, Huntington Beach, CA • 92615-5232
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LLTHE BEST INDEPENDENT RECORD STORES:

DISTRICT 9 v

Sthoolahardknox Revisited >

DFB°1 ; CD,

Out Now! oK' Dignified Bastard *
Formed in 'the early '90s in New York City's

South Bronx, OJtfRICT 9 represent the street-

wise attitude oT NiJIC, and were featured in the‘

jflYHC docufnenliry/with bands like 25 TA LIFE,

MADBALL, CROWN OF THORNZ, VOQ and NO

-^EEMING S6tlAL VALUE. This digitally

remastered CD contains the rare 7" on SFT

Records as well as demos, an entire live^et on

WNYU radio, and a live performance from t^!l

reunion show at CBGBs in 2006 and comes with

a 16 page booklet.
v

B 997

There s no easy
this, so it’s best
ay it straight: 1

t issue ofPut
iter this,

the fight
is yours.
(continuedonpage3)

POWN TO NOTHING

SCHOOLAHARDKNOX
REVISITED

tCo&cMfexa
IX tracks - 16

S AND MORE AVAILABLE AT RevHQ.COm

Hailing from Queens, NY, and

fronted by local hero Timmy

r ; 7 Chunks, TOKEN ENTRY made

a name for themselves by

developing a loyal following of

both punk and hardcore kids

alike and becoming a mainstay

of the NYHC scene. Their influ-

ence is still felt today. Now

these two classic albums will be

available again, together in

one place, for old and new fans

TOKEN ENTRY J alike

lSdSMl Jaybird/The Weight Of The World £SCHEMAWECOWDS
l ISCR855: CD Out Now! on I Scream Records l

WECORPS

FABULOUS DISASTER formed

in San Francisco in 1998. With

their first album "Pretty

Killers" in 1999 and Put Out Or

Get Out in 2001, their incredi-

ble riffs and melodies on

favorites such as "Gia" and

'Down The Drain" put this

awesome foursome in a league

of their own. Today in 2007,

FABULOUS DISASTER will

release Love At First Fight
;
their

first full-length CD in three

years on I Scream Records.


